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The D-12

Digital Audio
Control Surface

mixing router based topology

fullscale digital peak and VU metering

5.1 surround sound plus 3 stereo masters

two studios, CR and HDPN/Studio 3 monitors

COMPACT- 32 faders - 53" wide/32"deep /9" high talkback communication (programmable)
router based source/destination selection
mix follows talent / logic follows source
paging channel strips - 64 channels on 32 faders
12 user -programmable switches (comm, salvos, triggers, etc.)
scalable - up to 64 input faders

automatic failsafe DSP card option

routable mixes

automatic failsafe CPU card option

event storage and recall

redundant power supply option

eight stereo subgroup mixes

eight stereo sends

switched meters with system wide access (including all
console inputs and outputs)

eight mix -minus outputs (can be expanded)

dedicated master, group and DCM faders (no fader sharing)

four DCM faders (digitally controlled groups)

motorized faders

Bus -Minus (w/TB & solo) on every input (direct out)

pageable fader option

pan/bal, blend, mode, EQ/dynamics on every input

dedicated LCD display per function (EQ, Pan, Dynamics)

delay inputs or outputs (frames or milliseconds)

multiple surfaces can share I/O

With thousands of digital consoles installed, trust Wheatstone for your next project!
THE DIGITAL AUDIO LEADER
copyright C. 2006 by Wheatstone Corporation
Specs & features subject to change w/o notice

tel 252-638-7000 / www.wheatstone.com / sales@wheatstone.com

The ONE company with the answer for change across the industry.
Harris is the ONE company leveraging its broadcast expertise to
enable workflow solutions that bring true interoperability in Broadcast.

Solutions for:
Business Operations

Media Management
Newsrooms
Core Processing
Channel Release

ONE set of solutions that work together so you can:

Profit from new multichannel services
Get on the air with local HD fast
Project your brand - define your on -air look
with quality, flexibility and creativity
Move media faster, easier, cleaner - everywhere
Lower your cost with standards -free infrastructure
ONE company helps you realize new revenues, repurpose your content,
target your advertising and deliver your brand.

Media Transport
Transmission
IPTV/Mobile TV

For more information visit www.broadcast.harris.com.

Canada +1 800 387 0233

',ARIUS®

1

USA East +1 800 231 9673

assuredcommunicationse

Broadcast

I

USA West +1 888 843 7004

1

Latin America +1 785 437 1960

Government Systems RF Comm

www.harris.corn

Microwave

10:06 a.no.
Legal department clears
content of interviews

113:06 a.m.

annotates on -cam
Assistant
captur
interviews as they are

Avid Interplay. On one level, it's a
But we didn't stop at one level.
Automatic encoding. Desktop logging. Revision control. Background transcoding.
Intelligent archiving. Avid® Interplay- takes real-time collaboration to new levels, so everyone
is on the same page, not just editors and producers. Designers, animators, writers, assistants,

administrators-even finance and legal departments-can all work simultaneously, with instant

revolutionary media management solution.
access to any type of file. That means more time to be creative. Less time spent on busywork.

And end -to -end productivity that lets you compete on a higher plane. Don't just manage your
media assets; liberate them with the world's first nonlinear workflow engine: Avid Interplay.
Learn more at: www.avid.com/interplay.

Avid.
do more-

O 2006 Avid Technology, Inc All rights reserved. Product features, specifications, system requirements, and availability we subject to change without notice Avid, Interplay, and do more are
either registered trademarks or trademarks of Avid Technology, Inc. or its subsidiaries in the United States and/or other countries
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nothing matches the flexibility and reliability of P2 HD.
Bring on your most demanding production chal enges!
"No -moving -parts" solid-state reliability combines with
full 2/3" HD production quality and the IT -based -lexibility

of P2 HD in a new line of professional -quality HD tools.

P2 HD's dual-codec capability - DVCPRO 25/50/HD
as well as advanced AVC-Intra - team to prov de full
compatibility now and a solid investment for the future.
AVC-I offers comparable DVCPRO HD quality at half
AJ-HPX2000
2/3" 3-CCD Shoulder Mount camcorder

2/3" Full HD quality 3-CCDs
14 -bit ND with DSP
17 HD/SD formats including 24p
High -sensitivity of Fl 1
Digita Super Gain
DVCPFO 25/50/HD
Optional AVC-I ccdec support

pIlia
sr

when reliability counts.

© 2006 Panasonic Broadcast

the bit rate, doubling recording time per P2 card
while lowerirg media storage 3nd distribution costs.
With the debut of our new P2 HC 2/3" HD/SD camcorder

and mobile recorder, ycu have an IT -compatible
solution for full HD quality broadcasting and production.
Choose your path to HC wisely, and learn more about

P2 HD by visiting www.panasonic.com/p2 or
call 1-800-528-8601.
AJ-HPM1 00
P2 HD Mobile

Multi -format recording/conversiois
6 P2 card slots
Versatile I/Os
8 -channel PCM 16 -bit audio
9" HD LCD montor and stereo speakers
DVCPRO 25/50/ -ID
Optional AVC-I codec support

Panasonic ideas for life
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THIS MONTH'S FREEZEFRAME QUESTION
Connect the term to the correct definition. The question was taken from "Descriptive
Metadata for Television," by Mike Cox, Linda Tadic and Ellen Mulder.

Definition
The combination of material and metadata
Information representing a single visual, audio or other sensory experience
Any combination of picture, sound or data essences
Data that conveys information about material

Term
Essence

Material
Metadata
Content

Readers submitting winning entries will be entered into a drawing for Broadcast Engineering
T-shirts. Enter by e-mail. Title your entry "Freezeframe-March" in the subject field, and send it
to: editor@penton.com. Correct answers received by May 1, 2007, are eligible to win.

NOVEMBER'S FREEZEFRAME ANSWER
Q. Name the profiles and the key applications of the H.264 codec.

A. Baseline:
Main:
Extended:

Low-cost video conferencing
Broadcast and storage applications
Streaming video

NOVEMBER WINNER:
Jim Barnes
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ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY

MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE
STEP UP TO MAXELL BROADCAST MEDIA.

Renowned for product innovation and pioneering technologies, Maxell has been a leading
brand for acquisition, duplication, editing, post-prodt, ction, archiving and playback -to -air for
over 30 years. And now, that legacy continues with the introduction of Maxell Professional Disc
for XDCAM. With 23.3GB of ultra -fast optical storage, Maxell Profession& Disc provides a superior
direct -to -disc recording solution, capable of holding 65 minutes in HD format. Exceptional speed,
capacity, reliability and durability. That's why broadcast professionals who demand maximum
performance choose Maxell performance.

For more information, visit www.maxell.com.
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EDITORIAL
DEPARTMENT

Bigger is
always better

0

kay guys, huddle up. We may be losing control over our home theaters. A recent Best Buy
Omnitel survey shows a growing demand by

women for input and control over a home

theater's purchase and use.
For instance, 74 percent of women said that sound quality was important to them. Of the men surveyed, only 54
percent said that sound quality was important.
Heck, I understand that. If you can hear the game announcers, the hits against the ball, the puck or the other
guy, the sound's good enough.

are just tools. You use the basic buttons and forget the rest.

We don't let a remote control intimidate us just because
it has 75 buttons. All but the on -off button are probably
options - extras - and who uses them?
Fortunately, when it comes to high -definition video
and home theater installation, we guys still rule. More
than half of the men in the survey said they could handle
a home theater installation. Less than one-third of the
women considered themselves qualified. Where are all the
toolbelt divas?

There's always the option to hire the install from the
box store. Although, few of us "in the industry" would
admit to choosing such an option. We'd feel like a wimp.
Anyone who can't strip, twist and shove a No. 12 stranded
wire into a speaker tab or spin on an F connector without
help probably isn't reading this magazine.

While the survey revealed one technical parameter
where women and men do agree - picture quality - that

could be misleading. You see, women view a TV set in
terms of its packaging and environment. Men just look at
the picture. We'd happily take a 75in HD plasma framed in
a wooden crate, at the right price.
Not so long ago, the most important aspect of a TV was
not the video image at all, but the looks of the set's wooden
cabinet. TV sets were considered first a piece of furniture
and then a television. And, it was the woman who decided

whether any particular TV set was acceptable with her
home's decor - too bad for the guy who really wanted a
21 in color set when the woman in his life had her heart set
on a traditionally -styled, oak cabinet with spindle overlays
and wood grained top. Men, doesn't that just make you
want to cry?

When it comes to home theater, there's only one rule:

Also, beer commercials aren't symphonies. Typically
they involve cars, dogs, horses, or other guys. That kind of
audio doesn't require a speaker system capable of breaking
a wine glass at 50ft.

Women are also more concerned when it comes to
actually using the equipment. I attribute this to button
overload.
It takes seven remotes to fully control my home theater.
I have one remote for the cable STB, one for the TV, one
for the home theater sound system, one for the DVD play-

er, one for the lighting automation and one each for the
CD and VCR players. The computer's PVR is hooked in
too, but that remote is kept in the den.
Guys know that - for the most part - remote controls
10
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Bigger is always better. Bring on the sports, hand me a beverage, and turn up the sound. It's game time!
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EDITORIAL DIRECTOR
Senc comments to: editor©penton.com

"We wanted to work with people who would go the extra mile. We've installed
Miranda's graphics, monitoring and interfacing equipment. Their support has been

very responsive, and the systems have delivered improved efficiency and reliability."
Don Jarvis, VP Engineering

Lifetime Entertainment Services

FEEDBACK
DEPARTMENT

pay cable or satellite rates to see what
I used to watch for free.
The December 2006 Broadcast
Engineering article "Urban renewal"
points out how HDTV has been bun-

gled. Everybody's interests but the
consumers' are being protected.

Nobody asked me what I wanted
for an improved television. It was a
political decision made by broadcast-

ers and movie companies. I hope it
languishes and never catches on.
Brian
Hor,dor- on NC

The Fairness Doctrine
Paul McGoldrick:

I have a few comments in response

to your November 2006 column

Baby boomers
Editor:

I can relate to your January 2007
can't find suitable programming and advertising. I am 60 years old and
watch less than two hours of television a week.
I think the main reason for the lack of programming is because content producers want the largest possible audience. To accomplish this,
they dumb down content so that the young audience is not lost in a barrage of polysyllabic words.
On several occasions, I have transcribed parts of scripts and run them
through a word processor that indicates the age -level of the writing. The
script written by the "oldest" person (14 to 16 years old) came from an
A&E program. The "youngest" person (9 to 11 years old) to write a script
was from "Designing Women." What 60 -year -old wants to watch something like that unless he is suffering from amentia?
I attribute the lack of suitable advertising to the fact that successful TV
advertising targets impulsive buyers. Let's face it: When people are my
age, they aren't impulsive.
Jim Beck
EAGLE

An HDTV gripe
Editor:
My NTSC TV recently failed. Rath-

about the Fairness Doctrine.
First, the Fairness Doctrine did not
promise equal time, only reasonable
time for responsible parties.
Second, the doctrine was based on
the relatively small number of views
available in the broadcast world and
the fact that, unlike a newspaper, one

couldn't just start up a radio station
with his or her views.

Third, the doctrine became somewhat of a joke because several operations would air one point of view and
then look for a nimrod with opposing
views, making the original viewpoint

look better. Johnny Carson used to
parody this on the "Tonight Show."

Today, with the number of news
outlets, would you agree that there are

many diverse viewpoints presented
on just about every important topic?
Add in the Internet and the ability to
self -publish, and any "doctrine" seems
foolish.
Len Watson
Scope+Focus

Love Lucy" reruns? No programming
worth watching justifies the cost of an
HDTV.

er than opt for a DTV ($800) or an

Viewers can't receive HDTV broad-

HDTV ($1500), I bought the cheapest
20in NTSC TV ($109) I could find. I
did this for several reasons:
I hate the aspect ratio of HDTV.

casts off the air - even with a pre-

Test Your Knowledge!

amped monster TV antenna. But they

See the Freezeframe question of the
month on page 8 and enter to win a
Broadcast Engineering T-shirt.

Why spend a kilobuck to watch "I

Cost. I'll be darned if I'm going to

12

can receive eight acceptable quality
analog stations.
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Send answers to editor@penton.com

Hi
News
Enc-to-Enc
Connect. Collaborate, Communicate.
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Spend Less. Do More. End -to -End HD.
Spend less and do more with the most efficient I --immersed HD

news workflow in the industry.
Grass Valley- is your essential partner in your transition to HD.

Our integrated solutions promote workflow collatoration, not stifle it.
Workflows that understand that fast -to -air means NOW.

Workflows that give you the freedom of format, media, compression,

and codec choices that let you work the way you want to-at an
affordable price.
To learn how Grass Valley can be your essential partner,

go to www.thomsongrassvalley.com/hdnews

See us at NAB 2007 Booth # N-902

Gfgrass val ley
-n-tomsoN
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Room for you?
Google and cable firms say the Internet
can't scale up for WebTV.
BY CRAIG BIRKMAIFR

In the television business, 2006
may well be remembered as the
year of YouTube. Yet another in
the long list of Internet phenomena, YouTube was founded in February 2005 and became Time magazine's Invention of the Year in 2006.
Rounding out the year on a high note,

YouTube was acquired by another
Internet up-and-comer, Google, for
$1.65 billion in October.
Along a similar thought line, Time
magazine awarded its annual Person

of the Year honors to - you - the
masses who claimed the Internet as
your own, putting the you in YouTube
and the my in MySpace.
Time noted that the story of 2006 is

one of community and collaboration
on a scale never seen before: "It's about

the cosmic compendium of knowledge Wikipedia and the million -channel people's network YouTube and the
online metropolis MySpace. It's about
the many wresting power from the few

and helping one another for nothing
and how that will not only change the

FRAME GRAB

world, but also change the way the

consumers expect," he said.

world changes?'

The Reuters story went on to say
that Google offered to work with cable operators to combine its technology for searching for video and TV

Controlling you
Unfortunately, some things seem
to have the indomitable will to resist
change. The ability to control the flow
of information and entertainment in
the United States appears to be one of
them.
On Feb. 2, Viacom sent a letter to
Google demanding that the company

footage and its tailored advertising
with the cable networks' high -quality
delivery of shows.

Seems like something is rotten in
the state of Denmark, or more accu-

remove 100,000 video clips containing

rately, Amsterdam - the site of the
Cable Europe Congress. Just when
you thought the Internet may even-

content from Viacom companies. By
the end of the day, Google complied.
These actions followed an attempt for
the companies to reach terms on a redistribution agreement.
The following Wednesday, a sto-

tually become the bypass technology
to resolve ever increasing subscriber
fees for cable and DBS, one of the Internet's leaders seems to suggest that
the Web infrastructure cannot scale
to the task. (After all, despite the fact

ry in Reuters set off a firestorm of
controversy with a quote made by

that you - the average Joe and Jane

Google's head of TV technology Vincent Dureau during his speech to the

Bowl commercials doesn't mean you
are ready to redefine high -quality entertainment as watching a sitcom cre-

Cable Europe Congress. "The Web
infrastructure, and even Google's [infrastructure] doesn't scale. It's not going to offer the quality of service that

A look at the issues driving today's technology

Flat -panel TV sales increasing
In December 2006, 33 percent of flat -panels sold were 1080p format

- created two of this year's Super

ated by your neighbor's kids.) And,
even worse, it seems that Google may

be getting cozy with industries that
now control more than 90 percent of
all high -quality content creation and
distribution.
Subsequent news reports suggest
that the story was overblown. Several days later, a Google spokesperson

responded, saying, "Some remarks
from Vincent Dureau's well -received
speech at the Cable Europe Congress

30
25

were quoted out of context in news
reports?' The spokesperson claimed
that Google's infrastructure scales
are just fine, and there is no problem

20
15
10

watching TV on the Web. You decide.

5

June 2006

December 2006

Date
Source: Pacific Media Associates
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Super -scale me
The question of whether the Web
can scale to deliver video is barely
relevant. Experts have been claiming that one aspect or another of the

Passion that shows in your final product.

No matter what type of experience you're creating for your customers, you can court on Dolby to help you
get the reaction you want every time. From content creation to final delivery, we're with you every step of
the way, helping you get the details just right so your end result is exceptional. Visit us at NAB, where
we'll be showcasing the essential tools and technologies for everything from program creation to broadcast
transmission, highlighting our new DP600 Program Optimizer for file -based broadcast infrastructures.
We look forward to showing you all that we lave to offer.
NAB2007, April 16-19, Las Vegas Convention Center,

Booth N2513 (now in the North Hall)
www.dolby.com

00

DOLBY

Dolby and the double -D symbol are registered trademarks of Dolby Laboratories. © 2007 Dolby Laboratories, In:. All rights reservei. S07/18014
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Internet infrastructure, upon which
the World Wide Web relies, cannot
scale for more than a decade.

Somehow the infrastructure has
scaled to meet each new challenge.
The ability to watch low -quality
streaming video via a broadband con-

nection is now routine. We may not
yet have HD -quality streaming; how-

ever, non -real-time HD downloads
are not only feasible today, they are
becoming commonplace.
The question of scalability as it relates to the delivery of IPTV is highly
dependent on the kind of service that
you envision. Any content delivered

to any Web appliance on demand is
the scenario that does not scale well.

Web links
Google and cable firms warn of
risks from Web TV
www.reuters.com/article/internet
News/idUSL076708720070207?
src=020707 1729 FEATURES

technology&pageNumber=3
"The IPTV buzz," Broadcast
Engineering, September 2006
http://broadcastengineering.corn/
infrastructure/broadcasting_ipty
buzz/index.html

Cable systems have spent billions to
provision their networks to offer VOD,
complete with the ability to pause and
rewind the content. The DBS systems

cannot compete in this space due to
bandwidth limitations. But they have
been doing a pretty good business
with near VOD, which provides access points every 15 or 30 minutes for
popular movie titles. And Netflix has
delivered more than 1 billion movies

to consumers using - unbelievablythe U.S. mail. OK, so the bits are on a
DVD, but you get the idea.
In September's column, I attempted to define the acronym IPTV. (See

"Web links.") While many people
use the term to describe the entire
emerging landscape of television delivered via IP networks, others insist

that IPTV refers only to the walled
garden services now offered by the

and telco networks are optimized
for this application. The real-time
streaming problem can be mitigated
using IP multicast techniques. At the
most simplistic level, rather than setting up individual sessions with each
viewer, everyone tunes into the same
stream of bits. This drastically reduces
the bandwidth needed on the Internet
backbones. The crunch then moves to

the links between the local point of
Internet access and the viewer.
Some of the telco IPTV systems use
IP multicast techniques to deliver all of
their streaming channels to your neighborhood. A router in the neighborhood

that serves 25 to 50 homes then forwards the streams requested by each TV
in each home. If more than one home is
watching the same stream, it only needs
to be routed once.

telcos competing against the well -entrenched cable and DBS systems.
There is a sound technical reason for
this distinction. The ability to maintain

So it is not only possible to deliver
your choice of several hundred channels to a TV; it is already being done.
Scaling this up to support thousands
of channels is certainly possible. The

the same level of image and service

issue is investing in the necessary band-

quality as cable and DBS is not easily
achieved using traditional broadband
services and the public Internet.
This is not an issue with non -real-

width in each segment of the network.
And this is the problem the Google
representative was trying to address.

time downloads. The hurdle is realtime streaming. However, the cable

your home are controlled by a handful
of companies that also want to sell you

Given the reality that the pipes into

OMNLI3US
Innovate I Integrate I Deliver

www.omnibus.tv

works straight from the box...
iTX, the fully -featured, software -based SD & HD playout solution
Format -independent video server, vision mixer, logo inserter, stills store,
character generator, subtitler, encoder, editor, aspect ratio converter and more.

the future starts here.

Visit us at NAB Booth#SU5413
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itX

Come and see us at
NAB2007 Booth #SL11020
.1

Blackmagic

esign

Multibridge Pro has HD -SDI and analog
editing with HDMI monitoring for only $1,595
Multibridge Pro is the first bi-directional
converter that's also an editing system.
Featuring a built-in PCI Express link, you can
connect to Windows or Apple Mac systems
for the highest quality editing solution.

World's Highest Quality
Multibridge Pro works natively in 10 bit 4:2:2 and features the
industry's only true 14 bit analog conversion with uncompressed
video capture/playback. With uncompressed 10 bit capture and
playback, you'll always retain that p-istine film look.

Connect to any Deck, Camera or Monitor

Dual Use - Converter and Capture Card

Multibridge Pro supports standard and high definitior 10 bit SDI

Get the world's most amazing editing solution for Apple Final
Cut Prd" and Adobe Premiere Pre. When not connected via the
PCI Express link to your computer Multibridge Pro also works
as a bi-directional video and audio converter. Multibridge Pro is
really two products in one, always adapting to your needs.

and analog YUV, as well as NTSC/PAL video in and out. Multibridge
Pro also features 4 channels of sample rate converted AES audio

and analog stereo XLR audio in and out, combined with two
channel RCA audio outputs, great for low cost HiFi monitoring.

Advanced HDMI Monitoring
Multibridge Pro includes built-in HDMI out.
Perfect for connecting to the latest big screen
televisions and video projectors for incredible
digital cinema style edit monitoring.
The Drawn Together images are courtesy of Comedy Partners.

Multibridge Pro

US$1,595
Learn more today at www.blackmagic-design.com
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TV services, how realistic is it to believe
that they will scale up their networks so
you can bypass their TV services?

The network
neutrality debate
Google is one of many companies lobbying for network neutrality.
In case you are unfamiliar with this

term, it boils down to this: The network makes its best effort to move
everyone's IP packets without any

slow. Broadband comes in many flavors with varying speeds for upload-

preferential treatment.
This is how the Internet works today, basically. The one major caveat:
Your Internet access level, or speed,
is determined by what you need, can
afford or can get. Dial -up is painfully

Internet routers typically negotiate a
transfer rate between the server and
your computer, based largely on the
speed of your connection.

ing and downloading IP packets.

But what would happen if those
routers started to negotiate the quality of your service based on what the
server operator is willing to pay AT&T,

for example, in addition to the basic
Internet connection charges? What
if AT&T went to Google and said, we
need more money to deliver your bits?
You can feel free to draw the conclusion that they would not charge more
money to deliver bits from an AT&T
IPTV system.

Smart Thinking.

Or imagine what might happen if
Google and AT&T decided to work to-

gether in the way that some reporters

read into the comments of Google's
Vincent Dureau. For a small premium

per month, you can access YouTube
with the same level of quality that you

now expect from ESPN, HGTV or
those pesky local broadcasters.

This may seem far-fetched, but
here's my point: Powerful interests

-

have their eyes on a very tasty pie
the global market for television enter-

tainment. Some of these companies
are doing everything in their power

With Sundance Digital, good broadcasting and good business go
hand in hand. Using our automation software, you can improve the
efficiency, accuracy, productivity and profitability of your broadcast
and news operations. By integrating digital television and information
technologies, we give you the capability to manage your entire broadcast
workflow. As a result, you'll get greater control, more flexibility and
unprecedented speed. That's what we mean when we say we'll improve

your on -air product - and your bottom line.

to protect their share of the pie. Some
are trying to get a slice of the pie. And
others are trying to get rich off of the
crumbs the others leave behind.

If you are getting the impression
that some companies are still hoping

to build tollbooths on the information superhighway we call the Internet, you get it.

Flow's that for smart thinking?
And speaking of great ideas, we've combined everything you expect
from Sundance Digital - exceptional service, open technology, reliable

products - and added the power of an industry leader. Now, as part
of Avid, we have even more resources to serve your business.

BE

Craig Birkmaier is a technology
consultant at Pcube Labs, and he hosts
and moderates the OpenDTV forum.
1111 Send questions and comments to:
craig.birkmaier@penton.com

Smart. Real smart.

www.sundancedigital.com
972.444.8442

SUND&NCL
DIGITAL
BROADCAST AUTOMATION SOLUTIONS

A part of

Visit us at NAB Booth #SL1401A
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Avid.

IPTVONESTOP

at www.broadcastengineering.corn
For more news and articles on
IPTV, visit our Web site
and click on the IPTV
link at the top of the page

ADC's Pro Patch® video panels
have long been recognized as the leade in video
patching. Panels are available in a wide variety of
configurations for rack sizes, jack types, and color
options. The PPI series panels are the ideal choice
for demanding professional envirorments:

Durable welded -steel fames prevent bent,
cracked and broken ears
Widest variety of jack types available including
standard, midsize, and MUSA standard
Exclusive snap -over designations keep cards
and windows in place and make changes easier

Durable molded ABS inserts prevent stripped
screws and cracked insets

performance

Whether it's copper or fiber, ADC's audio, video
and data products are built to provide unmatched
performance and reliabili:y, and all ADC products are backed by outstanding pre/post-sale

engineering support as well as the industry's
best warranty.

Contact us today and find out why ADC means
"performance by design."
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2x32 Midsize PM Series Super Video Jack Panel,

featuring the industry leading normalling jack MVJ.

Call today for fast delivery!

See us at NAB 2007 - Booth # N721
For a free copy of ADC's 13th edition broadcast product catalog,
call 1.800.366.3891 ext. 20000. Or visit adc.com/broadcast.

FCC UPDATE
BEYONDTHE HEADLINES

TV white space

Current Senate bills push the FCC to focus on the issue.
b

Last year, the FCC released a
rulemaking that included

a timeline for the develop-

ment of rules authorizing
the unlicensed wireless use of unused

TV spectrum. It was assumed that
Congress would wait for the commission to review the issue. However,
some legislators want to speed up the
deployment process.
Senators John Kerry, D -MA, and
John Sununu, R -NH, have introduced
similar, yet separate, bills that would
require the FCC to complete its rulemaking proceeding and issue a final
order by Oct. 1, 2007, and permit unlicensed usage of the TV spectrum by
Feb. 18, 2009, the date marking the
end of the DTV transition.

The bills also would require the
commission to establish technical
requirements to protect incumbent
primary TV licensees and require the
commission to initially accept appli-

cations for the certification of unli-

Dateline
April 2 is the deadline for TV,
Class A, LPTV and translator stations in Delaware and Pennsylvania
to file their 2007 renewal applications. TV, Class A and LPTV stations
that originate programs also must
file EEO Program Reports (Form
396) along with their renewals.
TV stations in the following

states must file biennial ownership reports by April 2: Delaware,
Indiana, Kentucky, Pennsylvania
and Tennessee.
Also by April 2, TV, Class A and
LPTV stations originating programming must place annual EEO
reports on their Web sites and/or
in their public files. The public file
requirement applies to full -power
TV stations only.

liAlikY u. VAR ilk

censed devices by Dec. 1, 2007. The
bills would permit the commission
to conduct field testing in a "limited
number of markets," with the testing
to be completed before the initiation
of the equipment certification process, or by Dec. 1, 2007.
Senator Kerry's proposal would per-

mit the commission to solicit public
comment on the field testing results,
but only if the comment period could

FCC will be watching the pending
legislation with interest during the
coming months.

In other news: Court limits
reach of McCain-Feingold
In December 2006, a three -judge
federal court ruled that even though
certain issue ads by an advocacy group

mentioned a candidate for federal

The reintroduction of the white space
debate brings up a series of issues
that the FCC thought it had postponed
by issuing the rulemaking.
be completed within 180 days of enactment, or by Oct. 1, 2007. Senator
Sununu's version also leaves open the
possibility that a portion of the spectrum could be licensed (instead of being dedicated to unlicensed devices),
and, if so, would require that spectrum
to be distributed via auction.
Neither bill has been voted out of

the Senate Commerce Committee,
and no hearings have been scheduled.

However, the reintroduction of the
white space debate brings up a series
of issues that the FCC thought it had

postponed by issuing the rulemaking. If one of the bills were to become
law, the FCC would have to deal with

several matters in the short term,
including:
conducting field tests in 180 days on
equipment that has yet to be produced;
determining what spectrum should
be licensed and what should be unlicensed; and
developing certification procedures
for yet -to -be -produced products.

office by name, none of the ads violated the McCain-Feingold law. The
law prohibits corporations and labor
organizations from making election-

eering communications during the
60 days before a general election or
30 days before a primary election.
An electioneering communication is
generally defined as any paid broadcast, cable or satellite programming
that refers to a federal candidate.
Two of the three judges concluded
that the ads did not constitute express
advocacy and that a mere reference to
a federal candidate does not transform
a permissible issue ad into electioneering communication. The Supreme
Court will review the case. If upheld,
this ruling could open new advertising
possibilities for issue advertisers during the weeks leading up to next year's
primary and general elections.
BE
Harry C. Martin is a past president of the
Federal Communications Bar Association
and a member of Fletcher, Heald and
Hildreth PLC.

Also looming over the FCC is negotiating the overall threat of interference from unlicensed devices. The
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Send questions and comments to:
harry.martin@penton.com

Acquisition

Leave the truck - and the competition - behind with
the XVD NewsHound IISM battery powered HD -SD
encoder and DVB-T/COFDM wireless link.
Second -generation
"go -anywhere" solution
for HD/SD news
gathering and other
remote wireless
camera applications.

Only 5 kg (11 Ibs),
including encoder,
wireless transmitter,
rapid -recharge battery
and comfortable,
hard-shell backpack.

a
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2 and 7 GHz wireless
transmitter options.

Reception

11050.S01
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.
eiiND.RX2000

Call +1 858 635-9363 to
order, or to request an
evaluation unit or demo.

I

.,

Distributor and XVD
Technology licensing
opportunities available.

1.5 hours HD or 8 hours
SD (built-in, real-time
record/playback).

SDI input from camera
with embedded or
separate analog
stereo audio.

Ethernet output for
IP/Internet links using
on -board record/play
option of TX2000
encoder.

Works with all TV
cameras.

Other advanced
XVD products include:
Cam,CastTM SD-TX100
encoder and SD-RX100
decoder, for delivering
Standard Definition video
(NTS:: and PAL) across IPbased and bGAN networks.

CamCastlM professional
HD-TX2000 HD/SD encoder
and HD-RX2000 decoder
for streaming HD and SD
content live via DVB satellite,
microwave or broadband
IP networks.

You are invited to see XVD in action
at the Riviera Hotel - Royal Pavilion during NAB
- Capri 115

April 15 through 19, 2007 Hours: Sun - By appointment
only
Mon - Wed: 8 am to 8 pm Thu -8 am
:o 3 pm Walk a few
minutes to the Riviera or hail the passing XVD shuttle
to our demo.
Plus Tuesday Night Buffet
Reception with live entertainment
at the spectacular TOP OF
THE RN from 5 to 8:30 pm.

X\f'Already a generation ahead in digital media communication.
XVD Corporation

+1 858 635-9363

info@xvdcorp.com

www.xvdcora.com
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Codecs push the
compression envelope
AVC, VC -1 and others offer max efficiency, for now.
BY ALDO CUGNINI

It seems as if we have just gotten
used to MPEG-2 coding, and we
are already facing a palette of new

coding methods. Even the growing number of applications

of MPEG-2 - terrestrial,
cable and satellite broadcast, DVD, DV tape, and
others - could not satiate

coding - that promised large improvements in efficiency. (An MPEG3 codec was also under development

but was abandoned when its primary

Video

Estimation

L

the technical community's
appetite for more efficient

Transform

Inverse

Loop filter

transform

varying capabilities for different applications. The desire to maximize
this functionality resulted in 21 defined profiles for the standard known

Quantization

Entropy
coding

Compressed
video

Inverse
quantization

codecs. Primarily driven
by the growing demands

for more (and cheaper)

Figure 1.TheAVC codec on the whole looks like an MPEG-2 codec.

bandwidth, this proliferation is an inevitable consequence of focus - HDTV coding - was incortechnological progress. This month, porated within MPEG-2.) Essentially,
we'll look at the most prominent of the MPEG-4 object -coding scheme
these codecs.
works by identifying and isolating

as MPEG-4 Part 2, MPEG-4 Visual or
just MPEG-4. This complexity could
be one reason for the limited deploy-

objects in the image, coding them
separately and then coding instructions on how those objects translate

professional market. However, much
of MPEG-4 was developed for low -

through an image.

market is 3G mobile -phone video.

MPEG-4
With the efficiency of MPEG-2 codecs reaching its asymptote, research-

ers look to new methods to increase
compression efficiency. MPEG-4's

MPEG-4 uses an organization of pro-

impetus was a technique -

files and levels in order to provide

object

ment of MPEG-4 equipment in the

bit -rate applications; one growing

As with the preceding standards,

MPEG-4/AVC/H.264
The MPEG committee, together
with the ITU, proceeded to develop

FRAME GRAB

A look at tomorrow's technology

Projected increase for universal HD DVD player sales
In 2011, consumers will buy a projected 55 million universal players.
60

E

(AVC is backwards compatible with
MPEG-2, so all AVC decoders can de-

40

cy
nz

code MPEG-2.) The AVC codec made
it possible to double coding efficiency,
which allows high -quality SDTV pic-

30

(I)

a) GI

dual designations MPEG-4 Part 10:
Advanced Video Coding (AVC) and
ITU H.264. For this reason, the codec is usually referred to as MPEG-4/
H.264, MPEG-4/AVC or simply AVC.

50

>

an essentially different codec for wider use. The resulting codec carries the

20

tures to be transmitted with as little
as 1Mb/s to 2Mb/s and HDTV with

O
10

2.4

as little as 9Mb/s to 10Mb/s.
The AVC codec shares basic ele-

0

2007

2011

ments with MPEG-2. (See Figure

Year
Source: ABI Research

wwwabiresearch.com

1.) In order to increase compression
efficiency, AVC introduced several
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MPEG-4/AVC FEATURES

MPEG-4 BENEFITS

Intra estimation

Improves I -frame compression

4 x 4 transform blocks, lossless
macroblock coding, macroblock
adaptive field -frame mode

Greater versatility when individually
coding blocks

4 x 4 motion compensation
blocks

Better selection of block matches

Quarter-pel motion vector
precision

Lower residual (interframe) energy

Multiple -reference P- and

Ability to track rapid, repetitive
scene changes

B -frames

Reduces visibility of block -edge
artifacts

Deblocking filters
Various entropy coding
algorithms

Clever ways of reducing length of
code words

Fidelity Range Extension

Supports more color spaces and bit
depths

Table 1. New MPEG-4/AVC features and benefits

new elements to MPEG coding, as

bits to encode the blocks, the method

shown in Table 1.

results in high -quality video when

For example, intra estimation is a
new technique that predicts the current intra-coded block by extrapolating the neighboring pixels along a

the instantaneous bit rate is available.
The Fidelity Range Extension (FRExt)
amendment to AVC adds a toolset that
supports additional color spaces, video

changes, such as repetitive music video or stroboscopic changes where two

scenes are rapidly alternated. A new
deblocking loop filter is also available
that lessens the visibility of edges of
blocks. In addition, while MPEG-2
uses 8 x 8 floating-point coefficients
in the DCT, AVC uses smaller blocks
with integer coefficients. This reduces
blocking and ringing artifacts caused
by rounding errors.
VC -1

At the same time the work on AVC

was proceeding, another similar codec was under development at Microsoft. First called Windows Media 9

(WM9), the codec was standardized
as SMPTE 421M and is commonly
known as VC -1. While an increase in
compression efficiency was one motivation for developing this codec, an
equally important factor was lower
computational complexity. This
means that software implementations
of codecs (on PCs, for example) could
provide high -quality compression at
reasonable processor speeds.
Although generally attributed

to Microsoft, the patent pool for
VC -1 encompasses more than a dozen

companies. The HD DVD and Bluray Disc specifications require support for AVC, VC -1 and MPEG-2 in

Original

Edge extrapolation

Residual

Figure 2. Intra estimation is used to form efficient prediction blocks.

horizontal or vertical row. The difference between the predicted block and

formats and bit depths, and stereo-

the actual block is then coded and

AVC also adds multiple -reference
P- and B -frames, which allow the encoder to readily process certain scene

"lrms a residual. (See Figure 2.)
Tn contrast with the 8 x 8 discrete co-

ransform (DCT) used in MPEG'nes a two-step 4 x 4 DCT-like
to code 16 x 16 blocks. Loss -

lock coding is an adaptive
'lows the encoder to by-

limation and simply
'1 values (i.e., lumiace) of the pixels

requires more

view video.

all compliant decoders; however, content developers are free to encode using any of these. The primary unique
features of VC -1 are listed in Table 2.
Although similar to AVC, VC -1 incorporates notable differences. VC -1
employs an adaptive block -size trans-

form and a modified deblocking filter that can aid in compressing areas
of high detail. VC -1 also has a special

mode for handling interlaced video,
where data from both fields is used to

VC -1 FEATURES

VC -1 BENEFITS

Adaptive block -size transform,
modified deblocking filter

Improves detail

Less complex VLC

Speeds computation

Interlaced prediction modes
Fading compensation

Aids motion vector search

Table 2. New VC -1 features and benefits
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Don't put the wrong HD lens on the right HD camera!
Remember: An HD lens is not a mere accessory to a camera. It is the
crucial first stage where HD images are created before entering the
camera's imagers. That's why Canon, a world leader in optics for the
broadcast, digital cinema, and professional vidEo industries,
engineers a full range of HD lenses. Each lens is carefully designed
for a specific category of HD camera, which are provided by leading
manufacturers to the television and visual -entertainment industries.
This includes Canon's new HDgc line of lenses, engineered for the
new generation of affordable HD camcorders (tapeless and tape based) using 2/3 -inch, 1/2 -inch, or 1/3 -inch image formats.

Proven. Superior
Performance

I-DGC
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HD Lenses

Portable
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predict motion compensation in interpolated frames. Another unique feature of VC -1 is fading compensation,
which improves compression efficiency for sequences with fades and other
large-scale illumination changes.

sidering the possibility of specifying
AVC and VC -1 as amendments to the
E-VSB specification of the ATSC Digital Television Standard.

The others

RealVideo codec developed by Real Networks. Perhaps this is why its ap-

plication so far has been limited to
Web -based video. Although company
literature implies that the codec does
not use block -based compression, other sources claim it does not use fractal
or wavelet compression, either.
Xvid is an open -source codec that

Already, AVC is the preferred technology for ADSL-delivered IPTV.

Other codecs that have garnered
attention are DivX, RealVideo and
Xvid. While all of these were developed primarily for Internet applications, one has picked up support in

The low bandwidth requirements
and server -side content provision
make it well suited to the emerg-

some DVD players. DivX (no relation
to the similarly named, ill-fated pay per -view DVD service) is a codec that

DivX for similar applications.
By keeping abreast of the latest developments in codec technology, we

ing business of video delivery over
telco lines. Cable and satellite - entrenched with MPEG-2 technology
- are slowly switching their plants
to AVC. However, they have an additional burden: a vast deployment
of legacy set -top boxes. Terrestrial

has emerged as a viable technology
for Internet video distribution and
sharing. Based on the MPEG-4 Visual Advanced Simple Profile (ASP),

not only understand the best tools
with which we can deliver content,
but also we get an appreciation of
what the competition is up to - and

the proprietary codec uses a non-

how quickly one must adapt.

standard set of profiles, with licensing managed through a certification

Aldo Cugnini is a consultant in the digital
television industry.

DTV using ATSC is also firmly footed on MPEG-2 technology. At press

process.

AVC and VC -1 to
displace MPEG-2?

time, however, the ATSC was con-

Little is known about the coding
method employed in the proprietary

uses a specific set of MPEG-4 ASP
features. It essentially competes with

BE

IISend questions and comments to:
aldo.cugnini@penton.com
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Video transport
When errors occur, do you know how to fix them?
BY BRAD GILMER

As we move from a video -

centric to a data -centric
world, we are faced with
a change in the underlying video transport technology. In
the past, video was transported over
dedicated video networks. Now it is
moved across data networks. With

properly engineered, ingress control
is maintained and the policy is sound,
QoS will ensure that video packets are
never dropped at the routers.
In some scenarios, QoS may be difficult to implement. For example, you

may not be able to control the entire

some exceptions, packetized networks
are designed to drop packets according to predefined rules if the network
becomes congested. These lost pack-

cy - the time, in addition to transmission delay, for data to become
available for a subsequent process.
FEC introduces latency by requiring
all data packets to be loaded into the
FEC matrix whether they are errored
or not. This introduces a fixed latency

Nothing is free; FEC requires extra
bandwidth. If you are transporting a
10Mb video stream, FEC will require an

ets can affect the video delivered at
the end of the transport chain.

additional 1Mb to 2Mb of bandwidth.

There are several ways to solve this

problem. Two of the most common
solutions are to prevent packet loss
using QoS technology or to reconstruct the missing packets at the re-

network, or you may not be able to
guarantee that someone won't access

ceiving end using FEC.

the network at an unauthorized point.
For whatever reason, you may decide

QoS technology

that it is best to rebuild lost packets
at the receiving end rather than or in

If you are building your own net-

work, or if you are working with
a service provider that controls its
own network, it may be possible to
use QoS technology to prevent video
packets from being dropped. This will
not protect you from a backhoe fade,
but it will protect you from network
congestion.
The first step is establishing a policy
regarding the relative priority of different types of traffic on the network.
For example, video might be the top
priority, voice second and data third.

Once the policy is in place, the
next step is to tightly control access
to the network. All users must access
the network at specific points. When
data is first put on to the network, it is
given a tag that marks the packet with

a specific priority, per the policy established above.
As the traffic transits the network,
it encounters QoS-aware routers. If

congestion occurs, the routers will
start dropping packets according
to the QoS policy. If the network is

28

addition to enforcing a QoS policy on
your network. This is a job for FEC.

Forward Error Correction
FEC works by sending extra pack-

ets of information along with the
original payload. The FEC packets
can be used at the receive end to recreate data packets that have been lost
during transport. The amount of data
that can be recovered is directly related to the amount of FEC data sent. In
fact, the logical extreme of FEC is to
retransmit every data packet as a FEC
packet.
This brings up a critical point about
FEC. Nothing is free; FEC requires ex-

tra bandwidth. Typical numbers for
FEC overhead on average packetized
networks range from 10 percent to 20
percent, although overhead could be
as high as 1000 percent in some specialized military applications. In other
words, if you are transporting a 10Mb
video stream, FEC will require an additional 1Mb to 2Mb of bandwidth.
Another factor to consider is laten-
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in the receive unit that adds to the total transit time for video sent across a
protected connection.

Finally, there is one other thing
to know about FEC. The technology
discussed in this article is designed
to reconstruct lost packets - not errored packets. One characteristic of
the lower layer of the IP stack is that
if it detects an errored packet, it will
discard it rather than pass it up to the
next layer. This means that no application layer FEC scheme will ever see
an errored packet.
To sum up, QoS can eliminate cer-

tain types of errors created in a network if you have control over that
network. FEC can fix errors introduced on a network, but it has a cost
in terms of overhead and latency.

SMPTE 2022
The Pro-MPEG Forum began initial work on a FEC scheme for video

transport. That work, added to by
the Video Services Forum, was introduced to SMPTE. This proposed
standard is known as SMPTE 2022,
and it describes both a FEC scheme
and a way to transport constant bit
rate video over IP networks.

Figure 1 on page 30 shows how
SMPTE 2022 FEC is constructed. At
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the sender, data is organized into columns and rows. The data blocks in the
figure are populated from left to right

and top to bottom. Once a matrix is
filled, an exclusive or (XOR) function

is executed on all of the data in one
column. The FEC packet is the result-

FEC because FEC values are calculated for both columns and rows.
The DVB is developing a proposed
standard that uses SMPTE 2022 1-D

Thinking data -centric
As we move to a world where

FEC, but then optionally augments
this with fountain code FEC, which

lenged to learn about QoS, FEC and
other data -centric applications. If
you are interested in learning more

IT -based technology is employed

to transport content, we are chal-

was developed by Digital Fountain. In
cases where network losses are high,

ing value for that column. The same

about these topics, attend sessions

L columns
0

RTP packet 0

RTP

packet 1

RTP packet L-1
6

RTP packet L

RTP packet L+1

RTP packet 2L-1

RTP packet 2L

RTP packet 2L+1

RTP packet 3L-1

0
18

RTP packet (D-111_

RTP packet(D-1)L+1

FEC 0

19

20

RTP packet DL -1

FEC 1

24

28

30

34

29

FEC (L-1)

Figure 2. An example of a loss pattern
that column -only FEC cannot repair.
Figure courtesy Mary -Luc Champel,

Figure 1. A depiction of how SMPTE 2022 1-D, column -only FEC is calculated

Thomson.

function is performed on subsequent
columns. The calculated FEC packets
are then interleaved with data packets
and sent to the receiver.
At the receiver, all packets are sent

through the FEC mechanism. As
packets are received, the matrix is
filled. Next, a FEC calculation is made

for any missing packets, and the reconstructed data is inserted into the
matrix. (This is the source of the latency mentioned above.) Finally, the
data is delivered to the video
application.
The FEC described above
is reasonably lightweight in
terms of overhead and latency, but there are cases where
certain errors cannot be corrected. (See Figure 2.) In this

example, packets 14 and 26

this approach is more efficient than
2-D FEC.

In addition, fountain codes have
lower latency because repair packets
for a particular block are sent immediately following the data. (See Figure
3.) This is accomplished by speeding
up the overall data transmission rate
so that the data block and repair packets are all sent in the same amount of
time it would take to send the original
data block without repair packets.

14

BE

Brad Gilmer is executive director of
the Video Services Forum, president
of Gilmer & Associates and executive
director of the AAF Association.

Send questions and comments to:

11 brad.gilmer@penton.com
Time

I I I I I I I I I I
Sent packet pattern

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
Protection period

Source packets

2022 allows for the addi-

30

broadcasters.

Protection period

column - are lost. Column only FEC cannot rebuild the
missing packets. SMPTE

errors. This is known as 2-D

lent tutorials on these subjects for

Original source packet pattern

- two packets in the same

tion of row FEC to provide
increased protection against

at NAB, IBC and other trade shows.
Many vendors have prepared excel-

Repair packets

Figure 3. Latency for fountain code is exactly one block. Sending rate is constant and is
increased so that source packets and repair packets are sent in the same interval as the
original source packets. Figure courtesy Mark Watson, Digital Fountain.
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0 Years of Sennheiser Wireless Microphones

There's nothing more exciting than the magic of an electrifying performance-and nothing harder
to capture. 50 years ago, Sennheiser's engineers designed their first bulletp-oof wireless systems
to grab that magic and transmit it with flawless fidelity. Today, top artists I ke Nel y Furtado insist
on Sennheiser wireless for the freedom to deliver their magi:. Whether it's microphone or monitor
systems for broadcast, theater or stage, Sennheiser sets standards for wireless quality and sound.
www.sennheiserusa.com
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Subs in control
Improve bass control with a properly added
subwoofer in your control room.
BY BOB HODAS

With more consumers

looking for the HD

allows you to place the main monitors without a great deal of concern

experience,

for their low end.

continuously variable pot providing
up to 270 degrees of shift. This can
come in handy when there is limited

subwoofers are finding their way into

Sub wish list

space in which to move the subwoofer
in relation to the mains.

home systems. Home systems primarily use the subs for LFE in a 5.1
configuration, but some send stereo

I believe that a proper subwoofer
should reproduce frequencies at least

variable selection for low-pass/high-

information to the subs via bass management for SD broadcasts.
For proper translation, studios in-

self -powered varieties. There should

creasingly need to hear more deep

180 -degree flip and the best being a

an

in-

creasing number of

There should be a continuously

down to 20Hz. I'm a big fan of the

pass frequencies - a true crossover
- not just a low pass for the sub. The
amplifier needs to provide enough

be some sort of phase adjustment
with the minimum being a simple

power so that distortion is low.
For those who want a sub to do the
double duty of extension as well

as LFE, then there should be a

Room amplitude
100

separate LFE input. I love to see
some parametric equalizer bands
on the sub as well, though this is
still a rare commodity.

1250
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Sub integration

160

Set the crossover point so that

you take some of the strain off
the main system woofers. This

120

m 60

point may vary a bit from system
to system, depending on speaker

0
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location, main system low -end
response and room size. For ex-

160

ample, by sending everything below 80Hz to the subwoofer, you
can relieve the main system from

Figure 1.The top chart shows frequency and the bottom chart shows phase for a soff it mounted speaker without a subwoofer.

bass when working on small, close
or midfield monitors whose low -end
response is limited. And because one
cannot always place the monitors in
the best position or properly trap in
for a smooth low -end response, sub woofers are the answer.
For example, in many small rooms,
the proper placement for mains may
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where it needs to go because you don't

have to worry about imaging. This

100

°I'0

be bad for imaging or simply not
achievable due to room dimensions
or lack of symmetry. A subwoofer,
on the other hand, can be placed just

Room amplitudeF

12

Figure 2.The frequency and phase of a soffit -mounted speaker with a subwoofer
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having to produce the deep bass. This

often translates into better midbass

adding in the sub with only a low-pass
filter on it. I've had such luck on a few

definition.
These low frequencies are also the

occasions when the winds blew in a
favorable direction. Most of the time,

ones that can destroy your main's
woofers, so the subwoofer addition

though, whether because of room
ergonomics or design oversight, the
mains do not end up in an ideal position for good bass reproduction, and
the sub needs to crossover at a higher
frequency in order to make up for the
poor mains response.
Figures 1 and 2 on page 32 show
before and after shots of a speaker
in a typical control room. All charts
are 48th octave resolution shot with
a Meyer SIM 3. In the upper chart of
both figures, the red trace along the

should create less overall distortion
and clipping, and more system power.
Also, by selecting a lower subwoofer
crossover point, you leave the bass and

kick drum punch at 100Hz to 125Hz
in the main system so that it feels connected to the upper and midbass.

In an ideal audiophile world, it
would be great to simply add the sub woofer into your system. This would
mean no crossover on the mains and

18
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Figure 3.The frequency and phase of a soffit -mounted speaker without a subwoofer
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The speaker in Figure 1 shows a severe roll -off at about 53Hz and a large
hole at 87Hz. Note the bass extension

that is capable with the addition of a
subwoofer. In Figure 2's phase chart,
the subwoofer polarity and position
is properly oriented. Phase integration of the subwoofer is important at
the crossover.

However, simply adding a sub woofer to a system won't always correct bass issues. Figures 3 and 4 show
a room with a mains and sub system.
Note that even with the subwoofer, the
same room response anomalies exist
at 32Hz, 90Hz and 135Hz. You should
be able to correct some of these problems if there is enough space to move
the subwoofer to an ideal location in
the room.

I am a firm believer in stereo sub woofers. It is a common misconception that we cannot hear bass directionality. People often say that bass is
omnidirectional and subwoofer room
position is not important.
I believe this misconception developed because of the way bass is treated when cutting lacquer masters for

120

-180

middle trace is frequency response.
The bottom chart shows phase.

Sub in stereo

Hz

Room base

top shows coherence, while the yellow

records. Frequencies below 200Hz are

combined to mono in case there are
any low frequency phase problems.
Out -of -phase bass would make the
lathe cutting head jump off the lacquer. So for many years, we never had
a chance to hear stereo bass.

In this digital age, this is no longer a problem. You can experiment
by placing your subwoofer off to one
side and see if you can hear its location. I'm sure you will.

1

120-

If you only use a mono subwoof-

3,) 607

er, then you should consider placing the subwoofer
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Figure 4.The frequency and phase of the soffit -mounted speaker with a subwoofer. Note:The
same holes that exist in response in Figure 3, also exist in Figure 4.
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symmetrically

between your speakers. Placing the
subwoofer off to one side may cause
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a nonsymmetrical response in the left

and right speakers at the crossover
point. This is based on the uneven
distance of the left and right speakers

35K
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Total visual provider for broadcast applications
Barco provides innovative visualization and display solutions for broadcast
applications such as outdoor marquee, indoor lobby, TV show studio, news
studio, broadcast and distribution monitoring room, screening or training room

and post production. Barco's commitment to this exciting market, its
continuous high -quality R&D effort and proven flexibility towards customers'
needs offer the best guarantee for your future -proof inves:ments.

Barco Visual Solutions 1.1.C, USA

Come and see Barco's products at
NAB, Los Vegas, Nevada, United States,
Convention Center, Booth# 5L4320,
16 - 19 April 2007
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Phone: +1 678 475 E000
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to the subwoofer and could require
equalization to balance the system.

often not about power but about the

Note that the lower the crossover

may make recordings sound unclear
and muddy. (See Figures 5 and 6.)
Some of the more popular, expensive,
small monitors extend down to 40Hz,
which is sufficient in many cases. But
there are quite a few systems on the
market with limited bass response.
Film and television composers need

point, the less symmetrical the placement needs to be because of the long
wavelengths at the crossover point.

Sub frequencies
For studios with close field moni-

tors, the subwoofer application
Room amplitude
18

is

to hear the low bass frequencies in order to get their music right as well.

ability to hear the low frequencies that

Sub suggestions
Placement of any subwoofer system
requires a good analyzer and someone
who knows how to use it. Subwoofer

manufacturers suggest using tones,
but the results are crude. I have yet to
see a room with subs properly set up
without analysis.
I personally use a Meyer SIM 3,
which allows me to see a 48th oc-

SIM 2.3 Stereo
100

'

tave resolution linear display of both

0

phase and frequency in real time.
-100
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160

response at the crossover point in
order to get the best frequency response. An analyzer that displays

200

Hz

phase is a must for this process.
The process can be time consuming and requires trying placement in
multiple locations and phase switch

Figure 5. A close field speaker on stands without a subwoofer
Room amplitude
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Figure 6.The close field speaker on stands with a subwoofer

Curious?

See you at NAB 2007, Booth C9428

200

This gives me fast, accurate results.
You want to achieve a linear phase

just 6in to I ft can make a significant
difference. If there is a rule of thumb,
I haven't found it yet.
BE
Bob Hodas is an acoustic consultant
and owner of Bob Hodas Acoustic
Analysis. He tunes studios
around the world, from Sony in
Tokyo to Abbey Road in London
and all parts in between.
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RIEDEL

The Communications People

How to connect intercoms in mobile production:
Step 1: Connect your Artist intercom matrices
via the dual redundant fiber ring.
Step 2: Merge your configuration files with one
click using the Director Software.

Step 3: You're done!

Just imagine the possibility to network
up to 128 Artist matrices 'on the fly' and
communicate without limitations.

Riedel Communications Inc. 200 Clearbrook Road Elmsford, NY 10523 USA Phone +1 914 592 0220 www.riedel.net
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360 SYSTEMS
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REMOTE WORKSTATIONS
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Ingest

Trim

Non -Linear Editor

PJa

Network Storage

SDI & COMPOSITE

et NA13'
See us c.0.912.0

Boot

12 AUDIO CHANNELS

3 SDI & COMPOSITE OUTPUTS

LARGE SCALE SERVER. SMALL SCALE PRICE.
4 700 HOUR STORAGE
0 RAID -6 RELIABILITY

0 REDUNDANT POWER

4 REDUNDANT COOLING
MPEG & DV CODECS
0 TARGA GRAPHICS

AES/EBU AUDIO
0 +4 ANALOG AUDIO
0 EMBEDDED AUDIO
0 SDI & COMPOSITE
FAST ETHERNET XFERS

0 REMOTE WORKSTATIONS

*at 12 Mb/sec.

Three years ago, 360 Systems started
a trend with our affordable Image
Server 2000. Now we're continuing
that good idea with MAXX 6T, today's
most affordable large server. It delivers
over 700 hours of internal storage,*
protected by an advanced RAID -6 drive
array that'll keep you on air, even if
you should lose two drives. MAXX 6T
even has total redundancy on power
and cooling.

Take a closer look, and you'll find a full
complement of features to enhance
workflow and content quality. Like
Remote Workstation software that
lets you create separate work areas for
ingest, trimming, playlisting or review
- anywhere you need them. New network transfer tools that move content
fast between NLEs, external storage
and other servers. And MAXX imports
and exports more forms of video than
ever before.

Whether you're rJnning a national
network, mid -market station or a cable
access channel, tie new MAXX 6T
delivers the expanded storage you
need, with the quality and reliability
you expect from 360 Systems. Stop by
our web site for the complete story on
360 Systems' new 6-Terabyte MAXX.

BROADCAST
www.360Systems.com
Tel: 818-991-0360

E-mail: MAXX@360systems.com

You asked. We listened. We delivered.

High -end image quality
An improved wideband front end produces sharper

Multiple lens choices
Fujinon and Canon provide a with range of professional HD lenses
and adapters to choose from. In addition, JVC offers the exclusive
HZ-CA13U PL mount lens adapte- specifically designed for prime
film lenses. Inverted images are righted through a menu selection.

1-1241.

Progressive

Progressive

images with less noise than competing models.
Low -light performance has been significantly
improved, and a new 14 -bit DSP provides better
highlight, shadow and color gradations.

The New 200 Series
JVC's new 200 series.
JVC's new 2(0 series is the result of television
HD/SD-SDI with embedded audio (6Y-HD250)
The uncompressed full -resolution 4:2:2 signal can be
output via the built-in HD -SDI and analog terminals,
providing an ideal feed to a video server or HD switcher.

A built-in cross converter lets you chcose to output
either 720p (native) or 1080i.

)

networks, news ony.nizatiors and top
cinematographers tilling us orecisely what
they wantal in a p-oduction camera. Now
you can e<perience high -end performance

in a corn act, easy -to -use camcorder

that's cc mparatle in cost to the SD
equipment you ve been using. With
720/60p capk re and wording
capalilities, J'/C's new GY-HD200U
and 6Y-HD2E0U deliver full -resolution

HD images needed for demanding
ENG, EFP aid studic use. In short,

thay're the most valuable tools you
car have when yo_f re shooting
Broadcast -grade Super Encoder
,VC's 200 series utilizes a new
tighly efficient encoder that
Echieves recorded quality
comparable to high -end formats

tut with dramatically reduced
cata rates. Both models can
provide a 19.7Mbps MPEG-2
encoded output for microwave

aid satellite feeds, eliminating
tie need for expensive external
encoders - perfect for live
F D remotes!

the next ceneration of HD news,
documentaries, multi -camera

slows and indies. And it's only
from JvC.

More of the features you asked for:

Mic-owave-raady MPEG-2
HDTV output

Naive 128&<720p CCDs
Mc ltiple frame rate recording:
24 25, 30, 50, & 60p

Rord on tape and/or HDD
Studio option with CCU (250 only)

Compact, lightweight, professional design
JVC's ergonomic form factor makes shooting more

comfortable than ever. Controls and switches are laid
out right where you expect them. Even fully loaded with
battery, HDD or microwave transmitter, the camera is
lightweight and balanced enough to be used on your
shoulder for long periods.

Studio -capable
The highly versatile GY-HD250 can easily be
converted to a cost-effective studio camera
with an adapter that incorporates indjstrystandard 26 -pin multi -core cabling for power,
genlock, R/B gain, black level and intercom.

JVC': ProHD 200 Series. Discover

the now world of HD production.

For a FREE

application
brochure and
detail E., call

1-800-582-5825

)r visit us at
GY-HD250

www.jvc.com/pro

Optional Studio
Configuration

JVC

JVC

The Pe..rfect Experience/IDT-V24LIDU
HD Flat -Panel Studio Monitor

BR-HD5OU
HDV 720p VTR

v-ww.jvc.com/pro
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TRIPL E
PLAY
WBZ, WSBK and WLWC

move to a tapeless workflow.
BY KEN KFRSCHBAUMFR

The Boston Red Sox aren't
the only ones in Beantown

Transfers are faster -than -real-time as

offering up a triple play.

gigabit network. Video content is also

Master control at WBZ-TV,

WSBK Web sites.

to a tapeless workflow, giving staffers

Discreet-, Mac- and Omneon-based
graphic systems. Five Media Com-

Telestream FlipFactory exchanges
content seamlessly between the shared

storage and other formats such as

greater speed and efficiency.

poser Adrenaline systems flip promotions for the three stations seamlessly

From the field to the station

into the Omneon Spectrum servers

Soon WBZ hopes to go tapeless in
the field with Sony XDCAM HD units
that will operate in SD mode. For the
time being, material is shot on Pana-

for on -air playback.

sonic DVCPRO portable cameras.
Footage is then brought into the station on tape, or via satellite or microwave, and ingested into an Avid

According to Jack Barry, WBZ's director of broadcast operations and engineering, the implementation of the
new nonlinear workflow is an ongo-

AirSpeed ingest system. From there,

ing process that began in September
2006, when the station first expanded
its use of the Adrenaline systems into
the newsroom. Previously, these systems were used only for promotional
and long -form editing projects.
The planning for a tapeless news
workflow system began three years
ago. Internally, the station segmented

content is transferred into a 64TB Avid

Unity ISIS shared storage solution,
which is capable of storing 2200 hours
of fully protected video content.

Within 20 seconds of ingest, the
content is available for use by all producers, reporters and editors working
on the station's nine Avid NewsCutter
Adrenaline editing systems, five Me-

dia Composer editing suites and 10
iNEWS Instinct journalist editing systems. Forty Avid Interplay Assist systems allow reporters and members of

with a Sony MVS-8000 SD/HD

repurposed to support the WBZ and

Boston's CBS owned -and -operated
station, also operates WSBK-TV in
Boston and WLWC-TV in New Bedford, MA. In January, WBZ moved
the ability to get content on -air with

WBZ overhauled its control room

files are pushed across a dedicated

the production staff to log and mark
shots for projects that will be edited
on the other systems.

Any video asset can be pushed

Building a more
efficient newsroom

its LAN structure to add fiber and
GigE interconnects for an iNEWS system. The station's bureaus in Worcester, MA, and New Hampshire are connected via fiber and telco.

Both bureau locations now use
NewsCutter

editing systems.

The

move was prompted by potential

flat -panel LCD monitors and an

from the shared storage to the ingest

workflow improvements and reduced
risks of tape -based editing and on -air

Avitech multiviewer.

system for immediate playback to

playback.

production

switcher,

Samsung

air, even while the file is transferring.

Now, with all editorial content

March 2007 broadcastelgineering.com
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SYSTEM DESIGN

SHOWCASE
stored on a centralized server, pro-

ducers, reporters and editors can
access all media assets at any time.
Graphics created on Adobe After Effects and Photoshop can also reside
on the server, without the need to run
a CD or tape with a graphic or animation from one suite to another. Currently, editors retrieve graphics from
an Apple )(serve server.

The end result is a quicker, more
efficient pace of work where many
people across various departments
can access material at the same time,

without having to wait for another
person or a tape. This is an invaluable feature that allows, for example,

reporters and producers to write
and view a story, while the promotions department builds teasers for
the newscast at the same time. With
the need to generate news content for
WBZ and WSBK simultaneously, aS
well as promotional spots for WLWC,

It's

true.

Kino

Flo's

Programming is played to air with automation -assisted playback using iNEWS
Co ntrolAir.

telegenic

ParaBeam 400 studio fixture
delivers 3,000 Watts worth of
tungsten soft light on 2 Amps-without the heat and without compromising your picture's color quality! The
ParaBeam 's cool brilliance owes to

'ns

a special parabolic reflector that
light waves into projectiles.
As for image quality, the fixture -s in
designed True Match lamps that display pr
sional tungsten and daylight balanced illuminati
11

.....00.'"'

(CRI 95). A center mount lets you rotate betwee
horizontal and vertical beam. Slide in your choice
of focusing louvers to spot the beam down to_a

90°, 60° or 45°

pool of light.
DMX, analog and manual controls can dim the light to black.
Like all Kino Flos, the ParaBeam
is flicker free and dead quiet.
If you think the ParaBeam

looks good on paper, wait 'til
you see how it looks on video.

2840 North Hollywood Way Burbank 61 91505

818 767 6528 voice

818 767 7517 fax

.kinoflo.com

100% Secure
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TOTAL REDUNDANCY
For 100% Seamless failover, a backup DSP SuperCore works in parallel with the primary unit,
and is the only total redundancy system available on the ma-ket - another Euphonix first.

This ensures complete redundancy of the MADI I/O, Router and DSP Pr:cessiig!

Max Air

System 5-B

iii0011/X

euphonix.com
©2007 Euphonix, Inc. All Rights Reserved
220 Portage Avenue
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SYSTEM DESIGN

SHOWCASE
flexibility and easy access to footage
across the enterprise is important.

In addition, stories can be easily
updated. Video included in a package for the 5 p.m. newscast is quickly

swapped out and replaced with unused shots to freshen the story for a
later newscast.

Managing workflow,
managing change
With so many users and so many
video, graphic, animation and Web based files, Interplay provides a single
management layer across the Unity

ISIS system and all applications in
the newsroom. The system supports
more than 100 file types, both media
and non -media, SD and HD, allowing
the station to move multiresolution
video, Microsoft Office documents,
After Effects and Photoshop layered

files, MPEGs, TIFFs, spreadsheets
and other content. For end users, that

Within seconds of ingest, footage is available to editors, producers and reporters
working on the station's networked editing systems.

Ingest - NRCS Newsroom Playout - Scheduling -Archive (MAM) - Sraphics - SMS TV - legal ComplincE

tapeless. tv
TV AUTOMATION FROM ONE SINGLE COMPANY
DEVELOPED UNDER CUSTOMERS' REQUEST

OPEN COMPATIBLE SOFTWARE

STANDARD IT HARDWARE

STABLE & COST-EFFECTI V E
www.tapcless.tv
44
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Built to perform.
Built to last.
Built to dominate.
Baron Services knows radar.
We've installed more radars over the last three years-in more

broadcast markets-than all other vendors combined. And
more stations than ever are maximizing Baron radars with a

Complete Weather Solution like only we can provide.

From Guardian, the dual-pol megawatt powerhouse, to stellar
designs like the new Pulsar, our versatile Doppler fleet delivers
incredibly detailed radar imagery with market -changing swiftness.

But speed matters most during severe weather. Equipped with

an advanced 6rpm pedestal, a Baron radar system can
perform a full 360°scan every 10 seconds, providing new
storm updates six times each minute.

Our commitment to your success doesn't stop once the installation is
complete. Baron's staff of experienced engineers are always on -hand

to help ensure the continued high pelormance of your system.

Don't wait; it's time to be proactive. The first Guardian radar has
already been unveiled, and more are coming on-line soon.

Call us today and find out what Baron's radar team can build for you.

BARON
SERVICES

Visit us at NAB 2007!

The Weather Solutions Company

BA MS

(

BARON
RADAR

Booth # C701 7

WxWoRx

www.baronservices.com
256-881-8811

SYSTEM DESIGN

SHOWCASE
means a single application can be
seen as a control point.

An iNEWS Instinct journalist editing system is fully integrated with
the Interplay engine. The system was

designed to allow journalists and
other nontechnical newsroom staff to
contribute to the production process.

Reporters and producers can easily
select video and link it to portions

of a script as they write, bridging
the gap between text and video and
between the newsroom and production workflows. The newsroom staff
creates rough cuts at their desktops,
lessening the amount of time needed
for editors to finish the story at their
workstations.

Both new staffers and newsroom

space. It takes time to adopt a new
mindset, as employees had to learn,
for example, that a mirrored backup
server means there is no need to dual record incoming feeds.

The nonlinear production system
has ended the days of inserting and
ejecting videotapes in multiple VTRs.
Once content is aired, the file is then

moved over to a StorageTek robotic
data tape archive system managed by
redundant SGL FlashNet and Interplay archive servers.

But, videotape is not in the past at
WBZ - yet. At least for the foreseeable future, Sony Betacam decks and
DVCPRO decks will be available in
the edit suites for accessing older material that isn't archived in the Storage-

veterans are adjusting to working

Tek system.

without videotapes and to using the
new tools to continue producing
high -quality daily newscasts. Each
employee is given a slice of server

While it may be impossible to archive the hundreds of thousands of
hours of videotaped material already
on premise, the goal is to move as

Avid Interplay provides a unified and
redundant layer across all applications
the newsroom, including ingest,
production and archiving.

in

Rms 2 GiLiguRelo
Imaa
aA Cohu Company

The Central-DeCoder II Automatically Detects:
COFDM & MPEG Parameters

Analog/Digital
Turn it on,
Set the Frequency,
Receive the Video!

0'

-70

11615

Visit MIS Ol
Celebrating 25 Years Serving the Broac'cast Community!

Broadcast Microwave Services, Inc.
www.bms-inc.com (800) 669-9667 Fax: (858) 391-3049 dept I 00@bms-inc.com
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Automatic crosspoint redun ancy in all matrix sizes UTA -1.400
The UTAH -400 allows you to protect your critical signal paths
against interruption with AUTOMATIC internal redundancy.

Three Frame Sizes -- 64x64, 144x144, and 288x288
You can use the UTAH -400 for any digital router application

from the smallest utility routtr to the largest central matrix.

In any size, all UTAH -400 systems offer the same set of
world -class features -- and the industry's lowest prices:
Full time Input / Output Signal Monitoring
Reduced Power Consumption and Rack Space Requirements

SD/HD Compatibility
Fiber Optic I/O Option
See us at NA3
Booth # N4321

-1(41. -52;E/7l.g1-177FIC
New Directions in Digital Switching

4750 Wiley Post Way, Suite 150, Salt Lake :My, UT 84116 USA
Ph: 801.575.8801 Fax: 801.537.3099 Email: sales@utahscientific.com

SYSTEM DESIGN

SHOWCASE
much future content as possible to a
tapeless production and archive system. All on -air news material is archived on a daily basis, making it easily available for the future.
WBZ's IT manager, Greg Raso, was
heavily involved in the tapeless transition, providing expertise for integrat-

ing the broadcast equipment into the
IT infrastructure and also enforcing
corporate IT policies. Raso ensured

that the network topology of the
tapeless production solution was able
to sustain the necessary bandwidth to

all users while maintaining a secure
and fault -tolerant environment.

The next step: Full-scale
HD news acquisition
The evolution toward a tapeless
newsroom will continue in 2007
when WBZ moves to an HD tapeless
acquisition. Sony XDCAM Blu-ray

sRT

Design team
WBZ
Jack Barry, director of broadcast operations and engineering
Manny Ferreira, engineering crew chief
Greg Raso, IT manager
Robert Yankowitz, RF systems manager

Technology at work
Adobe
After Effects graphics software
Photoshop graphics software
Apple Xserve server
Avid
AirSpeed ingest system
iNEWS Instinct editing system,
ControlAir and Command
Interplay Assist archive
Media Composer editing suites
NewsCutter Adrenaline NLE
Unity ISIS storage

®ilni-terthecpmf,Seriiets,

RKP-4
Wireless Intelligent Matrix Keypanel
UHF Frequency -Agile

Digital Encryption
Rugged Cast Magnesium Beltpack

Avitech multiviewer
Omneon Spectrum media servers
Panasonic DVCPRO cameras
Samsung flat -panel LCD monitors
SGL FlashNet archive
StorageTek robotic data tape
archive system
Sony
HDC-910 HD cameras
MVS-8000 production switcher
XDCAM Blu-ray camera systems
Telestream FlipFactory automation

Visit our booth at NAB!
.Booth# C5329

In Broadcast,
every moment is critical.
You need an intercom system
that is up to the challenge.

CRONUS
DSP Matrix Intercom
RVON-C VolP Option Card
Up to four units can be linked
Modular Architecture
Bosch Communications SystemsITelex Communications. Inc.112000 Portland Avenue SouthIBurnsville. Minnesota 553371 Phone. 1.677.663.41691 Fax: 1.800.955.68311,vww.telexintercoms.com
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BROADCAST HD OVER FIBER.
Just one of the many options available
with the OptivaTM Platform.

Optivan" offers the most comprehensive optical

By using the Product Configura7or at opticomm.com,

communication solution for broadcast control rooms,

you can easily plan your fiber network. Choose any of

studios and OB stations. With its integrated patent -

our video, audio or data signals to design the perfect

pending Daisy Chain technology, OptivaTM provides

system tailored to your needs. Manage your projects

solution.

and test configurations, all at the touch of a button.

a

truly

configurable

and

upgradeable

Come see us at NAB

I

April 16-19

Las Vegas, NV

I

Booth N2931

°°°opticomm
°O°

Q0

Opt iva
DAISY CHAIN
TECHNOLOGY

Opticomm Corporation 16827 Nancy Ridge Drive

I

travel by light°

I

San Diego, CA 92121

I

Phone 858 450 0143

I

Fax 8.58 450 0155

I

www.opticomm.com
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SHOWCASE
disc -based camera systems will be put

to HD with a simple addition of a

in place as part of a corporate move
to transition the stations over to the

DNxcel board.
The eventual move to HD will build

XDCAM system. Within a year of the
move, the station expects to embrace

on the steps the station has already
taken. In late 2005, WBZ, with the
help of Beck Associates, overhauled
its control room with a Sony MVS8000 SD/HD production switcher,

HD throughout the news production
process. Avid's DNxHD codec allows

the Adrenaline systems to transition

7nntinr
TECHNOLOGIES

HDTV.
Footage coming into the station

is

ingested into an Avid AirSpeed ingest

server and is then recorded into the
Unity ISIS workgroup.

Samsung flat -panel LCD monitors
and an Avitech multiviewer. The station also added five Sony HDC-910
HD cameras.
The impact of the transition to HD

is small, however, when compared
with the move to an all -digital nonlinear workflow. The successful swi-

tchover, in terms of impact on the
news production efficiency and the
way staffers go about creating multiple newscasts as well as promotional

spots for three stations daily, has
meant a remarkable transformation
Total Mobile Control

True HO HO MultiViewers

See Mobile Production solutions and more at NAB Booth #2729

www.zandar.com
ROW Sales

UK Sales

Americas Sales

sales@zandar.corn

uksales@zandar COM

Tel: +353 1 450 0901

Tel: +44 2077 383 038

ussales@zandar.com
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Tel: +321 939 045_

for WBZ and its sister stations.

More importantly, it has transformed the way viewers consume the
news, as they receive more timely and
informative reports that can make the
difference in a morning commute or
emergency situation.
BE
Ken Kerschbaumer is an industry
consultant for the professional video
and broadcast technology industries.

Why broadcasters and studios a
Ascent Media

4.--

1Lerizon
NMT

ABU

rplex
CoE$PN

Pixar NASA
Imagica Fo

CBS ILm

Discovem

Modern VideoFilm

Moving Picture Compan

NBE5 DI Qualco
Game Creek
Comcashme,
LaserPacifi

NFL Films I- coo

Photo courtesy of Professional
Communications Systems, Inc.
and WMFE-TV

BROADCAST NETWORKS
Centralized broadcast operation centers (BOC) improve efficiency,

yet significantly increase the impac: of system failure. The
3Gb/s-enabled NV8256-PI is, with patented redundant crosspoint
technclogy, provides affordable, error -free video routing that
protec:s you from single point failures. Major networks worldwide
depend on NVISION synchrdnous audio and HD -SDI routers
in thei- BOCs for 100% reliability and proven performance.
Built-in system features such as ingrated video encoders and
decoders, MADI, and audio mono routing add significant value.
Using The NV5128-MC Master Control switcher, you have a
complete integrated systerr for program
play -out in any format - analog, dir ital, SD
or HD. And, upgrades are easy by smply
replacing hot-swappable rndules.

#1 in HD
With NVISION systems, broadcast networks and post
production facilities get best -in -class router, router
control, and master control systems, including +100
Synapse modular products, for error -free video and
audio signal processing and distribution. This means
faster installations and lower operation costs.
Our forward -looking designs leverage yoL r investments and help you avoid costly replacements, recabling,
or ground -up installations. You can expand capacity or
upgrade capability quickly and cost-effectively with simple,
front -plane module replacements. High product quality
and strict control of manufacturing ensure that NVISION
products continue running reliably, year after year.

with NVISION

for the ultimate in precision
routing and master control.

?.,,%

NVISION pioneered, and
continues to set the standards
for serial digital HD -SDI routin

and multi -channel, multrformat
master control. You benefit frorr
best -in -class systems, raliable
24/7 operation, and a ncn-stop -ID
viewing experience for Eudiences.

NVISION router, router control,
master control, and Synapse
modular equipment.

#1 in Routers,
Router Control & Master Control

Ny115110Nx

Moving pictures and sound around,
perfectly.

As the technology lead& in vic'eo and audio routing
systems, NVISION specializes m the development and
manufacture of the most innovative router, router control,
and master control systems, a3 well as new technologies
for flawlessly managing signals point to point. NVISION's
best -in -class systems are morn efficient, reliable, and
cost effective than any other on the market.
Since 1989, the biggest names in TV broadcast, satellite,
entertainment and post production, as well as government
agencies, have trusted NVISI011's technology innovation
behind the scenes to keep their years ahead of the times.
NVISION's industry breakthroughs include:
hw/sw maintenance to include new replacement
product (NV9000), 2007
3Gb/s & HD -enabled full product line of routers, 2006

Dolby modular products, 2006

large-scale digital video muter small enough for
mobile trucks, 2005
egrated multi -channel .naster control switcher
and multiformat router, 2003
ge-scale HD -SD' router (US patent awarded),1998

-directional macaine co itrol router with dynamic
ff management (US parent awarded),1996
e code router with digital signal processing
(US patent awarded),1992
MI

synchronous

f audio,1992
xvisioa.

for new, advanced
ster control, HD H.264
technologies: next-gen
encoding, Synapse modular signal processing (includes
up/down/cross conversion), and a broader range of
panels and compact routers.
Keep your eye on

The key to our success and the high satisfaction of
our customers depends upon our understanding of
each facility's unique needs ar d budget. We create
a best -in -class routing solution for every customer;
even when others say it's impossible.

rk flowing, flawlessly.

NV115110N°

Photo courtesy of Corplex tv
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MOBILE TRUCKS

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Does size matter? For mobile video production it's critical.

IPTV is challenging cable and satellite for a share of the pay
TV market, thereby requiring a quality viewing experience for

So NVISION offers any size router, for any size mobile truck,
in any format you need. NVISION routers are designed for

customers with precise and reliable transmission of content.

the harsh environment of a mobile truck, so you can depend
on trouble -free operation when the pressure is on. And we

Telecommunication leaders, like Verizon, Qualcomm, and

protect your capital investment. To scale up, simply add more
feeds or capability with front -serviceable modules. For the
ultimate in truck routers, test drive the new NV8288, the
smallest big router in the world. It houses an ultra -high
density 288x576 system in a 10RU frame just 12 inches
deep, supports HD/SD, and expands to 576x576 in only
20RU. Extremely low power consumption and front -to -back
forced air cooling make it the perfect fit for your truck.

NV8256-Plus router. Its redundant crosspoint technology,
recognized for high reliability and superior quality, is the
obvious choice for backbone signal transmission and bandwidth provisioning. The NV5128 Multiformat Router is ideal
for error -free signal distribution of SDI, HD -SDI and composite
video. Both routers protect your installed equipment base and
enable a cost-effective upgrade path that extends the life of

KDDI in Japan are ramping up for IPTV with NVISION's

capital investments. The Java -based NV9000 Router Control

system provides a unified command and control environment
with a uniform control layer distributed over secure VPN links.

#1 in Synapse Modular
hoose from + 100 modules for
HD/SD/audio signal processing
and transmission that can be
cost-effectively integrated into one
powerful media system over time.
Users can also integrate Synapse
modules with any other NVISION
router, router control, and master
control products to add specific
features, increase system
functionality, or lower overall costs.

#1 in Total Cost of Ownership
and inno
NVISION router, router control, and
master control systems in your
facility today paves the way for an
upgrade path in the future. NVISION's
forward -looking, scaleable designs
future proof your investment and
help you avoid costly replacements,
recabling, or ground -up installations.

#1 in 24/7 Customer Support
& Local Service
You can rely on local service and
customer support from real people.
Located across three continents,
NVISION's customer service, support
team, and world -class, third -party
system integrators are committed
to helping you with rapid response
to answer your technical questions,
keeping your system on air or in
production around the clock.

ound the globe depend on us to keep the w

Pilot° courtesy of LaserPacific

LOCAL STATION GROUPS

POST PRODUCTION

DTV is a legal requirement and costs are a concern. NVISION

Demanding post production schedules require efficient,

helps you make the transition to digital while protecting your
investment in analog equipment. The NV5128-MC switcher is

multiformat, signal management. Join Ascent Media, ILM,
LaserPacific, Modern VideoFilm and a long list of prestigious

the first product ever to combine in one frame digital master
control, 3Gb/s-enabled multiformat routing and conversion, and
fully integrated Dolby E decoding with delay management that
seamlessly handles full 5.1 channel audio. The NV5128-MC
provides flexible support of analog audio and video, AES, SDI
and HD -SDI input and output signal formats. Upgrade to
HD -SDI or increase the number of master control
channels by simply adding modules to the frame.
Multi -channel control and programmable panels
increase plant reliability, simplify distributed facility
design, and reduce service and support costs.

studios that choose NVISION. NVISION helps you manage signals

flawlessly and securely, regardless of complexity. Our video
routers handle any data rate from 3Mb/s to 3Gb/s and manage
all digital video formats inside one frame, simultaneously. With
n -on -1 crosspoint redundancy, the NV8256-Plus is a bulletproof 256x256 video router, field expandable to 512x512. Front serviceable plug-in modules enable easy expansion and updates
- no fork aft events! Our digital audio routers handle AES, analog,
and MAD signals, with a host cf advanced features like full
mono -channel routing. The Java -based NV9000 Router Control
system olfers the ultimate in system power and flexible operation.

;.1:,
muupigr.,

in Dolby
nly

vendor that fully supports
and controls your program
material for Dolby E and Dolby
Digital Audio in router, modular,
and master control equipment.
WIll Dolby compatibility and wellmanaged signal flow ensure
low-cost and robust video
play out.

3 year maintenance agreement, full
replacement included... really!!
The NV9000 Router Contrcl system has
a robust and scalable architecture, and
all new Java -based -:.onfigJration utility
for a simplified, intu tive, and powerful
interface. The econamicall / priced
NV9000 hardware/s)ftwan, maintenance agreement (1-1SMA) s an industry

standout - the first -o include 3 years
of extensive benefits. hard are warranty,

software updates, and a rHw replacement product at the end o' 3 years.

Ena)led
Gb/s HD/SDI operation,
the 3xpanded CR Series of Compact
Routers offers new intuitive GUIs and
deli iers NVISION quality and performanc 3 for budget -conscious applications
in b-oadcasting, mobile trucks, and
pos-.-production, and where compact
size and operational simplicity are
critical factors.

NV fll0H6

Large scale, error -free

routing at:

Hal

size.

Half the dep

Half the weight.

Half the power
consumption.
288 x 576 in 10RU
576 x 576 in 20RU

Future proof 3Gb/s
enabled
:1111.

:::::::::::

CIO Dolby E

Seamless integration
with NVISION router
control

1 -800 -860 -HDTV

PA RTN1 I R

www.nvision.tv

Learn more.

NVISION

For detailed product information and technical specifications for all NVISION
products, visit our website. Then let us help you plan your next installation.
Call toll free and talk to a real person who knows routing. Put NVISION behind
the scenes and you'll always be ahead of your time.

Moving pictures and sound around,

perfectly
125 Crown Point Court
Grass Valley, CA 95945
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Modern routing systems

AsTV facilities become more complex, so does routing.
BY JOHN LUFF

From traditional broadcast
facilities and production op-

AVVV:==========7

erations to IPTV headends
and network operations centers, the level of technical complexity

and variety of technology and formats installed has markedly changed
in the last two decades. Routing systems mirror this change.

Why are new systems
so complex?
The increased complexity of routing systems is in part due to a general

increase in physical size and in the
number of formats that they support.
For example, most broadcast facilities

today support at least the 525 -line
format and one of the HD formats.
Many facilities also support SDI and

NTSC and have both analog and
digital audio - and perhaps Dolby E
or Dolby AC3. This material change
first affects routing, which is, in most
cases, the sole method of delivering
signals to production and air.

NVISION's NV5128 multiformat router allows facilites to address the future. It
supports all current digital and analog formats, and comes in a 128 x 128 frame.

DTV transition

analog and digital audio and video,

change during t

and need systems that will accommo-

Routing systems have evolved from

as well as time code, machine control
and HDTV signals in one monolithic

single -format frames to mixed format systems that can accommodate

structure. This is particularly useful
to facilities undergoing continuous

FRAME GRAB

By 2050,TV households will grow 47 percent to 163.7 million.

panies offer frames that can combine
signals from mixed formats.

180
150

Making the right
connection

43

0---

top of existing installed hardware.
This can be done either by adding

modules of a newly needed format
to an existing frame, or by adding a
frame with new cards to an existing
control infrastructure. Several com-

A look at the consumer side of DTV

Projected growth in number of households with TVs

-0
.=

date new formats without requiring
an expensive, new routing system on

120

.0

Increasingly, it is important that
90

routers handle formats that carry

"a E

emerging signal types. DVB-ASI -a
270Mb/s NRZ signal not to be confused with 270Mb/s SMPTE 259M

60

E
30

serial digital video - carries com-

0

2007

2050

pressed MPEG, with either single or
multiple program transport streams.

www_nielsenmediaresearch.com

Fortunately, most modern routing
systems can carry ASI in any level

Year
Source: Nielsen Media Research

March 2007
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intended for SMPTE 259M, despite

workload for operators and simpli-

the difference in coding.
With complex mixed signal types,

fies training, though at the expense of

the control system must understand
the signals and only route connections that make logical sense. Connecting an HD output to an SD input

trol system properly.
For many years, control system designs were based on two basic models.
In one, all control panels were linked

programming time to plan the con-

Today, control systems often work
on TCP/IP networks, facilitating flexible cabling and even extension of the
control system across a WAN connection. This is ideal for facilities in mul-

tiple locations or systems that must

be distributed throughout a large
building.

Control systems have become much
more complex. They now support
virtualization and allow complex
pathfinding between matrix types.
or ASI to an encoder input is illogical.
Moreover, crosspoint assignments

that make such connections possible
can waste available I/O ports.
Many facilities have segregated sig-

nals in routing blocks to make such
choices efficient. A couple of

Many modern control systems
permit status and monitoring using SNMP and Web services, moving control systems into the realm
of common IT. It is, however, tricky
to organize VLANs that will operate with deterministic control over a

on party line (coax or twisted pair)
links, tying many control panels to
the potential failure of a single piece

complex routing system.

of wire or connector. Although these
busses were high in speed and deterministic, the architecture limited the

In the last five years, the size of
routing systems has exploded, with

Size matters
several monolithic systems exceeding

1000 x 1000 and some with

decades ago, it was easy to do

more than 2000 I/O ports.
The market for such enor-

so because the smallest I/O
block physically possible in a
router was typically between

mous systems is limited. But
features essential to large,
mission -critical routing sys-

10x 10 and 16 x 16. Today,
however, the block sizes are
often 32 x 32 or larger, making it harder to separate signals into logical blocks. Most

tems have become prevalent. These features include
redundant crosspoint cards
and I/O modules, along with
highly fault -tolerant control

routing is broken up today
into logical or virtual blocks,
with the control system understanding what signal types
should be connected.

systems.
SMPTE recently completed

work on the 3GHz SDI standard, named SMPTE 424M2006, and is already shipping
hardware. This new interface

Control systems'
increased role

can carry 1080p30 HDTV,

Control systems have become more complex. They
now support virtualization
and allow complex pathfind-

replacing the former dual
1.5GHz links needed with a
single link interface.

ing between matrix types.
For example, if an SDI signal

is routed to an NTSC port,
the control system can be
organized to recognize that a
digital -to -analog conversion

Grass Valley's Trinix digital

video routing switcher

handles SD and HD signals from 3Mb/s to 1.5Gb/s in
the same frame. It is available in three dense, fixed frame sizes and features hot-swappable modules for

58

1080p was considered imprac-

with even more limited extension of

tical for terrestrial broadcast,
there is considerable interest
developing in it partly because of the availability of consumer
displays that support it. In addition,
recent research has shown that 1080p
may be practical in nearly the same

the total system size.

compressed bit rate as 1080i.

easy servicing.

and encode are required to
make the connection valid. The signal is routed through an appropriate
interface and then back to an analog
crosspoint before heading to the intended destination. This reduces the

Altera and Gennum have
both developed and are now
shipping chip sets supporting
424M. Although at one time

number of control panels that could
be online at the same time. Other systems used discrete lines to each panel,

broadcastengineering.com I March 2007
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Found in more SNG trucks worldwide.
RADYNE
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Modulation

worn Am 3Iification
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Visit Radyne & Tiernan at Booth SU-5529 and Xicom at C-6347
Phoenix: 602-437-9620

San Diego: 858-805-7000

Santa Clara: 408-213-3000

NASDAQ: RADN

www.radn.com
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The effect on audio

and new hardware without restrictions.

Audio has benefited greatly from
the development of advanced routing

AES routing is sensitive to interruptions in the bit stream, however,
and requires a synchronous router to
avoid annoying disturbances in the
audio. An AES synchronous router

solutions. Several manufacturers now
offer systems that handle both analog

and digital audio, and even provide
A/D and D/A conversion internal to
the router. This permits the design of a
facility that flexibly interfaces to legacy

buffers all of the inputs so that all out-

puts are always framed the same, facilitating seamless cuts in the audio.

Make the right connections
with confidence.

Another important part of routing AES is through clean switches, or
soft switches, in which the two audio

signals are blended at the point of
transition to avoid a step function in
the sound. An example of this is in a
cut from high to low volume, which
would produce out -of -band signals.
Other audio signal types that create
challenges include compressed Dolby
E and Dolby AC3. For all practical
purposes, it is not possible to switch
between two AC3 signals because the
audio access unit is not constrained

Video hardware
manufacturers will
most likely design
hybrid systems.
to fall on video frame boundaries.
However, Dolby E was designed to be

video -friendly and is constrained to
video frames, facilitating cuts along
with picture either as standalone or
embedded audio.

Multichannel audio can also be
handled by putting three AES bit
streams into three parallel paths
through routing, carrying L, R, C, Ls,
Rs and LFE. An additional AES pair
can be added to carry Lt, Rt for some

applications. Switching must be arranged to make simultaneous cuts on
all channels of the 5.1 signal to ensure
signal integrity.

Conclusion
Routing switchers may evolve
over time to bridge the gap between
conventional unidirectional video

Nova73 HD digital audio router

transport and common duplex IT
networks. As traffic moves more as

Self -Healing & Fully Redundant - Fiber Networking -

files and less as video signals, video

8192 x 8192 Inputs -Outputs - Multiple Format Configurable Online. Reasons why the Nova73 HD
digital audio router is in daily use in broadcasting

around the world. Total performance from Lawo.

hardware manufacturers will most
NETWORKING

AUDIO

Lawo North America Toronto

(416) 292 0078 www.lawo.ca

SYSTEMS

likely design hybrid systems that facilitate interplay between existing IT
and broadcast hardware.
BE
John Luff is a broadcast technology
consultant.

Las Vegas, April 16' -19' 2007, North Hall, Booth N7030
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Send questions and comments to:
john.luff@penton.com

Not All Masterpieces
Hang In Museums

Mona Lisa is a masterpiece of art
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anaging DTV

LOUD
ESS
with dialnorm
BY JIM STARZYNSKI

The NTSC analog televi-

tive, this practice permanently reduc-

includes

sion system uses conventional compression
and limiting at various stages of the signal
chain to manage audio loudness for

es dynamics and changes the audio
before it ever reaches the audience.
It modifies the characteristics of the
sound, altering it from what the program provider intended to fit within

dynamic range control. The ATSC
document A/53D refers to dialnorm

broadcasts. This practice compensates

the limitations of the analog system.
Alternatively, the ATSC digital tele-

Program or commercial audio is
best experienced when mixed at ap-

vision system transmits metadata or
data about the data to control loudness and other parameters more ef-

propriate levels with varied dynamics.
This mix is based on the choices made

for limitations in the dynamic range
of analog equipment (particularly the
studio -to -transmitter link) to control

the various loudness levels of audio received from suppliers. It also
helps smooth out program -to -spot

transitions.

Though

fectively. Dialog level, or dialnorm, is

the metadata parameter that sets the
loudness of all ATSC audio at the receiver. (See Figure 1 on page 64.) The

effec- content provider or DTV station sets
dialnorm at the origin, and it agilely
adjusts the decoder in the home. This

and 28 other settings are integral
to the ATSC Dolby Digital AC3
audio bit stream, which also

Dptional,

user -selectable

as the practice that should be used by

all broadcasters for managing loudness for DTV.

by the sound deigner or the mixing
engineer and predicated by the production. At home, without some type

of processing, varying volume and
dynamics can be uncomfortable to
listen to as the sound jumps up and
down when swiathing between programs, commercials and promos.

Ironically, a broadcaster's goal is
to both accurately transmit material,
maintaining the intended sonic char -

Program or commercial audio is best
experienced when mixed at appropriate
levels with varied dynamics.
acteristics of the product_on, and also
to provide an er;oyable viewer expe-

rience. No: rest-icted by the analog
system's limitations, diainorm makes
it possible to dc just th-_s by providing unaltered bL: normalized sound.
Dialnorm sets the audio 7.0 a comfortable level, much lice how a viewer uses

a remote control to adjust the volume

between TV show and commercial
transitions. This is done automatically,
without having to reach for the volume
control, and it does not affect dynamics or compromise the soundtrack.
March 2007
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Multi -Format
Converters for a
Multi -Format World
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Permanently altered
dynamics and altered
loudness

NTSC TV

111111
LIIIIMCZ9.111

Full dynamics

Hilt 0

6#4

Audio mixer

Compressor/limiter
User selectable dynamics
and normalized
loudness

ATSC TV
Full

dynamics

VC- 3001111/20011D

Quite possibly the only
video converter you'll need.

Audio mixer

Digita

end

DTV set -top box

udio
ng

Never before have so many video
formats been used by the industry

It. mow

Decoder/amplifier under
metadata control with dialnorm

at the same time. The EDIROL
VC-200HD and VC-300HD are

fully bi-directional converters that
convert, scale, adjust and encode/
decode audio all in the same unit.
Simply choose your input source
- component, DVI-I, DV/HDV, or
SDI/HDSDI* - set your conversion
parameters and converted
output is sent to all outputs
simultaneously. The VC Series
also supports genlock as well
as embedded audio that allows
for delaying audio by frames or
milliseconds to achieve the perfect

"lip sync' Designed for a wide
range of workflows in mid, post
and live video productions, the VC
Series offers the hassle -free and

flexible format conversion you've
been waiting for.

Figure 1. The proper use of dialnorm for DTV eliminates the need for destructive
dynamic range processing and loudness compensation for broadcast.

How it works
Studies have shown that view-

range control to work properly. A
Dolby LM100 broadcast loudness

ers adjust the volume of a television
based on the level of the spoken word

meter can take short- and long-term
dialog measurements and display an

within a broadcast. A dialnorm setting is achieved by either measuring

easy -to -read, accurate number as the
dialnorm figure. (See Figure 2.)

a program's dialog level or by mixing
a program or spot's dialog amplitude

Audio and dialnorm are transmitted in the DTV bit stream simultaneously. The Dolby Digital system,
which includes the decoder in the
home, will level shift the volume by
reducing the audio by the difference
between the dialnorm figure and

to an already established dialnorm
figure, which will be used by the DTV
audio encoder.

With either method, the amplitude

of the program dialog must match
the dialnorm that's set in the audio
encoder. This is required for loudness and for the optional dynamic

-31dBFS. (See Figure 3 on page 66.)
So, if each program or spot is stamped

with the proper dialnorm matching

VC-300HD only
Input/Output Chart

A variety of shows
e.g. average programming = -26dBFS

Ank\MAPIV-

-24d BFS

Station dialnorm

Different talent and packages
e.g. average local news = -24dBFS

EDIROL
by Roland

A variety of spots
e.g. average commercial, promo or PSA = -22dBFS

Get More of the Story Online
www.edirol.com/bevc
800.380.2580

Roland
Systems Group
64

Figure 2.The Dolby LM100 is useful for measuring the loudness of program dialog.
To acquire an acceptable dialnorm figure for station upconverts, an average of all
content is determined, tested and implemented.
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Affordable

4 CHANNEL
HD & SD VIDEO SERVERS

MCS
MULTI -CHANNEL SERVER

Doremi's MCS Multi -Channel Video Server

Broadcast Time Delay
Sports Slow -Motion
VTR Replacement

Features up to 4 independent video cl-annels,
plus simple playlist creation wi:h selectable
video :ransitions (fade, wipe, cut & dissolve)

Reliable and Upgradeable Design
Upgradeable from two .ideo channels to four
External RAID5 storage or internal removable drives
System rues on a ded cated video hardware platform
Redundant power supply option

Commercial Insertion
System Compatibilky
HD -SDI, SDI video input and output (HD Version)
SDI, YUV, S -Video and Composite video (SD Version)
Sony 9Pin, VDCP, or Ocetics remote control

Multi -Channel HD Video Servers start at $30,800
Multi -Channel SD Video Servers start at $9,800
Video Servers - HD MPEG2 Encoders and Decoders - SDI / DVI Converters - HD Video Test Generator

Doremi Labs, Inc.

tel. 818 562-1101

info@doremilabs.com

www.doremilabs.com

doremi
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A problem
Station
A

Station

Station

B

C

Local

Local

Local

shows and
spots

shows and
spots

shows and
spots

-24dBFS/-24DN

-24dBFS/-24DN

-20dBFS/-20DN

Local
HD news

Local
SD news

Local
HD news

-23dBFS/-23DN

-24dBFS/-24DN

-23dBFS/-23DN

Net
spots

Net
spots

Net
spots

-22dBFS/-22DN

-23dBFS/-23DN

Net
sports

Net
sports

Net
sports

-20dBFS/-20DN

-20dBFS/-20DN

-25dBFS/-25DN

Net
shows

Net
shows

Net
shows

-27dBFS/-27DN

-27dBFS/-27DN

worth fixing
Unfortunately, due to a
lack of awareness or understanding, not all DTV
stations use dialnorm ef-

Dolby Digital
(audio and
metadata)

fectively.

Decoder/amplifier
under medadata control
with dialnorm

-21dBFS/-2113N

Station

Station

Station

A

B

C

-31dBFS

-31dBFS

-31 dBFS

All dialog attenuated by various
amounts and normalized to -31dBFS

Neglecting dialnorm

bothersome on

-25dBFS/-25DN
(ON = dialnorm)

a

is

single

channel and becomes a big-

Figure 3. When all stations apply dialnorm universally, volume is normalized across the dial. As a
result, viewers will not need to adjust the volume.

tomatically be level shifted to -31dBFS
by the DTV system. Because this only
engages once for each program or spot,
and all audio accompanying the dialog
is level shifted equally, dynamic range

stations'

shut off ( -3 1 dBFS) will air
11dB louder!

4-

the level of the audio, dialog will au-

Many

dialnorm is frequently left
at the encoder's -27dBFS
default or is turned off, intentionally set to -31 dBFS.
Therefore, program audio recorded at a nominal
-20dBFS stamped with
-27dBFS dialnorm will be
7dB louder than a properly
set ATSC bit stream. This
same audio with dialnorm

is not compromised. Transitions become smooth, no matter where in the
-1dBFS to -3IdBFS window the dialog
was mixed. When all broadcasters do
this properly, channel changing on the
DTV dial is normalized.

VISIT US AT NAB2007
BOOTH # SU 4228

ger nuisance for the audience when changing channels between properly set
and incorrectly set stations

in a market. Considering that the
resulting level variance can easily exceed 10dB, it's easy to understand why
properly adjusted dialnorm is critical
for delivering the best listening experience for DTV viewers.

NV - RZION
WWW.NVERZION.COM

+1 801 293 8420

SALES@NVERZION.COM

SUPPORT?
How many Automation companies can boast they
are still supporting software that is over 15 years old?
At NVerzion we support the old, sell the new and

1982 RAS 1987 SMS 1988 EMC 1989 SAS 1991 TAS 1997 EMCNT 1998 SERVCTRL 1999 NCONTROL2000 XPANSION 2007 NCONTROL ELITE 2007 EMCL 1982 RAS 1987 SMS 1988 EMC 1989 SAS 1991
SAS 1991 TAS 1997 EMCNT 1998 SERVCTRL 1999 NCONTROL2000 XPANSION 2007 NCONTROL ELITE 2007 EMCL 1982 RAS 1987 SMS 1988 EMC 1989 SAS 1991 TAS 1997 EMCNT 1998 SERVCTRL
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Prepare for the unexpected, with RHINO 5000. You may

not think about labeling until something goes wrong.
That's why the clear identification of your connections is
crucial. Designed for durability and ease of use, RHINO

5000 will speed your efforts in studios, control rooms,

OB vans and more - so you're ready for anything, or
business as usual.

Features:
RHINO labels stick

and stay stuck

Backlit display for
low -light environments

Easy operation keeps your operation moving. RHINO
5000's full -featured command set includes one -touch

One -touch Hot Keys

Or

cable/wire wraps, patch

"hot keys" and memory storage. But it really "shows its

panels, terminal blocks,

stuff" wrapping cables and wires, as well as labeling

fixed length and vertical

patch panels and equipment. With backlit display and

labels

impact -resistant rubber bumper, RHINO 5000 is just as
useful behind dimly lit equipment racks.

Separate save and

recall keys for quick
access to label memory

RHINO labels leave a lasting impression. Our easy -load,

all -in -one cartridges hold easy -peel labels that resist

Durable rubber burr
per for added protectic

heat, UV, moisture and smearing. And our heat -shrink
labels are an industry favorite. Think of RHINO 5000 as

the advanced way to label fast -changing technology,
without any difficulties.
Get RHINO 5000 and get your labeling ready for anything.

Visit www.rhinolabeling.com for details.

Available at Gepco International, MilesTek, Pacific Radio Electronics and Toner Cable Equipment Inc.
27699

©2007 Sanford, LP, Oak Brook, IL 60523

A Newell Rubbermaid Company AnAw tlynalabeling

RHINO

PROFESSIONAL LABELING TOOLS

HOW DO YOU SIGN YOUR WC RK?

FEATURE

Content is king.
You've got it.
Consumers want it.
We can help you give them

MANAGING DTV LOUDNESS

Setting dialnorm properly is an
easy, straightforward process for a
DTV station engineer. It can be divided into two categories: network

what they want. Digital.

content or station content.

Encoding. Decoding.

Setting up dialnorm for
network content

Content Management.
Complete. Secure. Reliable.
We can show you how.

Networks can distribute program
and commercial metadata with their

audio and video, either discretely
or as part of a Dolby E bit stream.

that's necessary when SD programming is used and a metadata stream
matched to the content isn't available
to control the DTV audio encoder
agilely. An acceptable comfort zone
of -5.4dB to +2.4dB is the range that
must be exceeded before it's likely a
viewer will try to adjust the volume.
This finding indicates that there is
some dialnorm latitude.
Two -channel -only stations with
audio encoders that do not support

In most cases, this is used to directly
drive the required Dolby 569 audio

external metadata should include

encoder's external metadata port.

analysis to determine the station's

the network audio feed as part of the

In a new DTV world, putting in the
time and effort to understand the
process and to implement an effective
dialnorm plan simply makes sense.
Master control at the station engages
the switch to the network signal, and
the dialnorm metadata follows. The
local station airs the network's con-

average dialnorm setting. For audio
accompanying HD local origina-

tent, which includes the program matched dialnorm.
In situations where networks dis-

drive the audio encoder's metadata
port directly. It's also acceptable for
a mix to be set to a predetermined
loudness that matches a preset dial norm figure for that source.

tribute an ATSC bit stream for stations

to transmit directly, the dialnorm is
already contained in the network's
Dolby Digital stream that gets passed
directly to the audience.

Visit us at NAB

Booth # SU9613

Scientific
At
c,4Apta

Setting up dialnorm for
station content
For upconverts at two -channel only stations and local HD origination audio, a station engineer needs
to acquire a dialnorm setting based
on the average level of all programs,
spots and local news. This process
may be simplified by the existing,
reduced dynamics used by programmers, by the news mixing engineer
or perhaps by SD distribution that is
already in place.
Once samples are evaluated, a num-

ber is determined and tested. Then
the average figure can be entered as
www.scientificatlanta.com

the station's unique dialnorm.

This process
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is

a compromise

tion that's capable of distributing
matched metadata, this signal should

Conclusion
In a new DTV world, putting in
the time and effort to understand the
process and to implement an effective
dialnorm plan simply makes sense.
When done properly and universally, everyone benefits from the sonic
experience this system is capable of
providing. Supplying anything less is
simply a disservice to a broadcaster's
audience.
BE
Jim Starzynski is principal engineer in
advanced technology for NBC Universal.

AUDIOONESTOP

at www.broadcastengineering.com
For more news and articles on
audio, visit our Web site
and click on the Audio
link at the top of the page

assembly... durability... value

AAA XLR Connector

Fastest
XLR Assembly
in the World!

Another first from Switchcraft...the quickest,
easy -to -assemble XLR connector available
today. The 2 -piece construction o' the AAA
XLR Connector saves time in assembly, and
increases your job efficiency.

And second...the all metal, RF shield ng body is
made with Switchcraft durability.

Put them together and you have a new level of
value in critical components!
Integral strain relief locks cable in shell, while 4 barbs
comfortably adjust to cable diameter.
Exclusive one-piece head with solder pots.
2 -piece, all -metal, RF shielding construction.

Available with:

-3 to 7 pins, gold or silver plated contacts
- Black or NicKel finish
Visit www.switchcraft.com/aaa.pdf for detailed information
on the new AAA XLR Connector.

./

Csiwillie!hemnri
www.switchcraft.com
5555 N. Elston Ave. Chicago, IL 60633
ph: 773.792.2700 fx: 773.792.2129

>Planning for
-3Gbis routers

BY TODD RIGGS

Next to the DTV transmitter, a central router is
one of the biggest capital
expenditures a broad-

cast station will make. Large routing systems with all of the associated
control panels and wiring can carry
seven -figure price tags, not including
costs associated with the design and
installation of the router.
Once installed, the router is expected to work reliably in a 24 -hour -a -day
operation, typically for 15 to 20 years.

Routers installed 15 years ago have
withstood a dramatic revolution from
analog television with stereo audio to
a world of multiple HDTV and SDTV
standards, DTV multicasting, and 5.1
channels of Dolby surround sound.

interface connectivity that will occur
in the future. For example, while no

broadcaster is currently broadcasting in 1080/60p, at NAB2007, 3Gb/scapable routers will be one of the hot
new technologies to watch. Not only

are they a natural progression from
today's 1080/60i and 720/60p HD
broadcasts, but also we are seeing
evidence that motion picture production is moving in the direction of
1080/60p, and many display devices

are already capable of supporting
1080p natively.

Planning for 3Gb/s routers

grate into broadcast facilities over the
next five years. The key questions:
Will the router you buy today be capable of withstanding and supporting
the technology changes to come?
If the purchase is for a big "house"
router, how long do you expect it to be
at the core of your facility?

If the answer is 10 to 15 years,
which is common, you need to look
at future technology trends. A facility may just be converting to 1.5Gb/s
HD -SDI now and have absolutely
no current plan for 3Gb/s. However,
wouldn't it be nice to know that as the

on the horizon, and production
equipment is limited in terms of

Routers installed today must be
prepared for the inevitable changes

3Gb/s standard becomes viable for content creation, distribution and transmission over the next five years, your house
router will be able to handle it without

3Gb/s cameras, switchers and servers,

the need to throw out the frame or un-

But, the issue of 3Gb/s capability is

dergo a major redesign?

in signal formats, channel counts and

something that is going to slowly inte -

70

Transmission at 3Gb/s is nowhere
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If the purchase is for a small black

Sound gives pictures an emotional dimension that movement alone can't
convey. The increasing use of surround sound adds even greater impact
to the viewing experience. But it calls for much greater console capacity.

At Calrec we've been meeting the changing needs of brcadcasters
for over thirty years. And as you'd expect from a company dedicated
exclusively to live production and on -air broadcast audio mixing, we've
developed an innovative surround sound solution that's as economical
as it is practical.
New Bluefin technology provides twice the signal processing
capacity in a fraction of the space of conventional systen-s and with
100% redundancy.

Sounds exciting? Find out more at calrec.com

See us at NAB Booth N8529

CALREC
Putting Sound in the Picture
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SD -SDI in

Input cards
with upconverters

HD -SDI

baseband/IP routers, we'll see more
fiber-optic I/Os and cabling. The use
of multiple transport streams over
ASI via coax or fiber or IP via RJ-45
or fiber will also become more pre-

HD -SDI out

output cards

built in

dominant. The need to save on wiring
and connectivity costs will also lead to
wider use of multiplexed signals between remote routers across a facility,

Wideband
crosspoint(s)

city and country, as well as between
mobile trucks.
HD -SDI in

HD -SDI

input cards

Input cards with
downconverters
built in

SD -SDI out

The ins and outs of routing

Reference-*

Figure 1. Example of a router using a bank of internal upconverters/downconverters on
input and output cards to route an SD -SDI source to an HD -SDI, 1.5Gb/s or 3Gb/s output, as
well as an HD -SDI signal to SD -SDI output

Large central routers will be expected
to deal with analog, SDTV and HDTV
simultaneously, along with many popular new formats. The key questions:
What type of converters should the
router support?
Should these converters be internal
to the router or configured as a bank of

box -type router, say 32 x 32, buying

Growing router demands

external devices? (See Figures 1 and 2.)

something 3Gb/s-capable may not be
as important because they are less expensive and don't necessarily have the
same life cycle as a large router. Also,

Another quantum leap on the horizon is the transport of multiple signals over IP or hybrid baseband/ IP
infrastructures. Audio demands also

Or, should the broadcaster opt to
add a level onto the router to handle

it is not uncommon to add a small
router when dealing with a small
number of sources/destinations in a

will be expanding dramatically. While
analog and AES/EBU two -channel au-

Customers will most likely base
their production equipment needs,
switchers and cameras on their current infrastructure. Because the dis-

dio are currently the dominant audio
formats, high -profile sporting events,
entertainment shows and
prime -time TV shows increasingly offer 5.1 channel surround sound. And

tribution backbone of a facility tends
to be in service for longer periods of
time, a move to 3Gb/s probably needs
to be planned for earlier.

many of today's digital
audio consoles tout that
they are already 7.1 and
10.1 Surround Sound -

The key questions for customers
considering a large router purchase

capable.
While all of the process-

that is going to last 10 years:
Are the routers 3Gb/s-capable?
If yes, how is that achieved?

ing modules and other

new format.

Do current modules have the abil-

components in the broadcast infrastructure are not
yet ready to support 3Gb/s,

ity, or is it going to be handled in their
upgrade path?
What does that upgrade path entail?

prospective buyers must

If it does not support 3Gb/s, what

fers provisions for these

are their plans?

Because many router vendors are
already touting in their ads that they
have 3Gb/s capability, this is something customers will increasingly be
exposed to and need to start considering today.

72

ask vendors whether their
product's architecture oftechnological
advances
on the horizon. It's highly
likely that they will come

new demands, such as adding a level of
HD routing to a SD router?
While it's true that video servers and

nonlinear editing systems can do format conversion, the router must step up

to the plate to handle any up-, down -

SD -SDI in

HD -SDI out

Wideband
crosspoint(s)

HD -SDI in

SD -SDI out

Reference-.
Bank of
external
upconverters

4

4-Reference

to fruition in the router's
lifetime.

With the advent of
3Gb/s routers and hybrid
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Figure 2. Example of a router using a bank of
external upconverters to route an SD -SDI source to
an HD -SDI, 1.5Gb/s or 3Gb/s output
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video and audio Desktop I/O and
converter solutions for the post production industry. Whether you

1111114111

need an SD/HD solution for your Mac

or Windows system, or stand -a one
conversion gear, we've got you :overed.

THE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN TOLERANCE
AND ZERO TOLERANCE

DESKTOP SOLUTIONS

MINI -CONVERTERS

KONA 3

HD10AVA

SD/HD analog composite/component
video and 4 -channel analog aucio to
SD/HD-SDI with embeccled audij

SD, HD, Duallink HD, 2K I/O
For Apple Final Cut Studio and Mac OSX
KONA LHe

SD/HD Analoc and Digital I/O
For Apple Final Cut Studio and Mac CSX

-ID-SD/SDI to DVI-D and audio converter

XENA 2K

SD, HD, Dual -ink HD, 2K I/O
For Adobe Premiere Pro 2 and Windcws XP

4 -channel bi-directional audio !JD
and D/A converter

XENA LHe

HD1OAMA

SD/HD Analog and Digital I/O
For Adobe Premiere Pro 2 and Windcws XP

HD/SD 4 -channel analog audio
embedder/disembedder

800.251.4224

www.aja.com
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and crossconversion requests intelligently and automatically. This signal
processing and management must be

delay issue is becoming an increas-

done with minimal effort on the part of
the user. And the router's internal signal
processing has become more complex
to support new formats.

A bit about audio

Whether these digital signal processes are internal or external to the

new large router:

What do my current and future au-

Framing the issues

router, that additional signal processing will introduce a slight delay into

dio requirements look like?

Overall, prospective customers
should fully evaluate their own needs

ingly common occurrence.

In buying new routers, audio needs
must be considered carefully. Some of

the questions to ask when buying a

summing, muting, level adjustments)
internally?
If not, or if the customer prefers to
keep that out of the router, they need
to make a list of the external muxes
and demuxes that will need to be on
the router's inputs and outputs.

Do I currently have discreet audio,
and do I plan to keep all future audio

and the architecture of the router

additions discreet?

to determine if the investment they
make today will be flexible enough to

and demultiplexed back into discreet

How many channels of discreet audio will I need? (If it is a lot, you may
want to buy a frame just for current
audio needs that is big enough to add
inputs/outputs, as well as add channel
count.)
If your desire is to have embedded
audio, do you have need to process
the audio?
If so, is the router capable of pro-

signals. This audio conversion and

cessing audio (e.g., channel swapping,

the audio that causes it to go out of
sync with the video. Frame synchronization should be considered for the
overall system, either externally or on
the router's inputs to correct for this
timing delay.
Also, with centralcasting and remote station monitoring, we're see-

ing more signals transmitted via
fiber-optic cable, where discreet sig-

nals are combined into a multiplex

meet their facilities' changing needs
tomorrow. Among the questions that
a prospective buyer should ask:

What has the router's architecture
been designed for?
Have the modularity, frame layout,

power and cooling systems been designed for what the future may or may
not hold?
Can it meet the facility's require-

Multi -Functional

HD/SD Microwave Transmitter S stem
GoPac 2
Applications:

Features:

Convert any vehicle into a rapid
response ENG source
HD/SD Wireless Camera TX

Tripod Mounted Portable TX

Variable BW COFDM 6 to 24 MHz
All forrrat HD/SD MPEG encoding
Ultra low latency
High power to 8 Watts

Visit Us At NAB2007, Booth #C2529
908.852.3700
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800 968.2666

www.nucomm.com

One vendor.

One solution.
No worries.
There's something about going with the industry leader
for your end -to -end weather system. You get Baron's

renowned storm tracking. sure. But more and more
stations across the country are turning to Baron for their

daily weather needs-complete solutions featuring vivid,
powerful graphics, radar display, BAMS forecasting data

and even web integration. Not to mention the industry's
most advanced Doppler radar designs.

Baron Services is setting
entirely new standards
Headaches caused by juggling multiple vendors? Not

anymore. When you've got a question, you know who
to ask. We also make sure that your equipment will
grow and change along with your station, even as the
years go by.

Baron Services is setting entirely new standards in flexibility

and long-term value. And making your life a little easier

while we're at it.

BARON

Visit us at NAB 2007!
Booth # C7017

SERVICES

The Weather Solutions Company

BAMS

BARON

(

WxWoRx

www.baronservices.com
256-881-8811
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ments today, as well as adapt to what
the future will be?

While baseband routing

the
primary focus today, IP routing will
likely become a reality in the future.
is

area. Router control panels can be X Y, multi bus, single bus or button per

source in function, and hardware,

group access rights and privileges.

Because control panels are not
typically on a large router's frame
itself, it must use a communications
protocol to talk to the central router.

So, we must ask:

software or Web -based in type. Prices
are going to vary depending upon size,
type and quantity of the control panels

Has the router been designed in a
way so that it will be able to route fu-

that are chosen, and that's something
the broadcaster and systems integrator

via serial port or coax, Ethernet and

ture signals, such as IP?
If so, how will that be accomplished?

will have to consider.

Will it simply involve adding new
I/O modules and updating a database?

trol, configuration and diagnostics
can be accessed from PCs that can
log into a facility's LAN or WAN,

The selection of control panels is
an area that requires careful consideration. Among the issues that a pro-

thus making it easier to control routers that are on site locally as well as

spective buyer must consider:

Or will it require a separate frame?

This is a bit of an unknown, but it
is not unlike asking the old "is it future proofed?" question.

Getting in control
With large routers, there are many
choices to make. Large routing systems

often offer different types of control
panels that can be located throughout the facility, depending upon the

unique requirements of each work

With a Web -based interface, con-

remotely.

Also, different areas of the facility

have control requirements that call
for different types of panels. They
may also vary as to the accessibility of
numbers of sources and destinations.
Thought needs to be put in to analyze

Today, these connections can be made

connection via the Web.

Control questions

How do different user groups need
to view the sources and destinations
on the router?
How often do their particular list of
sources and destinations change?

What is their work location in relation to the frame's location?

job function to determine the type

There is a wide range of panels
to choose from, and they vary by

of panel required, as well as user and

physical size, layout, menu structure,

auto,.,
autoXe, from VCI Solutions, provides a reliable, modern, and costeffective automation system that streamlines operations, improves
resource management, and increases return on investment.
We can show you how a Chicago -based broadcaster increased

productivity and saved money with autoXe. Visit
www.vcisolutions.com/autoxe.html.
Learn how you can save time and money. Call 800.243.2001.
Automate the Journey with a Point -of -Sale to Point -of -AV" SoIOW

VCS'"

Tools for Today. Innovation for Tomorrow.

WWW.VCISOLUTIONS.COM

ilfolV

SALES, TRAFFIC, AND AUTOMATION SOLUTIONS
ATTEND OUR NAB2007 PRESENTATION "WORKFLOW AND INTEROPERABILITY FOR TELEVISION"
AT 3:30 P.M. ON WEDNESDAY, APRIL 18.
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method of communications and
price. There is no one -size -fits -all,
and facilities will almost always have
a combination of them. A designer
needs to interview the various user
groups to determine what their needs
are so he or she can select the right
panel for that job function. This is an
important point. This is the user interface to the router. The system may
run great, but a clunky interface will
leave the engineering staff having to
defend its decision.

The user needs to pick a frame size
that will handle their current needs as
well as future requirements. If a cus-

Planning for growth

much does he or she need to expand?
Is it just that particular format, or will

Planning for growth means anticipating changes and planning for how
those changes will be handled. Questions to ask before buying:
What are my control requirements?

How is the router configured, and
how easy is it to change?

puts doesn't have to go through the

Can these modifications be done
in the background, with little or no

capital process.

disruption, or do they require having the
system to go down for a period of time?

The bottom line

tomer needs a 128 x 128 HD router
with no expansion, that could most
likely be put in a fairly small frame,
say 10RU or smaller. If, however, the

customer needs to expand, by how

as modify a database or add any
I/Os, how does the system incorpo-

-

MIR

Five years ago, many installations
involved a separate video and audio
router, but with advances in technology, it now makes sense to combine
video and audio routing in the same
system. For a television broadcast facility, a smaller router is beneficial because it leaves space for other things.
But on today's space -challenged mo-

the customer be adding additional

bile production units used for HDTV
telecasts of sports and entertainment,
space is a critical concern.

formats over the life of the router?
Also, you don't have to buy a com-

routers with AES audio would have re-

pletely full frame right off the bat.

quired multiple frames for each for-

Different manufacturers have different I/O granularity. Consider the cost

mat, all with their own power supplies,
fans and controllers. Today, comparable functionality is available in a single
frame that is 30RU or smaller.

to upgrade. A smaller I/O size po-

If you need to make changes, such

1

rate those changes?

tentially means it will be cheaper per
board, which in today's world means
adding a board or two for a few in-

A few years ago, many 256 x 256 SDI

This progress is owing to advanc-

es in the internal circuitry on the

ANT Group: Remote controls for broadcasters
...closing the feedback loop

t

Patterned for broadcasting, NMS, SCADA
Completely integrated SNMP interface: the latest NetPOD evolution
Fully managed from the final user
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components; improved I/O layouts;
improvements in power consumption and cooling; and smaller, faster
processing components. This drastically reduces the physical size of the
cards.

This consolidation has, in turn, re-

duced the footprint of the router itself, as well as the number of power

supplies that must be used. The dras-

tically reduced power consumption
and cooling requirements lower the
cost of operation, as well as extend
the life of the system components.
For owners of older routers, the savings on the electricity bill and the cost
of replacing bad power supplies can
be significant over many years of op-

eration. And that is money that could
be applied towards the purchase of a
newer, more energy -efficient router.
A house router has to work. So we
need to ask:
How reliable is it?
Are the critical parts hot swappable?

How easy is it to get to those parts if
there is a failure?

What is the power draw of the
frame, and how does it cool?
That may sound trivial, but electricity bills come every month. It's part of

the cost of ownership. A router that
draws less power will cost less over its
lifetime, while one that cools well will

not require as much air conditioning.
And those factors, combined in an efficient system, will allow for a longer
life span of the individual components
in the frame.

Final key points
In a cost analysis of a major router
purchase, consider that internal converters will piggy -back on the router's

We are your Digital RE

existing cable and power supplies,

Power Monitoring Solution!
DIGITAL
Measures True Average Power, regardless of modulation, making it ideal
for digital signals and post combiner applications
Handles peak power of 10 times the full scale average power, enough for
common high power digital broad casting schemes

whereas external routers will require
additional cabling and power. Because
of the complexities involved with the
purchase, design and installation of a
large central router, as well as the rela-

tively lean engineering staffs at most
facilities, many broadcasters and mobile truck companies must enlist the
help of systems integrators.
However, once the system has been
installed, broadcasters must plan for
repairs, configuration changes and up-

Built-in test port enables spectrum analysis for mask compliance
PROTECTION
Alarm outputs and built in relays (3129) allow for security post combiner
Remote DC outputs allow for integration of common DC voltmeter alarms
CONVENIENCE
Ethernet connectivity provides unprecedented access to readings.
configuration, and alarms
Built-in data logging removes the task of writing software or taking data

grades because these will be inevitable.

Therefore, choose a router that pro-

by hand

vides as much easy accessibility from

the front of the router, so you don't
It has always been true that reliable performance from your RF products means less downtime, less mamteounce, and fewer headaches. This is even more true in today's digital environment.

have to move equipment or pull it forward to access it from a rear panel.

The advancement of Digital technology is transforming the entire Broadcast industry and Bird is prepared. The
BPME is your out -of -the -box solution for monitoring your HD Radio (IBOC), Digital Television or even combined Analog and Digital Broadcast applications.

Fans, control panels, power supplies and other key components all
need to be hot-swappable parts. And
there should be back-up components
ready to take over should the main

PARR
TECHNOLOGIES GROUP

866.6954569

X

-

RX

RF Measurement and Management in Your VVorld

sales@bird-technologies.com

I

www.bird4echnologles.com

units fail. After all, fail-safe operation
is the broadcasters' primary goal. BE
Todd Riggs is product marketing manager
for Harris Broadcast Communications,
Router Systems Division.
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TV Broadcast and Satellite

Engineers: How to Avoid Going
Off Air Unexpectedly
You can easily protect your on -air feed and
be sure to be on -air at all times with an Avenue
Protection Switch. Simply feed your primary on -air
feed and your secondary, back up signal into the
Avenue protection switch. I: the primary should
fail, the secondary signal will take over.
Superior circuitry detects black levels, TRS, audio
presence, freeze and EDH for HD or SD signals. For ASI
signals FIDs are evaluated. You set the parameters for

when a switch occurs. You might decide 10 seconds of
signal below 12 IRE or 14 secords of no embedded audio
should cause a switch to the secondary feed.

You can use the sophisticated detection system
to your advantage by adjusting the switch's
parameters for your facility's needs. For example,
the black detection system allows you to set both
the threshold and the percentage of non -black pixels.
But that's not all, you can also determine the portion of
the picture to be considered. This allows a corner bug to
be either included or excluded in the detection process.

This is the smartest, most reliable protection switch
on the market today. And relay bypass makes it even more reliable.

So consider spending $3000 to save $300,000. Using the Avenue
Protection Switch can save you from unexpectedly going off air, which
can cost thousands. This kind of insurance is well worth the investment.
Try it 10 days for free. Satisfaction guaranteed.

_ENSEMBLE_

DESIGNS

Tel +1 530.478.1630 www.ensembledesigns.com
45 USA
PO Box 993 Grass Valley

Signal Processing and Infrastructure - That's All We Do

Just 10 years ago, videotape was the only practical
choice for archival storage. Now, it makes little sense to
prolong the videotape life span.
RY TORF R. NORDAHL

Some of you who are more
experienced remember the
early Ampex robotics systems of the 1970s, retrieving

2in videotape cartridges for replay of
TV commercials. This was not for archive, but for online use.
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By the 1990s, Ampex was gone from
the broadcast video scene, and Storag-

several jukebox archive systems came

eTek, Sony and others were pushing
even larger robotics systems for archives of videotape cassettes and data
tape cartridges. With the emergence of
recordable optical discs (CD-DVD),

that none of these robotics systems encountered great success in the broad-
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to market. It is fair to say, however,

cast business, largely because of the
modern video server. The business
of the compressed HD storage and

The perfect Combo
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Visit us at
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or be developed to eliminate some
remove -and -replace operations (i.e.
ENG); however, it is not within the
scope of this article to discuss wireless
in any detail.

$100

S10

Flash RAM cards
S1

1997

2007

2017

Year

Figure 1. Over the past 10 years, there has been a steep decline in the cost of
hard disk drive storage per gigabyte. While the cost of digital videotape storage
has remained fairly constant, it is predicted to increase over the next decade as
market demand declines. Suitable optical disc currently costs about $1.30 per
gigabyte. That cost is expected to fall significantly as new technologies advance
and mature.

archive requirements for broadcasting
and teleproduction will be the focus of

this article - not the high -end world
of uncompressed HD for digital cinema and Hollywood post.

Storage costs

placed with internal removable flash
RAM, optical disc or hard disk. Videotape is no longer a consideration

when designing a future -proof archive system, except for the preservation of any old on -the -shelf cassettes.

particularly in the fully professional
segments. Sony's HDCAM tapecassette for typical camcorder use holds
42GB at a cost of $40, or less than $1
per gigabyte. A small, $40 Panasonic
DVCPRO-HD tapecassette holds
25GB, which is about $1.60 per gigabyte. The latest hard disk drive with
a capacity of 500GB sells for about
$250, or about $0.50 per gigabyte.
(See Figure 1.)

Camera storage
All emerging HD camcorders seem

to have one thing in common: They
don't include videotape. The internal
videotape cassette drive has been re-
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flow. The old videotape cassette in the
camcorder often ended up as acquisition raw storage archive on the shelf,

but flash RAM cards are too expensive for such use. Therefore, the disadvantage with flash RAM is that, to
preserve acquisition raw footage, an
additional step is required to archive
raw footage.

Optical disc cartridges

A few years ago, archive playout was

generally real time as SDI and manual
retrieval. This was primarily because
the IP digital video infrastructure was
not sufficiently developed or adopted
by broadcasters, though video servers
were everywhere. And hard disk storage was still significantly more expensive than videocassette storage.
That relationship has changed,

Flash memory cards, such as the
Grass Valley CF, Ikegami RAMPak
and Panasonic P2 are primarily reserved for short-term acquisition
storage because they cost $60 to $120
per gigabyte. Applications are therefore seemingly limited to the remove and -replace devices needed in HD
camcorders' first step in acquisition
but not anywhere else in the work-

The optical disc cartridges, such
as the Sony PD and InPhase holographic storage, offer one obvious

Ideal for short-term acquisition, flash
memory cards, such as the Panasonic
P2, offer high-speed recording in a
small, lightweight form.

advantage over videotape: nonlinear
random access. The advantage over
flash memory is that the optical disc
can be used as acquisition raw storage
archive. As a matter of fact, it may be
considered deep archive, if we agree

In the IP/IT world, all connections

should be electronic or networked,
because physically removing and
replacing storage media from one
subsystem to another disrupts the
design purpose and efficiency goal
of file -based workflow. The only ex-

ception should be in the first step of
acquisition, when nonlinear media
is removed from the HD camcorder
and replaced in a networked device.
In most HD camcorder applications,
this is necessary, as, by definition, a
camcorder is used on remote locations. Wireless solutions may exist
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Although its primary use is acquisition
remove -and -replace transition storage,
Sony's PD 23GB optical disk cartridge
is well suited for long-term on -the -shelf

storage. Sony also offers PD robotic
systems and has announced a 50GB PD.

rpro.b.9
Our new entry-level automation may
leave you with some time to

Media Management

Master Control

Control & Monitoring

Routing

Router Control

Modular Infrastructure

...and some money to spare
Pro-Bel's Morpheus automation syste-n drives scme cf the world's largest
and most complex playout operatio-is. Major companies Ike Turner
Broadcasting choose Morpheus because it provides them with the tools
they need to deliver their content in winning and totally rel able ways.
',lc:lotion offers all of Pro-Bel's automatioi expertise in
Now, Morp
a single, entry-level system which delivers best -of -breed capabilities at an
entry-level price. fVordheus Foundation is an out -of -the -box solution which

provides no-comprcmise channel automation. It comes pe-configured to
drive your choice of video server, logo generator and closed -captioning
system. Interfaces for Store and Forward solutions and EAS are supported
as well as a wide variety of scheduling systems. Morpheus Foundation is
flexible and scalable and offers a variety of options 'or advanced
redundancy and media management as well as a choice of ingest tools.
And the price will certainly give you something to srr ile ab put!
To find out more visit www.pro-bel.com
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that the raw archive is likely to be accessed less in the future than the ed-

ited and formatted program derived
from the raw. Sony's PD is now an
established product in the company's
XDCAM HD camcorders with current capacity of 23GB per cartridge,
proven reliability and capacity, offering a sufficient one hour of high quality compressed HD capacity. But
what about the emerging technology
of holographic optical disc recording? The InPhase Technologies Tapes-

try systems' optical disc cartridge are
slightly larger in size than the PD, a
compromise that offers the ability to
hold 300GB in one cartridge.
Unfortunately, the Tapestry in its
first -generation state requires a relatively large drive subsystem for the
cartridge's write/read process, which

adds to physical size, expense and
weight and is likely to exclude HD
camcorder integration for several
years to come.

Disc: Hard vs. optic
Both Grass Valley and Sony advocate IP and file -based workflow.
And at 35GB original capacity, with
Grass Valley's compressed HD bit

rate somewhat higher than Sony's
PD record bit rate on 23GB capacity,
the REV PRO and PD are comparable. The difference is the price. Grass
Valley offers an inexpensive external
or internal REV PRO drive, enabling
the user to ingest economically into a
workstation, server or network. The

PD cartridge is half the price of the
REV PRO; however, Sony requires the
use of a more expensive VTR -like PD

in standalone workstation add-on
disk arrays.

IP connectivity to the network.
The REV PRO cartridge is certainly acquisition remove -and -replace
friendly but less acquisition raw -archive friendly compared with the PD
due to higher cost per hour of storage
for similar quality compressed HD.

Overall, the hard disk is difficult
to beat. One inexpensive 500GB hard
drive offers a sustained transfer speed
of more than 50MB/s (400Mb/s) and

stores more than 10 hours of high quality compressed HD at a cost of
$0.50 per gigabyte. That price, however, increases to $1 or more per gigabyte by adding array packaging,
controllers and RAID.

Redundancy is something difficult, expensive or not available with
cartridge storage. Think about it. A
basic 10TB (10,000GB) NAS array
for $10,000, with multiple GigE con-

recording (as in HD camcorder acquisition) ahead of the archive recording.

nections does not feature robotics,
is always online, and has a true file based workflow, with redundancy.

Hard disk drive
The hard disk drive arena looked
pretty good five years ago. Today, at

That's the equivalent of about 300
optical or hard disk cartridges. A robotic system with a capacity of less
than 100 cartridges may cost $50,000
or more.

greatly elevated capacities with an
economical cost of $0.50 per giga-
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server systems, in SAN and NAS, and

with optional GigE port providing

cause there is no natural process of

FieldPak is that the REV PRO is a hard
disk platter -only cartridge with an integral spin motor, and the FieldPak is a
complete hard disk drive module.

shelf long-term archive. However, the
primary use for the Grass Valley REV
PRO (left) and the Ikegami FieldPak2
(right) is at the acquisition level.

cartridge player (or player/recorder)

Sony's PD is well suited for both
acquisition remove -and -replace and
acquisition raw archive applications,
while InPhase Tapestry may only be
suitable for purpose -designed highdensity deep archive applications be-

byte, the hard disk drive is perfect for
compressed HD storage at any level,
including some archive applications.
The hard disk is even entering professional HD acquisition in the form
of Iomega's removable REV PRO hard
disk cartridge and drive. Grass Valley
made it an integral part of its Infinity
DMC camcorder, as did Ikegami in its
HDN-X10 FieldPak. The major difference between the REV PRO and the

Hard disk storage offers a strong option
for any level of storage, even on -the -

The data tape
InPhase Technologies' Tapestry promises extremely high -density holographic
optical disc storage. ATapestry cartridge
holds 300GB, making it ideal for high capacity deep archive use.

Hard disk array

First as reels, then cassettes and
now cartridges, data tape has been
around since the early days of computers. Just like magnetic disks (hard
disks), recording densities have skyrocketed, while prices have declined.

The hard disk array is the most
universal professional media storage technology in daily use. It has

One format today is LTO's third generation Ultrium tape cartridge
with 400GB of native capacity at
a price of about $65 per cartridge,

experienced exceptional growth over
the past 10 years in dedicated video

or $0.15 per gigabyte. Just like with
Sony's PD and Grass Valley's REV
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Transmitter presence.
We're building our transmitter business
with performance, reliability, and service.
Our installed transmitter base is large and growing.
There are many reasons:

Both air-cooled and liquid -cooled, solid-state
technology for exceptional reliability
VHF and UHF, Analog and Digital

Small footprint, low noise, high efficiency
Responsive US -based service

Unbeatable support
We've sold more digital television transmitters
than anyone in the world. Like so many others,
NAB 200Z Las Vegas Convention Center
Apra 16-19, 2007, Booth #C2927

you stanc to benefit from our technical excellence,
comprehensive US service infrastructure and proactive
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free 488 -page Test &
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and while you're there, get your free 488 -page Test
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fischer
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available from the online disk array.
Storing and archiving compressed
HD in an IP world means taking advantage of the great benefits of networking, where we can transfer files

connectors

at any suitable speed, real time or
faster or slower than real time, limited only by available bandwidth. In

HD broadcasting and production,
with new compression schemes like
AVC-Intra and JPEG2000, a file's data

rate is likely to be in the 50Mb/s to
The 400GB LTO Ultrium third -generation

data tape cartridge works well for long-

ir-
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term on -the -shelf storage and deep
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is the most cost effective of the

formats at $0.15 per gigabyte.

PRO cartridges, archive handling of
the LTO cartridge may be manual or
automated through robotics.

significantly
contributed to

The new archive

MTV's successful
HD -readiness,"
says Steve
Kaufman, Senior
Vice President
of Production
Operations and
Technology
at MTVN.
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By definition, an archive is about
long-term storage. It's a collection of
records, documents or other materials of historical interest. The definition implies infrequent access.
We need to think in terms of per-

haps 20 years or more. And a key
Fast and Easy

Termination
Truly Field

I

factor is that the hard disk drive and
the hard disk array is a completely
self-contained player/recorder with

Installable

permanent electronic connectivity
to the network. All cartridges (and
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cassettes) require an external player/
recorder and the mechanical process
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Technology
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Fischer Connectors. Inc.
1735 Founders Parkway
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www.fischerconnectors.com
www.fischer-1053.com
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archive, including robotics applications.

of inserting and removing the cartridge, and keeping track of the cartridge manually or by automation. It
is extremely important for end users
to select data industry widely adopted standards for any data tape format
and to avoid proprietary formats and
devices for long-term storage.

Where no access is needed for a
long time, there is no need for hard
disk array or robotics. Barcode and
electronically inventory the data tape
cartridge, place it in the vault, and
(nearly) forget about it. If some access is needed in the medium term,

leave the file on the nearline hard
disk array. For as long as frequent access is required, the file is obviously
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150Mb/s range. This is a comfortable
bit rate, even at multiple streams, for
today's IP networking technology. We
will see new and innovative approaches
to facilities infrastructure over the next

several years, perhaps even replacing
the now entrenched HD -SDI.
Exciting times are ahead. With the

current accelerated growth in program origination and in TV channels
and platforms available to the population, there will still be large increases
in the demand for video storage for
years to come.
The most surprising conclusion of
the above analysis? The demand for
robotic archive systems in the future

of professional HD television does
not seem to be a major growth area.
The primary reason? If you need a
file every month or two, leave it in
the nearline disk array; if you need a
file every year or two (or if it's an archive master), put it manually on the
archive shelf in a data tape cartridge.

Because of continuing networking
advances and declining costs per gigabyte, the hard disk array will continue to expand its applications and
take market share away from tapebased long-term storage.

BE

Tore B. Nordahl is principal of nordahl. tv
LLC, a Los Angeles -based consulting firm
delivering HDTV technology reporting,
product strategy and market research
services.
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A competitors 480 x 234 screen

V-R72P-2HDSDI
Price: $2999.00

see page 2

Marshall Electronics' new line of TFT-MegaPixel- displays feature the highest pixel density available for
3.5" to 10.4" monitors, providing greatly improved images compared to similar LCD and CRT monitors. Unlike many other LCD monitor manufacturers who simply package OEM open -frame monitor sets, Marshall
Electronics has developed a proprietary technology that incorporates end -to -end digital signal processing, resulting in superior image quality with more than twice the resolution of our competitors. Significant
improvements have been achieved in brightness, contrast ratio, and viewing angle. All models feature
displays calibrated to SMPTE-C/EBU standards for unsurpassed color gamut and color temperature accuracy. Configurations include combinations of SDI/HDSDI, Component SDJHD, DVI, VGA, S -Video, and
Composite video inputs, and are available in one, two, three, and four -screen configurations.

NEW

Thuck Edition Monitors
The new TFT-MegaPixel- Truck Edition Monitors are
specially designed for broadcast trucks and video walls,
with 20% more screen area than comparable racks of the
same size.

see page 3

NEW
_

Audio Monitors
Marshall Electronics introduces the new AR -DM Series
Rackmount Digital Audio Monitors - Ull:ra-nearfield monitoring systems with interchangeable input modules.
see page 4

NEW

SunBrite Monitors
Marshall Electronics introduces a new line of SunBright
monitors, designed specifically to provide sharp images with
vivid color in outdoor applications with high ambient light.
see page 6

www.LCDracks.com 800-800-6608

TFT-MegaPixel- Dual and Stand -Alone Monitors

eV Inputs
ea

.<<3,

VI

Composite 1, Composite 2

YPrPb, DVI, VGA,
S -Video, Composite

SDI

HDSDI/SDI

HDSDI/SDI, YPrPb, DVI,
VGA, S -Video, Composite

800 x RGB x 480
V-R72DP-2C

V-R7ODP

$1999.00

5999.95

V-R72P-2HDA

V-R70P-HDA

$2899.00

01599 00

V-R72P-2SD

V-R70P-SD

$2899.00

$1499.00

V-R72P-2HDSDI

V-R70P-HDSDI

$2999.00

$1999.00

800 x RGB x 480

V-R72P-2HD

V-R902DP-AFHD

V-11801DP-AFHD

$3999.00

$4699.00

$2699.00

Dual 10.4

Stand -Alone 10.4'.

800 x RGB x 600

Composite 1, Composite 2

SDI 1, SDI 2

HDSDI, SDI

V-RS2DP-VGA

V-R84DP-VGA

V-R102DP-VGA

V-R104DP-VGA

51/99.00

5999-011

$1999.00

..1199 00

V-R82DP-2C

V-R84DP-2C

V-R102DP-2C

V-R104DP-2C

$1999.00

$1399.00

$2499.00

$1599.00

V-R82DP-2SDI

V-R84DP-2SDI

V-R102DP-2SDI

V-R104DP-2SDI

52999.00

51799.00

$3399.00

61999.00

V-R82DP-HDSDI

V-R84DP-HDSDI

V-R102DP-HDSDI

V-R104DP-HDSDI

$3699.00

50299 00

$3399.00

V-R82DP-HDA

V-R84DP-HDA

V-R102DP-HDA

V-R104DP-HDA

$3099.00

$1999.00

$3399.00

$2199.00

SDI, YPrPb, DVI, VGA,
S -Video, Composite

V-R82DP-SD

V-R84DP-SD

V-R102DP-SD

V- R104DP-SD

$3699.00

$2199.00

$3999.00

S2399.00

HDSDI/SDI, YPrPb, DVI,
VGA, S -Video, Composite

V-R82DP-HD

V-R84DP-HD

V-R10213P-HD

V-R104DP-HD

54299.00

$2499.00

$4599.00

S2699 00

YPrPb, DVI, VGA,
S -Video, Composite

1024 x RGB x 768

HDSDI SDI. YPrPb. DV!.
VGA. S -Video, Composite

2

1024 x RGB x 768

V-R842DP-XGA

V -R841 DP-XGA

V-R1042DP-XGA

$2499.00

S1399 00

$2799.00

V-R842P-AFHD

V-R841P-AFHD

V-R104213P-AFHD

V-R104113P-AFHD

$4999.00

$3899.00

$5299.00

94499 00

Marshall Electronics

V-R1041DP-XGA

NEW / Truck Edition Monitors

TFT-MegaPixerm High Definition Truck Edition Monitors
Perfect for broadcast trucks or video walls, Marshall Electronics' new Truck Edition monitors feature our award winning TFT-MegaPixer
system and are a cost effective solution for numerous broadcast and professional video applications. Ready to rack mount in 4RU or
5RU, these monitors provide up to 20% more screen area than our competitors' LCD models that occupy the same rack space. This is in
addition to the weight and power consumption benefits over similar CRT monitors. Each screen includes a single SDI/HDSDI input with
loop -through output. Our HyperProcess- de -interlacing algorithm employs motion compensation to display the smoothest moving images possible. All image formats are scaled to fit on screen in the highest possible resolution using our proprietary digital signal processing and state -of -the art LSI with ColorMatch- conversion to emulate the SMPTE-C/EBU colorspace.

V-R9020P-TE

Dual 9" High Definition 800 x 480 Monitor Set with HDSDI Inputs
A

4U

Display (Viewing A -ea)

9.0" Diagonal (7.75" H x 4.65" V)
(196.8mm x 118.08mm)

Resolution (Pixels`

800 x RGB x 480

Pixel Pitch

0.246mm H z 0.246mm V

Brightness (In cd/n,)

400 cd/m2

Contrast Ratio

5001

Inputs per panel

1 SDUHCISDI (Multi -Rate Auto -Detect)

Dimensions

19.24" W x 7.0"H x 1.5" 0
(485.7mm x 177.8mm a 38.1mm)

hx- 1.5"
9.0" 1.2 TFT-MegaPixel" High Definition
Displays with 800 x RGB x 480 Resolution

100% Digital Processing (10 -bit)
5 Year / 50,000 Hour Backlight
High Resolution Scaling
Wide Viewing Angle: 130° in all directions
provides superior visibility

400 cd/m2 Luminance produces enhanced
image quality in a variety of lighting conditions
500:1 Black/White Contrast Ratio with response rates less than
25 ms resulting in the smoothest moving images
Front panel controls for Brightness, Contrast and Color
Two large color Tally Indicators

Approx. Weight

6.2 lbs (2.80 kg)

Power Consumption

App. 50 Watt (5 Amp 12 VDC
Class 2 Power Supply included)

1.2 TFT

Price: $3899.00

MEGAPIXEL
BACK LIGHT LIFE

50,00C

1

V-R1042DP-TE

Dual 10.4" High Definition 1024 x 768 Monitor Set with HDSDI Inputs

T
5U

Displays with 1024 x RGB x 768 Resolution
100% digital processing (10 -bit)
5 Year / 50,000 Hour Backlight
High Resolution Scaling
Wide Viewing Angle: 170° in all directions
provides unrivaled visibility

10.4" Diagonal (8.3" H x 8.2" V)
(211.2mm x 158.4mm)

Resolution (Pixel:)

1024 01108 x 768

Pixel Pitch

0.2055mm H x 0.2055mm V

Brightness (in spite)

300 cd/rni

Contrast Ratio

700:1

Inputs per panel

1 SDI/HDSDI (Multi -Rate Auto -Detect)

Dimensions

19.24" in a 8.67" 11 a 1.5" D
(485.7mm x 220.22mm x 38.1mm)

Approx. Weight

7.2 lbs (3.27 kg)

Power Consumption

50 Wan (5 Amp 12 VDC
Class 2 Power Supply included)

Price: $4599.00

1.5" -sH
10.4" 2.4 TFT-MegaPixel" High Definition

Display (Viewing Area)

2.4 TFT

MEGAPIXEL
-

300 (cd/m2) Luminance produces enhanced
image quality in a variety of lighting conditions
700:1 black/white Contrast Ratio with response rates less than
25 ms resulting in the smoothest moving images
Front panel controls for Brightness, Contrast and Color
Two large color Tally Indicators

BACK LIGHT LIFE

V-R1042DP-TE4U Dual 10.4" High Definition 1024 x 768 monitor set with HDSDiI Inputs - 4RU Version

4U

Display (Viewing Area)

10.4" Diagonal (8.3" H x 6.2" V)
(211.2mm x 158.4mm)

Resolution (Pixels)

1024 x RGB 4 768

Pixel Pitch

0.2055mm H x 0.2055mm V

Brightness (in ed/m9

300 cd/m'

Contrast Ratio

700:1

Inputs per penal

1 SDI/HDSDI (Multi -Rate Auto -Detect)

Dimensions

19.24"W x7.0" H x 1.5" 0
(485.7mm x 177.8mm x 38.1mm)

1-4--

Thin Bezel - Fits in only 4RU

10.4" 2.4 TFT-MegaPixel" High Definition
Displays with 1024 x RGB x 768 resolution
100% Digital Processing (10 -bit)
5 Year / 50,000 Hour Backlight

High Resolution Scaling
Wide Viewing Angle - 170° in any direction
provides unrivalled visiblity

Approx. Weight

7.216s (3.27 kg)

Power Consumption

App. 50 Watt (5 Amp 12 VDC
Class 2 Power Supply included)

..5"

300 (cd/m2) Luminance produces enhanced image quality
in a variety of lighting conditions
700:1 black/white Contrast Ratio with response rates less than
25 ms resulting in the smoothest moving images
Brightness, Contrast and Color Controls on rear panel
Two large color Tally Indicators

www.LCDracks.com 800-800-6608

Price: $4199.00

2.4 TFT

MEGAPIXEL
BACK LIGHT LIFE

50,00C-3

COMING SUMMER 2007 / Audio Monitors

Marshall Electronics Rackmount Digital Audio Monitors
with Dolby® Digital / Dolby -E® Capability
Marshall Electronics introduces the AR -DM Series Rackmount Digital Audio Monitors - high quality, ultranearfield audio monitoring systems for space critical environments with interchangeable input modules
and field-upgradeable firmware capability.

Featuring five models - two 1RU and three 2RU units - the new AR -DM Series Digital Rackmount Audio
Monitors are ideal for TV facilities, studios, post production, VTR bays, mobile production vehicles, satellite links, and wherever multichannel audio monitoring is required. All models support 16 audio channels
with four slots for the available interchangeable input modules, including SDI/HDSDI with re -clocked loop
through (8 stereo de -embedded channels), quad unbalanced BNC AES/EBU with loop through, and quad
balanced AES/XLR to DB-25 with loop through. With 100% digital processing, Class D (digital) amplification, selectable stereo downmix modes, Dolby® Digital/Dolby-E® decoding capability (with optional Dolby E module), a 1/4" headphone jack with Level control, and an RS -485 port for on -site firmware upgrades, the
AR -DM Series provides pristine audio quality and unrivaled flexibility.
The AR-DM1 and AR-DM2 each provide tri-color LEDs for monitoring of signal presence and system status
while the AR-DM1-B and AR-DM2-B provide 10 and 20 -segment tri-color bargraphs respectively. Both VU
and peak metering are supported. The flagship AR-DM2-L provides dual 4" high resolution 640xRGBx480
LCD monitors capable of displaying a wealth of information, including a high contrast, tri-color 16-bargraph
display in one window while showing critical Metadata or Channel Status information in the other. Channel,
Group, Mix, Dolby®, and Balance selection - along with saved configurations - are easily accessed via the
system's large navigation buttons. For audio playback, 1RU units provide twin loudspeakers while 2RU
models provide

AR-DIVI1 - 16 Channel Digital Audio Monitor - 1RU Mainframe

AR-DIVI I -B

I
II

16 Channel Digital Audio Monitor - 1RU Mainframe with TriColor LED Bar Graphs

Only 1RU (1.75")
User -Configurable with any 4 input modules plus Dolby® module
100% Digital Processing
Class D Audio Amplification
Dolby® Digital/Dolby-E® Decoding (with optional module)
Selectable Stereo Down -Mix Modes

16 LED Indicators for channel presence (AR-DM1)
16 Tri-Color VU/PPM 10 -Segment LED Bar Graphs (AR-DM1-B)
RS -485 Port enables on -site firmware upgrades
Balance and Volume Control

1/4" Headphone Jack

Rear View (Shown with Input Modules)

cep

o0

es
AROM-AES-XLR

AROM-AESOIR

ARDNEAES-BNC

ARDM-HOSIN

Available Input Modules:

Dolby`"' Digital / Dolby-E®

ARDM-HDSDI

Optional Dolby Digital / Dolby -E Decoder Module

Single SD/HD-SDI (BNC)
ARDM-AES-BNC Quad Unbalanced AES/EBU (BNC)
ARDM-AES-XLR Quad Balanced AES/EBU (DB-25 to XLR)

(Installed in mainframe)

MIX& MATCH
Dolby is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories
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AR-DM2 - 16 Channel Digital Audio Monitor - 2RU Mainframe

II

II
;

T444

AR-DM2-B - 16 Channel Digital Audio Monitor - 2RU Mainframe with Tri-Color LED Bar Graphs

AR-DM2-L - 16 Channel Digital Audio Monitor - 2RU Mainframe with Dual High -Resolution LCD Displays

User -Configurable with any 4 input modules plus Dolby® module
100% Digital Processing
Class D Audio Amplification
Powerful Stereo Speakers and Subwoofer
Dolby® Digital/Dolby-El' Decoding (with optional module)
Selectable Stereo Down -Mix Modes

16 LED Indicators for channel presence (AR-DM2)
16 Tri-Color VU/PPM 20 -Segment LED Bar Graphs (AR-DM2-B)
2 High Resolution LCD Displays capable of displaying meters, metadata,
channel status, and more (AR-DM2-L)
RS -485 Port enables on -site firmware upilrades
Balance and Volume Control

1/4" Headphone Jack

Rear View (Shown with Input Modules)

0

0
0
ARDM-AES-XLR

a

ARDM-HDS01

Available Input Modules:

a

ao
ARDICAES.EINC

00

01(3

AROM-HOSOI

Dolby® Digital / Dolby-Ea

ARDM-HDSDI Single SD/HD-SDI (BNC)
ARDM-AES-BNC Quad Unbalanced AES/EBU (BNC)
ARDM-AES-XLR Quad Balanced AES/EBU (DB-25 to XLR)

Optional Dolby Digital / Dolby -E Decoder Module
(Installed in mainframe)

MIX. MATCH

1:11=11:1=1:1713

Input Modules
ARDIVI-HDSDI
Multi -Rate SDI/HDSDI Video Input (Auto -Detect)
Re -Clocked SDI/HDSDI Loop -Through Output
SDI: SMPTE 259M -C (270Mbps)
HDSDI: SMPTE 292M (1.385, 1.485/1.001Gbps)
Supports 8 Stereo Embedded Channels or Dolby® Multi -Channel Decoding
with optional module

ARDM-AES-BNC
4 Unbalanced AES/EBU Inputs (BNC)
4 Passive Loop -Through Outputs (BNC)
Supports 4 Stereo Channels or Dolby® Multi -Channel Decoding
with optional module

ARDM-AES-XLR
4 Balanced AES/EBU stereo inputs (DB-25)
4 Passive Loop -Through Outputs (DB-25)
DB-25 to 8 XLR Break -Out Cable included
Supports 4 Stereo Channels or Dolby®
Multi -Channel Decoding with optional module
Included Break -Out Cable

wwvv.LCDracks.com 800-800-6608
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NEW / SunBrite Monitors

SunBrite - Outdoor High Definition / Standard Definition Monitors
Marshall Electronics introduces a new line of SunBrite Monitors, designed specifically for outdoor applications with high ambient light. SunBrite monitors feature an innovalive technology incorporating a
proprietary optical design. It dramatically boosts the efficiency of the backlight's light utilization and
minimizes the surface reflection of ambient light. The transmissive LCDs produce high -contrast images,
even in challenging outdoor lighting conditions. This technology features a much wider color reproduction range than typical transflective/reflective LCDs or LCDs with increased backlight performance.

Nighttime/Weak Light

11.111.1:4Z6trap
Ambient Light

rejected

Proprietary
Optical
Surface

Proprietary
Optical
Surface
LCD Panel

Backlight

Backlight ON

Backlight ON
Proprietary Optical Surface passes backlight,
but rejects ambient light.

Proprietary Optical Surface passes backlight.

V-LCD65SB-SDA
6.5" SunBrite Standard Definition LCD Monitor with SD Component and
Composite Inputs. Ideal as a field monitor with direct access to advanced
features such as Aspect Ratio, Screen Markers, Safe Area, Blue Only,
Monochrome mode and more. Screen resolution is 640 x RGB x 480.

V-LCCI84SB-AFHO
8.4" SunBrite High Definition LCD Monitor with Composite, S -Video, SD/
HD Component, SDI/HDSDI, VGA, and DVI inputs. Advanced features include Aspect Ratio, Screen Markers, Safe Area, Blue Only, Monochrome
mode, Color Temperature settings, User Presets and more. Screen resolution is 800 x RGB x 600.

V-LCD#15SB-AFHD-DT
15" SunBrite High Definition LCD Moni-or with Composite, S -Video, SD/
HD Component, SDI/HDSDI, VGA, and DVI inputs. Advanced features
include Aspect Ratio, Screen Markers. Safe Area, Blue Only, Monochrome mode, Color Temperature settings, User Presets, and more.
Includes desktop stand. Screen resolution is 1024 x RGB x 768.
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V

LCD Racks

Composite

Video Inputs per Display (Total)
a,
'O,cs
141!

CA

E

v,

rz,
en
-.._

>

'-

I= W. '4
f/J
I l7:
ea -0
-'
1 Vi 2
§w
'

Cis

,ao

E

0c

ca

I

en

<-3

,o

S

V-R18P
1.8"

8

1RU

480 x 234

D(11")

250)

aen

65

10

22

N

(8)

V-R25P

r% tgi 3! MS MN

2.5" 10

48.0 x 234

3RU

(2.65")

wr 141,-1 o5 m-

(250)

(10)

V-R43P
4"

3

480 x 234
D(1.9")
(300)
2RU

The ONLY tittable rack on the market
with 3 displays in 1RUl
High Resolution LCD Panels
Active Loop -Through Outputs
NTSC/PAL Auto -Recognition

$2299.00

The ONLY rack on the market with
10 dsplays in 3RU!
High Resolution LCD Panels
Active Loop -Through Outputs
NTSC/PAL Auto -Recognition
Blue screen when signal not present

$3299.00

Ultra -Compact: Only 2RU
Active Loop -Through Outputs
NTSC/PAL Auto -Recognition

2

(6)

$1299.00

Low Cost

V-R44P
4"

4

480 x 234
0(1.9")
(390)

Ultra -Compact Only 2RU
Active Loop -Through Outputs
NTE/PAL Auto -Recognition

2RU

(4)

$1699.00

Low Cost

V-R53P
5"

3

3RU

D(2.5")

960 a 234
(350)

2

1

(6)

(3)

Y

High Resolution LCD Panels
VGA Input on each display
Built-in Color Bar Generator
Active Loop -Through Outputs
NTSC/PAL Auto -Recognition

$2249.00

Y

High Resolution LCD Panels
Buit-in Color Bar Generator
Blue screen when signal not present

$1799.00

V-R563P
5.6"

3

3RU

D(2.5")

950 x 234
(350)

2

(6)

V-R63P
5.8"

3

3RU

D(2.5")

wide

1200 x 234
(350)

Wide Screen High Resolution Panels
16:9/4:3 Aspect Ratio Selectable
Blue screen when signal not present
Input settings stored in memory
durng power cycle
NTSC/PAL Selectable
Active Loop-Throughs / Bar Generator

2

(6)

V-R72DP-2C

$3099.00

1.2 ITT-MegaPixel" T Wide Screen

7"

2

3RU

D(2.5")

wide

000 x 480
x RGB

Y

2

(4)

(380)

7"

2

wide

$1999.00

16:9/4:3 Selectable
Buill-In Color Bar Generator

ir.:%%;Trgiv

V-R72DP

800x RGB x 480 Dots with 1.2 million pixels
100% Digital Processing
Bright 380 edirrt2 luminance
400,1 Contrast Ratio

3RU

800 x 480

2

0(2.5")

x ROB

(6)

Y

(380)

1.2 TFT-MegaPixel" 7" Wide Screen
800 x 480 Dots with 1.2 Million Peels
10C% Digital Processing
High Brightness: 380 cd/m2 Luminance

$2995.00

40C.1 Contrast Ratio

1.2 TFT

Buir-In Router: Any of 6 inputs on any display
Eam display can sequence through at active inputs

V-R820P-2C

1.44 TFT-MegaPixel- 8" Screen

8.4"

2

4RU

800 x 600

2

D(1.5")

x RGB

(4)

Y

HytaerProcess" plus ColorMatch"
Conversion

$1999.00

50 000 Hour Backlight

(500)

Hich h Brightness: 500 (cd/m2)
Composite displayed as 10 -bit digital
On -Screen Display (OSD) and "Blue Gun"

11.44TFT

V-R1020P-2C
law 10.4" 1.44 TFT-MegaPixel"

10.4" 2

MU

800 x 600

2

0(1.5")

x RGB

(4)

More screen area in less space than 9" CRT
Y

(600)

Hyper Process plus Match Color
Conversion

$2499.00

50,000 Hour Backlight
Ccrnposite displayed 10 -bit digital

1.44 TFT
411

Or -Screen Display (OSD) and "Blue Gun"

V-R151P
Compact: A 15" Display in Only 6RU
HO Resolution LCD Panel
Built-in 125 Channel Cable -Ready

15.1'

6RU

D(2.25")

1024 x 768

1

2

RGB

250)

wvvvy LCDracks.com 800-800-6608

Y

1V Tuner (NTSC only)

$2199.00

Built -In Speakers
N-SC/PAL Auto -Recognition
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Video lop

Inputs

SDI

-o

0
E

m

To

V-R18P-S01
1.8"

8

480 x 234
D(11")
(250)
1RU

N

The ONLY bitable rack on the market
with 8 SDI displays in 1RU!
High Resolution LCD Panels
Active Re -Clocked Loop -Through Output
NTSC/PAL Auto -Recognition

$3599.00

N

The ONLY rack on the market with 10
SDI displays in 3RU!
High Resolution LCD Panels
Active Re -Clocked Loop -Through Output
NTSC/PAL Auto -Recognition

$4599.00

151

V-R25P-SDI
-

V -1=1.440P -S01

2.5" 10

3.5" 4

480 x 234
0(2.65")
(250)
3RU

2RU

640 x 480

D (1r)

x RGB

Y

(4)

(250)
L

V-R53P-SDI

Four 35" High Definition 4:3 Displays
100% Digital Processing

$2999.001

Widest Quad -Screen Viewing Angle
available: 130°
Brightest Quad -Screen available: 380(cd/m2)

1 TFT

4:3/16:9/4:3 -cropped DIV Aspect Ratios
On -Screen Display (OSD) and "Blue Gun'
High Resolution LCD Panels
Active Loop -Through for Composite and SD

5"

3

960 x 234
D(2.5")
(350)
3RU

1

1

1

(3)

(3)

(3)

Y

Each channel has SDI to Composite
D/A Converter

$3399.00

NTSC/PAL Auto -Recognition
Input configuration is stored in memory
when unit is off

V-R563P-SDI
""'"ememn

fM.

Built-in Color Bar Generator
Blue Screen when signal not present

5.6"

3

3RU
D (2.5")

960 x 234
(350)

1

1

(3)

(3)

Y

Ni-R63P-SDI
5.8"
wide

3

7"
wide

2

D(2.5")

1200 x 234
(300)

3RU

800 x 480

1

1

D(2.5")

x RGB

(2)

(2)

3RU

1

1

(3)

(3)

Y

V-R72P-2SO

Wide Screen High -Resolution Panels with
16:9/4:3 Selectable Aspect Ratio
Each channel has 10 -bit D/A converter
Blue screen when signal not present
Input config. stored in memory,
when unit is off
NTSC/PAL configuration switch
Active loop through; Bar Generator

$2799.00

$3699.00

1.2 TFT-Megapixel 7 -inch wide screen with
800 x 480 x RGB Dots
1

Y

1

(2) (2)

(380)

V-RB2DP-25131
2

4RU
D(1.5")

100% digital processing
Bright 380 cd/rn, luminance

$2899.00

400:1 ratio of contrast between black and white

4:3 and 16:9 screen aspect ratios
Standard muitiformat inputs
Built-in Color Bars

1.2 TFT
8.4"

High Resolution LCD Panels
Built -In Color Bar Generator
Each channel hasl 0 -bit SDI
to Composite D/A Converter

800 x 600

2

x RGB

(4)

y

(500)

1.44 million TFT-MegaPixel / 8.4 inch screens $2999.00
100% digital processing
Hyper Process plus Match Color Conversion

50,000 hour backlight half life
500 (cd/m2) brightness modification
On Screen Display (OSD) and "Blue Gun°

1.44
Iliil#.-7.1.1114
V-RB2DP-SD
8.4"

2

4RU

800 x 600

1

1

13(1.5")

x RGB

(2)

(2)

1

1

(2) (2)

1

(2)

1.44 million TFT-MegaPixel / 8.4 inch screens
SDI plus all HD/SD analog signals
$3699.00
Hyper Process plus Match Color Conversion

1

(2)

50,000 hour backlight life
500 (cd/rrF) brightness
On Screen Display (OW) and "Blue Gun"

(500)

1.44 TFT
V-R1O2DP-2S01
10.4" 2

Large 10.4- inch screens /1.44 TFT-MegaPteel

5RU

800 x 600

2

D(1.5")

x RGB

(4)

Y

(600)

100% digital processing
Hyper Process plus Match Color Conversion
50,000 hour backlight half life

$3399.00

600 (cd/rif) brightness

0:14 TFT

On Screen Display (OSD) and °Blue Gun"

V -F4 'I 0213P -SO
10.4" 2

Large 10.4- inch screens /1.44 TFT-MegaPioel

5RU

800 x 600

1

1

1

1

1

1

D(1.5")

x RGB

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(600)

1.44 TFT j

14,A.g.saimit-ti!!

8

Marshall Electronics

SDI plus all HD/SD analog formats/frame
rates

Hyper Process plus Match Color Conversion
50,000 hour backlight hall life
600 (cd/rn,) brightness modification
On Screen Display (OSD) and "Blue Gun"

$3999.00
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V-R1510P-AFSD

Audio Inputs
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High Fesolution display - 1024 x RGB x 768
dots with 2.4 million

15

1

6RU

1024x7681024

D(1.77")

x ROB

1

1

1

1

1

Y

1

16.7 nillion colors
Wide ,Iewing angle - 150° in all directions
provices excellent off -axis visibility.

(500)

500 cd/m2 luminance provides enhanced
image quality in a variety of lighting conditions.

1212.frIrnizmirFT I

450:1 contrast ratio with response rates less
than 25 ms result in the smoothest motion.

$1799.00

V -R 91 P -SDI
High Resolution LCD pane1,1280 x 1024
pixels 1,310,720 total
CRT style viewing radius - 170° in any
direction provides superior visibility
500:1 contrast ratio, 4:3 and 16:9

19"

1

8RU 1280 x 1024 1
0(2.5")

1

screen aspect ratios for DTV operations

1

1

Standard multiformat inputs:
composite, Y/C and SDI with active
loop-tirough plus VGA/XGA input with

x RGB

(300)

$3995.00

autorr atic scaling
SDI input with standard 10 -bit composite
output is provided using 12 -bit Digital to
Analog processing
Three color tally indicators

LCD Racks

High

Definition
Four 35 -inch Advanced Definition 4:3 screens

3.5"

V-R44P-HDSDI

4

y

640 x 480

2RU

0(1.5")

x RGB
(250)

Bright 250 cd/m2 luminance
350:1 ratio of contrast between black and white

(4)

$3999.00

4:3 and 16:9 screen aspect ratios for
DTV pplications
Works with all SMPTE/ITU SDVHDSDI
production formats and frame rates

V-RE5310-1-113501

-

6.5"

3

wide

3RU

800 o 480

1

0(2.5")

x RGB

(3)

3 High Resolution 6.5 -inch
1.2 TFT-MegaPixel wide screens
100% digital processing
Bright 500 cd/m2 luminance
500:1 ratio of contrast between
black and white
4:3 and 16:9 screen aspect ratios
Work:. with all SMPTE/ITU SDVHDSDI
production formats and frame rates

(500)

1.2 TFT

V-R72P-2HDA

$3999.00

2 Nu Resolution 7 -inch

7"

2

wide

3RU

800 x 480

1

D(1.5")

x RGB

(2)

1

1

1

(2) (2)

Y

(2)

(380)

togiEfFECIKERI

$2899.00

400:1 ratio of contrast between black and white

HO MI

1.2 TFT

1.2 FT-MegaPixel wide screens
Analog Signals converted to 10 bit digital
Bright 380 cd/m2 luminance

4:3 and 16:9 screen aspect ratios
Work': with all SMPTE/ITU SDVHDSDI
production formats and frame rates

HDCP®'

V-R72P-2HDSDI

2 Higi Resolution 7 -inch

7"

2

wide

3RU

800 x 480

D(1.5")

x RGB

1.2 TFT-MegaPixel wide screens

100% digital processing
Brigh 380 cd/m2 luminance

(2)

(380)

aoat ratio of contrast between black and white

4:3 and 16:9 screen aspect ratios
Wong with all SMPTE/ITU SDVHDSDI
production formats and frame rates

1.2 TFT

V-R72P-2H0
7"

2

wide

800 x 480

3RU
D(2.5")

x RGB

$2999.00

1

1

(2) (2)

1

1

(2)

(2)

2 High Resolution 7 -inch 1.2 TFT-MegaPixel
$3999.00
wide screens
100% digital processing
Bright 380 cd/m2 luminance
400:' ratio of contrast between black and white
4:3 and 16:9 screen aspect ratios
Work with all production formats and frame rates

(380)

1.2 TFT

1.114.-piopase

V-R82DP-HDA
8.4"

2

4RU

800 x 600

1

1

1

0(1.65")

x RGB

(2)

(2)

(2)

1

(2)

1

(2)

(500)

1.44. TF-fli

'

1.44 million TFT-MegaPixel / 8.4 inch screens $3099.00
Accepts all analog HD/SD formats/frame rates
Hyper Process plus Match Color Conversion
50,000 hour backlight half life
500 :cd/m2) brightness modification
On Screen Display (OSD) and "Blue Gun"

el14.-TIOVA

www.LCDracks.com 800-800-6608
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1.44 million TFT-MegaPixel / 8.4 inch screens
$3399.00
100% digital processing of HDSDVSDI
Hyper Process plus Match Color Conversion
50,000 hour backlight half life
500 (cd/m2) brightness modification
On Screen Display (OSD) and "Blue Gun"

(500)

1.44 TFT

NM:FM:EMI

V-R820P-HO
8.4"

2

4RU

800 x 600
x RGB

0(1.5")

1

1

1

(2)

(2)

(2)

1

1.44 million TFT-MegaPixel / 8.4 inch screens
$4299.00
Accepts all HD/SD formats/frame rates
Hyper Process plus Match Color Conversion
50,000 hour backlight half life
500 (cd/m2) brightness modification
On Screen Display (OSD) and "Blue Gun"

1

1

(2) (2)

(2)

(500)

1.44 TFT I

vi#.7.10/Nrio

High Definition Resolution 8.4 -inch
2.4 TFT-MegaPixel screen

V-R1342P-AFRO

Analog Signals converted to 10 bit digital
Bright 400 cd/m2 luminance

8.4"

2

4RU

1024 x 768 1
1
1
x RGB
(2) (2) (2)

0(2.16")

1

1

(2) (2)

Y

1

(2)

2.4 TFT

HDCP®

.11P.1111

V-R902DP-AFHD
9"

2

4RU

800 x 480
x RGB

0(1.5")

wide

1

1

1

(2) (2) (2)

1

1

1

Y

(2) (2) (2)

(400)

,11;12111:Minl"

V-R10213P-HDA
10.4" 2

800 x 600
x RGB

5RU
D(1.5")

1

1

1

1

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

$4999.00

Standard Muitiformat Inputs
Blue Gun for color adjustment
Zoom function
Build -in Color Bars
6 Frame Marker Overlays with Center Mark

(400)

Iii

400:1 ratio of contrast between black and white
Build -in Color Bar Generator

High Resolution wide screen 800 x 480 RGB
Dots with 1.15 million pixels
16.7 million colors
Wide viewing angles - 160°-RL , 140° UD
provides superior visibility when the viewer is $4699.00
not directly in front of the screen.
Bright 400 candelas per square meter
(cd/m2) luminance produces enhanced image
quality in varying light and viewing conditions.
500:1 contrast ratio with response rates less
than 23 ms

Large 10.4- inch screens /1.44 TFT-MegaPixel t3309.00
Accepts all analog HD/SD formats/frame rates
Hyper Process plus Match Color Conversion
50,000 hour backlight half life
600 (cd/m2) brightness modification
On Screen Display (OSD) and "Blue Gun"

(600)

11 "44

V-R102DP-HOS1=11
10.4"

2

800 x 600
x RGB

5RU

D(1.5")

Y

(2)

(600)

1.44 TFT

Large 10.4- inch screens /1.44 TFT-MegaPixel
$3699.00
100% digital processing of HDSDVSDI
Hyper Process plus Match Color Conversion
50,000 hour backlight half life
600 (cd/m2) brightness modification
On Screen Display (OSD) and "Blue Gun"

V-R10213P-HD
10.4"

2

800 x 600
D(1.5") x RGB
5RU

1

1

1

(2) (2) (2)

1

(2)

1

1

y

(2) (2)

(600)
1$

V

FP

1.44 TFT

'4

'-nniMMMM

V-R1042DP-AFHO

NEW
10.4"

2

1024 x 768
x RGB

5RU

D(2.5")

1

1

1

(2) (2) (2)

1

(2)

1

1

Y

(2) (2)

(300)

2.4 TFT

iLv,]#.-m.m44111

V -R151 DP-AFHD

High Resolution wide screen 1024 x 768
RGB Dots with 2.4 million pixels
16.7 million colors
Wide viewing angles - 160*-RL ,140° UD
provides superior visibility when the viewer is $5299.00
not directly in front of the screen
Bright 300 candelas per square meter
(cd/m2) luminance produces enhanced image
quality in varying light and viewing conditions
700:1 contrast ratio with response rates less
than 23 ms results in excellent quality for
moving images

NEW
15"

1

6RU 1024 x 768
D(1.77")

1

1

1

1

1

1

x RGB

(500)

2.4 TFT
Cil=ginigg

10

Large 10.4- inch screens /1.44 TFT-MegaPixel
Accepts all HD/SD formats/frame rates
$4599.00
Hyper Process plus Match Color Conversion
50,000 hour backlight half life
600 (cd/m2) brightness modification
On Screen Display (OSD) and "Blue Gun"

Marshall Electronics

Y

High Resolution display - 1024 x RGB x 768
dots with 2.4 million pixels
16.7 million colors

Wide viewing angle - 150° in all directions
provides excellent off -axis visibility
500 cd/m2 luminance provides enhanced
image quality in a variety of lighting conditions.
450:1 contrast ratio with response rates less
than 25 ms result in the smoothest motion

$1999.00

LCD Racks
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Audio Inputs

G2O CC

1

100

SXGA 1280 x 1024 pixels, 16.7 million colors
Compact - fits in EIA standard rack 8U high
VESA 75 mount for wall, Ceiling or desk top
$2995.00
170° CRT style viewing angles
V-Mornt battery adapter
Comp3site/Component/DVVVGA inputs

1

RGB

(300)

V-R171P-AF1-10

17"

Rack mount and Desktop configurations
High Resolution wide screen
1280 x 768 Dots
Bright 450 cd/m2 luminance
CRT style viewing radius - 170°

6RU 1280 x 768
D(2.5")
x ROB

1

wide

1

1

1

1

1

indirection
any direction

(450)

Pixel response less than 23 ms
16:9 and 4:3 screen aspect ratios
Built-in Color Bar Generator
6 Frame Marker Overlays with Center Mark

V-P231P-AFHD

Totally Digital WUXGA 6.9 Megapixel
192C x 1200 display
Native, HD/SD screen formats
(640 720, 1080 vertical lines) in TFT
Pixel to -Pixel" mode

NATIVE RESOLUTION
23"
wide

6RU 1920 x 1200 1

1

0(2.5")

$2999.00

500:' contrast ratio

1

1

1

1

1

CRT style viewing radius -176°

$5999.00

in any direction

x ROB

1=1
1==FX= !IRMA-

Bright 250 cd/m2 luminance

(250)

in any direction

500: I contrast ratio

H DCP ®

1920 x 1080

16:9 and 4:3 screen aspect ratios
All aralog signals internally converted to 24 bit
component digital with 5 line adaptive filter
6 Frame Marker Overlays with Center Mark

LCD Racks

DVI /VGA
V-Ft44P-DVI

PVEtw

4"

4

2RU
D(1 9

)

540 x 480

1

x RGB

(4)

Y

$3599.00

Brighest quad screen available - 380(cd/m2)
4:3, 76:9, and 4:3 of 16:9 DIV aspect ratios
On Screen Display (OSD) and "Blue Gun"

(250)
L

Four 8.5 -inch High Definition 4:3 screens
100% digital processing of DVVVGA signals
Widest quad screen viewing radius available -130°

1 TFT

V-R82DP-VGA
8.4"

2

4RU

000 x 600

D(1.5")

x RGB

1

For P0 signals up to SXGA resolution
(1280x1024)
1.44 million TFT-MegaPixel / 8.4 inch screens
Hype- Process plus Match Color Conversion
50,000 hour backlight half life
500 wd/m2) brightness modification
On Screen Display (OSD) and "Blue Gun"

1

(2) (2)

(500)
1111

V-R13420P-XGA

$1799.00

AVE 1/1/

8.4"

2

4RU

1024 x 768

0(1.5")

x ROB

1

For PC signals up to SXGA resolution
(1261(1024)
1.44 million TFT-MegaPixel / 8.4 inch screens
Hyper Process plus Match Color Conversion

1

(2) (2)

$2499.00

50,040 hour backlight haft life
400 td/m2) brightness modification
On Screen Display (OSD) and "Blue Gun"

(400)

2.4 TF-14,-

01711.1.1.110-4

V-R102OP-VGA
10.4" 2

5RU 800 x 600
D(1.5")
x RGB

1

1

(2) (2)

(600)

V-R10420P-XGA

N For PC signals up to SXGA resolution
(1280x1024)
Large 10.4 inch High Res screens
Hyper Process plus Match Color Conversion
50,000 hour backlight half life
600 lcd/m2) brightness modification
On Screen Display (OSD) and "Blue Gun"

$1999.00

IVEW
10.4" 2

5RU

1024 x 768

0(1.5")

x RGB

1

1

(2) (2)

(300)

L 2.4
TFT4
c-ra =11:1

www.ILCDracks.com 800-800-6608

N

For PC signals up to SXGA resolution
(1260x1024)

$2799.00

Law 10.4 inch High Res screens
Hyper Process plus Match Color Conversion
50,CD0 hour backlight hall life
300 {cd/m2) brightness modification
On Screen Display (OSD) and "Blue Gun"

11
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Compact - only 6U for 15" LCD
Hi Res LCD panel

15.1"

1

6RU 1024 x 768
D(2.25")

1

Built-in Quad Splitter with on screen display

4

1

Freeze -zoom function and PIP
capability

(250)

$2699.00

Available in NTSC or PAL config.
(V-R151P-4A-PAL)

V-R154P
Hi Resolution LCD panel
Built-in 125 channel cable ready TV tuner
(NTSC only)

Buitt-in speakers

15.1"

1

8RU 1024 x 768
0(3.33")

1

4

1

Y

8

x RGB

(250)

Built-in Quad Splitter with on screen display
$4995.00
Freeze -zoom function and PIP
capability

Buiit-in audio bar graph display
Headphone output
Available in NTSC or PAL config.
(V-R154P-PAL)

V-RD151-4
High Resolution 1024 x 768 pixels,
786,432 total

15.1"

1

1RU 1024 x 768
D(22")

1

4

2

1

N

Bright 250 cd/m2 luminance
4 Video inputs with 750 termination

$2699.00

and active loop through feature
Ultra -compact design fits in EIA
standard rack 1U high

x RGB

(250)

Built-in Quad Splitter/Sequential Switcher

Available in NTSC or PAL format
Key lock for secure transportation

V-R171P-4A
High Resolution 17" LCD monitor
Best viewing angle in the Industry - 170°
in my direction
Menu driven 4:3 or 16:9 ratio switch
Built-in Quad Splitter with

17"

1

8RU 1024 x 768
D(3")

1

4

2

1

N

x RGB

(250)

on -screen display
Freeze -zoom function and PIP
capability
With optional HDSDI to VGA
converter can accept 1080i or 720p

$2699.00

Only 2.5" deep
Available in NTSC or PAL config.
(V-R171P-4A-PAL)

LCD Racks

Audio +
Video
V -R81 PA
Built-in speakers / Headphone output
Ability to choose any audio input to

7.9"

1

4RU

0(2.65")

1400 x 234
(350)

1

2

4

y

any speaker independently
NTSC/PAL auto recognition

$1999.00

4 channel bar graph display

Low cost

V-R71PA-SDI
7"
wide

12

1

3RU

0(2.65')

1440 x 234
(400)

1

1

1

Marshall Electronics

4

2

4

N

Wide Screen Hi Res panel with
16:9 to 4:3 ratio switch
Accepts all types of audio/video inputs
4 channel high res bar graph display
NTSC/PAL auto detection
Active loop through; Bar Generator
Revolutionary Class D digital audio
amplifier offers 5W per channel

$3299.00

LCD Racks

Video Inputs

ll

Pull -Out
Drawers
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V -R0151-4

High Fesolution 1024 x 768 pixels,
786,432 total

Bright 250 cd/m2 luminance
4 Video inputs with 750 termination

1RU 1024 x 768

15.1"

0(22")

1

4

2

N

x RGB

(250)

and active loop through feature
Ultra -compact design fits in EIA
standard rack 1U high

$2699.00

Built-in Quad Splitter/Sequential Switcher

Key lock for secure transportation
Availa3le in NTSC or PAL config.
(V-RD151-4-PAL)

V-RD151P

High Resolution 1024 x 768 pixels,
786,432 total

15.1'

1

1 RU

1024 a 768

0(22")

x ROB

2

1

N

Bright 250 cd/m2 luminance
Video and S -Video inputs with 750
termir ation and active loop through
feature

$2199.00

Ultra -compact design fits in EIA
standard rack 1U high
Built-ir Speakers
NTSC/PAL recognition
Key lock for secure transportation

(250)

SXGA 1280 x 1024 pixels, 16.7 million
colors

17"

1RU 1280 x 1024

0(22")

1

2

1

N

x ROB

Compact - fits In EIA standard rack 8U high
VESA 75 mount for wall, Ceiling or desk

$2995.00

top

(300)

170° CRT style viewing angles
V -Mount battery adapter
Composite/Component/DVWGA inputs

Monitors

VGA
V-R84DP-VGA

.13

E_

5
8.4"

H

Easy to View 8.4 -inch screen
100% digital processing
5 Year /50,000 bacldight life
10 bit Analog to Digital conversion
Wide viewing angle - 130°

800 x 600
x RGB

(500)

6.875" x
2.5"

500 (ci/m2) luminance

NEW
8.4"

t
,

-

1024 x 768
x RGB

(400)

-Widowsl
Prolessonal

9.0" x
6.875" x
2.5"

ig

2.4 TFT

V -R 1040P -VGA

10.4"

800 x 600
x RGB

(600)

Windows

10.25" x
&5" a
2.5"

"

1 .44TFT

V-R10410P-XGA EW
10.4"

1024 x 768
x RGB

(300)

10.25" x
8.5" x
2.5"

2.4 TFT
MEGAPIX EL
wvvvv. LCD ra ks. c om

$999.00

Response rates less than 25 ms
4:3 and 16:9 screen aspect ratios
Direct access for all adjustments
Durable metal enclosure
Configurable
20 Mounting

1.44 TFT
V -R 841 DP-XGA

13

4L

11

Easy to View 8.4 -inch screen
100% digital processing
5 Year /50,000 bacldight life
10 bit Analog to Digital conversion
Wide viewing angle - 130°
400 (cd/m2) luminance
Response rates less than 25 ms
4:3 and 16:9 screen aspect ratios
Direct access for all adjustments
Durable metal enclosure
Configurable' 20 Mounting

Large ' 0.4 -inch screen
100% digital processing
5 Year /50,000 backlight life
10 bit Analog to Digital conversion
Wide viewing angle -130°
600 (c1/m2) luminance
500:1 contrast ratio
Response rates less than 25 ms
Direct access for all adjustments
Durable metal enclosure
Configurable 1/4 20 Mounting
Operates on 12VDC
Large 10.4 -Inch screen
100% digital processing
5 Year /50,000 backlight life
10 bit Analog to Digital conversion
Wide v ewing angle - 130°
300 (cd/m2) luminance

$1399.00

$1199.00

$1599.00

500:1 contrast ratio
Response rates less than 25 ms
Direct access for all adjustments
Durable metal enclosure
Configurable 1/4 20 Mounting
Operates on 12VDC

800-800-6608

13

Monitors

Composite
V-LCD3.5-PRO
3.5"

480 x 234
(250)

3.62" x
3.32" a
0.95"

1

N

High resolution LCD Panel
Bright 250 cd/m2 luminance
NTSC only
Miniature and lightweight package
Optional stand
Optional Power Supply (V-PS12-500)
Weighs only 0.32 lbs

$399.00

N

Heavy Duty compact metal cabinet
with brushed aluminum finish has
1/4" mount for ease of installation
Switchable dual video BNC inputs
Color, tint, contrast and
brightness control
Wide viewing angle
Active loop through feature
Weighs only 0.92 lbs

$399.00

V-LCD4-PRO-L

4"

480 x 234
(250)

5.51" a
3,62" a
1.81"

2

V-LCD4-PRO-L-KIT

4"

480 x 234
(250)

5.51" x
3,62" x
1.81"

2

N

Kit includes:
V-LCD4-PRO-L
Weather Proof Caring Case
High Capacity Battery

$474.00

Charger
Can run up to 1 hour and 20 min
on the battery

V-LCD5.6-PRO

5.6"

960 x 234
(250)

1

1

6.4" x
5,3" x
2.0"

N

Plastic cabinet with 1/4" mount
Side mounted volume, color, contrast
and brightness controls

Mirror Mode

$399.00

Power supply and adapter cables included

Built-in speaker
Measures 6.4"W x 5.3"H x 2.0"D

Weighs only 1.14 lbs

V-LCD5.6-PRO-KIT

1110:1771

5.6"

960 x 234
(250)

1

1

6.4" a
5,3" x
2.0"

N

Kit includes:
LCD5.6-PRO
Padded Caring Case
High Capacity Battery
Charger
Cables
Can run up to 1 hour and 45 min

$429.00

on the battery

V-ASL7070
Low Cost Wide Screen Field Monitor
NTSC/PAL System Selectable

7"
wide

14

1440 x 234
(200)

1

Marshall Electronics

2

7"x
4,75" a
1.0"

N

Mirror Mode
Headphone Jack with volume control
IR Audio for wireless headphone
On Screen Display (OSD) for
adjustment functions

$499.0C

Monitors

Composite

O
E

O
High Resolution 7 -inch wide screen

V-R7ODP

800xF3GBx480 Dots with 1.2 million *els

Optical grade polycarbonate screen cover

Analog signals converted to 10 bit
7"
wide

800 x 480 x RGB
(380)

1

7.60" x
5.16" x
2.16"

2

1.2 TFT

Y

digital

$999.95

Bright 380 cd/m, luminance

400: ratio of contrast between black
and white luminance
4:3 and 16:9 screen aspect ratios
"V" Mount battery adapter included
Built in Color Bars
Blue Screen for color adjustment

V-ASLBOBO

8"

640 x 480 x RGB
(380)

2

2

7.8" x
5,8" x
1.3"

Low Cost Screen Field Monitor
NTSC/PAL System Selectable
N

Mirrcr Mode

$529.00

Heacphone Jack with volume control
On Screen Display (OSD) for
adjustment functions

V-LCDB-PRO

7.9"

1440 x 234
(350)

1

1

9.41" x
6.25" x
1.50"

N

V-RB4DP-2C

Plastic cabinet with 1/4" mount
Bright and vivid color picture
Slim, portable design
Low power consumption
Accepts composite and S -Video,
each with active loop through
NTSC/PAL auto recognition
Power supply included
Weighs only 1.7 lbs

$949.00

1.4t million TFT-MegaPixel / 8.4 inch
screens

Hyper Process plus Match Color
8.4"

800 x 600 x RGB
(500)

2

1.44 TFT

9" x
6.875" x
2.50"

Conclusion
Y Optical grade polycarbonate

$1399.00

screen cover

Rugged Enclosure with
AR/Scratch Resistant screen
50C (cd/m2) brightness modification
InclJdes V -Mount Battery Adapter / 4

11WIET.7i1=17F217i!ll

Pin XLR Pwr
On Screen Display (OSD) and Blue "Gun"

V-R104DP-2C

1.44 million TFT-MegaPixel /
10.4 inch screens
Large 10.4 Screen Field Monitor
Optcal grade polycarbonate screen cover
Hyper Process plus Match Color
10.4"

800 x 600 x RGB
(600)

1.44 TFT

2

10.25" x
8.5" x
2.50"

www.LCDracks.com 800-800-6608

Y

Conversion

$1599.00

Rugged Enclosure w AR/Scratch
Resistant screen
Inc udes V -Mount Battery Adapter / 4
Pin XLR Pwr
On Screen Display (OSD) and "Blue Gun"
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Monitors

Composite +

VGA
a

E_

V-LCD12.1-SVGA

Lightweight and portable
Remote control included
Built-in speakers
Optional VESA adapter available
12.1"

800 x 600 x RGB
(210)

1

1

1

11.50" )
8.75" x
1.25"

(VESA 75mm Adapter V -LCD -VA)
N

NTSC/PAL switchable
Optional Ceiling Mount ($75.00)
Optional Wall Mount ($75.00)

$899.00

Low cost
Weighs only 3.25 lbs

15.1"

17.0"

20.1"

1024 x 768 x RGB
(250)

1

1280 x 1024 x RGB
(250)

1

1

640 x 480 x RGB
(450)

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

15.37" x
12.19" x
2.10"

16.96" x
14.29" x
2.16"

20.08" x
18.90" x
2.36"

N

High resolution LCD panel
Remote control included
Buiit-in speakers
Optional VESA adapter available

$999.00

(VESA 75mm Adapter V -LCD -VA)

NTSC/PAL switchable
Optional Ceiling Mount ($75.00)
Optional Wall Mount ($75.00)
Weighs only 9 lbs

N

Best viewing angle in the Industry
- 170° in gny direction
Software driven 16:9 to 4:3 switch
HD Ready: will accept 1080i or 720p

$1999.00

with optional HD/SVGA converter

VESA 75mm mount compliant
NTSC/PAL switchable
Weighs only 12.95 lbs

N

Ultra bright 450 cd/m2 luminance
Highest contrast ratio 400:1
Full function remote control
NTSC/PAL switchable
VESA 75mm mount compliant
Weighs only 17.95 lbs

$2799.00

Monitors

SDI

High Resolution 7 -inch wide screen
800xRGBx480 Dots with 1.2 million pixels

V-R70P-SD

7"
wide

800 x 480 x RGB
(380)

7.60" x
5.16" x
2.16"

2

1

Y

V-RB4DP-29D1

Optical grade pofycarbonate screen cover
100% digital processing
Analog signals converted to 10 bit digital
Bright 380 cd/m2 luminance
400:1 ratio of contrast between black
and white luminance
4:3 and 16:9 screen aspect ratios
Includes V -Mount Battery Adapter / 4 Pin
XLR Pwr
Built in Color Bars
Blue Screen for color adjustment

$1499.00

1.44 million TFT-MegaPixel / 8.4 inch
screens

Optical grade polycarbonate screen cover

8.4"

800 x 600 x RGB
(500)

5" x
6.875" x
2.5"

2

1.44 TFT

Y

100% digital processing
Hyper Process plus Match Color
Conversion

$1799.00

50,000 hour backlight half life
500 (cd/m2) brightness modification
Includes V -Mount Battery Adapter / 4 Pin
XLR Pwr

On Screen Display (OSD) and "Blue Gun"

V-RB4DP-SD

8.4"

800 x 600 x RGB
(500)

-

1

1

1

1

1

17.1=1E1
MEGAPIXEL

9" x
6.875" x
2.5"

Y

1.44 million TFT-MegaPixel / 8.4 inch
screens
Optical grade polycarbonate screen cover
SDI plus all HD/SD analog signals
Hyper Process plus Match Color Conversion $2199.00

50,000 hour backlight half life
500 (cd/m2) brightness modification
Includes V -Mount Battery Adapter / 4 Pin
XLR Pwr

On Screen Display (OSD) and "Blue Gun"
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Marshall Electronics

Monitors

SDI

21.

0.

E

a'S

V -R1 040P-2BDI

Large '0.4- inch screens/1.44 TFT-MegaPixel
Optical grade polycarbonate screen cover

10.4"

800 x 600 x RGB
(600)

100% digital processing

1025" x

2

Hyper Process plus Match Color Conversion

8.5"x
2.5"

EIMMThl
MEGAPIXEL

$1999.00

50,000 hour backlight half life
500 (crl/m2) brightness modification
Includes V -Mount Battery Adapter / 4 Pin
XLR Pwr
On Screen Display (05D) and "Blue Gun"

V -R 1041:IP-SD
Large " 0.4- inch screens/1.44 TFT-MegaPtel
Optica grade polycarbonate screen cover
SDI plus all HD/SD analog formats/frame rates

10.4"

800 x 600 x RGB
(600)

1

1

1

1

1

10.25" x
8.5" x
2.5"

1

Y

Hyper Process plus Match Color
Conversion

$2399.00

50,000 hour backlight half life
500 (orl/m2) brightness modification
Includes V -Mount Battery Adapter / 4 Pin

1.4 4017 72coMmil"

XLR Pwr

On Screen Display (05D) and 'Blue Gun"

V -R 151 DP-AFSD NEW

15"

1024 x 768 x RGB
(500)

1

1

1

1

1

19.02" x
10.45" x
1.77"

1

2.4 TF3-.1

Y

High Resolution display - 1024 x RGB x 768
dots with 2.4 million pixels
16.7 million colors
Wide kiewing angle -150° in all directions
provides excellent off -axis visibility

$1799.00

500 coYm2 luminance provides enhanced
image quality in a variety of lighting conditions

450:1 contrast ratio with response rates less
than 25 ms result in the smoothest motion

Monitors

TV Tuner
V-ASL7000
NTSC VHF/UHF/CAN (cable ready)
125 channel tuner built-in

7"
wide

1440 x 234
(200)

2

2

7.375" x
4.625" x
1.0"

N

2 Conposite NTSC plus
Moo Audio inputs
Composite NTSC output
Built -m FM Transmitter 87.5 to 89.5 MHz
Will work from 10V to 16V DC
Weight only 1.0 lb

$549.00

V-ASL8000

8"

640 x 480 x RGB
(380)

2

2

7.99" x
5.9" x
1.4"

N

NTSC VHF/UHF/CAN (cable ready)
125 channel tuner built-in
2 Composite NTSC plus
2 Maio Audio inputs
Composite NTSC output
Built-in FM Transmitter 87.5 to 89.5 MHz
Will work from 10V to 16V DC

5599.00

Weigit only 1.0 lb

V -LCD -112 -TV
Lightweight and portable
Remote control included
Built.ln speakers
Optional VESA adapter available (VESA

12.1"

800 x 600 x RGB
(210)

1

1

1

1

11.50"x
8.75"x
1.25"

N

75mm Adapter V -LCD -VA)

$959.00

NTSC/PAL switchable
Optional Ceiling Mount ($75.00)
Optional Wall Mount ($75.00)

Low cost
Weighs only 3.25 lbs

www.LCDracks.com 800-800-6608
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Monitors

TV Tuner

co,

E

V-LCD15-TV

High resolution LCD panel
Remote control included
Built-in speakers
Optional VESA adapter available

15.1"

1024 x 768 x RGB
(250)

1

1

1

1

15.37" x
12.19" x
2.10"

N

(VESA 75mm Adapter V -LCD -VA)

$1059.00

NTSC/PAL switchable
Optional Ceiling Mount ($75.00)
Optional Wail Mount ($75.00)
Weighs only 9 lbs

V-LCD17-TV

Best viewing angle in the Industry -170°
in any direction

17.0"

1280 x 1024 x RGB
(250)

1

1

1

1

16.96" x
14.29" x
2.16"

Software driven 16:9 to 4:3 switch
HD Ready: will accept 1080i or 720p with
N

V-LCD20

20.1"

640 x 480 x RGB
(450)

1

1

1

1

20.08" x
18.90" x
2.36"

optional HD/SVGA converter

$2059.00

VESA 75mm mount compliant
NTSC/PAL switchable
Optional Ceiling Mount ($75.00)
Optional Wall Mount ($75.00)
Weighs only 12.95 lbs

N

Ultra bright 450 cd/m2 luminance
Highest contrast ratio 400:1
Full function remote control
NTSC/PAL switchable
VESA 75mm mount compliant
Weighs only 17.95 lbs

$2799.00

Monitors

High

Definition
V-R7OP-HDA

High Resolution 7 -inch wide screen
800xRGBx480 Dots with 1.2 million pixels

7"
wide

Optical grade polycarbonate screen cover

800 x 480 x RGB
(380)

1.2 TFT

7.60" x
5.16" x
2.16"

Y 100% digital processing

7.60" x
5.16" x
2.16"

Y

$1599.00

Analog signals converted to 10 bit digital
"V" Mount battery adapter included
Bright 380 cd/m2 luminance
4:3 and 16:9 screen aspect ratios

V-R7OP-HDSDI
7"
wide

800 x 480 x ROB
(380)

1

1.2 TFT

V-1=1134013-HDA
8.4"

800 x 600 x RGB
(500)

1

1

1

1

1

1.44 TFT

9" x
6.875" x
2.5"

"V" Mount battery adapter included
High Resolution 7 -inch wide screen
800xRaix480 Dots with 1.2 million pixels
Optical grade polycarbonate screen cover
100% digital processing
Analog signals converted to 10 bit digital
Bright 380 cd/m2 luminance

$1999.00

1.44 million TFT-MegaPixel/8.4 inch screens
Optical grade polycarbonate screen cover
Accepts all analog HD/SD formats/frame rates
Hyper Process plus Match Color Conversion 61999.00

50,000 hour backlight half life
500 (cd/m2) brightness modification
Includes V -Mount Battery Adapter/ 4 Pin
XLR Pwr
On Screen Display (OSD) and Blue "Gun"

V-P840P-HOSDI
8.4"

800 x 600 x RGB
(500)

1.4.4 TFT

x

6.875" x
2.5"

1.44 million TFT-MegaPixe1/8.4 Inch screens
Optical grade polycarbonate screen cover
100% digital processing of HDSDVSDI

Y Hyper Process plus Match Color Conversion $2099.00
50,000 hour backlight half life
500 (cd/m2) brightness modification
Includes V -Mount Battery Adapter / 4 Pin
XLR Pwr
On Screen Display (OSD) and "Blue Gun"

Marshall Electronics

Monitors

High

Definition
V-R84DP-HD

1.44 million TFT-MegaPbtel/8.4 inch screens
Optical grade polycarbonate screen cover
Accep,:s all HD/SD formats/frame rates

8.4"

800 x 600 x RGB
(500)

1

1

1

1

1

1

9" x
6.875" x

Y

50,000 hour backlight half life
500 (cd/m2) brightness modification
Includes V -Mount Battery Adapter / 4 Pin
XLR Pwr
On Screen Display (OSD) and "Blue Gun"

2

11.44 TFT
V -R941 P-AFHD

High Definition 8.4 -inch 2.4 MegaPbcel screen

8.4"

1024 x 768 x RGB
(400)

1

1

1

1

1

1

9" x
6.9" x
2.8"

"V" Mount battery adapter included
Optical grade polycarbonate screen cover
y Bright 400 cd/m2 luminance
400:1 ratio of contrast between black
Blue Gun for color adjustment
Zoom function
4:3 and 16:9 screen aspect ratios

NEW
9"
wide

800 x 480 x ROB
(400)

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

TBD

$3899.00

and white luminance

J

V -R901 DP-AFHO

Hyper Process plus Match Color Conversion $2499.00

gilpl"r;01}1"

High Resolution wide screen 800 x 480 RGB
Dots with 1.15 million pixels
16.7 million colors
Wide viewing angles - 160°-RL , 140° UD
provides superior visibility when the viewer is
$2699.00
not directly in front of the screen
Bright 400 candelas per square meter (cd/m2)
luminance produces enhanced image quality in
varyinc light and viewing conditions
500:1 contrast ratio with response rates less than
23 ms lesults in excellent quality for moving images

16:9 and 4:3 screen aspect ratios for DIV
applications in HD and SD formats

V-R104DP-HDA

1.44 million TFT-MegaPece1/10.4 inch screens

10.4"

800 x 600 x ROB
(600)

1

1

1

1

1

1.44 TFT,

10.25" x
8.5" x
2.5"

Y

OISEEpaDM111

Optical grade polycarbonate screen cover
Accep:s all analog HD/SD formats/frame rates $2199.00
Hyper Process plus Match Color Conversion
50,000 hour backlight half life
600 (rd/m2) brightness modification
Includes V -Mount Battery Adapter / 4 Pin
XLR Pwr

On Screen Display (05D) and "Blue Gun"

V-R104DP-HOSDI
1.44 million TFT-MegaPbre1/10.4 inch screens
Optics I grade polycarbonate screen cover

10.4"

800 x 600 x RGB
(600)

10.25" x
8,5" x
2.5"

1

1.44 TFT

Y

100% digital processing of HDSDVSDI
Hyper Process plus Match Color Conversion $2299.00
50,000 hour backlight half life
600 (cd/m2) brightness modification
Includes V -Mount Battery Adapter / 4 Pin
XLR F'wr

On Screen Display (OSD) and "Blue Gun"

V-R1040P-HD
1.44 million TFT-MegaPixe1/10.4 inch screens
Optical grade polycarbonate screen cover

10.4"

800 x 600 x RGB
(600)

1

1

1

1

1

1

1.44 TFT

10.25" x
6.5" x
2.5"

Y

Accepts all HD/SD formats/frame rates
Hyper Process plus Match Color Conversion

50,000 hour backlight half life
600 (cd/m2) brightness modification
Includes V -Mount Battery Adapter / 4 Pin

$2699.00

XLR Fwr

On Screen Display (05D) and "Blue Gun"

High Resolution wide screen 1024 x 768 RGB
Dots with 2.4 million pixels

V -R1041 DP-AFHD NEW
10.4"

16.7 million colors

1024 x 768 x RGB
(300)

1

1

1

1

1

1

10.25" x

8.5"x

"I'

Wide viewing angles - 160°-RL , 140° UD provides imperial* visibility when the viewer is not
directly in front of the screen.
Bright 300 candelas per square meter (cd/m2) $4499.00
luminance produces enhanced image quality in

varying light and viewing conditions.
700:1 contrast ratio with response rates less
than 23 ms results in excellent quality for

2.5"
-2.eirma13";=.1"Fl"

moving images

4:3 and 16:9 screen aspect ratios for DTV
applications in HD and SD formats

V-R15113P-AFHD

NEW
15"

High Resolution display - 1024 x RGB x
768 cots with 2.4 million pixels

1024 x 768 x RGB
(500)

.,1241TurEmiT

1

1

1

1

1

1

au"

x

111.45" x

1.77"

16.7 million colors
y Wide viewing angle - 150° in all directions

$1999.00

provides excellent off -axis visibility
500 cd/m2 luminance provides enhanced
image quality in a variety of lighting conditions

450:1 contrast ratio with response rates
less than 25 ms result in the smoothest
moticn

www.LCDracks.com 800-800-6608
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Monitors

High

Definition

a
E
LL

V -R201 P-AFHD

NEW

a--

Totally Digital WXGA 1366 x 768 display
Native HD/SD screen formats
(640, 720 lines) in TFT
Pixel -to -Pixel" mode

CRT style viewing radius - 178°

20"
wide

1366 x 768 x RGB
(430)

1

1

1

1

1

18.69" (
12.24"
2.09"

y

in any direction

Bright 430 cd/m2 luminance
500:1 contrast ratio
16:9 and 4:3 screen aspect ratios

$2999.08

All analog signals internally converted to 24 bit
component digital with 5 line adaptive filter
6 Frame Marker Overlays with Center Mark

V-R231P-AFHO

(SkL.X.1114;11L14
23"
wide

1920 x 1200 x RGB
(250)

CM=ii
1920 x 1080

1

1

1

1

HPITH

1

1

20.88" x
15.03"
2.77"

Y

Totally Digital WUGA 6.9 Megapixel
1920 x 1200 display
Native HD/SD screen formats
(640, 720, 1080 vertical lines) in TFT
Pixel -to -Pixel- mode
CRT style viewing radius - 176°
in any direction
Bright 250 cd/m2 luminance

$5999.00

500:1 contrast ratio
16:9 and 4:3 screen aspect ratios

1-1DCP®

All analog signals internally converted to 24 bit
component digital with 5 line adaptive fitter
6 Frame Marker Overlays with Center Mark

High Resolulion wide screen 1366 x 768 RGB Dots

V -R261 P-AFHD §c846Alk

26"

1366 x RGB x 768
(500)

1

1

1

1

1

1

TBD

Y

16.7 million colors
Wide viewing angles - 160° in any direction provides superior visibility when the
viewer is not directly in front of the screen
Bright 500 candelas per square meter
(cd/m2) luminance produces enhanced
image quality in varying light and viewing
conditions
450:1 contrast ratio with response rates
less than 18 ms results in excellent quality
for moving images
16:9 and 4:3:9 screen aspect ratios for
DTV applications in HD and SD formats
6 Frame Marker Overlays with Center Mark
Easy to see three color tally indicators
Adjustment Settings Memory

TBD

High Resoitton wick screen 1366 x 768 RGB Dots

V -R321 P-AFHD

32"
wide

1366 x RGB x 768
(500)

1

1

1

1

1

1

TBD

Y

16.7 million colors
Wide viewing angles - 160° in any direction provides superior visibility when the
viewer is not directly in front of the screen
Bright 500 candelas per square meter
(cd/m2) luminance produces enhanced
image quality in varying light and viewing
conditions
450:1 contrast ratio with response rates
less than 18 ms results in excellent quality
for moving images
16:9 and 4:3:9 screen aspect ratios for
DTV applications in HD and SD formats
6 Frame Marker Overlays with Center Mark
Easy to see three color tally indicators
Adjustment Settings Memory

TBD

Figih Resoiution Ate screen 1366 x 768 RGB Dots

V -R371 P-AFHD

COMINGSOON

16.7 million colors
Wide viewing angles - 160° in any direc
tion provides superior visibility when the
viewer is not directly in front of the screen

37"
wide

20

1366 x RGB x 768
(500)

1

1

1

1

1

1

Marshall Electronics

TBD

Y

Bright 500 candelas per square meter
(cd/m2) luminance produces enhanced
image quality in varying light and viewing
conditions
450:1 contrast ratio with response rates
less than 18 ms results in excellent quality
for moving images
16:9 and 4:3:9 screen aspect ratios for
DIV applications in HD and SD formats
6 Frame Marker Overlays with Center Mark
Easy to see three color tally indicators
Adjustment Settings Memory

TBD

6.5" and 7" Stand Alone Monitor Kits
A range of pre-packaged kits for
6.5" and 7.0" stand-alone monitors are available. Each kit includes

Part Number

Including
VR65P-H13

RGB-5HD15-6

V-R65P-HD-K1

V-CC1

V-PS12-3.3

options that make these monitors

V-HWP-K

even more portable. Every kit is

V-R65P-HD-K1

provided at a discounted package
price and no substitution of components is allowed. All of the kits

V-R65P-HD-K2

include components required for
portable operation and include a
durable carry case, analog com-

V-R65P-HD-K3

V -PAC -D

V-PAC-XLR

Description

1

Analog Video Break -Out Cable
Carrying Case
A.G. Power Supply
Cleaning Wipe

1

V -R65 -BA

IDX-E505

V-R65P-HD-K4

V-R65P-HD-K2
IDX-VL-2Plus

1

Anton Bauer Gold Power Adapter
4 pin XLR Power Adapter
Viewing Hood

1
1

power supply and cleaning wipes. A variety of kits are available with
batteries, charger, sun hood, plus Anton Bauer Gold and four pin D.C.
power adapter cables. Tough, rugged and lightweight, the carry case
provides the safest transportable environment for your monitor. Each
case is manufactured with a proprietary HPX- high performance resin,

V -R70 -K1

V-PS12-3.3
V-HWP-K
V -R70 -K1

V -R70 -K2

V -PAC -D

V-PAC-XLR

V-H700P

and features secure Press & Pull latches, automatic pressure relief valve
and a durable soft -grip handle. This is the most comfortable, toughest

V -R70 -K3

case available. Airtight, watertight, dent & shatter -resistant, our carry
case is made to defy the elements.

V -R70 -K4

V -R70 -K2
IDX-E505
V -R70 -K3
IDX-VL-2Flus

3999.00

1
1

see above

V Mount Battery Adapter
Battery

1

4399.00

1

see above
2 Channel Sequential Charger

1

4999.00

1

ponent breakout cable, A.C. stand alone
V-CC7

3899.00

1

10

V-H700P
V-R65P-HD-K2

Price

Oty

6,5" HD monitor

Carrying Case
A.C. Power Supply
Cleaning Wipe

1

249.95*

1

10

see above
Anton Bauer Gold Power Adapter
4 pin XLR Power Adapter
Viewing Hood

1
1

449.95*
1

1

see above
Battery

1

see above
2 Channel Sequential Charger

1

649.95*

1

1

1185.00*

* Only when purchase with 7" LCD monitor

Accessories for Stand Alone / Video Assist Monitors )
V-H7M Price: $99.95

V-CCI, V-CC7

V -H900 Price: $129.00
V-H'1OM Price: $129.00

Airtight, watertight, dent & shatter resistant, carry case for V-R65P-HD.
Price: $199.00

Sun Hood for 7", 8.4", 10.4"
monitors. Use for viewing in
bright lighting or outdoors.

V -LCD -MT -01
Camera Hot Shoe Mount.

V -ABA -01

Attaches monitor to camera.

V -Mount to Anton Bauer Adapter.

Price: $24.95

Use to power Marshall Electronics monitors that have V -Mount plate with Anton
Bauer Gold Mount battery.

V-NIF110
V-DG110

Price: $122.00
Price: $132.00

V-MG1104 Price: $162.00

Price: $199.00

Articulating arms provide a flexible
way to mount a monitor onto your
camera. Supports monitors up to 10".

V-DV-PWR I

V-LCD4-ST

Use the DV -Power pack with Marshall
Electronics line of Stand Alone monitors.
This product is the perfect solution for
users of DV and HDV Camcorders.

Plastic desktop stand.
Supports 4"-7" monitors.
Price: $39.95

Price: 5299.00

VP -0149 -SF -A
Fixed Stand

Price: $45.00

Fixed stand for V-R151DP-AFHD.

VP-171AFHO-SF-01

s(o

V -R1313 -13A

Price: $45.00

Mount for IDX Batteries.
Attaches to V-R65P-HD monitor.

Fixed stand for V-R171P-AFHD.

VP -0172 -9F -A

Price: $150.00

Price: $56.00
VESA Stand

Fixed stand for V-R201P-AFHD.

VP-LCD171H-ST-01
Price: $229.00

V-LCD70TIVIB-02

VESA stand with pivot and tilt.

Set of 3 Tripod Mount Brackets with screws.
Fits all single screen 7.0", 8.4", 10.4" and V-R65P-

V-PAC-D-XLR

HD monitors. Mounting plate can be installed to
any side of monitor enclosure. Compatible with
most 1/4-20 threaded mounting devices.
Price: $29.95

Power Adapter Cable.
4 -pin XLR-F to Anton Bauer
PowerTap

V-HWP-K

V-PAC-XLR

Package of 10 non-toxic, anti -static,
alcohol and ammonia free cleaning
wipes for LCD displays.

Power Adapter Cable.
2 -pin twist -lock to 4 -pin XLR-M

Price: $60.00

Price: $60.00

Price: $9.95

www.LCDracks.com 800-800-6608
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Distribution Amplifiers
In

IVID-0114
1 Composite

1 Composite

Features

Out

4 Composite

4 Composite

Use in short cable run and desktop/
multimedia applications
Self terminating 750 BNC input
750 BNC outputs (4)
Power indicator on front panel
All connections in rear of module
Install in rack or use on the desktop
Convenient front panel adjustments of gain
and high frequency equalization
Adjustments to compensate for cable
runs up to 1000'
Self terminating 750 BNC input

Price

$89.95

$159.95

750 BNC outputs (4)
All connections in rear of module
Install in rack or use on the desktop

1 Composite

4 Composite

Signal Bandwidth up to 300Mhz
Use 3 modules for Y-Pr-Pb applications
Self terminating 750 BNC input

$179.95

750 BNC outputs (4)
All connections in rear of module
Install in rack or use on the desktop

1 Component/

4 Component/

RGBHV

RGBHV

1 Component/

4 Component/

t

Signal Bandwidth up to 350Mhz
Multiple applications
HD -15 Input Connection self terminating 750
2 HD -15 Output Connections
All connections in rear of module
Install in wall or use on the desktop

$159.95

1V10-0514
RGBHV

RGBHV

BD -0314

1 SDI

4 SDI

BO -0914-0

1 HDSDI/SDI

4 HDSDVSDI

Signal Bandwidth up to 350Mhz
Multiple applications
HD -15 Input Connection self terminating 750
4 HD -15 Output Connections
All connections in rear of module
Install in rack or use on the desktop

Use for distribution of SDI signals 143Mbs to 540Mbs
Self terminating 750 BNC SDI input
4 reclocked and equalized BNC SDI Outputs
Power indicator on front panel
All connections in rear of module
Install in rack or use on the desktop
Can also be used as a signal repeater
Includes power supply
Use for distribution of HDSDI or SDI signals
143Mb/s to 1.5Gb/s
Self terminating 750 BNC SDI input
with adaptive equalization
4 buffered and reclocked BNC HDSDI or SDI Outputs
Power indicator on front panel
All connections in rear of module

Price: $95.00
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$179.95

$299.00

$699.00

Price: $95.00

CV-CRM2

CV-CRM3

Single RU Conversion and D/A Module Bracket

Single RU Conversion and D/A Module Bracket

Single RU (1.75" tall) Conversion and Distribution 2 Module Bracket. Two
Marshall Electronics 7.75" wide or one 7.75" plus one 4.75" wide conversion or distribution modules can be securely installed into a standard EIA
19" rack with the V-CRM2 mounting bracket. Every V-CRM2 includes one
blank panel and one 4.75" adapter for a clean cosmetic appearance.

Single RU (1.75" tall) Conversion and Distribution 3 Module Bracket. Up to
three Marshall Electronics 4.75" wide conversion or distribution modules
can be securely installed into a standard EIA 19" rack with the V-CRM3
mounting bracket. Every V-CRM3 includes two blank panels for a clean
cosmetic appearance.

Marshall Electronics

Converters
In

Out

Features

Price

Compact design can be irstalled on tie tabletop, wall mounted or

4 S -Video

4 Composite

placed into a standard 19' EIA rack L sing the optional
V-CRM2 rack kit
Full bandwidth conversion of S -Video (Y/C) chrominance and
luminance components tc composite video
Four channels of conversion in each NC -0201-4. This is a
perfect fit for use of S-Viceo signals Nith the Marshall Electronics
4 screen monitor set mocel V-R44P
Low Power consumption less than
watt
Operates from 6 Volt DC
S -Video signal loops out for use with downstream equipment like
switcher, vision mixer, or VCR

$189.95

Converts component serial digital signal to analog composite and Y/C

Active loop through for SDI signal w'th reclocking
1 SDI

1 SDI
1 S -Video

2 Composite

Simultaneous outputs for 2 video and 1Y/C (S -video)
PAL/NTSC auto detection with led indicator

$289.00

Pedestal on/off selection for NTSC signals

10 -bit processing with two-times over sampling
Supports closed captioning
Includes color bar generator

Converts component serial digital signal to analog composite and Y/C

1 SDI

1 SDI
1 S -Video

2 Composite

Active loop through for SDI signal with re -clocking
Simultaneous outputs for 2 composite video and 1 Y/C (S -video)
PAUNTSC auto detection with led indicator

$379.00

Pedestal on/off selection for NTSC signals
10 -bit digital encoding with 4x over sampling

Supports closed captioning
Includes Color Bar Generator and Power Supply

Converts Composite Video or Y/C to Digital Component (SDI)

Illuminated power and input signal i idicators

1 Composite

1 SDI

1 S -Video

Adaptive filtering removes NTSC interlace artifacts
2x over sampling for true color reproduction

$495.00

10 Bit analog to digital conversion
8 -bit qauntization of output signal
Supports closed captioning

Converts Component, Composite Video or Y/C to Digital
Component (SDI)

Illuminated power and input signal indicators

1 Composite

1 SDI

NTSC or PAL operation with automatic detection

$575.00

Adaptive filtering removes NTSC interlace artifacts

1 S -Video

2 x over sampling for true color reproduction
12 Bit analog to digital conversion
10 -bit qauntization of output signal

1 Component

Supports closed captioning

1 Component
or

2 HDSDI/SDI

1 S -Video
Or

1 Composite

Converts Analog High Definition
(SMPTE-260/274/296M) to Digital (HDSDI)
Converts Analog Composite (PAUNTSC)
to Digital (SDI SMPTE-259M)
Converts Y/C (S -Video) to Digital (SDI)
End to end 10bit processing
2x over sampling of Composite and Y/C signals

$1995.00

Adaptive comb filter for noise reduct on on composite and Y/C signals

1 HDSDI

1 HDSDVSDI

Or

1 Component

1 SDI

MC -0105
1 Composite
1 S -Video
1 VGA

1 VGA

Converts HDSDI to Analog High Definition YPrPb
Converts SDI to Analog Composite (PAL/NTSC)
Converts SDI to Y/C (S -Video)
Converts SDI to Analog Component RGB/Y, R -Y, B-Y/YUV
PAUNTSC auto detection with led indicator
Active loop through for SDI signal with re -clocking
Automatic detection range of 142Mb/s to 1.485Gb/s
Automatic Compensation of SDI input for cable length up to 1000'
10 -bit processing with 4x over sampling

NTSC or PAL operator with automatic detection
Illuminated power and input signa indicators
Converts Composite V deo or Y/C ( Svideo ) to VGA ( RGBHV )
for display on projectors or data screens
Transforms interlaced 525/625 irrages to Progressive Scan
Adaptive filtering removes NTSC i iterlace artifacts
2x over sampling for true color re iroduction.
VGA output processed as 4:4:4/RGB

$999.00

$249.00

Automatically scales NTSC input to 640x480 RGB Pixel screen format
Automatically scales 525 input to 738x576 RGB Pixel screen format

Automatic Gamma correction. Au omatic color space conversion
Seamless switching between VGA and composite or Y/C inputs

www.LCDracks.com 800-800-6608
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Accessories
Cv-R70-1 mp Price: $85.00

v-RE14DP-11V1 V -R104 -11V1) Price: $99.00/S129.00

Rack mount adapter kit for all V-R7ODP models.
The V -R70 -1M can be used to mount any of our 7 -inch portables into
a standard 19 -inch EIA rack. Two monitors can be installed or a single
monitor with a blank insert that is included.

Rack mount adapter kit for all V-R114DPN-R104DP models.
A single V-R84DPN-R104DP model with 8.4/10.4 Inch screen can be
installed into a standard 19 -inch EIA rack with this kit.

RGB-51-ID15-X

(v-csi)
Price: $19.95

*Pi

RGB-5HD15-6

6ft

$34.95

RGB-5HD15-10

1(1ft

$39.95

RGB-5HD15-15

15ft

$59.95

RGB-5H015-25

25ft

$68.50

BNC Breakout Cables
Our RGB-HD-15-X cables are available
in 6, 10, 15 and 25 foot lengths and are

used to transform individual signals,

Converters and D/A Base Holder for desktop use
For desktop applications like editing and graphics, use the V-CB1 stand
to reduce the footprint of the conversion or distribution module. The
V-CB1 stand provides a sturdy base with a secure attachement to the
module while reducing the desk space to under 4 square inches.

V-BG-P-MS)V-B13-PCB-MS

such as RGBHV from BNC connections
to a Female DB/HD-15 connector.
,..,

v -Psi 2-5V-1

..111141ipi
Part No

Price: $249.00

Price: $199.00

Color Bar Generator NTSC/PAL (Handheld and PCB)
Use the V-BG-P-MS portable color bar generator in the field or on the
desctop. This dual model runs on a standard 9VDC battery or optional
external power supply, and is used to generate a full field color bar test
pattern as a composite video signal for PAL or NTSC Systems.

....-....i..=..9-9-m.....

4, ikia

V-PS12-500 / V-PS12-1000

V-PS6-1.2A

Descriition

Price

V-PS6-1.2A

6VDC (3.3A) PtS w/ twist -lock connector

$39.95

V-PS9-3.3A

9VDC (3.3A) Power Supply w/ twist -lock connector

$79.95

V-PS9-3.3

9VDC (3.3A) Pcwer Supply w/ coax plug

$79.95

V-PS12-500

12VDC (500mP) regulated Power Supply w/ coax plug

$16.00

V-PS12-1000

12VDC (1A) reculated Power Supply w/ coax plug

$24.95

V-PS12-5V-XLR

12VDC (5A) P/S w/ 4 -pin XLR connector

$89.95

V-PS12-5V

12VDC (5A) w/coax plug

$89.00

V-PS12-5V-1

12VDC (5A) P/S w/ twist -lock connector

$89.95

V-PS12-6.6A

12VDC (6.6A) F/S w/ twist -lock connector

$99.95

COMING SOON
AV -E140 / AV -1040
Pedestal Microphone with 8. 4710.4" TFT-MegaPixel Monitor
Desktop or recessed installation
Precision gooseneck microphone
High Resolution 8.4/10.4" screen

Microphone PTT/PTM/On/Off
Remote control RS -232, GPI

Display tilts to store/view
Internal Speaker plus Audio Jack

500 (c.:d/mz) brightness

100% Digital Processing
5 Year/50,000 Hour Backlight
Accepts VGA, SVGA, and XGA
plus composite and S -Video

Wide viewing radius - 130°

GPI Input output

500:1 contrast ratio
Excellent quality moving images
4:3 and 16:9 screen aspect ratios
Security enclosure locks microphone
and local adjustments
Lighted Controls

Use our TFT-MegaPixel" AV-840/AV-1040 as a direct replacement for podium microphones and
benefit from the extra versatility of the integrated computer and AudioNideo monitor. The gooseneck microphone is manufactured by our renowned MXL division and delivers maximum clarity
while the video/computer display expands the applications where a podium microphone is
required. The system can be operated locally or via remote control RS -232 and GPI, plus
there are General Purpose Outputs to provide interface to projectors, screens, lights, etc.
A Universal voltage DC Power supply is also included for the system with phantom power.

Price: TBD

Marshall Electronics
Toll Free: 800-800-6608 Direct: 310-333-0606 Fax: 310-333-0688 www.LCDracks.com

While copper -based cables have been
1000ft to can -y HD signals, fiber cables
Typical broadcast applications for fiber sports venues used for the Olympic Ga
golf tournaments and Major League Ba
the St. Louis Cardinals' new Busch Stad

SPECIAL REPORT

Fiberize your
broadcast

facility
BY STFVF I AMPFN BOR SFFiFSTO AND KIP COATES

In reality, there is no such word
as fiberize. But since the introduction of fiber-optic cables in
the 1970s, every year has been
proclaimed the year that broadcasters
would go fiber. When the move to HD
started in the 1990s, the industry once
again heard the fiber's siren song. But
few went that route. Virtually all signal -carrying media in the broadcast
arena is still copper -based cables. So
what happened?

Broadcast engineers are a savvy lot. They do not jump on a new
technology simply because it's there,
as consumers often do. Before adopting a new way of doing things, broadcast engineers want to know that the
change will:
simplify their broadcast lives;

reduce the cost of what they are
doing;

allow them to do something they
could not do otherwise; and

One growing trend
in the broadcast industry
is the use of tactical fiber-optic
cables to replace standard SMPTE or
triax cables for remote field applications.

These cables are not only lighter in
weight than traditional cabling, but
also smaller in size.
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improve the performance of their
systems.

When HD appeared on the scene,
manufacturers developed copper
cables that offered improved designs,
improved materials and, most impor-

copper cables, specifically 10GBASE-

T using Cat 6a. But, like all category
cables, this is limited to 100m (328ft),

and many proposed cables cannot
even go that far. With 10GB, you
could run six HD bit streams - if

norm for traditional networking applications, single -mode fiber is the
choice for the majority of broadcast
applications.

Price point
The cost of fiber can't be beat. Fi-

Fiber also has the lock on bandwidth.
Although 4.5GHz might be
cutting edge for coax,
it's child's play for single -mode fiber.
lonen

tant, performance far beyond what

ber is inexpensive. The cost of the
fiber has never been the stumbling
block. It is the cost of conversion that
has been the problem.

Copper cables can simply attach
from output to input, with no conversion or other boxes required. This
makes copper cheaper, easier to install, and arguably, more reliable (at
least with fewer points of failure).

per cables. Today, there are copper

you could get them into an Ethernet
format. We might be approaching or
even equaling the bandwidth of many

digital video cables tested to 4.5GHz

fiber systems with these kinds of cop-

Sound choice

bandwidth, with guaranteed return
loss numbers, designed specifically
for use in SuperHD and other high -

per cables, but fiber still cannot be

One of fiber's benefits is noise immunity. Because fiber cables run optical signals, they are completely im-

bandwidth applications. Some cables,
such as RG-11, have been successfully
used up to 1000ft carrying HD signals

their backbones, while still relying on
category cables for horizontal cabling.

was possible with existing classic cop-

beat on distance.

Many studios have added fiber to

While multimode fiber is still the

- even though their recommended
distance is 550ft.

A thousand feet covers a lot of
ground. This leaves a few long -run ap-

plications as fiber territory. Some
examples include voice, data and
video for new stadiums and large

sports venues for the Olympic
Games, golf events and NASCAR,
as well as building -to -building tie

lines, building and studio backbones, and the ability to interface with the phone company
or other carriers.

Fiber also has the lock
on bandwidth. Although
4.5GHz might be cutting
edge for coax, it's child's play for single -mode fiber. In fact, the only limitation on single -mode cabling is how

much you are willing to spend on

mune from RFI, EMI or any other
electromagnetic source of interference. This means you could install
fiber-optic cable on your broadcast
antenna, and it would work fine. I'm
not sure why anyone would want to
do that, but if you had an application
for it, you could.

The only problem

is

that the

source and destination boxes do not
use optical signals inside and lack
any immunity to electromagnetic
interference. So, until we have devices that manipulate (i.e. amplify) the signal optically, we will be
stuck with electronic boxes and
optical conversion in and out.
Where's my optical transistor?

Along the same lines, a fiber
cable, if it is fiber only (i.e. does

not contain any metal), can be
lightning -proof as well.

Fiber moves in

the boxes. (There are even commerBroadcast antennas aside, there
cial drivers up to 100GHz.) For those
are some places and reasons for
wanting to stay with lower -cost
fiber's use, and it is slowly
components, high -bandwidth
and inexorably moving into
(2GHz to 4GHz) 50um multi - An advantage of tactical fiber cabling for field the broadcast realm. Permode fiber is also an option for applications is that it can be rolled off the reel and haps one reason is because
deployed effectively on -site over extended distances
links up to 550m (1804ft).
from 1km (0.6mi) to 2km (1.2mi). And because the all these signals are now
Meanwhile, we have the ad- cables are built to military standards, they can stand up digital video and audio. In
vent of 10GigE networking on to repeated redeployment and outdoor environments. other words, they are data.
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FOR.

3

0

INNOVATIONS IN VIDEO

and AUDIO TECHNOLOGY

0

Unsurpassed HD Frame Rate Converter
with Vector Motion Compensation and Scene Cut Detection

rt

FRC-7000 HD Frame Rate Converter

NEW

Frame Rate Conversion provides the ability to change between a variety of different native

z

frame rates. This is done by tracking the vector motion of each group of pixels, then
crafting a whole new set of frames at the new rate. FOR -A's years of experience in digital
video processiig experience have made us the leader

www.for-a.com

this rew HD technology.

Support for conversion between various HD formats:

- 1080/60i, 59.94i, 50i,
- 720/59.94p, 50p

Head Office (Japan)

Tel: +81 (0)3-3446-3936

USA Western (CA):

Tel +1 714-894-3311

USA Eastern & Midwest (NY): Tel +1 212-861-2758

USA SoLthern (FL):

Tel: +1 352-371-1505

- Optional support formats: 1080/30p, 30psf, 29.97p, 29.97psf, 25p, 25psf,

24p, 24psf, 23.98p, and 23.98psf
Vector Motion Compensated HD Frame Rate Conversion

Automatic Scene Cut Detection
Smooth Conversion of Crawling and Scrolling Titles

Latin America & Caribbean (FL): Tel +1 305-931-1700

Process Control
CANADA (Toronto)

Tel +1 416-977-0343

UK (Lon ion)

Tel +44 (0)20-8391-7979

ITALY (Milan)

Tel +39 02-254-3635/6

Optional Audio Multiplexer/Demultiplexer Support

KOREA Seoul)

Tel: +82 (0)2-2637-0761

Optional Dolby E Encoder/Decoder Also Available

Tri-level Sync and BB for Genlock

Embedded Audio Support

Dolby is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories.

See us at NAB
Booth # C4234
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Many HD mobile production studios, such as the Dome Productions truck shown here, carry reels of tactical fiber to roll out to
remote sites, whether across a golf course, on a professional football field or through the streets of Times Square for a special
event in New York City.

Fiber and data have had a long and ever, can be problematic, especially
fruitful marriage, so there is a lot of when used in a remote truck or van.
engineering expertise - and fiber
Here's why: When a single -mode

products - to play with your data

fiber breaks, you can't simply get out

(video or otherwise).
Digital signals are different from
traditional analog signals. They can
be shipped, manipulated, stored,
transmitted, reassembled and used as

a razor blade and a couple of tools
and fix it the way you could repair
triax in the analog world. Therefore,

The SMPTE 311M standard

you will have to carry extra fiber-

SMPTE has a standard for fiber-optic camera cable called SMPTE 311M.

optic camera cables in your truck in
case one of them fails. And any truck

This cable contains both fiber and
copper elements and is the standard

weight savings you may have realized
because of these low -weight cables is
now gone.

for HD cameras. These cables, how-
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When broadcasters looked at triax

to carry digital signals, they found
that it works fine for SDI (270Mb/s

When a single -mode fiber breaks, you
can't simply get out a razor blade and
a couple of tools and fix it the way you
could repair triax in the analog world.

a data bit stream - and then turned
back into video whenever convenient.
And that convenient point might just
be the consumer plasma screen on the
living room wall.

The trouble with triax

broadcastengineering.com March 2007

at 135MHz) but was difficult for HD
(1.485Gb/s at 750MHz). And when
some users said they wanted to go a

minimum of 1000m (3280ft), there
was no way any triax could do that
with HD. So that was the end of triax.
You might disagree, saying there are
many cameras running HD down triax. However, if you read the fine print,

_LL) _FILLET" _11.01J flEiff__-5-

sting High Pe

IIMMINCE° at the Speed of Light
Fully Integrated Fiber Solutions
SECURITY
We maintain an outstanding reputation with our customers
as being the leader in fiber routing and distribution consistently
delivering tangible value with low total cost of ownership.

FREEDOM
Cheetah fiber brings bandwidth freedom, immunity
from signal interference, safe aid secure signal integrity to
your high performance routing and signal processing needs.
ROUTING SWITCHER FRA
FROM 4RU UP TO 41RU

SOLUTIONS
Cheetah fiber producs are extremely scalable, including base SFP
multi -node or single -mode fiber, and more sophisticated Cheetah V16
CWDM with 16 channels of ft II uncomgressed HD -SDI over one
single -mode fiber line.
We pioneered the concept of DVI rout ng with our Cheetah V5 Extenders
and now have more flan 1506 connections worldwide.

SYSTEMS BUILD FROM 64X64
UP TO 1024X1024
SUPPORTS SINGLE -MODE, MULTIMODE,
CWDM AND DVI FIBER DISTRIBUTION

\111PIP''

uStream

4,00,4i1M1112%.,

-"arbnrir4Wyoutl'-

PESA

FORTEL DTV

24 Woodtine Ave Suite 16 Northport, NY, USA 11768
Tel: +1(631) 912-1301

Fax: +1 (631) 912-1302

Toll Free USA: 800-328-1008
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you will learn that it is not true digital
HD down triax. It is converted to wide band analog video and is then convert-

ed back to digital HD at the receiving
end. Because the transmission over the
triax is analog, it is more susceptible to

EMI (noise), which, when converted
back to digital, can potentially produce
artifacts in the video image.

and can be used for extended distances,
such as 11(m (0.6mi) to 21(m (1.2mi).

Because tactical fiber-optic cables
are based on military standards, they
can easily withstand constant redeployments, as well as the abuse often associated with cables strung out
over a golf course for a week or in the
streets of New York City. Additionally,

HD signals down fancy new RG-11
triax of the same construction, 1000ft
would cover a lot of ground. It would
certainly cover all the studio installs
and might even cover many small and
midsized sports venues. And, if this
cable broke, you could repair it on the
spot. All we have to do then is convince

the camera manufacturers that HD on

triax would work for a multitude of

Based on military standards, tactical
fiber-optic cables can easily withstand ...
the abuse often associated with cables
strung out over a golf course for a week.
The tactical response
One increasingly popular option is
the use of tactical fiber-optic cables,

which replace standard SMPTE or
triax cables for remote applications.
These cables are not only lighter than
traditional cabling but are also smaller

installations and ask them to offer that
as an option on their HD cameras. BE
Steve Lampen is multimedia technology
manager, Bob Sebesto is fiber optics
business development manager, and
Kip Coates is entertainment products
marketing manager for Belden.

with some of the new field installable
connectors, such as Optimax, broad-

casters can repair broken fibers in
minutes rather than hours.
At the beginning of this article, we
discussed how we could take HD signals up to 1000ft of RG-11. If we ran

INFRASTRUCTUREONESTOP
at www.broadcastengineerin .com
For more news and articles on
infrastructure, visit our Web site
and click on the Infrastructure
link at the top of the page

www.say.tv

New range of
HD modular products
Audio Video Switcher
HD A/B Easy Mixer

HD Logo Generator

HD Digital Keyer

NAB 2001 Booth #N3713
31, rue Bouret 75019 Paris/France - Tel : +33 1 53 38 22 00 - Fax : +33 1 42 40 47 80 - mail : sales@sav-broadcast.com
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The

New Broadcast Standard
.si\\4,,

Superior (obi( Management

11

Wide variety of F1t and dale cable
management products, induding
riser bases for ra sed floor systems

ANI

Power Distrib Jtion Solutions

Extensive selection includes configurable

/X) low -profile power st ips

VRK Series
Broadcast Rack Systems

US

Fr Ily welded cabinets

LISTED

sc pport 2,500 lbs. of

Essential Code Compl ancy

equipment and cable

NO EXTEA CHARG

For 27 years, integrators have consistently called on Middle Atlantic
Products for professional racking solutions. With racks a -id accessories
engineered to save time and ensure reliable installations, we provide
a complete line of products for an effective integrated system. Our
commitment to excellence extends beyond our innovative products
to providing service and support that exceed your expec-ations.

Call us at 800-266-7225 to plan
your next broadcast installation

Middle Atlantic Products, Inc.

INTEGRATED

Request

our 2006
Broadcast
Brochure

I
architectural

thermal

cable

SOLUTIONS

power

800-266-7225

I

middleatlantic.com

info@middleatlantic.com
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122
EXCELLENCE AWARDS
The 6th annual award winners announced
FASTTRACK
Find the vendors that interest you

142

14
EXHIBIT HALL MAP
A detailed map to help you navigate

176
DTV MARKETPLACE
A showcase of this year's hottest products
The NAB show always serves

as a place for broadcasters

worldwide to gather and
learn more about their _ndustry. Not only does it provide the
opportunity to see tomorrow's technology today, but also it offers attend-

ees the chance to have questions answered on the technology and poli:y.

for a wide range of lew technologies.
You'll save time and not get lost if you
use our map and FASTtrack guide to
plan your ro ate through the maze of
booths.
Our Exhibit Hall Map with a page referenced index of broadcast vendors
will help you pinpcint your destina-

tion among the huldreds of booths

Every year, the Broadcast Engineering staff provides a guide full of comprehensive coverage to help you make

and new products.

the most of this chaotic event. First,
we announce the winners of our sixth

dors are divided by product catego-

annual Engineering Excellence Awards
competition. We'll recognize these facilities at NAB for their achievement in
each of nine categories.

And our FASTt7ack section will
make navigating NAB a breeze. Venries and they_ listed geographically for
easy reference.
Finally,

our DTV Marketplace

showcases this year's hottest products.
Browse 28 pages of product descrip-

Next, at NAB2007, vendors from
around the world will be displaying
new solutions and updated favorites,

tions and photos to build your ultimate shopp_ng list Whatever you're
looking for, we'll help you find it at

giving broadcasters the chance to shop

NAB.
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The BroadcastEngineering sixth annual

ExcellenceAwards
This year's Broadcast
Engineering Excellence
awards totaled 50
entries, which exceeded
last year's total of 42.
In addition, the contest
pages posted on our Web
site generated more than
23,000 page views!

The winning entries
were selected based on
the votes received from
our readers on the Web
site. Twenty lucky voters
were selected at random
to receive a Broadcast
Engineering T-shirt.
T-shirts will be mailed by
April 1.

Congratulations to all of
the entrants in this year's
contest. You represent
the highest quality in
television, production
and network technology.
To see firsthand the
equipment and solutions
used by these leading
facilities, visit the NAB
booths of the vendors
described in the stories.
For directions to each
vendor's booth, see our
map, which begins on
page 145.

Chosen from 50 cutting -edge facilities
by our readers, the winners and
runners-up are:
New studio technology - station
WINNER: Comcast SportsNet
Mid -Atlantic
Submitted by: Harris
Runner-up: BOOM
Submitted by: TSL

New studio technology

Network automation
WINNER: Scripps Networks
Submitted by: Omneon

134

124

Runner-up: Viacom Networks
Submitted by: The Systems Group

134

124

- network

WINNER: Lifetime
Submitted by: Ascent Media Systems &
Technology Services

126

Runner-up: The Daily Show
Submitted by: NEP Studios/SSL

126

-

126

122

128

Runner-up: Times Square Studios
128
Submitted by: National TeleConsultants

-

nonbroadcast
WINNER: Tribune
Submitted by: The Systems Group

130

Station automation
WINNER: Trinity Broacast Network
Submitted by: TV Magic

132

Runner-up: KGW-TV
Submitted by: Sundance Digital

132
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WINNER: Discovery
138
Submitted by: National TeleConsultants
138

HO

Runner-up: Modeo Mobile TV Network 130
Submitted by: AZCAR
Brad Dick
Editorial Director

Runner-up: Live Shots NY
Submitted by: Media 3

Runner-up: Ascent Media Group
Submitted by: SGI

WINNER: Rainbow Media
Submitted by: Front Porch Digital

New studio technology

136

Post & network production facilities

Runner-up: Rainbow Network
Communications
Submitted by: CEI

New studio technology

Newsroom technology
WINNER: Globo News
Submitted by: TV Globo

if systems
WINNER: KWHY-TV
Submitted by: Grass Valley
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With over three billion dollars in commercial revenue d livered per
year through Florical automation who else would you ft st?
New to AirBossTM: S.M.A.R.T. CentralTM: The System Management And Re rting Tool Center is
the new web based gateway into all parts of the automation system.

Automated Traffic InterfacesTM: Why wait for SMPTE S-22 BXF? Use our ransitional bridge
from traditional traffic interfaces to the new Broadcast Data Exchange.
TimeShifterTM: An innovative time delay feature in the newly designed Air: oss presentation suite.
Parking LotTM: Live production feature in AirBoss presentation suite that al ows the user to drag
and drop server material as needed during live news or sports programming.

352.372.8326

www.florical.com

NAB Booth #SU720

=

FLORI(f1L
SYSTEMS

Comcast SportsNet Mid -Atlantic
Winner of new studio technology
Comcast SportsNet Mid -Atlantic in
Bethesda, MD, is a 24 -hour cable

sports network. Systems integra-

WINNER:
Comcast

- station

the server in SD, edited on Harris NewsFlash
high-res craft and news editors and stored on
NEXIO.

tor Beck Associates helped design,

NewsFlash eliminates the wait for trans-

integrate and install all equipment and con-

fers, dubs or field tapes. NEXIO can play out
NewsFlash clips as soon as they begin copy-

soles in the network's new origination facility,
which is almost double the size of the previous one. The new facility includes a studio, a

ing to disk. Working in conjunction with
Avid iNEWS, content is played back to air

central equipment room with more than 50

SportsNet

Mid -Atlantic

racks, five master control rooms, a production

control room, three post -production editing
rooms, a news content playback room and
nine editing suites.
The facility needed to provide greater flexibility in program distribution, while improving the quality of service to viewers; expand

live production capability and allow for a
New studio technology

- station

Harris

RUNNER-UP:
I I

seamless transition to HD in the near future;
and help Comcast SportsNet go tapeless.
The new system is wideband digital at its
core. Harris' NEXIO server system provides
storage, editing and playout of news content.
The server offers extensive third -party integration and open standards for a high degree
of interoperability.
Servers play out program material in SD
and HD. Program content is brought in via
fiber or satellite and played directly to air or
recorded on SD or HD NEXIO servers for
later playback. News content is also acquired
via satellite or fiber. Material is ingested into

BOOM

I

New studio technology
station

TSL

grator TSL to design and build a new
digital satellite facility. The facility now plays
host to 10 originated channels with commercials and 31 pass -through channels, and has
the capability to expand channel capacity. A
new infrastructure provides a package of 24/7
channels with pay -per -view and interactive
services. It reaches 7.1 million households and
is broadcast in Romanian.

Pebble Beach System's Neptune automation.
The Neptune controls the entire facility and
is

integrated with a SeaChange Broadcast

broadcastengineering.com I March 2007
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devices can communicate with one another
over Ethernet. More than 90 percent of the
communications between devices in the facility is over a TCP/IP network. This eliminated a
great deal of serial cabling, the space required

to support it and the associated hardware.

sersemeirs -R IMMO - -A1111

iiminar.rwasiN v.410011%
4114

Romanian DTH broadcaster Boom
contracted UK -based systems inte-

With a budget of less than $2.5 million,
TSL devised a turnkey solution based on
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using Harris' MOS Playlist Manager. NEXIO
Pilot controls and monitors. HD master control helps produce HD programming.
Networking is key in the new facility. Most

will Wit§,10

14

IIPM

7hP'

Media Library (BML). For other parts of the
workflow, Neptune also acts a mini media as-

set management system and data mover, allowing simple direct media transfers between
the server and a Sony PetaSite S -series data
archive library.

The Neptune enables operators to ingest
media to the server from videotape frame
accurately.

What makes TV One's CORI02° technology so differentP

tOKMIVOKUI (0fif Orallfi
It's simple! CORIO2® is created. manufactured, updated and installed by TV One unlike the comoetitars who use a third -party. predefined chipset.

CORIO2® technology is firmware eased and field upgradeable which means that TV One products have obsolescence insurance
and wi I carry no additional cost.
CORIO2® is not resolution restrictive. A resolution calculator within TV One's Windows Control Panel software lets the user create
new resolutions and add them to the unit's firmware quickly and efficiently. This nakes it a perfect fit for medical, radar. scientific.
digital signage and other applications where the source or display is not a standErd compute, or video device.
CORIC2® technology has an amazingly small signal delay of no more than two viceo fames from input to output providing an obvious acvantage when dealing with lip synch problems often found with competitive products.

CORIO2® is unique to TV One and is featured in all products with "C2- in the front of the numJer.Te find out more on CORIO2®.
visit www.tvone.com or visit TV One's Booth SU7226 at NAB.

co fez(toll free] 800.121.4044 www.tvone.com sales@tvone.com

Lifetime
IVinner of new studio technology

- network

Lifetime's 50,000sq-ft Technical Operations Center at 111 8th Avenue in New

York City is the culmination of many
years of intensive planning, driven by

WINNER:
Lifetime

the vision of an HD -ready facility using complex
digital media systems and applications. The end
result: a virtually tapeless delivery to air workflow
for Lifetime's women's networks on ad -supported basic cable in the United States, as well as new

broadband programming in development for
Lifetimetv.com.

Ascent Media Systems & Technology Services headed a design team that included Life-

II
New studio technology
network

Ascent Media Systems &
Technology Services

time's engineering department as well as the
network's newly formed Digital Media Task
Force, a team comprised of broadcast and IT
engineering experts.
From the outset, plans were in place for a
centrali7pd digital asset management system
and a data center relocation, naturally blending the previously diverse cultures of broadcast

RUNNERS-UP:
I IL

and IT. The biggest design challenges involved

the digital media applications and infrastructure supporting the production systems, vendor development partnerships and interoperability, and change management surrounding
entirely new workflows. Equally critical was the
selection of a media asset management partner.

Following a comprehensive review process,
Venaca's S3 production system was selected to

serve as the core digital media application.

The Daily Show
In just two weeks, the entire cast and crew

New studio technology

- network

of "The Daily Show" moved from NEP
Studio 54 into a new space across town in
New York City from the smaller digs it had oc-

NEP Studios/SSL

cupied since 1998. New construction to prepare the facility and make room for expanded
offices and production space began in January
2005 and spanned six months.
A new Solid State Logic C100 digital audio
console serves as the centerpiece of a retrofitted audio production room. The new version

2 software includes expanded I/O capacity and
TouchPan.

Rainbow Network
CEI

Communications
Rainbow

Network

Communica-

tions is a supplier of SD and HD
program origination and distribution services to the multimedia industry.
With a complex array of live and prerecorded

programming to handle, Rainbow recognized the need for a new generation of live
video multichannel master control rooms. It
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entrusted this challenge to system engineering
firm Communications Engineering Inc. (CEI)
and the Rainbow engineering team.

"To
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Avocent introduces the future of
editing environments.
The NEW Avocent Emerge° ECMS2000U
Digital Workstation Extender.

Now Showing
DVI and USB over IP
Share use of expensive HD audio -video editiig systems
Control ambient noise in the, edit suite

Prevent bootleg media from leaving the edit suite
I Seamless extension of dual -channel CD qua ity aucio

eaSt

V:111336110T

Campubr Mo.

Try the Emerge ECMS2000U
Extender for 30 -Days.
Call Avocent at 800-275-3500 or
954-746-9000, x. 7110
Visit www.avocent.com/broadcast for details.

Visit us at NAB 2007
Booth # SL13016

Avocent.

Avocent, the Avocent logo and Emerge are trademarks or registered trademarks of Avocent Corporation or its affiliates.
All other marks are the property of their respective owners. © 2007 Avocent Corporation.

Rainbow Media
Winner of new studio technology

- HD

VOOM HD Networks, a subsid-

WINNER:

iary of Rainbow Media, provides
movies on five of its 15 channels
throughout the day, which led to
the network finding itself overwhelmed by
the task of managing the HD content storage
playing out nearly 150 HD movies.

VOOM HD's channels include movies,
sports, music, travel, fashion, the arts, car-

Rainbow

toons and news. Each of these HD video files
is about three times the size of equivalent SD
programs. Rainbow Media had established a
data tape -based playout model for SD assets
used by its national networks, but the faster

Media

New studio technology

operation of the data tape drives compared
to the network's server systems resulted in
bottlenecks at the server. The network wanted
to approach HD content management from a
new angle.

- HD

Front Porch Digital

To manage efficient storage of the network's significant library of large HD files,
the network turned to Front Porch Digital's
DIVArchive. The storage system enables interoperability between large digital media
storage devices, video servers, editing systems
and digital media workflow applications, sim-

plifying the process of preserving, managing
and accessing content.
The network had two main objectives: to
ensure that all the VOOM content could easily
be transferred in and out of nearline storage

RUNNER-UP:
III
New studio technology

-HD

faster than real time, and, in the process, to
maximize efficient use of the data tape technology being used.
In order to achieve these objectives, a two-

tier storage layer was incorporated into the
design under the management and control of
DIVArchive. The first tier uses 20TB of Nexsan
ATABeast FC disk storage, and the second tier

uses an ADIC Scalar 10K library with seven
IBM LTO tape drives. The DIVArchive Storage
Plan Manager policy engine controls all of the

network's content throughout its lifecycle and
stores it on the appropriate devices based on
performance and cost.

Times Square

Studios
Converting an existing studio complex
to HD is no small task, especially when

National TeleConsultants

the revision can't interfere with live
daily two-hour network broadcasts originating from the same facility. Such was the challenge for National TeleConsultants' project
team during its significant design upgrade of
core engineering facilities at Times Square Studios in New York City, where "Good Morning
America" (GMA) and other network program-

ming is produced. In order to accommodate
daily production of these shows, SDTV program video was switched live in a temporary
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mobile production trailer parked outside.

The project also included a coordinated
HD/SD redesign of ABC's 66th Street master control facility, where GMA's production,
news ingest, editing, playout and release control room are located. New equipment included up- and downconversion, frame syncs and
HD terminal fiber gear.

Modular Design:
Replace the power cells in your battery when they wear out.

You'll wish everything was modular.

Announcing the IDX ELITE battery with modular dlesign,an industry first.
Replace the power cells in your battery when they wear out. And lower
your operating costs as well. Modular design. Only on the IDX ELITE.

For more information:1-310-891-2800/www.idx.tv1llAB booth number C-5207

Powering Hi-Def

1'D

Tribune
vvinner of new studio
technology
nonbroadcast

-

In fall of 2005, Tribune consolidated its

WINNER:

Washington, D.C., publishing and broadcast bureaus into a single facility on the
seventh floor of the historic Woodward &
Lothrop Building. The Tribune media center
houses bureaus for Tribune Broadcasting and
Tribune newspapers such as the "Los Angeles

Times," the "Chicago Tribune" and "News-

Tribune

day." The Systems Group (TSG) designed and

integrated Tribune Broadcasting's TV news
bureau into the media center.
TSG was charged with updating the bureau

III

to a digital infrastructure, integrating key

New studio technology

- nonbroadcast

The Systems Group

pieces of legacy analog equipment, providing extensive satellite downlink and uplink
capabilities and improving workflow through
server -based nonlinear editing and playback.
A key consideration in equipment selection
and system design was operational simplicity
for the staff.
The Grass Valley DNP platform was chosen

for its integration of desktop editing, ENPS
interface, and server -based recording and
playout with M -Series servers. An SD -SDI
facility router using embedded audio ties the

RUNNER-UP:

II
New studio technology

- nonbroadcast

two dozen sister stations across the country.

An Evertz MVP system provides control
room operators with flexible video monitoring of feeds with 40 video inputs driving
three large DLP screens. A Raritan Paragon
KVM matrix (for 16 users and 64 computers)

connects operators in control rooms, at the
news desk and to resources in the equipment

new digital systems to islands of analog equipment converted with Evertz modular cards.

room.

Two operationally identical control rooms
include Sony DFS-700 switchers and Mackie
24-8 bus mixers to allow the bureau to provide two simultaneous feeds to its more than

dishes ranging in size from 3.6m to 4.9m on
the rooftop. The 4.9m dish is used daily for
uplinks to Tribune stations, including from
Boston, New Orleans and Sacramento, CA.

Vincor installed four steerable satellite

Modeo Mobile
TV Network
Crown Castle International lauched a
mobile TV network, Modeo, using
5MHz nationwide spectrum acquired

AZCAR

from the FCC.
AZCAR provided systems design and tech-

nology integration services. The goal of the
project was to develop a DVB-H-based broadcast center that met the challenge of delivering
high -quality content to mobile devices.
The greatest design challenge was to bring

130

together the latest in traditional broadcast

porting dozens of mobile content channels
and file services.
The facility supports the ingest of many different content types and sources to include both

and next -generation mobile TV technology

linear and nonlinear content sources delivered

into a cohesive, efficient broadcast center sup-

by satellite and IP-based transport services.
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Your Single Source
For Broadcast Solutions
ERI is your single source

for the broadcast industry's
best antennas, filter and
combining systems,
transmission line and RF
components, and towers
and 'tructural products.
Our professional team
of engineers, designers,
fabricators, project managers,

ant instalers take pride in
Broadcast Towert and
Strtictural Products ger.'"

cor_Hbut.ng to your success
by lelivering products and
services to meet all of your
RF and structural needs.

Your Source for HELIAX®

Coaxial Cable and Elliptical
Waveguide System
Components and Installation
Accessories.

UHF a -1d VHF Television

Filter and Combining
Systems

Standar
MACXLine

with Bello

Line and
igid Line

rELECTRONICS RESEARCH, INC.)
Visit Online at www.eriinc COM Call Toll -free at 877 ERI-LINE

Trinity Broadcast Network
Winner of station automation
T. years ago Trinity Broadcast Network (TBN) needed to find a way
to comply with new FCC regula-

WINNER:
Trinity
Broadcast

Network

'HI
Station automation

TV Magic

tions for digital television. TBN also
wanted to use this upgrade to enable affiliate
stations to receive network feeds and insert
local programming and interstitials.
The exceptional size and scale of the project
led the network to seek out help from systems
integrator TV Magic. TV Magic designed an

inexpensive but flexible automated master
control system that supports five DTV channels and allows for unattended operation. TV
Magic also installed that system across all 32
of the network's affiliate stations throughout
the United States. The time frame from design
to installation for the project was 18 months.
For each unique TBN affiliate, a separate

Each system includes a multichannel server
with ingest and playout, branding with squeezeback, a character generator and logo inser-

full -power master control system was de-

system. A customized Sundance Digital Titan

signed, built, tested and configured. TV Magic

automation system enables the unattended

coordinated its field crews with stations to
ensure timely receipt of gear, installation,
cutover and training. TV Magic crews trav-

operation capability desired by TBN. The integrated broadcast system also incorporates
Miranda terminal gear and Imagestore chan-

eled from site to site to install the new systems

nel branding processor, Masstech loggers,
360 Systems or Omneon media servers, and

into each station, often working around obstacles including limited space and ongoing
operations. The systems integrator performed
on -site operator training as part of the install,
and TV Magic engineers provided telephonebased technical support for any operations or
engineering issues at the affiliate stations.

RUNNER-UP:
I

Keywest Technology secondary logo insertion
and EAS systems. The system is housed in two
full-sized APW racks.

TBN stations will continue to do some local ingest and production, as well as develop
remote monitoring capabilities.

KGW-TV

When the automation and serv-

II

Station automation

Sundance Digital

ers are eight years old, no longer
supported by the manufacturer,
and the servers lack the storage capacity for
a growing facility, it's time to explore new options. This was the case for KGW-TV, a Belo
station in Portland, OR.

The station determined that Sundance
Digital Titan automation offered the best
technology and operational flexibility, along

with solid support and a favorable pricing
structure. The decision on a replacement
video server, however, was up -in -the -air until

Grass Valley approached KGW with the opportunity to be the first facility to install its
new K2 series - an advanced IT -based media

132

tion, plus EAS and other FCC compliance
- controlled through a flexible automation
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server and client system designed specifically
to share and reuse digital media assets.

The new Titan and K2s went on -air
smoothly in January 2006, with only the
typical speed bumps associated with training everyone on new gear and user interfaces.

Since then, the system has been extremely
reliable.

Broadcast the best results.
Introducing the all new Scan Do® HD.
DVI Computer Video to HD/SD-SDI Scan Converter
with Genlock Input and Fiber Optic Output.
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When it comes to HD Scan Conversion, there
is only one brand to turn to. The brand that
continues to set the benchmark that all others
are measured.

Features at a glance:
Converts DVI-D (up to 1920x1200) to HD/SD SDI.
Advanced scaling algorithms and 10 bit processing
provide exceptonally clean and accurate broadcast

quality output.
Supports HD SDI resolutions up to 1080i per

The award -winning Scan Do , of course!

SMPTE 292 and SD SDI resolutions per SMPTE 259.

The all new Scan Do- HD converts your high -

Genlock with full phasing control locks HD/SD SDI
output to tri-level sync or black burst.

resolution DVI computer sources into a SMPTE
standard HD or SD -SDI signal for broadcasting on air

or integrating into a professional video production
system. Best of all, Scan Do® HD does not require that
you install any special software or hardware on your
computer. Simply plug it in, set your resolution and
your broadcasting the best results... in HD or SD!

Ethernet port enables control via your facilities
LAN or via the Internet.
Includes fiber optic output (SMPTE 292 and 297)
and two coaxial outputs (SMPTE 292 and 259).

Complete set of Image processing controls
Built-in variable flicker reduction.

What else would you expect from a Scan Do?

Tune in to Scan Do® HD today at scandohd.tv
or call 631-273-0404 for more information.

Zoom & Shrink horizontally and vertically while
maintaining the aspect ratio or set each
independently!
Precisely position your imacie horizontally
and vertically.

S&

CSICommunications

Specialties, Inc.

Quickly store and recall your favorite
configurations through the remote control ports!
Learn more at scandohd.tv

cornmspecial.com
Scan Do, CSI Logo and the triangle designs are trademarks of Communications Specialties, Inc. C2007 All Rights Reserved. Specifications subject to change without notice.

Scripps Networks
Winner of network automation

WINNER:
Scripps

Networks

S

cripps Networks worked with sys-

tems integrator Ascent Media to

transform its broadcast operations
department into a new media logistics division. The company's new IT -based
infrastructure serves as a platform for leveraging its growing asset library across traditional
broadcast channels and emerging platforms
and channels, while also enabling the sharing
of content internally.
The new infrastructure provides a stable
on -air platform for SD channels that were migrated onto the new playout system throughout 2006. It also allowed the network to launch
Food Network HD and HGTV HD. The Food

Network automation

Omneon

RUNNER-UP:

Network HD and HGTV HD programs are
shot at a 16:9 aspect ratio and then ingested to
an Omneon Spectrum media server via Snell
& Wilcox MEMPHIS HD encoders. The encoders ingest the HDTV content, integrating
two of the systems with the servers to encode
all HGTV program material acquired, as well
as HD commercials and promos.
The network uses one 24TB Spectrum media server to support HD ingest and two 12TB
Spectrum systems for redundant playout op-

ity's Avid editing systems. Colossus manages

erations. Under the control of an OmniBus
Colossus automation package, the servers
provide a scalable server platform that will
facilitate the network's future growth and
integration with systems, including the facil-

ingested, Dolby E 5.1 audio is decoded and
re -embedded as discrete tracks, which can be
moved throughout the facility, without intro-

Viacom

archiving of content from the servers via a
Masstech Hierarchical Storage Management
system, to a StorageTek nearline archive. OmniBus OPUS interchange software will enable

data exchanges between automation and a
DAM system yet to be installed.
The MXF-compliant servers allow operators
to intermix SD and HD content while handling
audio tracks independently. As HD material is

ducing delay, and then converted to 5.1 immediately prior to transmission.
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Network automation

The Systems Group
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Viacom Networks has maintained its
Network Operations Center (NOC) in
Hauppauge, NY, for more than 20 years.

In the summer of 2005, to accommodate a
number of expected network launches, Via-

com engineering conceived the Supersuite
concept. The idea was to provide a common
user-friendly design to accommodate all net-

work requirements, allowing for the rapid
launch of a new network within six to eight
weeks of the request from operations. The new
design would support a flexible, standardized

and interchangeable operating paradigm so
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that any operator could command any channel from any workstation under a highly automated control system.

Having worked together on other critical projects, Viacom turned to The Systems
Group to detail the concepts and bring the
plan to life in a short four -month project cycle
timed to launch the first four networks.

25 Years of RF Innovation
vii,

i

'6k

From our very first television exciter built in 1982,
Axcera has led the industry wi4the highest level of
quality, workmanship, and technology. This approach
continues today and our award -winning products are
still backed by the best support in the business, with
an expert support team that is ready to assist you
twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week.
Whatever your transmitter needs may be, Axcera is
here to guide you through, from purchase to final
installation and beyond.

wilxcera
1.800.215.2614 toil free
724.873.8100 phone
web www.axcera.com
email info©axcera.com

the rf experts
Call us today or visit our website,
www.axcera.com for more information.

Visit Us At NAB2007 Booth #C2524

Globo News
Winner of newsroom technology
Globo TV in Brazil faced the chal-

lenge of deciding the best way
to migrate from its tape -based
workflow to a file -based one.

WINNER:
Globo News

I

I

The network chose its 24 -hour news channel,
Globo News, to be the host of an experimental and innovative tapeless implementation.
The main priority for the network was re-

One was designed for the daily operation of
Globo News, and the other system was implemented to be used during the 2006 FIFA
World Cup. The two systems consisted of 14
ingest machines; five low-res editing suites;
one high-res editing suite; 20 desktops for

liability and redundancy to provide uninterrupted programming and to establish ingest
servers with local storage for backups, and
standalone playout servers that could operate
independently of the system. The same play -

Newsroom technology

out servers also had to receive multiple simultaneous streams faster than real time.

TV Globo

file format with jog/shuttle operation, frame
accuracy and allow access to these files while

The system had to use a high -quality, low-res

recording. It had to be flexible to support multiple file formats and all AV effects. It needed an

integrated logging system for news and sports
programs to allow collaborative work between
the archive and news production teams. It also
needed to be able to keep the original bit stream
of the video from ingest to playout, except on
the segments where effects were applied, to avoid
cascading compression and decompression processes. Finally, the system needed to completely
integrate with Sony XDCAM.

Based on these concepts, two independent,
yet

RUNNER-UP:

integrated, systems were implemented.

browsing low-res materials, with the capacity
to export them directly to the playouts without rendering; two desktops for real-time logging; and storage with 900 hours (at 40Mb I frame) in a fully mirrored configuration.

The system operates transparently with

MPEG-2 AVI/MXF and Windows Media/MPEG-4. The renders are MPEG-2 bit
stream aware, so the original bit stream remains unchanged on the final files without
recompression.

Live Shots NY
Media 3 just completed a live

Newsroom technology

broadcast facility elegantly disguised as a luxurious Midtown

executive club. Working with
Media 3

TPG Planning and Design, Media 3 designed
the facility with maximum flexibility and so-

phistication in mind to accommodate a clientele that regularly includes heads of state,
CEOs and celebrities.

The new 16,000sq-ft facility supports two
control rooms, five studios, broadcast service
panels and 24 fiber tie lines to Ascent Media's
Fifth Avenue hub. Every source and destina-

tion throughout the facility is on a Miranda

router, eliminating the need for any hard
patching. From anywhere in the facility, guests
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can monitor up to four signals simultaneously
to keep current on world events that could affect their impending appearance.
The facility's four live -shot studios are pre lit and always ready to go at a moment's notice. The facility is designed around Media 3's
BureauCam live -shot system.

You have the best equipment
Protect it with the best enclosures...

Emcor Enclosures!

ESQ Enclosure

_(011 for the broadcast market

Robust, welded construction
Configure - to - Order
Ships in 5 or 10 business days
With the ESQ series you get Emcor's most cost effective
enclosure system without sacrificing quality or style. ESQ
enclosures provide a clean, stylish appearance, substantial
load capacity, and the same proven quality design and
construction as all Emcor products.

You can have your enclosure configured tc meet your
exact needs. Our exclusive Free 30 day Test Drive program
guarantees your satisfaction so you have rothing to lose!
Call us today...your equipment deserves it.

Ask about our
FREE Test Drive program*

call today 507-287-3535
or visit us on the web www.emcorenclosures.com/broadcast
Emcor Enclosures otter the absolue best combination or value and benefits.
Unsurpassed quality plus build to order configuration assures a perfect match for ycur project.

507-287-3517

sales@emcorenclosures.com www.emcorenclosures.com

Your complete encicsure solution.
Offer pertains to Emcor vertical enclosures only, and is subject to change without notice.

emcor
ENCLOSURES

Discovery
vvinner of post & network
production facilities
This year, Discovery Communications added an HD control room
to its production center in Silver

WINNER:
Discovery

Spring, MD, to serve the expanding
HD and SD production needs. The new room
needed to be easily configurable between HD
and SD and serve triple duty as a control room
for live events, a post -production editing suite
and a program -reformatting room. National

imity to the in-house production studio.
Flat -panel, large -screen HD LCD monitors
from Clarity and Sony helped make efficient
use of space; they take up far less space than

TeleConsultants designed and created this
multipurpose HD/SD room.

To serve these varied tasks, equipment
choices included a Grass Valley Kalypso Duo
Post & network
production facilities

HD/SD production switcher, an Avid Deko
3000 Hybrid HD/SD character generator and
EVS XT2 HD/SD production servers with
Grass Valley LVS Live Event Management Sys-

National TeleConsultants

RUNNER-UP:
Post & network
production facilities

tem controllers to record and play audio and
video on short turnaround, as needed.
In order to provide complex communications often required for live events, a sophisticated, easily programmable intercom system
was needed. For this, a Telex/RTS Adam -CS
64 x 64 Matrix Intercom was chosen to support live -event production.
In addition to the technical and operational
requirements, the control room had to physically fit within an existing space not originally
intended for this purpose. The space did have
several crucial features already in place, including sound -isolated walls and close prox-

traditional CRT monitors. The addition of an
Evertz 3000 MVP multi -image display processor enables control room users to quickly
reconfigure the room's monitors for live HD/
SD production or post -production work. This
programmable system allows directors to re size and reassign video fed to the displays in
any desired format at a moment's notice.
To put a premium on space, the HD control room needed to include an audio control
room. In order to accomplish the sound isolation needed, a room within a room was constructed for audio control. The room included
a compact Calrec Zeta 100 audio console.

Ascent Media
Group
To address the problems of faster turnaround in a 4K data -centric media envi-

ronment, Ascent Media Group (AMG)

SGI

gutted its 100,000sq ft building in Burbank, CA,
and rebuilt it from the ground up. The company
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chose SGI as prime contractor, and SGI Professional Services worked hand -in -hand with
the group to design and integrate AMG's data centric production network, ProdNet, which is
dedicated to manufacturing, repurposing and

The SGI InfiniteStorage CXFS shared file
system was a major product component for

distributing large media assets in huge volumes.
It also offers studio clients secure methods for
accommodating a large variety of deliverables.

for each second of film. In addition, file sizes
range from moderate to large, depending on
whether they are HD, 2K or 4K resolution.
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AMG, particularly in the telecine department,
where each frame must be handled as an in-

dividual file. The frames add up to 24 files

As a long-time supplier of satellite modulators, demodulators, converters and bandwidth & capacity
management systems, Comtech EF Data has products installed in more than 160 countries.
We understand and meet your need to optimize satellite communications links. Our products are
compliant with key standards (DVB-S2, DVB-S, DVB-DSNG, IESS) and interoperate with major
satellite service providers and key encoding device vendors.
Whether using satellite for instant connectivity between your DSNG fleets and broadcast hubs, to
serve your expanding audiences or to support contribution and distribution content, Comtech can
enable your:
On -Demand Capacity
Immediate Remote Access

Link Efficiency
Reliability

Two -Way IP Connectivity

Contact us to learn more about how our advanced communication solutions can help you maximize
transponder utilization and minimize operating expenses - optimizing satellite communications.

,,,C011/1TECH
EF DATA M11111m.
1.480.333.2200
www.comtechefdata.com

KWHY-TV
Winner of RF systems
KWHY -TV is an NBC owned -and operated Spanish -language station

serving the Los Angeles Hispanic

WINNER:
KWHY-TV

market. The station's analog channel
22 and digital channel 42 have been co -located
since 1999 at the Mt. Wilson RF complex.

out the exciter and modifying the RF system.
This gave the station a newer, more reliable
analog transmitter, retaining the existing one
as a full -power backup. New DCX Paragons
were installed at Mt. Harvard for the digital
channel.

The present transmitter building will be
vacated at the end of analog television. The
KWHY-DT facility has been operating at
86kW ERR However, RF studies determined
that the ERP could be increased to 486kW.
The studies also showed that coverage of the

A single DCX Paragon amplifier cabinet
is capable of providing the required KWHY

Hispanic community could be enhanced for
the digital age by relocating to neighboring
Mt. Harvard and sharing a transmitter room
with sister station KVEA-TV Telemundo on

KWHY to qualify for a substantial business
incentive rebate from Southern California

analog channel 52.
Mt. Harvard is accessible only by four-wheel
drive vehicle. Electricity rates in Southern California are among the highest in the nation. For
these reasons, KWHY determined that reliability and efficiency were prime design factors for
the replacement transmitter. Having evaluated
the options, the design team selected the Grass
Valley DCX Paragon digital transmitter, using
up-to-date MSDC IOT technology.
KWHY already used a Grass Valley DCX
transmitter for its digital service from
Mt. Wilson, and the team considered moving

A Dielectric TFU-26GTH slotted -coaxial
antenna with 1.6° of electrical beam tilt and
0.6° of mechanical beam tilt was selected to
optimize coverage of the Los Angeles metropolitan area, mounted on an existing 100ft

TPO of 19.5kW. A second DCX Paragon cabinet was installed as a standby. This particular

configuration, using MSDC IOT technology, maximized electrical savings and allowed

RF systems
I

Grass Valley

it to the new location. However, it came up
with a more imaginative solution. The existing
DCX transmitter at Mt. Wilson was converted

to an IOX analog transmitter by swapping
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Edison, which helped offset the capital expenditures of the equipment.

tower. Tower work was performed by Stainless
and Sunray Services. KWHY-DT went on the
air from Mt. Harvard on June 28, 2006.

DISCOVER AN EDUCATIONAL JOURNEY THAT ENDS IN SUCCESS:
Conferences: Broadcast Engineering Business Regulatory & Legislative
Digital Cinema Summit Digital Tech Guru Workshop
Mobile Video & TV Forum RTNDA@NAB
MPEGIF Master Class -Advanced Video Services
RTNDA@NAB Exhibits & Showcase Theater Content Village
Digital Asset Management Theater Satellite& Business Technology Theater

To the top of your market and beyond...

The digitizxion of broadcasting puts
ctitti-lg-edg= engineers like you in high
demand. Irr proved sound and picture
(It aity, increased efficiency and new
reieiue steams are all within your reach.

THE WORLD'S LARGEST ELECTRONIC MEDIA SHOW

Conferences: April 14-19 Exhibits: April 16-19

Get Jr) to speed on HD radio, mobile
vi Jeo, mult casting and multi -platform
entc rtaininant. The hottest ideas. The
ccoliest tec mology. And the next big thing.

Las N.egas Convention Center Las Vegas, Nevada USA

Nopel you station into the future and
cement yoar bottom line. Nowhere else will
you find sLch an opportunity to advance
you- knowledge, skills and career.

www.nabshow.com

Everybody who's anybody in Broadcast Engineering - or would like to be - will

tracks to NAB2007.

If you're a broadcast engineer, technician,
s:a1ion manager, R&D engineer, broadcast
eq L ipmen manufacturer, distributor,
facility ow ler or consultant, then you
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AUDIO ACCESSORIES
AUDIO MIXERS, ON -AIR, PORTABLE,
STUDIO, PLAYBACK
AUDIO RECORDING, STORAGE, PLAYBACK
AUDIO ROUTING, DISTRIBUTION
AUTOMATION, INCLUDING NEWS
AND MASTER CONTROL
CABLE TV EQUIPMENT
CAMERA SUPPORT, ROBOTICS, VIRTUAL SETS
CAMERAS, LENSES, ACCESSORIES
CGs, PROMPTERS, CAPTIONING
CONSULTING SERVICES,
TECHNICAL ENGINEERING
FILM EQUIPMENT, DUPLICATION, DISTRIBUTION
EQUIPMENT
GRAPHICS, ANNIMATION PRODUCTS
INTERCOM, IFB PRODUCTS
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
MULTI -IMAGE DISPLAYS
NEW MEDIA, STREAMING PRODUCTS,
MULTIMEDIA/INTERNET
POWER PRODUCTS, BATTERIES, GENERATORS
PRODUCTION SWITCHERS,
VIDEO EFFECTS, KEYERS
RECORDING MEDIA
SATELLITE EQUIPMENT, SERVICES
STUDIO, FACILITY SUPPORT PRODUCTS
TBCs, FRAME SYNCS,
CONVERSION EQUIPMENT
TELCO, IPTV, MOBILE AND MICROWAVE
EQUIPMENT
TEST & MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT
TV TRANSMITTERS, FEEDLINE, ANTENNAS,
TOWERS, SERVICES
VIDEO EDITING SYSTEMS
VIDEO ROUTING
VIDEO STORAGE, ARCHIVE SYSTEMS
WEATHER/DATA SERVICES
WIRE, CABLE, CONNECTORS
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Trust
Telecast Fiber for ALL
their
their Fiber Optic Needs.

ADDER and ADDER II
Whe:her you need analog audio, FES, intercou
or eten A -D and D -A signal convesion, there
is an Adder system ready to hande any audio
chalenge. Up to 256 channels pe- fiber, at 2i -bit

resoution, with optical redundanu for quiet,
retie.* sound.

SHED/HDX and COBRA
For ;riax and hybrid cabled camels, we have
solutions to liberate you from you- heavy copper.
SHE -Os eliminate your costly hybrJ cables or HD
cameras, while Cobras replace trax on HD o: SD

camera systems...with ten times 'he distance.

VIPER I / SIDEWINDER
For 04 years the Viper and Sidewnder have :up ported ENG/SNG applications aroed the glom.
The reel -mounted Sidewinder ant Viper Mussel
Shed are immediately familiar as -the workhorse
sysms that have proven themselves in the most
extreme conditions...day in and my out.

VIPER II
With small "throw down" modules that can re
con erted to rack mount, the Viper ll is an a:Tendable system
Modules range from video/audio to Ethernet to
robotic HD/POV, for incredible flexibility using
sirrnle building blocks.

CO'PERHEAD HD/SDI
Our camera -mounted Coppertlese makes light
woe 1/4 of a wide range of applicatons, from
news coverage to digital cinematography.
11111.001010 -*121
Tura your ENG camera into a rerwte produdion
carqera, and avoid the cumbersune, expensive
Mac backs and base stations.

DIAMONDBACK II
Picxing up where its predecessor left off, tie
DBJ now offers 8 channels of bnadcastqualify NTSC/PAL video on each wavelengif
Will7 optional audio and CWDM echnology
huge backbone can be implemelled on a

Winding your way through the halls trying
to find your way from point A to B? Get-

ting all you want out of your NAB2007
experience will be easier with this guide at your side.
The Broadcast Engineering exhibitor map on page
145 gives you an overview of what is where and how far

you'll have to trek to get there. Taking your planning a
step further, the FASTtrack section on the following pages catagorizes the booths by interest. Looking for graphic

and animation products? Flip to page 170 for a list of
companies featuring graphics and animation products.
Listings are based on information provided to us by
manufacturers. Booth numbers are provided by NAB
and are current as of our press deadline. 0

sirr4le optical core.

Save time on your event production schedule. On a single

lightweight cable we support 41 your broadcast signals from
the field and the boob to the Luck. From Telecast, the leader
in fiber for television Jroadcast production.

IDTelecast
Fiber Sy3tems, frac.

(508) 754-4858

All products mentioned herein are trademarks of Telecast Fiber Systems

www.lelecast-fibencom
Visit us at NAB Booth #SU10213
March 2007 1 broadcaste,lgineering.com
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FASTTRACK
AUDIO
ACCESSORIES
ESE

C1839

Wireworks
Riedel Communications
Linear Acoustic

C7617
C9428

Aviom
Hamlet
DK Technologies
DPA Microphones

C1048
C11902
N419

Production Intercom
Dolby Laboratories
Wohler Technologies
Audio-Technica U.S.
Sonifex

N1835
N2227
N2235
N2513
N3426
N4526
N4928

RCS

N6511

Logitek Electronic Systems
Wheatstone
Sennheiser Electronic
Studer Soundcraft/JBL
Lectrosonics
Broadcasters General Store/
Towerswitch
Beyerdynamic
Zaxcom

N6521
N7111

Gefen

Comprehensive Video Group
Fairlight
TASCAM

Kramer Electronics
MSoft
Chief Manufacturing
Adrienne Electronics
Genelec
Band Pro Film & Digital
Zandar Technologies
ISIS Group
Doremi Labs
Ward -Beck Systems
Claratech
TSL (Television Systems)
Sigma Electronics

N7117
N7715
N8116
N8322
N9014
N9017
SL2305
SL2520
SL4010
SL4016
SL6105A
SL8724
SL9211

SL9817
SL11215
SU1320
SU2729
SU3313
SU3608
SU9211
SU9307
SU14615
SU15512

Sennheiser Electronic
Studer Soundcraft
Telos Systems
Calrec Audio
JK Audio

N7117
N7715
N7726
N8529
N9426
SL4016
SL7424
SL9208
SU906
SU3111
SU3313
SU3608
SU9211

TASCAM

Abaltat
Mackie
Sony Electronics
Pixel Instruments
ISIS Group
Doremi Labs
Ward -Beck Systems

RECORDING,
STORAGE,

PLAYBACK
Dolby Laboratories
Euphonix
Audio-Technica U.S.
Sonifex
RCS

Zaxcom
Gefen
Digital Vision
Fairlight
TASCAM
MSoft

Mackie
Sony Electronics
Omneon Video Networks
Pixel Instruments
ISIS Group
Doremi Labs
NAGRAVISION
Pharos Communications
NVISION

Mediagroup
Utah Scientific
Sierra Automated Sys. & Eng.
Sonifex
Klotz Digital Audio Systems
Logitek Electronic Systems
Lawo
Wheatstone
Grass Valley
Gefen

Comprehensive Video Group
Keywest Technology
Communications Specialties
TASCAM

AUDIO

DNF CONTROLS

STAGETEC (Salzbrenner Stagetec

N1526
N2513
N4021
N4526

N4928
N6511

N9017
SL2305

Sierra Video Systems
Kramer Electronics
MSoft
Ensemble Designs
eyeheight
Image Video
Doremi Labs
Ross Video
Wegener Communications
Pharos Communications
Ward -Beck Systems
Telecast Fiber Systems
Network Electronics
Sigma Electronics

ON -AIR,
PORTABLE,
STUDIO,

SL4010
SL4016
SL8724
SL9208
SU906
SU1326
SU3111
SU3313
SU3608
SU7515
SU8905
SU9605

PLAYBACK
Burst Electronics
C6726
Aviom
C11902
Dolby Laboratories
N2513
Prism Media Products
N3116
STAGETEC (Salzbrenner Stagetec
Mediagroup)
N4018
Euphonix
N4021
Azden
Sonifex

Klotz Digital Audio Systems
Logitek Electronic Systems
Wheatstone
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AUDIO ROUTING,
DISTRIBUTION
ESE

N4826
N4928
N5728
N6521
N7111

Burst Electronics
Switchcraft
Riedel Communications
Linear Acoustic
Aviom
Grass Valley
Patchamp
DNF CONTROLS
Evertz

DK Technologies
Dolby Laboratories
Opticomm
Crystal Vision
Multidyne Video & Fiber
Optic Systems
Wohler Technologies
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SL8724
SU2326
SU2823
SU3305
SU3608
SU6010
SU7915
SU8905
SU9211
SU10213
SU10605
SU15512

S L3205

AUTOMATION,
INCLUDING NEWS
AND MASTER
CONTROL
EVS

C3607

Fujinon

Octopus Newsroom Trading
Hi Tech Systems
vsn/J u stEd it
DNF CONTROLS

Masterclock

AUDIO MIXERS,

N4018
N4321
N4413
N4928
N5728
N6521
N7030
N7111
SL202
SL2305
SL2520
SL2620
SL2826
SL4016
SL6105
SL6105A

C1839
C6726
C7507
C9428
C1048
C11902
N902
N1226
N1526
N1713
N1835

N2513
N2931

N2935

Sierra Automated Sys. & Eng.
Klotz Digital Audio Systems
RCS

Obor Digital
Lawo
Avid Technology
Quantel
Avid Technology
Dalet Digital Media Sys.
Barco
Adtec Digital
Telestream
Sundance Digital
Florical Systems

MicroFirst
Irdeto Access
eyeheight
Leightronix
NVerzion

N3119
N3426

C4208
N413
N710
N717
N1526
N3213
N4413
N5728
N6511
N6730
N7030
SL106
SL720
SL1410
S L4305

SL4320
SL6410
SL9214
SL1410A
SU720
SU727
SU2726
SU2823
SU3811
SU4228
SU5220
SU5413

Miranda Technologies
OmniBus Systems
Continued on page 169
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The Li-lon King
More safety features than
other ENG Li -Ions

A full two-year warranty
I Power & Time Display
I UN certified air transport safe

I Compatible with all systems'e

Ste -Man Booth#C76.13
Tel: 818 760 8265 / sales(4'ste-man com
www. pagusa.corn

A Prism Business Media Publication

We know a lot about
fluorescent studio lighting.
After all, we invented it.
,,,olly1/1/1/0F,

Our founder invented the
first fluorescent lighting for
television studios, more than
23 years ago. And we've been
helping stars to shine ever
since. With a whole range of
innovative products including
the only fluorescent fixture in the industry with an
adjustable beam, we pride ourselves on being a tough
act to follow. In fact, we continue to set the standard
in efficient design, flexibility and performance.

Videssence

626.379.0943

10768 Lower Azusa Road
El Monte, CA 91731

www.videssence.tv
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MAP INFORMATION
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The following is a brief description of what you will find in

E U Acquisition & Production - Cameras, lenses,
lighting and grip, and ingest technologies.

this year's NAB map from Broadcast Engineering.

NAB has divided the convention halls into different product
categories this year. To the right, you will see a listing of the
categories and what products can be found in each. Next to
each listing you will find a color square that indicates the
convention hall each category is located in. On the overview
map (above) you will see each hall with its product categories.

Our table of contents lists each hall and the pages they are
found on. On each of these pages you will notice some booths
highlighted
are highlighted with different colors. The
booths are our magazine advertisers, while the highlighted
booths are our map advertisers.

We thank all of our advertisers for their support of our NAB
coverage and exhibit hall map.

Post -Production - Video editing, graphics, animation,
special effects software and hardware, audio editing,
music/sound libraries.

Management & Systems - Video servers,
systems integration, database technologies, digital asset
management.

Distribution & Deliver - Transmitters and towers for
television, radio broadcasting, satellite technologies, cable,
fiber, IPTV, mobile video and streaming products.
Display Systems - Projection equipment, LCD and
plasma displays, digital signage.

Pro Audio -Audio recording and mixing equipment,
encoding and compression technologies.

Radio-The entire spectrum of products and services
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Technologies for Warship - Video and audio capture,
mixing and presentation technologies and services geared
toward the exploding religious marketplace.
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Content Village

1

+ To South Hall

0
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I
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if To South Hall
See EVS at booth #C3607 on this page

www.evs.tv

I

BELGIUM

I

CHINA

I

FRANCE

I

HONG KONG

I

ITALY

I

UNITED KINGDOM
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Instant Tapeless Techn
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EVS Broadcast Equipment Inc
,n11111.$
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Tel

logy

+1 973 575 7811 - Fax : +1 973 575 781 - E-mail : sales@evsitv

NAB Exhibit Hours, April 16 - 19, 2007
9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Mon. -Wed.
9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Thurs

XYTECH
S YS T
E

M

S

MEDIA BUSINESS
SOFTWARE
> Resource Scheduling
> Library Management
Physical I Digital Assets
> Media Ordering
> Bid / Job Management

EICEEME=

Entrance

TochrOi

Technologies'

r

for

gehipEil

HI

1107
1101

04.111,11
IWO

> Qual4 Control

Ughtinc & Gri p

> Transmission Resources
> Billing / Accounting

701

-MAN/

5

1.1.0171118

F

76137

Moo

ISA

C10713

S
11.

0111

0521

4

0

0

4

03

11:517204

00.

I

206

Riedel

IN

C9428

CC

C203

==

tel

A ,C3CD'

laxell

THE WORL

;7736

9 LAROE911 ELECTRONIC MEDIA SHOW

Visit us at booth SU7526
for a preview of the new
Xy:ech Enterprise
version 10
with its file -based media
management capabilities.

Belden
C9441
4/11

176

111

11-1,7711r1.771.17r77,1

lia Equipment

"1' To South Hall +
MAP # COMPANY
1

2
3

4

PANTHER'
BROADCAST

5
6

Coy

BOOTH

ESE

Teamcast
DYMO
Pelican Products
Videssence
HME

C1839
C2639
C8236
C9125
C8212
C11632

END -TO -END

MEDIA WORKFLOW
www.xytechsystems.com

See Xytech at booth #SU7526 on page 9

See Sencore at booths #C1646 on page 6 & N1113 on page 5

1\11CDF=1,

Innovative Video Network Solutions
Your Partner Since 1951
1-800-SENCORE(736-2673)

See Us At Booths
N1113 or C1646

www.sencore.com
March 2007 I brcadcastengineering.com
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155093

1.33309

SOW 911.119
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'sr 15212
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Video

WiFi Restaurant
& Lounge

15812

SU15512

.3.11Gre.
98 4

/2112

.099119
12113

4.

915

99,1

a21

1915
14915

DAM Theater
Entrance
19111111.111

111111111111 ti

111111111111111111111111111.111

111111111111 11

11111 111111111111

el

RN

MEETING

Mau

Down to
Shuttles
Post-Produ on
and Display Systems
1111911111r11

1111111

111141111111

Y

IMHIP

11111191

WWI

114

MEETING ROOMS

anima&

See UK@NAB Pavilion at booth #SU8605 on page 9

The UK Pavilion is proud to host the following leading and innovative British companies
SOUTH HALL UPPER

N novia Europe (SU9208)

CENTRAL HALL

A.R.G. EledroDesign Ltd

Packet Vision (SU15812)

(SU09009)

Argosy Components Ltd (SU9206)

Pharos Communications (SU8905)
Portaprompt Ltd (SU9205)

e-mediavision (C9538)
Invacom Ltd (C8749)

BKSTS (SU9007)

RJS Electronics Ltd (SU9305)

Surface Heating Systems Ltd

Claratech Ltd (SU9307)

SGL (SU8607)

(C4748)

Fighting Bull Broadcast

Strategy & Technology (S&T)

Visual (Europe) Ltd (C9844)

Technologies (FBBT) (SU8908)

(SU9306)

Hawk -Woods (SU9208)

SysMedia (SU11308)

NORTH HALL

IBIS (SU8605)

TMD Ltd (SU9308)

Broadcast Bionics (N6728)

IdeasUnlimited.tv (SU8707)

Skinkers Ltd (C2557)

BW Broadcast (N7330)

Innomedia Systems Ltd (SU9008)

SOUTH HALL LOWER

Intellect (SU9007)

OmniTek (SL9705)

I PV Ltd (SU8609)

OUTSIDE EXHIBITS

For more information www.ukpavilion-nab2007.com
broadcastengineering.com I March 2007

S19.991111

:5
1 YEARS

intellect

Saras Technology Limited (N7322)

Sat -Comm Ltd (0E311)

10

UK

TRADE &
INVESTMENT

tradefair_,
Global Event Solutions

NAB Exhibit Hours, April 16 - 19, 2007
9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Mon. -Wed.
9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Thurs

SOUTH HALL, lower level

MAP # COMPANY

64/grass valley

BOOTH

Communications
Specialities

THOMSON1

SL282 6

1111110nm

Mow*

11i1111111t

111,11111

pan Eremarvels
MOS

oWomo, 413

3,1

3203

lat

O
Cs4

Avid

a)

&Mame

Avid
SL1410

C/)
SLI4101

S 1 06

U)
Awl Owelow CowroW

co

0
co
(/)

4-e

Microsoft

1.1.1

NAB

SL3213

balm Symrr

ht.

Post -Production & Disp a Sntems
Togo

Quante!
Bowen
Center

SL720

(6E0)

Autodesk
SL1420

"

CO r

Hewlett
Packard
Swore
223

CO

Adobe

SL3820

SL3220

CD

1

RESTAURANT

See Grass Valley/Thomson at booth #SL2020 on this page and booth N902 on page 5

See us at NAB 2007
Booth # SL -2020

EDIUS 4
Performance, pure and simple
t's SD -and -HD -video -editing, cutting -edge, eight-camera-

multicam-mixing, all -encompassing -video -acquisition format -supporting, mixed -format, mixed -frame -rate,

mixed -resolution, iealtime-video effects, chroma-keying,
titling, render -free -timeline -output, limitation -freeing,

time -saving, painless-transitioning-to-the-HD world,
gotta -have -it, NLE software.

Brought to you by the experts in true real-time,
mixed -format video editing.

www.thomsongrassvalley.com/edius

Grass vat ley
THOMSON 1

March 2007 I brocicastengineering.com
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1 OUTDOOR MEDIA & EQUIPMENT

N

E Advertisers E Map advertisers Points of convenience

Central Hall
To South Halls

To South Halls

Outdoor Media & Equipment

-TErdi

See Broadcast Engineering

-

a
I

I

I

F

at booth #N6128 on page 5 and booth 4'SL4626 on page 12

Get the updates you want
delivered right to your inbox.
Now that's service.
Log on to subscribe to
any of our award -winning
e -newsletters:

4

Beyond the Headlines
RF Update
News Technology Update
Sports Technology Update
Automation Technology Update
Digital Signage Update
Audio Technology Update
HD Technology Update
ENG Technology Update
Strategic Content Management

Transition to Digital
IPTV Update
Systems Integration
Show Updates

broadcastengineering.corn
A Prism likrainemMedia Publication

PrOaucalEggineeringe
14
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NAB Exhibit Hours, April 16 - 19, 2007
Mon. - Wed.
9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Thurs

'MEETING ROOMS

Main legal meeting rooms
(rsioi N120)

Ground Level

Entrance to
North Hall

(Between North and Central Halls)

F

1

Up to:

'I

Lys

17,1120

Broadcast Regulatory & Legislative Conference N231 -N241
Radio Management Conference N231 -N241
Television Management Conference N231 -N241
Telecom@NAB2007 Conference N231 -N241
Newsroom N245
Podcasting Summit N250
PostrProduction World Conference N249 -N262
Digital Tech Guru Workshoo N r52-5262
Directory of Photography N252 -N262
Technologies for Worship Conference

Banners
restaurant

N119

Pests

14117

N1I5-N119 Nile

NAB store

N115

[international
trade center

Entrance

Escalator to second level
meeting rooms N201-230

Entrance

Entrance

Entrance

Central Hall

Central Hall

To Central &
North Halls

t

Broadcast Engineering Conference
Digital Cinema Summit
IPTV World
Media Fusion Conference
MoTV Mobile Video TV Forum
MPEGIF MasterClass
Rich Media Web Development Conference
Super Sessions

773
LEERIG

IEFIN6

1.1141113

ROM

RON

POW

ROM
613,

SOO

N

South Hall (upper level)

See FingerWorks at booth ASU11409 on page 9

FingerWorksn"

High Definition - Standard Definition - Dual HD & SD

TELESTRATORS

NAB Special
Looking to convert to HD sometime in the future?
Purchase a dual HD & SD for the price of SD
until June 30, 2007.
Visit our booth at NAB 2007 SU11409
1.604.862.4134

Sales Rental Lease

Our client list says it all...

ABC

BBC

BSI

CBC

CBS CNN CTV ESPN
FOX
MTS.A.

NBC

NCP

TBS

IMS
Heat
NFLNET
NASCAR
NEP
Showtime
Speed
TNT
TSN
TWI
FSN

NHL

and the list goes on...

www.telestrator.com
March 2007 1 broadcastengineering.com
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'MAP

INDEX
BOOTH PAGE

COMPANY

Myers Information Systems.... N3219

5

Narda Satellite Networks
NAT Expo
NATE

C1610

6

C6526

6

N2226

5

SU7515

9

C8244

7

C10105

7

C1633

6

National Captioning Institute .SL4007
National Mobile Television
0E600
National Semiconductor
N5117
National Weather Service
N6806
Nautel
N8111
Navteq
C8120
ND Satcom
C4941
NDS

Nebtek
NEC Display Solutions
Neil Enterprises
Nelson Case
Nemal Electronics
Neotion
NEP

Nero
NES Communication Sery

Net Insight
Net&TV
Netia

Network Electronics
Network Innovations
NeuLion
Neumann
Neuro TV
Neutrik
Never.no
New Pro Video Systems
Newbay Media
Newpoint Technologies
Newsroom Solutions/

Newsticker
Newtec America
Newtek
Nexidia
NHK

Ningbo Eimage Studio Eq.
Ningbo Yuchi Electronics
Ninsight
Nixus
NKK Switches
NL Technology
Nnovia
Noise Industries
Norcom Information Tech
Noren Products
Norpak

Norsat
Novella Satcoms
NPR Satellite Services
NTT

Nucoda
Nucomm
Numedia Technology
NVerzion
NVISION

20

BOOTH

N7137
C3848

11

14
5
5

4
7

6

4
6

SL14408

13

SL8009
SL14713
C2642
SU15807

12

0E408
SL9624
C4644
C2920
SL10113A
N5721
SU10605
C8744
C1348
N7117
C10141H

14

13
6

10

12
6
6

N6730
C11603

Ocean Systems
SL1413H
Octopus Newsroom Trading
N413
Octoshape
C1959
Oldcastle Precast Comm.
C1637
OMB Sistemas Electronicos C3324
Omneon Video Networks
SU1326
Omnia Audio
N7726
Omnibus Systems
SU5413
Omnimusic
SL9620
Omnirax
N5415
Omnitek
SL9705
OMT Technologies
N9011
Onan

C7510

Onstor
Ontimetek
Open Cube Technologies
Open TV
Optibase

Optical Cable
Opticomm
Oracle
Orad Hi-Tec Systems
OT Lighting
Otari
Overly Door

SU11005

5
7
11

5
6
6

6
8

4
8

12
5
12

4
6
9

SL10113B
SU8530

12

SU15205
SU7223

10

9

9

C3146
N2931

6

N3538

5

SU3614

8

5

C1121

6

SU11309

9

N9914

4

12

P

5

9
7
6

4
7

N8526

4

N3335
C6723

5

SU4928

8

C7641

6

C10812

PAGE

0
Obor Digital
Ocean Optics/Sea Changer

N
N Systems
Nada-Chair
Nagra Audio
Nagravision

COMPANY

6

7

SU11023

9

SL8614
SL1413T

12

C12117

7

C7010

6

C8835G

7

SL1413M
SL9924
N1326
SL1413N
N404
SL3827J
SL3210
SU2523

11

11

12
5
11
5
11

11
8

C2230

6

C8547

7

C7947

7

C7541

6

SU10220

9

S L3205

11

C2529

6

SU4930
SU4228
SU9605

8

8
9

P.I. Engineering
P+S Technik
Packet Vision
Pacsat
PAG (Ste -Man)

Panasonic Broadcast
Pandora International
Panther
Paradise Datacom
Patchamp
Pathfire
Patriot Antenna Systems
PCCW Global
Peak Communications
Pebble Beach Systems

SL12207

13

C8828D
SU15812

10

C8243

7

C7613
C3613

1

SL4310
C7328

7

6

12
6

C7036

6

N1226

5

SU7405
0E103
C3151

C7846

SU15509
C9125

COMPANY

BOOTH PAGE

PixelTools
Plasmon
Platform, The
Playbox Technology
Pleora Technologies
Plug In Pavilion
Pogo Linux

10
6
5

SU9628

9

SL3827

11

N3938

5

Porta Brace, K & H Products C8917
Porta-Jib/Losmandy
C841i
Portaprompt
SU9205
Potomac Instruments
N6826
Power &Tel
N1233
Power Plus Studio Works
C7037
Praezisions-Entwicklung

7

Denz

7
9
5
5

6

C8431G

7

Precision Communications
C3317
Premier Mounts
SU13812
Prime Image
N4517

6

PrimeLED

10
5

N5417

5

Primera Technology
SL12405
Prism Media Products
N3116
Pristine Sys./Summit Traffic
N7334

13

Pro Cyc

SL2109

Pro Prompter
Pro Television Technologies

5

4
11

C5011

6

C1109

6

SU8511

9

ProConsultant Informatique SU10209
Production Intercom
N2235
Professional Sound
N9322
Promax Electronica
C10537
ProMax Systems
SL4925
Promedia
SL13013

9

Pro -Bel

Prompting.com
Propagation Systems (PSI)
Prosonic Studiotechnik
Provys
PSNI

PSSI Global Services
PTEK

Pulse Digital

5

4
7

12

13

C6432

6

C7136

6

C1920

6

C8431A
N3222

7

S113-LMR

11

C8141

7

N6126
SL1413C

5

5
11

9

a

14
6
7

10

Qbit
laLogic

12

PETA

C11733

7

N422
SU3308
SU8905
N6618
SU5229

5

N5131

5

QTV/Autocue
Quad Pods
Quail Equipment Leasing
Qualcomm/Mediaflo
Qualstar
Quantel
Quantum
Qube Cinema
Quest Research & Dev
Quickset International
Quintech Electronics and
Communications

C9519

7

QVS

SL2526

11

SL2522
N4026

11
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N2938

Pelican Products
People Support Transcription
and Captioning
SL9813
Perdue Acoustics
C11104
PESA/QuStream
N3418
Peter Storer & Assoc.
Petrol Bags
Pharos Communications
Phasetek
Philips Content ID
Phillystran
Photoflex
Photron
Pictron
Pilat Media
PilotWare Systems
Pineapple Technology
Pixel Instruments
Pixel Power
Pixellexis
Pixelmetrix

SL2623

SU13212
C2255

7

7

5

8
9
5

8

N709
SU6908
SU14612
C11214
C12000
C2251

5

9
10
7
7

6

SU13611

10

SL720

11

SU13809
SU6905

10
9

C7307

6

C7137

6

C7848

7

C10541

7

Radian Communication Serv....C2924
Radiant Communications
SU10926
Radio Frequency Systems
C1913
Radio magazine
N6128
Radyne
SU5529
Radyne-Tiernan-Xicom
C6347
Radyne-Tiernan-Xicom
SU5529

6

R

5

SU11108
C1118
SU3111

9

SU6820

9

SU11629

9

SU12109

10

6
8

9
6
5

8
6
8

Color ',sting indicates advertiser
COMPANY

BOOTH PAGE

COMPANY

Raidon Technology
Rathbone Energy

SL9816

12

Satellite Technology

C10621

7

Systems (STS)

N6511
N3413

5

7

SL3827A
C12635 -MR

11

12

Sat-Lite Technologies
C8841
Satmex
C8444
Satvision Technology Intl
C6912
SAV Systemes Audiofrequence
Videonique
N3713

5

Specialty Data Systems
Spectra Logic
Spectrum Control
Spectsoft
Speedsix Software
Spider Support Systems
Spinner

11

Sawis

C1056

4

SBS

6

RCS

RDL Radio Design Labs
Re: Vision Effects
Red Bee Media
Red Digital Cinema
Red Giant Software
Redding Audio
Rees Associates
Renegade Labs
Renewed Vision
Rescue Tape/Harbor
Products
Research Concepts
RF Central
RF Technologies
RGB Spectrum......
RGI

Rhozet

Richardson Electronics
Richland Towers
Ricsonix/Grace Distribution
Riedel Communications
Rimage
RIZ Transmitters

RJS Electronics
Rohde & Schwarz
Roland Systems Group
Rololight
Root 6 Technology
Rosco Labs
Rosendahl Studiotechnik
Ross Video
R -Quest Technologies
RRD (Reti Radiotelevisive
Digitali)
RRSat-Global Comm.
RSG Media Systems

SL5405
SL3827G
N9617
C7517

SU5029
C12006

5

7

8
7

N2237

5

C7946

7

C1924

6

C1307

6

S12105
N101
SL3716
C1714

11

C2534

6

C7314
C9428

7

SU7911

9

N5222
SU9305
C2927
SL8208

5

15
11

6

6

9
6
12

C10014

7

SL1413U

11

C10011

7

C8431H

7

SU6010
SL10224

9

C7824

12

7

BOOTH PAGF

0E332

7

6

SRS Labs

N2158

5

5

ScheduAll Software
SL2308
Schill & Co
C1239
Schneider Optics
C4913
Schoeps Microphones
N9617
Schulz Camerasupport
C8828F
Scientific Atlanta
SU9613
Scopus Video Networks
SU5408
Screen Service Broadcasting
Technologies
C1624
Screen Subtitling Systems ..SU13205
SU10812
SeaChange International
Sencore
C1646
N1113
Sencore
Sennheiser Electronic
N7117
Seratel Technology
N9620
Server Technology
SU3109

11

Staco Energy Products
N3813
N4018
Stagetec
Stainless/Doty-Moore
C1133
Tower Services
SU14205
Statmon Technolcgies
N605
Stealth Imaging
C9045
STM Group
SU15810
Storagellex
SU9227
Stradis
Stratacache
SU6005
Strategy + Technology
SU9306
Stratos Optical Technologies...C1930
N7321
Stream the World
Streambox
SU15515
SU4205
Streamtel
N7715
Studer Soundcraft

Shadowstone
Shining Technology
SU6030
Shively Labs
N7026
Shook Mobile Technology
0E303
Shotoku Broadcast Systems.... C7432
Show -Solutions
C101411
Shure
N6921
Sichuan Jiuzhou Electric
C944
Sidsa
SIEL Television

14

Satellite Engineering Group
Satellite Technology
Systems ISIS)

0E327

SLI

9
7

6

14

Sound Broadcast Services
Sound Devices
Sound Ideas
Soundfield
Soundminer

7

9
5

14

6
7
5

6

12
9
7
5

7

N5734
C2559
SU11110
N6434
S112915
C8428
SL14605
SL3710
SU4220

5

SOS Global Express

0E311
C5945

Sat -Comm

Sitepro
Skinkers
Skymicro
Skytec

9,11

4

4

4

4

C9041

4

7

4

N9308

Slik Broadcast
Smart Jog
Smartsound Software
Snell & Wilcox
SNL Financial
C855
Soft NI
SU12112, SL1413D
Softel Group
SU13815
Sonic Solutions
SL4314
Sonifex
N4928
SU15816
Sonnet Technologies
SU906
Sony Electronics
Sony Media Software
SL2823
Sorenson Media
SL1413G

6

5

5

SIRA
SISLink

5

6

4

5

13

9

N8306

N3216
SU14905
SL12916
N8606

S

10

6

6

SL13805
S.two
N6435
Sabre Towers & Poles
C5917
Sachtler
C9841
Safetec
N8926
Sam Woo Electronics
SU7130
Samma Systems
C8920
Samy's Camera
Sanken Microphones/plus24.. N8826
N7322
Saras Technology

6

C3144

C5329

6

8

Studio Network Solutions
Studio Systems
SU10928
Sumavision
S110-LMR
Sun Microsystems
Sundance Digital
SL1410A
Sunwoo Communication.... SL10113C
N4833, C11714
Supacam
Superior Broadcast Products..C1312
N8308
Superior Electric
C4641
Sure Shot Transmissions
C4748
Surface Heating Systems
Swe-dish Satellite Systems .... 0E313
Swit Electronics
C7012

7

11

9

6

RTM (Remote Trans. Mgmt.)....C8844

Rymsa
RZ Products Group

7

12

6

4

4

C5245

C3951

N9617
C2520A
SL2628

6

SL4920
SU8607, SL1413E
C9914

7

4

6

Studio Cut

SES Americom
SGI (Silicon Graphics)
SGL

6

8

C11123

13

7
11

7

Sierra Automated Sys & Eng.. N4413
Sierra Video Systems
SL6105
Signiant
SU9027
Signum Bildtechnik
C8431L
N2535
SintecMedia

10

C8745

SL2006

C8828A
N402

6

RTW Radio-Technische
Werkstatten
Rushworks
Russ Bassett
RVR Elettronica
Rycote Microphone
Windshields

5

10

11

10

RTS

N2135
SU13210

SL122

C7544

RTI

7

BOOTH PAGE

C10809

5014605

RTCom

14

COMPANY

6

SL8520
SL4830
C10535

5

5
6
10
5
7

10
9
9
9
6
4
10
8
4
12
12
7
9
11

11

12

5,7

6
4
6
6
14
6

Switchcraft

C7507

6

SWR

C1126

6

C11241

7

Syllax
Synthax
Synthetic Aperture
SYS Media
Sysmaster
Systems Technology
Systems Wireless

N6536

5

SL38271

11

SU11308
C2744

9

C11304

7

C5909

6

SL10324
N702
SU4211
SL4016
SU9730
SU5405

12

6

9
5

13
7
13
11

8
6

10,11
10
12
5

10
8
11
11

C7520

6

N5128
N9314
SL7720
N9421
SL7723

5

4
12

4
12

Talking Type Captions
Tamuz-LCD Videa Monitors
Tandberg Television
Tascam_
Tata Elxsi
TBC Consoles
TC Electronic
Teac America
Teamcast
Tec Nec Distributing
Techflex
Techni-Tool
Technocite
Technoarane
Technologies for Worship
Technology Exchange
Tecnovision
Tecsys Brasil Industrial
Tedial

5

8
11

9

8

N1931

5

SL13910
C2639

13
6

C2041

6

C7014

6

C6422

6

C10141D

7

C7028

6

C12200

7

SU10629
SL9910

12

C1123

6

SU4926

8

9
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'MAP INDEX
COMPANY

BOOTH PAGE

Tektronix
N2519
Telairity
SU13615
Telecast Fiber Systems
SU10213
TeleCommunication Systems...C7546
Telemetrics
C4931
Telesat
C9048
Telescript
C7522
Telestream
SL9214
Television Engineering
C8436
Telex
C5329
Tellitec
SU11023
Telmec Broadcasting
C1114
Telos Systems
N7726
Tempest
C8725
Tempest Fireco Towers
C8747
Teracom Components
C1309
Teranex
N2531
Texas Instruments
C1148
TextCaster
C2844

10

4

UPLIT

6

6
7

6

12
7

6
9

6

Utah Scientific
Utility Tower
Utronics International

5

U -Turn Media Group

7

7

6

C4929

6

C5943

6

N5526
N5535

5

SU5108
SL7906
SL2020

8

TMP Pro Distribution
Tokina

Toner Cable Equipment
Toon Boom Animation
Torpey Time
Toshiba International UPS
Total Immersion
Total Training
Tote Vision
Tower Consultants
Tower Innovations
Towerline Software
Traffic.com
Transcription Studio
Translantech Sound
Transvideo
Trilithic
Trilogy Communications
Triveni Digital
Troll Systems
Trompeter
Tron-Tek
TSL (Television Systems)
Tut Systems
TV Logic
TV Magic
TV One
TV -Animation
T-VIPS

NU Networks
TWR Lighting

5

12
11

N713

5

N9311

4

N3535

8

9

10
9
5

SU9209
N7430

9

C9123

7

C2839

SL2622
C6914
SL3410

SL14214
SL2629
SL4330

4

6
11

6
11

13
11

12

C3139

6

C1119

6

N5836

5

C8120

7

SU3114
N4931
C10517

8

C5007

C8133

SU8525
C1332
C1930

5
7

6
7
9

6
6

C1544

6

SU14615
SU15212

10

SU9011
N406
SU7226

C1735

6

S L4805

12

C11114

7

N8036

4

.... C2761

6

C8114

7

SL2005
0E323

11

SL10230

12

N4531

5

C8742
N4321

7
5

N7326

4

SL14511

13

C1046

6

10

9
5

9

SL13908

13

SU 10030

9

C555

6

N6726

5

V
Vaddio
Valcom Manufacturing
Varizoom Lens Control
VBrick Systems
VCI (Video
Communications)
VCS Engineering
VDB
VDS

Vecima Networks
Vectormax
Veetronix
VELA
Venaca

Venue Services Group
Verimatrix
Verizon Wireless
Vertus
VFGadgets.com
VFinity
Viaccess
Vidcad
Video Accessory
Video Caption
Video Products Group
VideoBank
Videoframe
VideoHelper
Videomagnetics
Videotron
Videssence
Vidiator
View Factor Studios
ViewCast
Vimsoft
Vinpower Digital
Vinten
Virage
Virtual Katy
Vision Research
Visionary Solutions
Vista Systems
Visual Europe
Visual Research
Vitalstream
Vitec Multimedia
Vizrt, Curious Software,
Ardendo
Vocality International
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SU6426
N7734
C6732

9

4
6

SL11614

13

SU11620
N3415

9

N8930
SU9726
SU6906
SL10713
SU6809

4

5

9
9

12
9

SU5111

8

SU14212
C11132

10
7

C2651

6

C1851

6

S L7907

12

C8811

7

SU15814
SU10226
SU3805
SU2424

10

SU15806
C1933
SU12705

10

SU7108
SL9224
SU4920
C10346
C8212

COMPANY

BOOTH PAGE

Vocas
Voddler
Voice Technologies
Volicon
V -Shine

VSN/JustEdit
V -Soft Communications
Vyvx

C9735

7

C1064
N9617

6

N3231

5

SU6230
N717

9

N6026

5

C9737

7

4

5

14

6

Thales- Angenieux
Thales Components
That Corp
Thermo Bond Buildings
Thermodyne International
Thinklogical
Thomson
Thomson Security &
Technology Solutions
Tieline Technology
Tiernan

TMD

U

6

9

5

Tightrope Media System
Titan TV Media

BOOTH PAGE

UDcast
Ultimatte
Ultralight Control Systems
UNIMAR
Unique Broadband Systems
Uni-Set
United Ad Label (UAL)
United States Broadcast
Unitek Video
Unlimi-Tech Software

N6508

Tiffen
Tiger Technology
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5

TFT

SU5529
SU8520
SU14705
SU9830

COMPANY

9
8

W&W Communications
Wacom Technology
Wagner Media
Walde
Ward -Beck Systems
Wavestream
Weather Central
Weather Metrics
Web Checkout
Wegener
WeIIAV Technologies
Westcott (F.J. Westcott)
Wheatstone
Whirlwind
Whisper Room
White Blox
White Sands Engineering/

NC
Wide Orbit
Will -Burt
Winmedia Software
Winsted
Wire Ready
Wirecad
Wireworks
Wohler Technologies
Wolf Coach
Wondertouch

SU7623

9

SL10527

12

SL4530
SL12106

12

SU9211

9

C8447

7

C5334

6

C7222

SL14710
SU7915

SU14707

13

6

13
9

10

C9011

7

N7111

4

C8128

SL10220

7
12

C1059

6

C1736

6

N5713, N5717

5

C8423

7

N6215
SU3316
N6808
N2138

5

C7617

6

N3426

5

8
5

5

C6436

6

SL3827B

11

WSI

C6417

6

Wysong Enterprises

C1439

6

SU11229
SU11029

9

8

6

10
9
12

X
X20 Media
Xen Data
Xilinx
Xytech Systems

8

9

SU14609
SU7526

10

SL5710

12

SL14117

13

9

7

7

C1551

6

C8107

7

N2131

5

C10349

7

SL9908
C5923

12

Yamaha Audio
Yang Ming International
Yellow Jacket
YEM

N9006
SU5105

4
8

6

SU9224

9

SL1413F

11

C11426

7

SL12508

13

SL13109
C9844

13
7

SU11805
SL10110

12

SL6705

12

9

SL4810

12

C6949

6

Z Technology
Zacuto
Zandar Technologies
Zaxcom
Zaxel Systems
Zaxwerks
Zeiss

Zero Manufacturing
Zylight

C3039

6

C11413

7

SU2129
N9017
SL14405
SL3827L
SU1320
C9420

8

C8207

4
13
11

8
7
7

TV Broadcast and Satellite

Engineers: How to Avoid Going
Off Air Unexpectedly
You can easily protect your on -air feed and
be sure to be on -air at all t mes with an Avenue
Protection Switch. Simply 'eed your primary on -air
feed and your secondary, back uo signal into the
Avenue protection switch. If the primary should
fail, the secondary si final vill take over.
Superior circuitry detects b1.3ck levels, TRS, audio
presence, freeze and EDH for -ID or SD signals. For ASI
signals PIDs are evaluated. YOJ set the parameters for
when a switch oczurs.vou mi jht decide 10 seconds of
signal below 12 IRE or 4 seconds of no embedded audio
shoulc cause a switch to the secondary feed.

You can use the sophisticated detection system
to your advantage by adjusting the switch's
parameters for your facility's needs. For example,
the black detection system allows you to set both
the threshold and the percentage of non -black pixels.
But that's not all, you can also determine the portion of
the picture to be considered. This allows a co-ner bug to
be either included or excluded in the detection process.

This is the smartest, most reliable protection switch
on the market today. And relay bypass makes it even more reliable.

So consider spending $3000 to save $300,000. Using the Avenue
Protection Switch can save you from unexpectedly go ng off air, which
can cost thousands. This kind of insurance is well worth the investment.
1,,

r

worries.

Try it 10 days for free. Satisfaction guaranteed.

NAB SU 2326

Signal Processing and Infrastructure -That's All We Do

INTEGRATED NEWS PRODUCTION

Providing more,
for less.

Produce live HD newscasts and other programs with a fraction of the
effort you use now, with the advanced robotics and automation of the

Ignite- HD. Free your personnel to produce additional sparkle to your
stories or create other revenue -generating content. That's why Ignite
HD Live Production products provide the strongest ROI in the industry.

www.thomsongrassvalley.com/ignitehd

Grass val ley
THOMSON
fr
tmages& beyond/

See the Ignite HD at NAB North Hall. Booth N-902

FASTTRACK
Continued from page 144
Ross Video
Crispin
AZCAR

Videoframe
Pathfire
Xytech Systems
Wegener Communications
Pro -Bel

Pharos Communications
VCI

Masstech Group
Avitech International
Digital Broadcast

SU6010
SU6205
SU7105
SU7108
SU7405
SU7526
SU7915
SU8511
SU8905
SU11620
SU12712
SU13215
SU13310

RF Central

Link Research
Panasonic Broadcast
Cinebags
Fujinon
JVC Professional
Ikegami Electronics
Thales- Angenieux
Hitachi Kokusai Electric
IDX System Technology
Frezzi Energy Systems

C1924
C2907B
C3613
C3847
C4208
C4217
C4226
C4929
C5017
C5207
C5422

Anton/Bauer
Bogen
AbelCine Tech

Telescript
Lemo
ARRI

Fischer Connectors
Evertz
Teranex

Thomson..
Da-Lite Screen

C5929
C5934
C7328
C7522
C9432
C10017

N409
N1713
N2531
SL2020
SL14416

CABLE TV
EQUIPMENT
DVB

C2239

EVS

C3607

Comtech EF Data
Opticomm

N2931

Multidyne Video & Fiber
Optic Systems
Patriot Antenna Systems
Keywest Technology
Motorola
Irdeto Access
Zandar Technologies
TANDBERG Television
DVEO/Computer Modules
Scopus Network Tech.
NAGRAVISION - Kudelski Group
Wegener Communications
Scientific-Atlanta
Harmonic
Avitech International

C6241

N3119
0E103
SL2620
SU1920
SU2726
SU2729
SU4211
SU5026
SU5408
SU7515
SU7915
SU9613
SU9620
SU13215

AMEBA SUPPORT
ROBOTICS,
VIRTUAL SETS
FOR -A

Miller Camera Support
Telemetrics
Frezzi Energy Systems
Sachtler
Sachtler
Bogen
Panther

Shotoku Broadcast Systems
Opticomm
VIZRT

Band Pro Film & Digital
Orad Hi-Tec Systems
Global Streams

C4234
C4926
C4937
C5422
C5917
C5923
C5934
C7328
C7432
N2931
SL4810
SU1320
SU3614
SU10920

CAMERAS,
LENSES,
ACCESSORIES
Elber

Color indicates advertisers

Clearly Different...

High Resolution Meets
Easy Installation!
1111181160,0"''......1

Introducing Brilliance®
RGB Banana Peel® Hi-res
Component Video Cables
From Belden.

With no outer jacket, each individual cable
is easy to identify - just peel them off the
center spline and terminate! The elimination
of the outer jacket also increases the cable's
flexibility and allows the use of a smaller
size conduit.

The unique patented design of Belden's
hi-res RGB video cables eliminates the
need for an overall jacket, simplifying
installation and saving you time
and money.

But don't trust us, see it for yourself.
Get a FREE product sample and complete
technical information today!

Belden Brilliance Mini Hi -ms Component
Video cables offer true 75 ohm high frequency performance, making them ideal
for demanding applications such as high
resolution VGA on large screens, HDTV,
Hi -ms CAD, animation, editing and special
effects. And now, to meet the needs of the
installer, they are offered in Belden's unique
Banana Peel composite configuration.

For more information,
call: 1.800.BELDEN.1

Or go In Belden's
Web site at

www.belden.com

BELDEN

SENDING ALL THE EIGHT SIGNALS
e2006, Belden Inc.

01628
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FASTTR AC K
16x9/Band Pro Film & Dig.
Canon

Petrol
AZCAR

Global Streams
Iconix Video

SU1320
SU3020
SU3308
SU7105
SU10920

Quantel
Thomson
da Vinci

SU15512

NTT

Video Accessory
Scientific-Atlanta
Streambox

CGS, PROMPTERS,
CAPTIONING
Norpak

C2230
C4234
C4934
C5513
C6726
C7522

FOR -A

Astro Systems
Listec Video
Burst Electronics
Telescript
Mirror Image Teleprompters
Computer Prompting & Cap.
Evertz

Keywest Technology
VIZRT

Adtec Digital
EEG Enterprises

eyeheight
Pixel Power
Wegener Communications
Dayang Int
SoftNl
QTV/Autocue

C7834
C9436

N1713
SL2620
SL4810
SL6410
SL12111
SU2823
SU6820
SU7915
SU10205
SU12112
SU14612

SL720
SL2020
SL2615
SU2424
SU9613
SU10220
SU15515

GRAPHICS,

ANIMATION

DNF CONTROLS

SAV Systemes Audiofrequence
Videonique
Avid Technology
()mantel

Avid Technology
da Vinci
Keywest Technology
GenArts
Digital Vision
Digital Anarchy
Dalet Digital Media Sys
VIZRT

SGI (Silicon Graphics)
AJA Video
Boris FX/Media 100
Blackmagic Design
eyeheight
Orad Hi-Tec Systems
Miranda Technologies

CONSULTING
SERVICES,
TECHNICAL
ENGINEERING
DVB

C2239

ND Satcom
Frezzi Energy Systems
Patchamp
Avid Technology
SGI (Silicon Graphics)
Pixel Instruments
Crispin

C4941

AZCAR

Harmonic
Masstech Group

C5422
N1226
SL106,SL1410
SL4920
SU3111
SU6205
SU7105
SU9620
SU12712

FILM EQUIPMENT,
DUPLICATION,
DISTRIBUTION
EQUIPMENT
ESE

EVS

AbelCine Tech
ARRI

Grass Valley
Evertz
Grass Valley
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C1839
C3607
C7328
C10017
N902
N1713
SL202

Chyron

AJA Video

Clear-Com Comm. Systems
Television Engineering
Riedel Communications
HME
Evertz

Production Intercom
Multidyne Video & Fiber
Optic Systems
Sierra Automated Sys & Eng.
Comrex

Klotz Digital Audio Systems
JK Audio
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C9011

C9417

ARRI

C10017

Kino Flo

C10213
N6435
N8035
SU1320
SU2422

MULTI -IMAGE
DISPLAYS

C6726
C7017
N1526

N3713
SL106
SL720
SL1410
SL2615
SL2620
SL2829
SL3205
SL3827E
SL4305
SL4810
SL4920
SL6113
SL10520
SL11020
SU2823
SU3614
SU5220
SU6120
SU7511

C1131

C5329
C5912
C8436
C9428
C11632
N1713
N2235

E-mediavision.com
Opticomm
NEP Broadcasting
Barco

Marshall Electronics
Miranda Technologies
Triveni Digital
X20 Media
Avitech International
FingerWorks

C9538
N2931

0E408
SL4320
SU1926
SU5220
SU8525
SU11229
SU13215
SU11409

NEW MEDIA,
STREAMING
PRODUCTS,

MULTIMEDIA/
INTERNET
DVB

C2239

Rohde & Schwarz
JVC Professional

C2927

AccuWeather
Logic Innovations

C6412
C8148
C9844
N406
N902
N2131
N3100
N4928
SL202
SL2012
SL2620
SL3205
SL6410
SL8724
SL9214
SL10410
SL11614
SU720
SU906
SU2726
SU2729
SU5026
SU5111

Visual Europe
TV Magic
Grass Valley

Viewcast
Harris
Sonifex
Grass Valley
Anystream
Keywest Technology
Digital Vision

N3119
N4413
N5726
N5728
N9426

Adtec Digital
MSoft
Telestream
Inlet Technologies
VBrick Systems
Florical Systems
Sony Electronics
Irdeto Access
Zandar Technologies
DVEO/Computer Modules

C5422

VELA

LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT
Frezzi Energy Systems

K5600

Westcott (F.J. Westcott)
Dedotec USA

C3613
C4909
C6412

INTERCOM, IFB
PRODUCTS
Modulation Sciences
Telex Communications

C5929
C5934
C7328
C8212
C8214
C9007

Bogen
AbelCine Tech
Videssence
LightTech Group

Sabre Towers
Dialight
16x9/Band Pro Film & Dig.
Brightline

PRODUCTS
Panasonic Broadcast
BOXX Technologies
AccuWeather
Burst Electronics
Baron Services

Anton/Bauer

C4217

Color indicates advertisers

FASTTRACK
Crispin
AZCAR

SAMMA Systems
Optibase
Pathfire

Wegener Communications
Triveni Digital
IPV

Strategy & Technology
Harmonic
Envivio

Sigma Electronics

SU6205
SU7105
SU7130
SU7223
SU7405
SU7915
SU8525
SU8609
SU9306
SU9620
SU12105
SU15512

NVISION
Dayang Int.

SU9605
SU10205
SU14215
SU15512

Broadcast Pix
Sigma Electronics

C9720
SL106,SL1410
SL8724
SU3313
SU4920
SU5111
SU6205
SU13809

VELA

RECORDING

Crispin
Quantum

MEDIA
Ikegami Electronics
Maxell

Fast Forward VidEo
Avid Technology
MSoft
ISIS Group
Videomagnetics

C4226
C7736

POWER PRODUCTS
BATTERIES,
GENERATORS
Superior Broadcast Products
Active Power
IDX System Technology
Frezzi Energy Systems

Anton/Bauer
AbelCine Tech
Gepco
PAG USA (A Div. of Ste -Man)
Echolab

Staco Energy Products
Kay Industries
Band Pro Film & Digital
Brick House Video

C1312
C1732
C5207
C5422
C5929
C7328
C7525
C7613
N2926

N3813
N6517
SU1320
SU6806

PRODUCTION
SWITCHERS, VIDEO
EFFECTS, KEYERS
Ikegami Electronics

C4226

FOR -A

C4234
C4934
C5934
C8148
N1713
N2931
N2935

Astro Systems
Bogen
Logic Innovations
Evertz
Opticomm

Crystal Vision
SAV Systemes Audiofrequence
Videonique
Utah Scientific
Laird
RGB Spectrum

Analog Way
Comprehensive Video Group
Keywest Technology
Blackmagic Design
The Foundry
Abekas
eyeheight
ISIS Group

Snell & Wilcox
Ross Video
Brick House Video
AZCAR
TV One
Pro -Bel

N3713
N4321
S L2009

SL2105
SL2107
SL2520
SL2620
SL11020
SL14413
SU2520
SU2823
SU3313
SU4220
SU6010
SU6806
SU7105
SU7226
SU8511

network

VikinX Sublime
small and medium routing switchers
Analog video/audio, AES, SDI, E4,
STM-1 from 8x8 to 32x32

Multiformat HD -SDI from 8x8 tc 32x32
Re -clocking and non-reclocking SDI and HD -SDI

Multiple formats in one frame (2RU and 4RU)

Control via IP/Ethernet, RS -232/422, NCB

Programmable button configuration
Flexible local and external control panels

Network Electronics US
800-420-5909
ussales@network-electronics.com

network-electronics.com

Visit us at NAB Booth #SU10605

Color indicates advertisers
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IP Encapsulation
MPFG2

The Most Versatile

SATELLITE
EQUIPMENT,
SERVICES
in:an

Receiver Solution
- rrwounc,
IP Receiver

Available

The Award Winning MRD 3187A
Atlas Modular Receiver Decoder

- SD/HD MPfG2 & H.264 Decoding

- MPEG2 4:2:2 Decoding Option

- Native HD 8 Downconverted
SD Outputs Simultaneously

- 6 Configurable Input Slots
Options Include:
- DVBS2, DVBT, 8 VSB, IP, ASI

- Simultaneous MPEG over IP
Output
- Pro MPEG FEC Support

- Easily Configurable For Any
Application

L-3 Electron Devices
Miteq/MCL
ND Satcom
SES Americom
Intelsat
Logic Innovations
Frontline Communications
Microwave Radio Comm.
Harris
Patriot Antenna Systems
Microwave Radio Comm.
ScheduAll Software
Motorola
Irdeto Access
TANDBERG Television
Scopus Network Tech.
Crispin
AZCAR

Wegener Communications
Scientific-Atlanta
Harmonic
Avitech International

Innovative Video Network Solutions
Your Partner Since 1951

www.sencore.com
1-800-SENCORE(736-2673)
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C4741
C4941

C5245
C6541

C8148
C8417
C2907
N3100
0E103
0E300
SL2308
SU1920
SU2726
SU4211
SU5408
SU6205
SU7105
SU7915
SU9613
SU9620
SU13215

TANDBERG Television
TBC Consoles
Crispin

Ascent Media Group
AZCAR

Videoframe
SAMMA Systems
Pathfire
AJA Video

Middle Atlantic Products
Pharos Communications
360 Systems
NVISION

Network Electronics
Avitech International
Statmon Technologies

ESE

ANT Group
RTI-Research Tech. Int.
FOR -A

Leader Instruments
Bogen
Shotoku Broadcast Systems
Fujitsu
Dymo

Pelican Products
Lemo USA
Fischer Connectors
Hamlet

Thomson Content Security

Sintec Media
Harris
Masterclock
Wohler Technologies
Sennheiser Electronic
NEP Broadcasting
Laird
RGB Spectrum
Gefen

ScheduAll Software
Digital Vision
SGI (Silicon Graphics)
Christie Digital Systems
Kramer Electronics
AJA Video
Chief Manufacturing
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C1839
C2936
C3951

C4234
C5022
C5934
C7432
C7807

C8236
C9125
C9432
N409
N419

N713
N721

N2535
N3100
N3213
N3426
N7117
0E408
SL2009
SL2105
S L2305

SL2308
SL3205
SL4920
SL5413
SL6105A
SL6113
SL9211

SL9914
SL13016
SL14416
SU1926
SU2729
SU2823
SU3006
SU3106
SU3305
SU3316
SU4211
SU5405
SU6205
SU6811
SU7105
SU7108
SU7130
SU7405
SU7511
SU7826
SU8905
SU9120
SU9605
SU10605
SU13215
SU14205

TBCS, FRAME
SYNCS,
CONVERSION
EQUIPMENT

STUDIO, FACILITY
SUPPORT
PRODUCTS

ADC

GOMIVCDFRIM

C1329

Boland Communications
Avocent
Da-Lite Screen
Marshall Electronics
Zandar Technologies
eyeheight
B&H Photo -Video -Pro Audio
Forecast Consoles
Image Video
Winsted

Broadcast Microwave Serv.
FOR -A

Anchor Bay
Trilogy Communications
ADC
Evertz

Crystal Vision
Wohler Technologies
Prime Image
Sonifex
Laird

Thomson
RGB Spectrum
Keywest Technology
Digital Vision
Data Check
Kramer Electronics
AJA Video
EDIROL

Blackmagic Design
Band Pro Film & Digital
Ensemble Designs
Hotronic
eyeheight
Pixel Instruments
Cobalt Digital
Snell & Wilcox
YEM

Miranda Technologies
Ross Video
Brick House Video

C1607
C4234
C7847

C8133
N721

N1713
N2935
N3426
N4517
N4928
SL2009
SL2020
SL2105
SL2620
SL3205
SL3805
SL6105A
SL6113
SL8208
SL11020
SU1320
SU2326
SU2722
SU2823
SU3111
SU3605
SU4220
SU5105
SU5220
SU6010
SU6806

Color indicates advertisers

Ensure Service
Videoframe
SAMMA Systems
TV One

AJA Video
Ward -Beck Systems
Network Electronics
Ligos
Lynx Technik

SU7108
SU7130
SU7226
SU7511
SU9211
SU10605
SU11321
SU15209

DVB

C2239

Rohde & Schwarz
Z Technology
DSC Laboratories
Astro Systems
Leader Instruments
Burst Electronics
Hamlet

C2927

JDSU

Sencore

TELCO, IPTV,

MOBILE AND
MICROWAVE VIDEO
EQUIPMENT
L-3 Electron Devices
N Systems
Screen Serv. Broad. Tech.
Nucomm
Teamcast
Ikegami Electronics
Globecast
Miteq/MCL
Bogen

Wireworks
SPINNER

Riedel Communications
Lemo USA

Microwave Radio Comm.
Fischer Connectors
ADC
Evertz

Tektronix
Crystal Vision
Harris
Multidyne Video & Fiber
Optic Systems
Sennheiser Elec./Neumann
Lectrosonics
JK Audio

C1329
C1610
C1624
C2529
C2639
C4226
C4241

OmniTek

C4741

Band Pro Film & Digital
Hotronic
eyeheight
Image Video
ISIS Group
TANDBERG Television
Miranda Technologies
Videoframe
Manzanita Systems
Triveni Digital
Ward -Beck Systems
Pixelmetrix
TSL (Television Sys.)
KTech Telecom.

N2519
N2935
N3100

N3119
N7117
N8116
N9426
Rycote Microphone Windshields N9617
0E300
Microwave Radio Comm.
0E408
NEP Broadcasting
SL1413Q
ATTO Technology
SL2826
Communications Specialties
S U3020
Canon

TANDBERG Television

SU4211

Snell & Wilcox
Brick House Video
Harmonic
Telecast Fiber Systems
Network Electronics
SysMedia

SU4220
SU6806
SU9620
SU10213
SU10605
SU11308

TEST &
MEASUREMENT
EQUIPMENT
Modulation Sciences
Sencore
ESE

Color indicates advertisers

C1131

C1646
C1839

C6726
N419
N831

N1835
N2519
N3100
N3116

SL3805
SL6105A
SL9705
SU1320
SU2722
SU2823
SU3305
SU3313
SU4211
SU5220

SU7108
SU7524
SU8525
SU9211

SU12109
SU14615
SU14912

In Your System
MPEG Monitoring
and Analysis
TSM 1770
- Remote TS Monitoring with
MPEG2 & H.264 Thumbnails
- Now Includes New ATSC
A/78 TS Verification
- Inputs Include ASI, 310M,
8VSB, QAM, and MPEG/IP

MAP 1853
- FLA Featured MPEG2 & H.264
Real-time -S Analysis

ANTENNAS,
OWERS, SERVICES
Teracom Components
L-3 Electron Devices
Broadcast Microwave Serv.
Screen Serv. Broad. Tech.
e2v technologies
Dielectric Communications
Radio Frequency Systems

C1309
C1329
C1607
C1624
C1716
C1907
C1913

LARCAN USA

C1916
C1920
C2213
C2220
C2239
C2507

Acrodyne Industries
Jampro Antennas/RF Systems ........C2515
Axcera
C2524
Richland Towers
C2534
DMT USA
Rohde & Schwarz

SMPILiiUM

N3231
N3426

FEEDLINE,

DVB

Anywhere

N3119

V TRANSMITTERS

Propagation Systems (PSI)
Kathrein, Scala Division
Myat

QAM

C5022

N1531
N1713

DK Technologies
Tektronix
Harris
Prism Media Products
Multidyne Video & Fiber
Optic Systems
Volicon
Wohler Technologies
Data Check
Kramer Electronics

C5934
C7617
C8828A
C9428
C9432
C2907
N409
N721
N1713

C4910
C4934

N1113
N1526

DNF CONTROLS
K -WILL
Evertz

Integrity

C3039

- High Bitrata Streaming and
Recording
- Highly Detailed Off-line
Analysis

EBEIVCC:01=1E
Innovative Video Network Solutions
Your Partner Since 1951

www.sencore.coni
1-800-SENCORE(736-2673)

C2915
C2927
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SOLVING
yetwork

PROBLEMS

ND Satcom
Thales Components

C4941

Comtech EF Data
Radyne

C6241

Advanced Designs
Micro Communications (MCI)
Microwave Radio Comm.

C9717
C2520
C2907
N721
N1119
N2238
N3100
N5122
N5738
N6435
N7026
N7326

ADC

ERI-Electronics Research
Emcore
Harris

Magnum Towers
Bird Technologies Group
Sabre Towers
Shively Labs
Utility Tower
CPI

REQUIRES
'yew Inriovatior

UNIMAR
Microwave Radio Comm.
Canon
Radyne

Radian Comm. Services
KTech Telecom.

C5943
C6347

N7426
N8036
0E300
SU3020
SU5529
SU10926
SU14912

A GREAT TEAM
The Sencore
IPTV Team
VideoBridge VB20
- Network Wide MPEG2/H.264
Service Monitoring w/ New
Gigabit Interface

MIP 1860
- Full Featured MPEG/IP Real Time Analysis

- High Bitrate MPEG/IP Streaming
and Recording

- All Key IP & MPEG Measurements
Including MDI & TR 101290

ISM 1760
- Monitor Hundreds of Services with
Simple Web -based Interface
- MPEG2 and H.264 Video Support
with Thumbnail Decoding

iiiMrJ1CCDE=1
Innovative Video Network Solutions
Your Partner Since 1951

www.sencore.corn
1-800-SENCORE(736-2673)

VIDEO EDITING
SYSTEMS
ESE

EVS

Panasonic Broadcast
JVC Professional
Ikegami Electronics
BOXX Technologies
Astro Systems
Fast Forward Video
TV Magic
Grass Valley
DNF CONTROLS

Viewcast
Prime Image
Avid Technology
Grass Valley
Avid Technology
Autodesk
Matrox Electronic Systems
Thomson
Adobe Systems
SGI (Silicon Graphics)
Abekas
Brick House Video
Pixel Power
Optibase
AJA Video
IPV

Masstech Group
Telairity
Sigma Electronics

Broadcast Microwave Serv.
Burst Electronics
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DNF CONTROLS
Evertz

Opticomm
Crystal Vision
Harris

N2931
N2935
N3100

Multidyne Video & Fiber
Optic Systems
PESA/CluStream
SAV Systemes

Audiofrequence Videonique
Utah Scientific
Gefen

Comprehensive Video Group
Keywest Technology
Communications Specialties
Sierra Video Systems
Kramer Electronics
Video Accessory
Hotronic
Zandar Technologies
eyeheight
Image Video
ISIS Group
Leightronix

Snell & Wilcox
VELA

Ross Video
AZCAR

C4217
C4226
C4909
C4934
C9720
N406
N902
N1526
N2131
N4517

Triveni Digital
Pharos Communications
Claratech

SL106
SL202
SL1410
SL1420
SL2015
SL2020
SL3220
SL4920
SU2520
SU6806
SU6820
SU7223
SU7511
SU8609
SU12712
SU13615
SU15512

C1607
C4234
C6726

C8148

N1226
N1526
N1713

C1839
C3607
C3613

VIDEO ROUTING
FOR -A

Logic Innovations
Patchamp

Wegener Communications
Pro -Bel

NVISION

Scientific-Atlanta
Network Electronics
Sigma Electronics

N3119
N3418
N3713
N4321
SL2305
SL2520
SL2620
SL2826
SL6105
SL6105A
SU2424
SU2722
SU2729
SU2823
SU3305
SU3313
SU3811
SU4220
SU5111
SU6010
SU7105
SU7915
SU8511
SU8525
SU8905
SU9307
SU9605
SU9613
SU10605
SU15512

VIDEO STORAGE,
ARCHIVE SYSTEMS
EVS

C3607

Panasonic Broadcast
RTI-Research Tech. Int.
JVC Professional
Ikegami Electronics
Maxell
Fast Forward Video

C3613

DNF CONTROLS

Solid State Logic
Volicon
Netia
StorageTek
Avid Technology
Quantel
Avid Technology
Thomson
Studio Network Solutions
SGI (Silicon Graphics)
BitCentral
Ciprico
Primera Technology

C3951

C4217
C4226
C7736

C9720
N1526
N2526
N3231
N5721

S110-LMR
SL106
SL720
SL1410
SL2020
SL4830
SL4920
SL7715
SL9628
SL12405

Color indicates advertisers

FASTTRACK
Omneon Video Networks
ISIS Group
VELA

Miranda Technologies
Datadirect Networks
Crispin
EMC

Wegener Communications
SGL

Pharos Communications
360 Systems
Konan Digital
SeaChange International
Masstech Group
Digital Broadcast
Quantum

Front Porch Digital

SU1326
SU3313
SU5111
SU5220
SU5605
SU6205
SU6824
SU7915
SU8607
SU8905
SU9120
SU10723
SU10812
SU12712
SU13310
SU13809
SU14915

WEATHER/DATA
SERVICES
Weather Central
AccuWeather
Baron Services
Weather Metrics
Advanced Designs
Keywest Technology
VIZRT

C5334
C6412
C7017
C7222

C9717
SL2620
SL4810

Irdeto Access
Pixel Power
Triveni Digital

SU2726
SU6820
SU8525

C11902
N409

ADC

N721

Patchamp
Klctz Digital Audio Systems
Sabre Towers
Neutrik
Patriot Antenna Systems

WIRE, CABLE,
CONNECTORS
Dielectric Communications
Trompeter Electronics
Kings Electronics
Switchcraft

Aviom
Fischer Connecto-s

C1907
C1930

C7022

Gepco

C7507
C7525

Wireworks...

C7617

Lemo USA.
Belden CDT Electronics
Division

C9432

Communications specialties
Kramer Electronics
Marshall Electrorics
Canare

APW Mayville
Telecast Fiber Systems

N1226
N5728
N6435
N8526
0E103
SL2826
SL6105A
SU1926
SU4805
SU7220

SU10213

C9441

The new moves in the telecom and IPTV industry
are significant of the mutation of our sector. NAB
will be a major step to assess the readiness of the
market to use the opportunities offered by IPTV
technology and new communication medias.
>boas, vice president foroduc` mr

Broadcasters have saved both for over 35 years using ESE
precision master clocks and timing -related products. ESE
products accurately synchronize broadcast operations using
a choice of GPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal or line frequency for
affordable, reliable, perfect time.
Spend a few seconds on www.ese-web.com to discover a
complete array of timing systems that are designed for
easy installation, set-up a operation.

'

142 Sierra Street
El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Tel: (310) 322-2136
Fax: (310) 322-8127
www.ese-web.com

Visit us at NAB Booth #C1839
NAB coverage I March 2007 I broadcastengineering.com
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When attending the world's Engineering are here to help. More than
largest electronics me- 250 new products are lighlighted on the
dia event, you'll face a next 28 rages - morie than you'll find
wide va:iety of technolo- anywhere else. To help your search be efgies, companies and products. How do ficient, we've broken down the hundreds
you find that one, best -fit graphics plat- of products into 29 equipment categoform or transmitter? Who offers the best ries. Along with complete descriptions,

weather radar or NLE? Finding the answers to these and o-ther product -spe-

many list_ngs include a photo so you'll
know more about the solutions offered.

sometimes difficult.

So, read on. The answers to tomorrow's

cific questions

is

Fortunately, the editors at Broadcast technology challenges 1:e just ahead.

March 2007 I

broadcastenginaering.com
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DTVMARKETPLACE
AUDIO
ACCESSORIES
AUDIO ACCESSORIES

Aviom Pro64 series

Audio -networking products based
on A -Net audio transport protocol;
can distribute audio without being
restricted by the physical locations of
inputs and outputs or the direction of

the signal flow; in auto mode, up to
64 channels (24b, 48kHz) are distributed throughout the entire network.
610-738-9005; www.aviom.com
BOOTH: C11902

BIAMPLIFIED ACTIVE
MONITORS, SUBWOOFERS
Genelec 8200/7200 DSP series

NEARFIELD REFERENCE MONITOR

Klein + Hummel 0 300

8200 series of biamplified active

monitors and 7200 series of active
subwoofers allow for all standard
AES/EBU formats of digital audio;
accept sampling rates ranging from
32kHz to 192kHz and traditional
analog signals; integrated software allows 25 of the 8200 loudspeakers and
five of the 7200 subwoofers to be de-

nied and controlled via standard Cat
5 cabling.
508-652-0900; www. g en el ecusa.com

BOOTH: SL11215

Features a system with three magnetically shielded drivers, low -distortion
reproduction and neutral sound stage
from 40Hz to 20kHz; includes a monitor designed to allow impulse peaks
through and to respond with limiting

only when a voice coil is in danger
of thermal overload or a power amp
risks overheating.

WIRELESS AUDIO SYSTEM
Beyerdynamic Opus 900

STUDIO MONITORS
JBL Professional LSR4300 series

860-434-9190; www.klein-hummel.com
BOOTH: N7117

AUDIO EMBEDDER/DE-EMBEDDER

Network Electronics AV-SD-XMUX

Offers a wide variety of transmitters,
including the DM 960 S, DM 960 B
and the DM 969 S dynamic transmitters, the EM 981 S and the CM 930
B condenser transmitters, and the TS

900 M and TS 900 C pocket transmitters with rechargeable contacts
- which are also outfitted with an
ACT infrared interface for frequency
setting; offers three receivers with 99
preprogrammed frequencies.
239-283-7880; www.beyerdynamic.com
BOOTH: N9014

Can embed/de-embed four AES signals simultaneously; features a builtin 18 x 16 AES router with four individual audio delay lines, AES inputs

with sample rate conversion from
Measures and automatically compensates for low -frequency problems with built-in analyzers; includes
high -resolution 24b, 96kHz AES/EBU
and S/PDIF digital inputs to interface
with digital broadcast consoles, computer audio I/O, playback sources and
processors.

30kHz to 200kHz and audio processing within each AES group.
800-420-5909

www.network-electronics.com
BOOTH: SU10605

AUDIO MONITORING SOLUTION
TSL AMU2 8HD Dolby

50; www.jblpro.com
BOOTH: N7715

818-894-

PROGRAM OPTIMIZER

Dolby DP600

Allows cable, satellite, IPTV and terrestrial broadcasters to automatically

analyze and correct program loudness; the codec options provide faster

than real-time encoding, decoding
and transcoding of the most com-

METADATA FRAME
SYNCHRONIZER, GENERATOR

Linear Acoustic LA -5180 MetaMAX
N

jmoo

Is HD- and fully Dolby E- and D -com-

patible; enables the audio channels
from Dolby E and Dolby Digital signal

mon broadcast media files and audio
formats; normalizes the loudness of

Accepts external metadata via industry -standard RS -485 input or from
the VANC space of an applied HD SDI signal; analyzes and regenerates

audio programs with no impact on

streams to be decoded and accurately
monitored for level and phase; up to
eight individual audio signals are displayed on eight 53 -segment tricolor

this metadata to keep it consistent

their original dynamic range.

bar graphs, with both PPM and VU

and error -free.
717-735-3611; www.Iinearacoustic.com

scales.
+44 1628 676 200; www.tsl.co.uk

415-645-5000; www.dolby.com
BOOTH: N2513
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DTVMARKETPLACE
AUDIO MIXERS,
ON -AIR,
PORTABLE,
STUDIO,

COMPACT DIGITAL CONSOLE

DSP PLATFORM

Calrec Audio Omega with Bluefin

Studer SCore Live

PLAYBACK
REMOTE ANALOG I/O BOX

Calrec AD5603

For use with the Vista range of consoles;

A 2RU analog I/O unit with 24 mic/
line inputs and eight line outputs; has
built-in PSU redundancy with single or
optional dual IEC power connections;
features phantom power indication on

Small digital console with high -density signal processing and 160 mono
DSP paths; features 8 x 5.1 surround,
stereo or audio groups, and 20 auxil-

mic inputs and a tri-color signal LED

iary outputs (20 mono or 10 stereo)
and 48 outputs for multitrack or gen-

indicating whether audio is present,

eral-purpose feeds.

normal or at clip for each input.

provides for up to 10 DSP card slots;
can hold up to 12 I/O cards of various
formats and additional GPIO; occupies
6RU; is user -configurable to maximize
the use of the DSP in different applications; maintains fitll redundancy.
818-920-3212; www.studer.ch

+44 142 284 2159; www.calrec.com

+44 142 284 2159; www.calrec.com

BOOTH: N7715

BOOTH: N8529

BOOTH: N8529

NAB has always been the most important trade show and conference in the industry.
Carl J. Dempsey, chief executive officer, Woh!or

Tor 17tInf -,(7;

-lc in the

Convergence
With over 35 yeas experience in video microwaie
links, MRC now brings you combined network IP and
HD solutions for all your transport needs.
No one but MRC has the complete line
of HD products for streamlining ycur
workflow to capture, deliver, and d stribute
your HD content.

Did we mention the mijority of
STLs use MRC radiosi Clearly,

Visit us at Booth #C2007

°

THE WORLD'S LARGEST ELECTRONIC MEDIA SHOW

we've been at the forefront
of HD transport w-th our
TwinStrearr and DARPIus radios.
And now our SCTVI000 modem is one of
the most diverse and flexible platforms for
carrying larce payloads.
Join the HD Convergence with MRC

M CROWNS
RADIO
CI-MAU INICAI IOW
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DTVMARKETPLACE
PCI AUDIO INTERFACE

AUDIO CONSOLE

WIRELESS MATRIX KEYPANELS

Solid State Logic Mixpander

Wheatstone D-10

Telex/RTS KP-612E and KP-412E

Features 12 programmable switches,
redundant failsafe DSP/CPU card op-

tions, motorized faders, redundant
power supply option, switched meters
with system -wide access, a dedicated

master, and group and DCM faders;
includes 5.1 surround sound plus three
stereo masters, eight stereo subgroup
mixes and eight mix -minus outputs.

64 -channel PCI audio interface for
PCs is designed to be used with the
Xlogic Alpha -Link audio converter
range; when combined with the Al-

252-638-7000; www.wheatstone.com
BOOTH: N7111

pha -Link converter range, Mixpander
offers ultra -low latency audio moni-

AUDIO ROUTING,
DISTRIBUTION

toring with plug-in processing in
place; up to four cards can be used in
a single PC.
212-315-111

Twelve -position key panels available
with push-button or lever key fit in a
standard 19RU; feature two encoders:
one for headset, microphone, auxiliary input and matrix in volume adjustment, and the other a knob for menu
selection.
800-323-0498; www.telexintercoms.com
BOOTH: C5329

AUDIO ROUTER

www.solid-state-Iogic.com
BOOTH: N2526

DIGITAL AUDIO MIXER

Lawo Nova73 HD

FIBER-OPTIC

Is scalable up to 8192 mono channels;

TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

synchronous system has defined latency of few samples; features a vari-

Communications Specialties Pure
Digital Fiberlink 7500 Series

ety of interfaces and direct ATM link;

Euphonix System 5-B

is 96kHz and Dolby E compatible
with integrated signal processing.
+49 7222 10020; www.Iawo.de

BOOTH: N7030

DISTRIBUTED ROUTING SWITCHER

Comprises a control surface, digital
processing core, digital and analog
interfaces, and a system management
software

QuStream PESA Cheetah DRS 64x64

Transmits all single -link DVI resolu-

Offers all AES/analog/time code or
mix with 64 AES or analog inputs by

tions up to 1920 x 1200 and stereo
audio over one single -mode, nonproprietary fiber; supports distances

64 analog or AES outputs; features include Dolby E routing, soft switching

application called eMix;

is designed for high -quality sound,
with full support for 24 -bit I/O and
internal processing at 40 -bit floating

and delay functionality in the input
and output frames.
631-912-1301; www.qustream.com

BOOTH: N3418

up to 15km; features a DVI loop-thru
for monitor and EDID; provides two
DVI outputs.
631-273-0404; www.commspecial.com
BOOTH: S12826

point.
650-855-0400; www.euphonix.com
BOOTH: N4021

AUDIO PATCHBAY

Switchcraft StudioPatch 6425

Connects to I/O interfaces with common DB25 cables; includes phantom
power and changeable normaling positions that can be set at full normal,
half normal or non -normal modes.
773-792-2700; www.switchcraft.com
BOOTH: C7507
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NAB represents a great forum for us to meet with
and get feedback from a significant representation
of our customers and prospects. Understanding
what is on their minds, getting their reactions to new
trends or market offerings, and sharing what we
have going on is what we are looking forward to.
- John Sorensen, president, Broadway Systems
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DTVMARKETPLACE
AUTOMATION,
INCLUDING NEWS
AND MASTER
CONTROL

AUTOMATION AND
ASSET MANAGEMENT

ASSET AND
WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT

Florical Systems Acuitas

OBOR Digital Zeus

For

hardware; users can ingest, tag, play and
archive digital content; supports single

tracks equipment using identifiers
such as name, description and location; for technical workflow management, provides ticket generation

multistation and multichannel enviMULTIPURPOSE COMPUTER

MicroFirst Engineering MPC-3200

Is housed in a 1RU box, powered by
a Motorola PowerPC processor; provides frame -accurate serial machine
control for up to 32 serially controlled
devices, which are software -configurable to RS -232 or RS -422/485.
201-651-9300; vvww.microfirst.com
BOOTH: SU727

management,

Is based on non-proprietary computer

ronments; auto -reconciles traffic; offers
drag -and -drop operation.
352-372-8326; www.acutiastv.com
BOOTH: SU720

physical

asset

and management, automatic routine
ticket generation interdepartmental
communications, shift notes and service scheduling; for workforce man-

LOGGING SYSTEM

agement, offers personnel scheduling,
assignment of duties, time card man-

OmniBus Systems OPUS News &
Sports Logging

agement and safety integration; for
overall management, offers budget-

Features fast one -button -press news
logging using configurable events
buttons, as well as intuitive on -screen
control of live and prerecorded fees;
includes capabilities for recalling,
sorting and accessing content across

ing tools, key performance indicators,
safety reports and training overviews.
407-352-6501; www.obordigital.com
BOOTH: N6730

multiple systems.
+44 8705 004339; www.omnibus.tv

BOOTH: SU5413

MULTIVIEWERS. FROM AVITECH

AVITECH
www.avitechvideo.corn
sales@avitechvideo. corn
+1 (425) 885-3863

MONITORING MADE EASY
Through the Power of An Intelligent Architecture,
Avitech is reshaping the future of
multi -image display processing
by offering the highest image quality
in the industry.

Photo Courtesy of Oregon Public Broadcasting

AVITECH FAMILY OF MULTIVIEWERS (combine all 3 modules for a custom zed display)
Multi -Image Video Processing Module
MCC -8000
DVI / VGA & Video Processing Module
VCC-8000
Multi -Audio Processing Module
ACC -8000
visit us at NAB2007
Booth # SU13215
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DTVMARKETPLACE
GRAPHICS AUTOMATION

MASTER CONTROL

NEWS SYSTEM

Miranda Xmedia Suite

NVISION NV5128-MC

Quantel Newsbox

Streamlines both live production

Combines digital master control and

The self-contained news system ar-

and channel branding graphics
workflows; is ideal for all types of
news programs, including special

multiformat routing in the same

rives ready to go on -air straight out of
the box; is available in both HD now

events such as elections, as well as for

features optional built-in Dolby E

branding and promotional graphics
in master control; an open and modular architecture allows scaling from
a single user up to hundreds of users

decoding and a host of standard features that include A/B mixing with
full auto transition control, multilevel
video keying, logo store, two -picture
squeezeback and audio over mixer.

across multiple locations.
514-333-1772; www.miranda.com

BOOTH: SU5220

frame; is only 8RU, allowing facilities to save on valuable rack space;

530-265-1119; www.nvision.tv
BOOTH: SU9605

HD

and HD-upgradable configurations,
allowing broadcasters to manage
their HD investments; comes with all
that is needed to ingest material, view
rushes, choose shots, edit stories, re-

view finished pieces and play them
out to air.
+44 1635 48 222; www.quantel.com

BOOTH: SL720

NEWSROOM SYSTEM
MASTER CONTROL AND PLAYOUT

Harris NewsForce

Is built upon the NEXIO XS shared
storage server architecture; includes
a new generation of Harris editors,

optimized for fast cutting and airing of news; with servers, editors and

graphics systems working directly
on the NEXIO storage area network,
NewsForce provides newscasters with
a streamlined, MOS-enabled infrastructure for producing, processing,

distributing and managing SD and
HD content.

AUTOMATION SYSTEM

Is designed to replace all of the func-

Sundance Digital

tions of a broadcast master control

FastBreak NXT v3.0

and playout chain in a single software
application; is fully featured for both

Runs four active playlists simultaneously on a single Air Control Station;
features greater visibility, an enhanced
manual, automated join -in -progress
functionality, streamlined GUI, and

SD and HD environments; new features include multiple audio tracks
for multilanguage applications, open
and closed captions, HD ingest, MXF

and GXF support, and live instant
playback for news, sports and entertainment programs.

operator interfaces in French, German, Italian and Spanish; database
standardization uses the Microsoft
SQL platform.

513-459-3400

+44 8705 004339; www.omnibus.tv

972-444-8442; www.sundancedigitalcom

www.broadcast.harris.com
BOOTH: N3100, N2502

BOOTH: SU5413

BOOTH: SL1410A

PLAYUST DELIVERY

ENTRY-LEVEL AUTOMATION

NVerzion NControl

Pro -Bel Morpheus Foundation

OPEN STANDARDS AUTOMATION

Playlist software directs digital feeds
by serving them to air in a controlled
sequential order of events; automati-

Automation system suitable for one

VCI autoXe

to six channels; offers many of the advance features of the Morpheous sys-

cally rolls through video server or

tem in a compact, low-cost package;
addresses key content management
and delivery areas, including ingest,

Suite of tools and applications built on
a service -oriented architecture; enables
scheduling, monitoring, managing and
playback of multiple channel streams;
is based on the open standards -based

VTR content and produces a continuous stream of aired video; allows users to control audio playback devices
for voice-overs, downstream keyers,
logo inserters and more from within
the playlist.

II

OmniBus Systems iTX 1.2

801-293-8420; www.nverzion.com
BOOTH: SU4228

storage management, playout, master
control and router automation, real-

time manual intervention and feed-

XE Platform; allows transparent integration and interoperability with
other broadcast systems, such as traf-

back, and graphics/logo insertion.

fic, Pathfire and Omneon.

631-549-5159; www.pro-bel.com
BOOTH: SU8511

413-272-7200; www.vcisolutions.com
BOOTH: SU11620

Even though a reliable communications system is critical to any
successful broadcast or event, it is seldom on top of the shopping list
when planning a project. NAB is a great venue to educate attendees about
the expanded options available via new and innovative solutions.
Thomas Riedel, managing director, Riedel Communications
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DTVMARKETPLACE
NEWS WORKFLOW ENVIRONMENT

Dalet Digital Media Systems Dalet
News for Omneon

Is designed for small- to mid -sized
newsroom facilities transitioning to

CAMERA SUPPORT,
ROBOTICS,
VIRTUAL SETS

file -based workflows; offers Dalet in-

CAMERA TROLLEY SYSTEM

gest, desktop editing, asset management, on -air playout and archiving
capabilities integrated with Omneon

Telemetrics TeleGlide

Media Spectrum video server.
212-825-3322; www.dalet.com
BOOTH: SL4305

Is designed primarily for use in studio or sports applications; consists
of a single or dual trolley for optimal
load stabilization; the track is a dual
rail system with connecting brackets;
is fully servo controlled for smooth

FLUID HEAD

Sachtler Cine 30 HD

Comes with a side -load clamping
mechanism for the camera plate,
which increases the camera plate's
sliding range and enables easy side
loading of the flu id head with its pre mounted camera setup; the clamping

mechanism is compatible with camera plates from a majority of popular
manufacturers, including those from
Oconnor and the ARRI Bridgeplate.

operation.

845-268-0100; www.sachtler.com
BOOTH: C5923

201-848-9818, www.telemetricsinc.com
BOOTH: C4937

NAB gives us the opportunity to address both world markets and the U.S. domestic
market simultaneously. Trade shows these days are all about creating and nurturing
relationships, and there is no better place to do that on a global scale than NAB.
-Adrian Scott, chief marketing officer, Pro -Bel

Look for us at NAB April 16th -19th.
Las Vegas, booth #C9125
23215 EARLY AVENUE, T3RRANCE, CA 90505

PELICAN PROTECTOR' CASES

866.823.0119 (TOLL FOES 310,33.4700

TOUGH POLYMER CONSTRUCTION

FAX 310.326.3311 WWW.PELICAN.COM/BE
Inimeht ard bp topltp Wm an %Pei asimppend

LIGHT WEIGHT

etworls of PP= Pratt% P. ald Pen.

EASY OPEN DOUBLE -THROW LATNES

PELICAN"

STEEL REINFORCED LOCK HASPS
UNCONDITIONAL LIFETIME GUARANTEE

STAINLESS STEEL BALL BEARING AIHEEL:
38 SIZES TO CHOOSE FROM

[M.

USA

PELICAN UNCONDITIONAL

LIFETIME GUARANTEE
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DTVMARKETPLACE
PAN AND TILT HEAD
Shotoku S -DASH

HD CAMERA

POV HD CAMERA

Ikegami HDN-X10 Editcam HD

Iconix Video HD-RH1

Is designed for shooting high-speed
movement, such as sports, motor racing and horse races; its pan -bar controller takes the form of a small pan
and tilt head that can carry a viewfinder monitor TV and standard lens
hand controls; the other control op-

Includes a tapeless recording system
and 2/3in 2.1 megapixel CMOS sensors for superior picture quality and
wide dynamic range; uses the Avid
DNxHD mastering codec to deliver
HD -resolution full -raster (1920 x
1080) images that can be edited in

tion, the joystick, is a desktop unit for

real time.

use in production areas, OB trucks
and other confined areas.

201-368-9171; www.ikegami.com
BOOTH: C4226

310-782-8491; www.shotoku.tv

High -definition POV 3-CCD remote
camera system features a 1/3in pro-

BOOTH: C7432

CAMERA GRIP

gressive 16:9 image sensor, backed by

Anton/Bauer EgripZ
METAL SPREADER

Panther Broadcast SD 100/150

Offers limitless operating positions;
stabilizes the camera without adding
unnecessary weight or constraint; attaches easily to any camera; weighs
only 12oz.
800-422-3473; www.antonbauer.com

a 1/3in 3-CCD prism system for optics, using 14 -bit quantization at the
A/D conversion and processing steps;
captures and outputs video in NTSC
and PAL formats in all HD resolutions, while supporting frame rates of
24fps, 25fps, 30fps, 50fps and 60fps.
800-783-1080; www.iconixvideo.com
BOOTH: SU15512

BOOTH: C5929

HDTV CAMERAS

Hitachi DK series

Employ 2/3in CCD imagers with full

raster HDTV resolutions of 1920 x

Stable metal spreader for Panther's
100/150mm tripods; can be transformed into a dolly in seconds when
used with the 100/150mm tripod; can
be equipped with either studio wheels
with brakes and cable guards or track
wheels.
+49 89 613 900 33; www.panther.tv

1080 or 1280 x 720; feature 24, 25 and

30 progressive frame capture modes
and improvements in sensitivity (F11
at 20001x), signal-to-noise (>56dB
HDTV) and resolution (>1000TVL
in 1080i, >700TVL in 720p).

HD CAMCORDER

Panasonic AG-HPX500

516-921-7200; www.hitachikokusai.us
BOOTH: C5017

BOOTH: C7328

ANIERAS, LENSES
ACCESSORIES
HD STUDIO LENS

Canon DIGISUPER 22xs

Maintains size and weight com-

mensurate to that of other portable
production cameras, weighing onethird a typical HD box lens; features
105mm input optical port that produces a high sensitivity, high contrast,

optimized uniformity of brightness
across the image plane.
800-321-4388; www.usa.canon.com

BOOTH: SU3020
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There are other
industry trade shows,
conferences and
events around the
world that provide an
opportunity for strong
local presence, but
NAB is the largest
and has the broadest
international mix"

Ii

- Jon P Hammarstrom, senior
manager worldwide video
marketing, Tektronix

broadcastengineering.com March 2007 I NAB coverage

Combines the full production quality of 2/3in 3-CCDs, DVCPRO HD,
4:2:2 sampling and independent frame
encoding with the versatility of inter-

changeable lenses and the creativity
of variable frame rates; features progressive 2/3in 3-CCDs; records in 32
HD and SD formats, including 1080i
and 720p in 100Mb/s DVCPRO HD;
records on removable P2 solid-state
memory cards in 1080/60i, 50i, 30p,
25p and 24p, in 720/60p, 50p, 30p, 25p,
and 24p, and in DVCPRO50, DVCPRO
and DV.
201-392-4127

www.panasonic.com/broadcast
BOOTH: C3613

Color indicates advertisers

DTVMARKETPLACE
HD STUDIO LENS

CAMCORDER

3-CCD HD CAMCORDER

Fujinon XA22x7BES

JVC GY-HD251E

Panasonic AG-HSC1U

Is designed for stations using ENGtype cameras for studio applications
as well as those employing smaller

Offers live, uncompressed 1080i/60
and 720p/60 via HD -SDI with em-

field production units; features a focal
length starting at 7mm and ranging up
to 154mm; is well -suited for shooting
in tight locations and smaller studios.

either the built-in battery V -plate or
the four -pin XLR input; features include BNCs for genlock, time code in/
out, SDI and HD -SDI out, and a six pin connector for remote control.

applications; records up to 88 min-

800-526-5308; www.jvc.com/pro
BOOTH: C4217

wwvv,panasolic.com/broadcast

Weighs 1.1113s; delivers 1080i record-

973-633-5600

www.fujinonbroadcast.com
BOOTH: C4208

4I

ings with the accuracy and natural
3-CCD color reproduction for HD; is
ideal for widescreen, high -resolution

bedded audio; operates at 12V DC via

utes (41 minutes in the highest quality
mode) of video on a high-speed 4GB
SDHC memory card.
201-392-4127

BOOTH: C3613

"NAB enables us to identify trends in the industry so we can
better accommodate the changing needs of our customers."

/I

- Gerald Krulewicz, president, Wireworks

www.emcore.com
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On
High density. High definition. Nobody transports at a higher level.
Multi Uncompressed HD Transport

esg

19.4Mbps -10Gbps E-Muxing

GigE 100'10

DVB-ASI to IP

3.E GHz RF Transport DWDM-CWDM

For 25 years, we've been pioneers - designing and manufacturing leading -edge components
and systems for optical communication networks. Our expertise and resources in ligital/analog
transport - over fiber - give us a focus and perspective smaller competitors cannot imagine.
And so, we're continuously inspired and empowered to provide you with the most advanced video
transport solutions, from field to home. After all, we share your commitment to high performance.

Stronger components. Stronger optical transport. Stronger company.
NAB coverage I March 2007 I broadcastengineering.com
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DTVMARKETPLACE
SINGLE -FORMAT HD CAMERA

CAMERA
Sony HDC-1400

Thomson Grass Valley
LDK 4000 Mark II

Has an array of 2.4 million pixels; is

Features 14 -bit analog -to -digital con-

designed to offer a wider dynamic
range, lower power consumption

version and other signal processing
improvements derived from the LDK
8000 multiformat camera; is available
either as a 1080i camera or as a 720p
camera; is switchable between 50Hz
and 50.94Hz.

and improved signal-to-noise performance when compared with current
CCD and CMOS imagers; incorporates on -board analog -to -digital con-

Operates in either 1080/59.94i or
720/59.94P mode; includes three -

503-526-8150

www.thomsongrassvalley.com

skin detail control, multimatrix color
control and high -quality SD downcoversion capability; features compatibility with the HDVF-C35W color
viewfinder; applications include HD
studio broadcasts and live events.

BOOTH: SL2020

P2 RECORDING CARD

Panasonic 16GB P2 card

CMOS SENSOR

Thomson Grass Valley Xensium

version, further reducing noise and
improving performance by eliminating a separate processing stage.
503-526-8150

www.thomsongrassvalley.com
BOOTH: SL2020

1-800-686-7669

www.sony.com/professional
BOOTH: SU906

35MM FILM LENS
Thales Angenieux OPTIMO 28-76

ENG/EFP LENS

Is designed for the company's line

Thales Angenieux 19 x 7.3 AIF

of solid-state camcorders and decks;
connects instantly with laptops and
major nonlinear editing systems to

eliminate the task of digitizing;

Weighs less than 4.51bs, perfect for
handheld or steadicam operation;
has an extremely fast aperture speed
of T/2.6, with excellent contrast and
color reproduction; has a 320 -degree
focus rotation with more than 25 wit-

is

reusable; allows a P2 HD camcorder
such as the AJ-HPX2000 with five P2
slots to record up to 80 minutes of full
frame rate, HD content.
201-392-4127

www.panasonic.com/broadcast
BOOTH: C3613

3-CCD HD CAMERA

Panasonic AK-HC3500

Provides improved focal range to help
better capture action in the field; is avail-

ness marks for maximum accuracy; is
available in PL and Panavision mount.

able in the HD and SD series, as well
as the new economically priced HD -E

973-812-3858; www.angenieux.com
BOOTH: C4929

series; offers a focal range of 7.3mm to
139mm; weighs 4lbs, with 2X extender
and 3.71bs in the HD -E version.
973-812-3858; www.angenieux.com

ii
A 2/3in 2.2-megapixel 3-CCD camera designed for studio and electronic
field production usage; the 9.91b camera features an advanced single -chan-

nel transfer system and spatial offset
processing for reduced aliasing and
higher HD resolution (1100 horizontal lines); offers pristine HD images in
1080/59.94i and 1080/50i signals.
201-392-4127

www.panasonic.com/broadcast
BOOTH: C3613
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BOOTH: C4929

This year, tighter
integration between
business and broadcast
systems is more
than a trend; it's
permanent, and there
are real solutions to
be found at the show.
- Steve Krant, vice
president sales & marketing,
Sundance Digital

broadcastengineering.com I March 2007 I NAB coverage

CGS, PROMPTERS,
CAPTIONING
VIDEO TIME AND DATE GENERATOR
ESE ES -206U

References an internal standalone
clock; the clock is line -frequency referenced; an internal DIP switch allows
selection of a crystal time base refer-

ence; six digits of time and six digits
of date are superimposed onto a video signal looped through the unit.
310-322-2136; www.ese-web.com
BOOTH: C1839

Color indicates advertisers

DTVMARKETPLACE
GRAPHICS AND
ANIMATION

LIGHTWEIGHT PROMPTER
QTV/Autocue MSPO8

Is an addition to the Master Series;
is designed to meet the real-time requirements of top -end broadcast studios; when used with QNxt, it unte-

thers the prompter from the control
PC and the camera, enabling the operator flexibility.
203-406-1400; www.gtv.com

BOOTH: SU14612

PRODUCTS
WORKFLOW AUTOMATION

Telestream GraphicsFactory V2.0

Automates file -based graphics assembly, providing a faster, more efficient

means to repurpose, rebrand and replace ads for a variety of high -volume

distribution needs; new features in
PHD/SD CHARACTER GENERATOR
Dayang D3 -CG 3-D

Features fast text search, editing and
forwarding, real-time content update
from a rolling data source, editing during playout, and on -the -fly control of

IMAGE PROCESSING
Boris FX Red 4.1

version 2.0 include audio overlays and
the addition of black -into -source clips
to allow bumpers, trailers and interstitial overlays in the graphic layers.
877-257-6245; www.telestream.net
BOOTH: SL9214

Update includes new treatment tools
and a redesigned user interface optimized for effects creation workflows;
features a Universal Binary plug-in
for Apple Final Cut Pro, as well as a
Universal Binary standalone Render
Engine.
888-772-6747; www.borisfx.com

roll crawl position and speed; generates up to nine animated logos simultaneously or independently.

BOOTH: SL10520

+852 2730 2117; www.dayang.com

BOOTH: SU10205

ModulCast® for Div and Mobile TV
High performance, compact and
easy -to -integrate technology for transmitter
& base -station manufacturers:
Modulators (DVB-T/H, T-DMB, FLO, DMB-T

Hierarchical MIP inserters for SFNs,
DVB-T/H antenna diversity receivers,
Signal Generators (DVB-T/H, FLO, DMB-T),

Ultra Low Phase Noise Synthesizers.

All the essential functional bricks
needed to build up DVB-T/H, T-DMB,
FLO, DMB-T transmission systems

at the most competitive pricing.

TemCast, Inc. NAB 2007 Booth C2639
Further information at: wwwteamcastcom

(-TeamCast
You- team f or Breadtest
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DTVMARKETPLACE
IMAGE PROCESSING WORKSTATION

CLIENT CARD

WIRELESS INTERCOM SYSTEM

Digital Vision DVNR

Riedel MADI Client Card

HME Pro850 UHF

Available in SD and HD formats; sup-

Integrates the Artist intercom platform

Version 3.10 now features an AC850

ports the highest standards in image
processing, color correction, compression preprocessing and format

and audio router systems; because

battery charger that charges up to
four BAT850 NiMH rechargeable

conversion in real time; supports Digital Cinema Initiatives specifications,

AES3 signals, it is now also possible to

hours; features frequency agility, a

connect intercom panels to the audio
router using the audio routers' infrastructure for panel distribution instead

PC and PDA interface, simultaneous
dual -channel interface, individual
belt -pack volume control, and belt pack channel lockout.

including 2048 x 1080 at 23.98Hz,
24Hz and 25Hz.
818-769-8111; www.digitalvision.se
BOOTH: SL3205

all Artist intercom control panels are
connected to the matrix via standard

of laying additional cables.

battery packs simultaneously in three

818-563-4100; www.riedel.net
BOOTH: C9428

858-535-6060

www.hme.com/proaudio.cfm
BOOTH: C11632

GRAPHICS ENGINE

Vizrt ViziMulti-Platform Suite (MPS)
WIRELESS HEADSET INTERFACE

HME HSI6000

IPTV

Is designed for use with the DX series wireless intercom systems; allows

While most solutions embed graphics

within the video stream, resulting in
lower resolution and nonpersonalized
content, VizIMPS keeps the graphic
and video content disassociated until
the last minute; compositing of video
and graphics happens directly on the
viewer's display, with real-time, 3D graphics rendered locally by each
platform (phone or PC).

users to connect a standard 2.5mm
cordless or cell phone headset to an
HME BP200 beltpac; this adapter
makes it more cost-effective for users
of the HME DX series systems to replace headsets or add new users.
858-535-6060

www.hme.com/proaudio.cfm
BOOTH: C11632

TRANSPORT STREAM
MULTICASTER
Wegener DTV 720

Accepts inputs from satellite receivers and
local off -air antenna, as well as up to four
ASI inputs and up to two internal 8-VSB

and QAM tuners; features an integrated
Web browser and 10/100/1000BASE-T
(GigE) output; builds up to 16 IP mul-

ticast transport streams from ASI and

212-560-0708; www.vizrt.com
BOOTH: SL4810

BELTPACKS

Telex/RTS BP -319, BP 325
and BP -351

INTERCOM, IFB

8-VSB inputs, with each stream containing one program.
770-814-4000; www.wegener.com

BOOTH: SU7915

PRODUCTS
INTERCOM CONTROL PANELS

CONTENT PRODUCTION SYSTEM

Riedel 2100 series

Portable user stations for use with

Intercom control panels for Artist;

RTS Two -Wire intercom systems; BP -

SysMedia Plasma Gold

feature 8 -digit, high -contrast, full
graphic LCD displays, showing label

319 is a microprocessor -controlled

Handles interactive content, service design and data feeds; enables automatic

and cross -point level for each talk
key; the talk buttons are illuminated
with definable marker colors to allow
instant function identification.
818-563-4100; www.riedel.net
BOOTH: C9428

one -channel intercom beltpack; BP 351 is a microprocessor -controlled
two -channel select intercom beltpack;
BP -325 is a two -channel fully selectable intercom beltpack.

synchronization between text and audio; features compatibility with ETV B IF, ACAP, OCAP, IPTV, Op enTV, Me-

diaHighway, MHEG and MHP.

800-323-0498; www.te I ex i nte rc oms.com

+44 1293 814 200; www.sysmedia.com

BOOTH: C5329

BOOTH: SU11308

NAB gives us the opportunity to meet the widest crosssection of our clients, from digital cinema theater owners, to
TV broadcasters and ProAV integrators and more.
- Ramzi Shakra, marketing director, Dorerni Labs
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CONTENT DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

Triveni Digital SkyScraper

Non real-time content delivery; en-

the point-to-multipoint delivery of any digital content over cable,
satellite, terrestrial and IP networks;
supports digital files, media streams,
ables

LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT

MICROPHONES,
ACCESSORIES

FLUORESCENT LIGHTING UNIT

PORTABLE WIRELESS RECIEVER

Videssence V168-442Tr V -Beam

Lectrosonics UCR401

Provides powerful, even 168W lighting for studio applications via a high

Has a digital hybrid wireless de-

IP traffic, software downloads and
iTV programming.

purity aluminum reflector with 95

609-716-3500; www.trivenidigital.com
BOOTH: SU8525

percent reflectance, four 42W triple
tube lamps and an adjustable rotating
mounting yoke.
626-579-0943; www.videssence.tv
BOOTH: C8212

sign that overcomes channel noise
by combining digital audio with an
analog FM wireless link; features
SmartSquelch technology that adjusts squelching behavior; a DSPgenerated ultrasonic pilot tone from
the transmitter controls the receiver
audio muting and eliminates thumps,
pops and other transients.

SOFTLIGHTS

Kino Flo BarFly 100 and BarFly 200

800-821-1121; www.Iectrosonics.com
BOOTH: N8116

STORE AND FORWARD OPTION

Streambox Store and Forward
PORTABLE RECEIVER

Extends the capabilities of all Stream box systems to better support storage,

Sennheiser EK 3241

management and transmission of
HD and SD video streams over IPbased networks; the optional feature

Is designed for location sound recording; uses a 36MHz switching
High -output soft lights with one tube

enables field journalists to simultaneously transfer files and begin playout,
thus making the story available to the
news anchor before the file recording
is complete.

include remote high -output, flicker free select ballasts, sturdy alloyed fixtures, gel frames, focusing louvers and
removable mounting plates.

206-956-0544; www.streambox.com
BOOTH: SU15515

818-767-6528; www.kinoflo.com
BOOTH: C10213

(BarFly 100) or two tubes (BarFly 200);

bandwidth that _s tunable in 5kHz increments to generate 7200 frequency
options; can be powered from a cam-

corder or via a rechargeable battery
that delivers between nine hours and
18 hours of continuous operation.
860-434-9190; www.sennheiserusa.com
BOOTH: N7117

The question isn't why we're offering no -fee support.
The question is, why isn't everybody else?
When our customers talk, we listen.
So when they said, "We love your automation software,
but we don't want to pay extra for support," we said, "Okay."
They said, "Really? Why doesn't everyone treat us this well?"
"That," we said, "is a good question."

Announcing Crispin 4 Life.
No -fee 24/7 support for your automation software.
Let's talk about you: welisten©crispincorp.com

919.845.7744

Automation just got easier.

www.c-ispincorp.con

Come visit us at NAB. Booth SU6205 South Upper Hall.
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MINIATURE DIGITAL MICROPHONE
Neumann KM D

WIRELESS MIC SYSTEMS

Audio-Technica 1800 series

SURROUND MICROPHONE
Holophone H3 -D

Dual -channel camera -mount UHF

II

wireless systems; designed for simul-

Permits the output stage to be combined with various passive micro-

taneous operation of two micro-

phone capsules - onmidirectional,
cardioid or hypercardioid; receives
the output signal directly from the
microphone capsule and digitally
performs level matching; supports

receiver featuring two independent

Is designed to automatically deliver
5.1 channels with no external mixing

receiver channels in a single unit.

or signal manipulation required; has a

330-686-2600; www.audio-technica.com

standard sampling frequencies from

multidirectional pickup pattern with
20Hz to 20KHz frequency response
on five perimeter channels and a discrete LFE microphone located inside.

44.1kHz to 192kHz.

416-362-7790; www.holophone.com

phones; include the ATW-R1820 dual

BOOTH: N4526

BOOTH: N6034

860-434-5220; www.neumannusa.com

BOOTH: N7117

MOBILE VIDEO
MIC/LINE SOURCE SELECTOR

TELEPRODUCTION SERVICES
NEP Broadcasting

Sonifex RB-SSML1
0 \I -CAMERA UHF
WIRELESS SYSTEM
Azden 300LT

outsourced teleproduction services vital to the delivery of
live sports and entertainment events
worldwide; offers state-of-the-art faProvides

cilities, engineering expertise and customer service; events covered include

The 1RU rack -mount contribution
unit comprises a source selector for

the Pan American Games, Goodwill

compressing or limiting an incoming
microphone or line signal, along with
selectable level metering and headphone monitor outputs.

Games and FIFA World Cup.
800-444-0054; www.nepinc.com
BOOTH: 0E408

+441933 650700; www.sonifex.co.uk

MOBILE AUTOMATED CONTENT
REPURPOSING SYSTEM

BOOTH: N4928

Snell & Wilcox Helios Mobile
PORTABLE MICROPHONE SYSTEM
Soundfield ST350

Repurposes TV content for small

Consists of a lightweight, multicapsule

Consists of the 300UPR receiver and

microphone and fully featured compact mic-pre/control unit that generates surround and stereo simultaneously at balanced line levels; can be

3OBT bodypack transmitter; is designed for small DV cameras; provides a choice of 240 UHF frequen-

powered by either mains or battery.
+44 1924201089; www.soundfield.com
BOOTH: N9421
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cies in the 794MHz to 806MHz band
fox interference -free performance.
516-328-7500; www.azdencorp.com

BOOTH: N4826
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screens of portable handset displays;
separates the image's foreground and
background; concentrates the energy
of the compression encoder on foreground elements while lessening the
detail and prominence of background
elements.
212-481-2416; www.snellwilcox.com
BOOTH: SU4220

Color indicates advertisers
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MULTI -IMAGE
DISPLAYS

HIGH-RES DISPLAYS

LCD MONITOR

Zandar Technologies Predator
HD MultiViewers

Panasonic BT -11180W

MULTIVIEWERS

11111111p

Avitech VCC-8000 series

O
Allow broadcasters to visually monitor video as well as DVI/VGA (computer) inputs on the same display; the
distributed intelligent architecture

enables an unlimited expansion for
inputs; a single module provides up
to eight inputs.
877-284-8324; www.avitechvideo.com
BOOTH: SU13215

HD4, HD8, HD12 and HD16 offer
HD images, driving high -resolution
displays up to 1080p with auto -detect
of SDI and HD -SDI signals; include

audio and video monitoring, UMD
and tallies, clock display, and LAN
control; offer control options such
as the Z-Configurator layout editing
software, on -screen display, GPI and
ZRP remote pane.
+353 1 450 0901; www.zandar.com

BOOTH: SU2729

A 7.9in HD/SD production LCD
monitor; produces exceptional color
reproduction and gradation; features
a

built-in waveform monitor that

graphically displays luminance levels
from -5 to 108 IRE; diagonal line com-

pensation reduces the occurrence of
jagged noise in the diagonal direction
for improved response.
2011-392-4127

Workflow tools are of particular interest to
systems integrators. My group places a very
high priority in performing workflow analysis
as a first step. NAB is a unique opportunity to
view and evaluate the full range of available
hardware and software solutions, to ensure
our customers' objectives are met and the
subsequent implementation goes smoothly.
- Stavros Hilaris, senior vice president technology,
Ascent Media Systems & Technology Services

PR0850 WIRELESS INT

www.panasonic.com/broadcast
BOOTH: C3613

DUAL HD MONITOR SET

Marshall Electronics V-R72P-2HDA

Features high -resolution, 1.2 million
pixel screens with digital signal processing; is designed specifically for

analog applications; accepts DVI and

HDMI computer or video signals,
and all SD and HD analog video standards and signal types.
800-800-6608; www.lcdracks.com
BOOTH: SU1926

OM SYSTE

> Supports virtually any wireless
system requirement
> PC and PDA interfaces provide
easy set-up, configuration,
and system monitoring

YEARS OF
INNOVATION

> Exceptional operating range, sound quality,
and proven reliability

1-866-352-8569

www.hme.com
NAB coverage I March 2007 I broadcasteigineering.com
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BROADCAST MONITORING SYSTEM

MULTI -IMAGE PROCESSOR

MPEG-2 HDTV ENCODER/DECODER

Barco Networked Broadcast
Monitoring System

Miranda Kaleido-X

NTT Electronics H5100 series

Allows high -quality, low -latency distri-

bution of video sources and metadata
over an IP network towards multiple
screens, even in different control rooms;
consists of rear -screen projection mod-

An MPEG-2 HDTV encoder/decod-

er with enhanced audio capability;
for use in contribution and content
distribution; comes with maximum

ules or LCD panels, the NG System
hardware and the Networked Broadcast
Monitoring Suite software package.
678-475-8000; www.barco.com
BOOTH: SL4320

HD MONITOR

Marshall Electronics TFT-MegaPixel

Allows unlimited signal repetition
over eight monitors; all the multi -image outputs can be grouped to create

large, highly integrated monitoring
systems; alternatively, the displays
can be controlled independently for
multi -room environments, using one

Provides high -pixel density for 10.4in
to 3.5in displays in one-, two-, three and four -screen configurations; new-

or more remote control panels;can
monitor up to 2304 channels of audio, including embedded, discrete

ly developed proprietary technology
delivers a completely digital image

AES or discrete analog.
514-333-1772; www.miranda.com
BOOTH: SU5220

process onto each screen; features
improvements in brightness, contrast
ratio and viewing angles.

NEW MEDIA,
STREAMING
PRODUCTS

TELESTRATOR

FingerWorks Telestrators
Studio Version

COMPRESSION PRODUCTS

Is designed for studio use or per-

Harris

manent installation in a TV mobile;
consists of a rack -mount PC and an
outboard 15in LCD touchscreen; the

The suite of high -definition television MPEG-4 part 10 compression products address the contribution, distribution and transmission

604-862-4134; www.telestrator.com
BOOTH: SU11409

REAR -PROJECTION TVS

JVC HD-P61R2U and HD-P7OR2U

Dolby Digital encoder; can transmit
a maximum of 16 channels of audio
alongside video..
+81 42 796 2496; www.nel-world.com

BOOTH: SU10220

HD H.264 ENCODER

NVISION NV2020

Uses video processing technology
based on the H.264 compression
standard to deliver low -latency, high -

800-800-6608; www.lcdracks.com
BOOTH: SU1926

LCD is a rack -mount unit that can be
built into a desk or a wedge -type enclosure; is also available with a heavyduty stand.

16PCM channels of audio input; of-

fers optional built-in Dolby E and

quality, artifact -free HD video at bit
rates of 6Mb/s to 12Mb/s for building
cost-effective HDTV services; these
low bit rates enable more HD channels to be squeezed within the defined
bandwidth.
530-265-1119; www.nvision.tv
BOOTH: SU9605

AVC HD ENCODER

needs of the television industry;

Scientific Atlanta D9054

leverage the latest advances in compression algorithm technology; enable new applications and services by
allowing lower -bandwidth operation
of HD services over satellite, terrestrial and Internet Protocol Television

MPEG-4/H.264 toolset delivers high -

delivery platforms.

Additions to HD -ILA rear -projection
television lineup; HD-P61R2U screen
measures 61in diagonal; HD-P7OR2U

quality HD and SD video at bandwidth -saving bit rates; features a flex-

ible stat mux architecture to enable
content distributors the ability to mix
SD and HD content in MPEG-2 and
MPEG-4 formats.

513-459-3400

800-433-6222

www.broadcast.harris.com
BOOTH: N3100, N2502

www.scientificatlanta.com
BOOTH: SU9613

screen measures 70in diagonal; use"
three -chip D -ILA technology to pro-

duce high brightness, contrast and
resolution; feature 1920 x 1080 native

resolution and HDMI inputs to connect an HDMI-compatible device for
HD viewing.
800-526-5308; www.jvc.com/pro
BOOTH: C4217
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We participate in over 50 industry events
worldwide, and NAB affords us one of the very best
opportunities to launch products, showcase new
technologies and communicate with our clients.
Cameron Francis, CEO, Network Electronics US
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DTVMARKETPLACE
ENCODL1,

ENCODING PLATFORM
Scopus UE-9410

ViewCast Niagara 7224

This eight -channel analog system was designed specifically to enable organizations to deliver live traffic video
to public service agencies and local residents over the Internet in Windows Media and Real Video formats using
industry -standard IP technology.

Is a second -generation H.264 encoding platform; features
improved compression capabilities, enhanced picture quality, and DVB-S/S2 and IP transmission schemes.
609-987-8090; www.scapus.net
BOOTH: SU54C8

972-488-7200; www.viewcast.com
BOOTH: N2131

STREAMING VIDEO CARD

Barco
VIDEO STREAM PROCESSOR

Scientific Atlanta Digital Content Manager

Allows users to simultaneously process 2000 video streams
in one device; delivers needed video processing horsepower
for multiple channels of SD and HD programming, ad and
local program insertion, and switched digital video service.

Supports multivendor and multicompression standards;
allows digital streaming video simultaneously within the
controller; nonstandard compression techniques and other stream transport can be ported to the platform; may be
used alongside Barco's other interface cards, allowing for
simultaneous deployment of multiple video technologies.
678-475-8000; www.barco.com
BOOTH: SL4320

800-433-6222

www.scientificatlanta.com
BOOTH: SU9613

MPEG-2 ENCODER

Vela Argus HD

Delivers MPEG-2 transport stream output that is simultaneously distributed to a DVB/ASI port and to local storage,
making it ideal for live distribution as well as for video archiving and other storage applications; supports HD/DSI,
DVB-ASI output, VITC, LTC and SONY 9 -pin control of
VTRs; comes with the Media Advantage software application to control batch encoding.
727-507-5344; www.vela.com

Leading News
Organizations
Rely on Streambox
Benefits:
Complete news gatherng solutions
Real-time broadcast video over IP
Unrivaled video quality at low data rates

Proven performance and reliability

Robust error correcticn technology

BOOTH: SU5111

Low end -to -end latency
Efficient bandwidth USE and rapid return
on investment

IP NETWORK PLATFORM

Scientific Atlanta Prisma II HD-RXR

High -density dual reverse receiver optics platform delivers
52 RXR in a 6RU chassis; delivers network via 5MHz to
9MHz bandpass; provides network design flexibility in a
single configurable chassis.

So Can You.
www.streambox.com

800-433-6222

sales@streambox corn

www.scientificatlanta.com

+1 206.956.0544 Ext. 222

See us at NAB 2007
Booth #SU 15515

MIStreambox

BOOTH: SU9613

Color indicates advertisers
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DTVMARKETPLACE
POWER
PRODUCTS,
BATTERIES,
GENERATORS

DUAL BATTERY MOUNT

BROADCAST DIGITAL KEYER

PAG V -Mount Power Plate

SAV HD HD-DSK

Provides fill, key, background and pre-

view inputs with two programs and
one preview output; operates with all

current HD and SD standards; one
keyboard can control up to 18 boards
at the same time; up to four keyers fit

FAST -CHARGER

PAG v4-iPC

in a 19in 1RU.
+33 1 53 38 22 00; www.say.tv

Enables two L95 batteries to be used

BOOTH: N3713

in parallel, providing a higher current -draw capability and a combined
capacity of 190 watt-hours.

SWITCHERS

818-760-8285; www.pagusa.com

FOR -A HVS-38SSAM and HVS-600HS

BOOTH: C7613

The HVS-38SSAM adds video play-

back and expanded still store func-

Is designed for PAG and Sony V Mount Li -Ion batteries; features
PAG's Intelligent Parallel Charging
(iPC), which is capable of supplying
6A at 16.8V; is ideal for location use.
818-760-8285; www.pagusa.com

BOOTH: C7613

LI-ION V -MOUNT BATTERY

PRODUCTION
SWITCHERS,
VIDEO EFFECTS,
KEYERS

ENDURA ELITE

714-894-3311; www.for-a.com

BOOTH: C4234

MULTIFORMAT SD/HD
PRODUCTION SWITCHER

SWITCHERS

Snell & Wilcox Kahuna

Brick House Video Callisto

Provides small and medium-sized applications that require a 1-M/E or 2 M/E production switcher with a com-

Updated range of switchers includes
chroma keyer and hot -cut, which enables the user to switch asynchronous
signals directly on the program bus
with no freeze frame on the output.

pact mainframe and control panels;
features ability to intermix SD/HD
sources seamlessly within the same
production.

IDX System Technology

tionality to FOR -A's SD/HD switch able, multiple bit rate HANABI
HVS-3800HS; the HVS-38SSAM will
be available as an option for the HVS3800 2M/E HANABI model switcher.

+44 1962 777733

www.brickhousevideo.com

212-481-2416; www.snellwilcox.com
BOOTH: SU4220

Is designed for mobile, high-def ENG/
EFP broadcast, production and professional applications with 142WH capacity; features a replaceable twin power
cartridge design that extends continuous operation time to 3.5 hours.

II

310-891-2800; www.idx.tv
BOOTH: C5207

BOOTH: SU6806

SWITCHER

HIGH -RESOLUTION VIDEO SCALERS/
AV SWITCHERS

Broadcast Pix Slate AutoAspect

Analog Way Easy Fade/Easy Cut

Includes aspect ratio management
with new AutoAspect feature that

Feature computer output format up
to 1600 x 1200, four video inputs in-

allows 16:9 and 4:3 inputs, clips and
graphics to be used interchangeably
and mixed together in the same production, while maintaining the aspect
ratio of each.

cluding one RGB or YUV component

781-221-2144; www.broadcastpix.com
BOOTH: SU14215

212-269-1902; www.analogway.com
BOOTH: SL2107

on BNC, analog output on an HD15
connector, RGB output up to UXGA,
seamless or smooth switching modes
and non-volatile frame memory.

We always look forward to this opportunity to meet face-to-face
with current and prospective clients, which is vitally important to our
continued development of products that best address their needs.
-- Dan Duffell, marketing manager, Solid State Logic
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DTVMARKETPLACE
HD CHROMA KEYER

OPTICAL SWITCHING PLATFORM

Crystal Vision Safire HD 2

Opticomm Optilinx OLX-3000

Switches digital signals up to
4.25Gb/s with any of its 144 ports
all housed in a compact 4RU chas-

sis; also available in a 288 -port ver-

sion in an 8RU chassis; provides
high-speed switching betweer
ports with minimal effect on overall network latency.
Features processing that allows more tolerance to difficult
colors in the foreground and enhanced shadow processing

for more natural -looking shadows; can restrict chroma
keying to an area that contains the sports graphics by forcing foreground everywhere else in the picture.
+44 1223 497049; www.crystalvision.tv
BOOTH: N2935

SWITCHER

I

858-450-0143 ext. 242; www opticomm.com
BOOTH: N2931

A hot topic at NAB this year will be
how a broadcaster (or publisher of
content as they have now become) can
protect and track rights, and maximize
the return on investment from their
content in this rew digital age.
- Graham Sharp, /ice president and

I

g9neral manager, Avid Video

FOR -A HVS-600HS

-3 SpZ

U-

The latest HANABI series 1 M/E switcher; expands the features included in the HVS-500HS, a compact switcher introduced last year; accepts HD, SD, HDV and DV formats; offers
four HD/SD-SDI inputs and five HD/SD-SDI outputs in the
base configuration.

it
it*

r. #

714-894-3311; www.for-a.com
BOOTH: C4234

*11

to.).

explore tie

MULTIFORMAT, DUAL -CHANNEL HD VIDEO PROCESSOR

great outdoors

Weatherproof Pan/Tilt System

System includes Pan/Tilt
head, weatherproof housing
with wiper, washer, fan/heater,

TV One C2-7300

mounting base; and a unique
cable management system

c'esmoommii

ctsts

Military grade connectors
Serial control via RS -232/422
and Ethernet connectivity

_=.-

Features the ability to de -embed and process the full eight
channels of digital stereo audio of any frequency embedded within each of the two SDI and HD -SDI inputs; out-

puts up to 16 AES stereo audio channels at a frequency
of 24kHz, 32kHz, 48kHz, 96kHz or DARS synchronized
using the two HD -44 connectors on the back of the unit.
www.tvone.com
BOOTH: SU7226

859-282-7303;

Color indicates advertisers

Smooth PTZ performance for
"manual camera operator"
like movements

Supports broadcast cameras
and lenses

TeJemerics Inc.
CAMERA CONTROL SYSTEMS

www.telennetricsinc.com
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DTVMARKETPLACE
RECORDING MEDI
HD VIDEO DISK RECORDER

Doremi Labs V1-HD/LE

SATELLITE TRUCKS AND SERVICES

OPEN STANDARD MODULATOR

Satellite Tech. C/Ku-band truck

Radyne DM240XR

Features split power systems and simultaneous C-Band/Ku-Band transmission
capability; STS operates two dual -path

Includes DVB-S2 CM, VCM and
ACM mode support, and DVB-S and

DVB-S2 compliancy; enables data
rates up to 250Mb/s; features a Pro-

KU satellite uplink/production trucks
dvemi

Can record up to 80 minutes of HD -

and one C/KU hybrid truck, serving the
midwestern United States.

MPEG GigE interface; supports ASI,

800-838-1472; stslivetv.com

602-437-9620; www.radyne.net

BOOTH: 0E327, 0E332

BOOTH: SU5529

DVB Parallel, HSSI and G.703.

SDI video on its two internal removable SCSI drives; works well in
broadcast applications where it can
function as a drop -in replacement for
professional HD videotape recorders.
818-562-1101; www.doremilabs.com

BOOTH: SU3608

STUDIO, FACILITY
SUPPORT
PRODUCTS

FIBER NETWORK

GlobeCast RIBU 2G

Connect points -of -presence in Asia,
America and Europe through a common platform; is built for broadcast
traffic, both permanent and ad hoc; is

CONSOLE FURNITURE

completely HD -ready.

TBC Consoles IntelliTrac

Allows unlimited lateral positioning
of critical monitors via front and rear
device tracks; includes a full range of
articulating arms for distance, height

212-373-5140; www.globecast.com

SATELLITE
EQUIPMENT,
SERVICES
DIGITAL

Nucomm Newscaster DR

BOOTH: C4241

and tilt control for mounting flat panel monitors, speakers, phones and
task lighting.

SATELLITE -TO -TERRESTRIAL
TRANSCODER

DMT NABLA

631-293-4068; www.tbcconsoles.com
BOOTH: SU5405

Offers DVB-T compliance at 6MHz,
7MHz and 8MHz channels; provides
variable IF bandwidth from 4MHz to

RACK -MOUNT
TEMPERATURE DISPLAY

16MHz in the 1.99GHz to 2.7GHz
bands and from 4MHz to 24MHz in
the 6.4GHz to 7.1GHz bands.
908-852-3700; www.nucomm.com
BOOTH: C2529

PORTABLE SATCOM TERMINAL
ND SatCom MPT1000

Middle Atlantic TEMP -DEC Decora

Is capable of delivering up to 100W
receiver and advanced control systems;

interface connections, power supply
and cooling air circulation have been
designed to comply with the operational requirements and constraints
856-423-0010; www.dmtonline.com
BOOTH: C2915

sions, in remote or rough terrain

BANDWIDTH OPTIMIZATION TOOL
Comtech EF Data

Allows users to instantly estimate potential operating expense savings; validates the possibilities for optimizing
satellite bandwidth use and through-

where low weight and rapid terminal
deployment is key.

put using realistic satellite link and

214-231-3400; www.ndsatcom.com
BOOTH: C4941

480-333-2200; www.comtechefdata.com
BOOTH: C6241
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ture and provides an LED readout;
fits into any Decora-style opening;
features adjustable over temperature
setting, and local and remote over -

structure, featuring a built-in satellite

typical of telecom stations.

Supports transmission of voice, data
and video; allows for fully meshed,
single -hop network transmission;
is ideally suited for out -of -area mis-

Monitors internal enclosure tempera-

Rms with a modular and versatile

earth -station configurations.

broadcastengineering.com I March 2007 I NAB coverage

temp notification.
973-839-1011 x1272;

www.middleatlantic.com

I

BOOTH: SU7826

NAB2007 is our best
opportunity to visit
with customers and
talk about business
and opportunities in
an exciting, positive
environment.
- Rich Runnels, director
of sales, APWMayville

Color indicates advertisers

DTVMARKETPLACE
HD VIDEO PATCHBAY

DIGITAL WORKSTATION EXTENDER

Switchcraft MVP series

Avocent ECM2000U

Features two rows of 34 jacks (rated to 3GHz and for
30,000 mate/unmate cycles) in a 1RU patch panel; options include normalled or non-normalled with 751/ termination or non -termination.
773-792-2700; www.switchcraft.com
BOOTH: C7507

REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM

ANT Group Garda System

Allows broadcasters to completely monitor and control
site equipment, independently from who produced it;
connects any product, vintage or new, inside a side and
presents the collected data, alarms and events in a standard, comprehensive interface.

Provides hardware -based digital extension of video, keyboard, mouse, USB media and audio signals over UTP cabling.
800-275-3500; www.avocent.com

+39 0365 34558; www.antgroup.it

BOOTH: SL13016

BOOTH: C2936

GIGE PATCH PANEL

ADC Unipatch

NO BUDGET
Features a high -density, 32 -port normalled through card
frame system to patented ADC -Krone Direct -Edge LSA

plus termination system; is rated for 30,000 insertions/
withdrawals; is cable -agnostic; Cat 6 -rated patch cords are
keyed to ensure proper patching.
952-917-0279; www.adc.com

FOR VIDEO SERVERS

AND AUTOMATION

Help is on the way!
Get a broadcast quality video server and
full automation & closed loop reconciliation
with your TV traffic system

BOOTH: N721

for less than $20,000

HIGH -DENSITY PATCHING SYSTEM

ADC Super High -Density
Coax (SHDC)

Argentem
775-322-7436
...ask Jim for details

RGENTEM
A, THE BEST VALUE IN TV AUTOMATION

Is designed for AES audio, 5.1 and 7.1 audio applications
where coax medium is preferred but space is critical; is available in 1RU and 1.5RU; the jack features a patent -pending
switchable termination feature that allows users to select or
de -select a 7511 termination function on each circuit pair.

NAB 2007

1-1416 WORLD. usatimr ILIMIRIDNII0 AMIN% &MOW

South Hall, Upstairs

Booth SU9030

952-917-0279; www.adc.com
BOOTH: N721

Color indicates advertisers
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DTVMARKETPLACE
BRIGHT SINGLE -CHIP
DLP PROJECTOR

Christie DS+650

High -resolution with BrilliantColor
multi -primary image processing; delivers 6500 ANSI lumens with variable contrast ratio up to 7500:1 and

SXGA+ resolution with scaling to
UXGA; includes a range of standard

MULTIFORMAT CONVERTERS

VIDEO CARD

Edirol VC series

AJA XENA 2K

Consists of the VC-300HD and VC200HD; offers flexible format conversion of digital/analog, HD/SD or compressed/uncompressed signals; accepts

signals and direct connections from
computer RGB sources; a wide variety of output devices - record decks,

inputs for installation location and

data projectors or plasma/LCD displays

source connection flexibility.

- can be directly connected.

800-407-7727; www.christiedigital.com
BOOTH: SL5413

A video card for Windows XP; deliv-

360-594 4282

ers uncompressed SD, HD and dual
link HD; enables customers to work
with 2K frames in a flexible and fu-

www.edirol.com
BOOTH: SL8208

ture -safe architecture.

PRINTERS

Dymo RhinoPRO series

NETWORK ENCODER

Ideal for labeling wires and cables,

Telestream Pipeline
"111111111mmomm1111111116.\

panels, consoles, and other electronic
equipment; hot keys let users instantly print wire wraps, flags, patch panel,
fixed length and serialized labels.
203-355-9000; www.rhinolabeling.com
BOOTH: C8236

TRANSPORT CASE

Pelican Products 1780

Features nearly 14,000 cubic inches
of storage space with two double wide handles and dual sets of rugged
polyurethane wheels; includes a lid
equipped with a polymer 0 ring for
dust/waterproof seal.
1-800-473-5422; www.pelican.com
BOOTH: C9125

TBCS, FRAME
SYNCS,
CONVERSION
EQUIPMENT
HD UP/CROSSCOVERTER

Brick House Video Syntax

Uses a super -resolution bandlet algorithm to bring the advantages of mo-

BOOTH: S16113, SU7511

DISTRIBUTION/SIGNAL
PROCESSING FRAME
QuStream Forte! 603

Provides serial digital video and audio

Features 20 slots, redundant internal

ingest into Telestream's FlipFactory
and Episode series transcoding applications; offers shared network access
by anyone connected to the network.

power supplies, frame controller cards
and cooling fans in a 3RU frame; cre-

ates a powerful, flexible platform to
house distribution amplifier cards.

877-257-6245; www.telestream.net

631-912-1301; www.qustream.com
BOOTH: N3418

BOOTH: SL9214

UPCONVERTER

VIDEO CONVERTERS

Evertz 7711UC-HD

Ensemble Designs BrightEye

Features auto -sensing HD/SD inputs,
a built-in frame sync, noise reduction,
aspect ratio conversion, metadata extracting, and re -embedding and color
correction; this two -slot module is also
offered with a discrete AES option.

Pocket -sized video converters, audio
embedders and HD processing; ideal

for mobile, desktop, broadcast and
post; interface to the full range of SD
video formats; include analog audio
and AES digital audio converters and
embedders.

905-335-3700; www.evertz.com

BOOTH: N1713

FORMAT CONVERTER

Thomson Grass Valley ProCoder 3.0

530-478-1830

//

Is a software package running on a
standard PC that provides file format
conversion, either as a standalone application or as a plug-in to a desktop
editor such as EDIUS; upgrade adds

tion -compensated processing without associated high costs or artifacts;
offers up-/crossconversion with SDI

the latest acquisition formats, out-

I/O in a 1RU package.

multi -core PCs.

198

530-274-2048; www.aja.com

puts for mobile video and MP3 players, and support for multi -CPU and

+44 1962 777733

503-526-8150

www.brickhousevideo.com
BOOTH: SU6806

www.thomsongrassvalley.com
BOOTH: SL2020
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www.ensembledesigns.com
BOOTH: SU2326

NAB is an ideal
forum to cultivate the
growing awareness
of DVB-T and DMB
systems and convert
that interest into
purchases.
-Alex M. Perchevitch,
president, Jampro Antennas

Color indicates advertisers

DTVMARKETPLACE
TELCO EQUIPMENT

SDI SYNCHRONIZER
Crystal Vision SYNNER-E

MRC MDR -2

MULTIPLEXER AND
DE -MULTIPLEXER

A portable, dual -diversity digital microwave receiver that may be rapidly

Network Electronics FR-2RUDWDM-MUX40-C

deployed to cover sports, news and

40 -channel

outside broadcasts from ground locations, from the air, or from a moving
vehicle; uses the latest maximal ratio
combining tec anology to optimize

ITU-T G.694.1, as well as 0.5dB chan-

the quality and usable range of the

nel uniformity; signals can be uni- or
bidirectional; is signal- and bit rate transparent.

978-671-5700; www.mrcbroadcast.com

DWDM multiplexer
and de -multiplexer features C -band
100GHz channel spacing according to

Combines

a

MICROWAVE RECEIVER

synchronizer,

audio

tracking delay and an embedder; is

designed for surround sound and
multiple -language applications; allows Dolby E and standard AES with-

in a single audio group and embeds

transmitted signal.
BOOTH; 0E300, C2907

800-420-5909

www.network-electronics.com
BOOTH: SU10605

AES or analog audio into the SDI.
+441223 497049; www.crystalvision.tv

BOOTH: N2935

NAB is a great place to reach those more
difficult markets. With technical products, it is
so much easier to demonstrate the capabilities
in person where people can learn and watch.
- Amy Fraley, marketing manager, TV One

W.4%.IL IL

_2O07
C3CDOPOCP

S U5405
free-standing systems for creating flat panel rronitor wall

1.888.console

I

tbcconsoles.com
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DTVMARKETPLACE
DTV REPEATER MODULE

MPEG OVER IP
CROSSLAYER ANALYZER

HD RASTERIZER

TeamCast GFX-3000

Allows users to build gap fillers, trans-

Sencore MIP 1860

posers or regenerative retransmitters

Provides

Is designed for simple video and audio monitoring; includes options for

for DTV, meeting the DVB-T/DVB-H
standards; acts as a gap filler in a single -frequency network, offering powerful digital processing for maximizing
repeated signal power and quality.
312-263-0033; www.teamcast.com
BOOTH: C2639

monitoring of
hundreds of MPEG/IP streams to ensure QoS; features embedded TAP for
real-time

Tektronix VVVR7000

SD video, composite video, AES-EBU

and analog audio; is ideal for camera

monitoring without disrupting ser-

color calibration and setup in pro-

vice, combined IP/MPEG-2 transport
stream measurements and live video
decoding of any transport stream lo-

duction, and for color correction and
verification of non -compressed audio
in editing suites.

cally or remotely.
1-800-736-2673; www.sencore.com

800-833-9200; www.tektronix.com

BOOTH: N2519

BOOTH: C1646, N1113

TEST &
MEASUREMENT
EQUIPMENT

MPEG-2 TEST AND
MONITORING PLATFORM

REMOTE STATION MONITORING

Pixelmetrix DVStation-IP

Miranda iControl Remote Station
Monitoring (RSM)

COLOR ANALYZER SET

DK-Technologies PM5639

F CS
Provides MPEG-2 transport stream

analysis and monitoring over an IP
connection via a 10/100/1000Mb/s
Ethernet port; configurable to sense
video traffic on any set of IP address
pairs, extract the MPEG-2 TS and perform extensive verification.
954-472-5445; www.pixelmetrix.com

Measures both CRT and LCD monitors; includes an LCD probe, a CRT

BOOTH: SU12109

probe and a display unit; the LCD
probe has a stand to hold it steady in
front of the monitor screen, while the
CRT probe comes with a suction cup
to secure it to the screen.
800-421-0888

Enables a network operations center
to monitor multiple regional stations
using visual and acoustic monitoring;
uses Kaleido-Alto-HD multi -image
processors at each remote station for
signal monitoring and probing, with
the signals streamed back using Allegro encoders as full -motion video

and audible audio to the iControl
RSM desktop monitoring station.
514-333-1772; www.miranda.com

TV ANALYZER

BOOTH: SU5220

Rohde & Schwarz ETL

www.dk-technologies.com
BOOTH: N1835

VIDEO MONITORING SYSTEM
MEDIA ANALYSIS SERVER

Wohler Technologies Touch-It/SDI

Harris Videotek QuiC

Performs in real time; features high -

Features a 16 -channel SD -SDI touch -

Now features data -analysis parameters
and file -correction tools; enables cus-

quality baseband outputs; also fea-

tomers to analyze files during ingest,

sis function and integrated spectrum

screen monitor and 16 x 1 switcher,
on -screen individual channel ID,
GPIO, tally and individual channel
controls for color, tint/hue, brightness, contrast and aspect ratio; outputs multichannel screen and target

tures a wide range of TV signal analy-

correct certain file problems on -the -fly

analyzer functions; offers an open

with no operator intervention; is de-

platform for future hardware or software updates.

signed to improve workflow efficiency.
513-459-3400

888-837-8772

www.broadcast.harris.com
BOOTH: N3100, N2502

www.rohde-schwarz.com/USA
BOOTH: C2927

screen as VGA.
510-870-0810; www.wohler.com
BOOTH: N3426

Continued on page 205
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Great Reasons
Your Station Needs
Bitcentral NOW!

1.

Upgrade to a complete,
nonproprietary digital solution
- ingesting, editing, newsroom
and
play -out
integration,
archiving

2.

File

stories

faster - Edit on

submit
notebooks,
anywhere,
anytime,

stories

over

broadband or microwave

3. Produce for multiple platforms
- TV, mobile phones, websites,

video on demand, 24 -hour
dedicated news channels, etc.

4. Distribute and share HD/SD
anyone,
with
content
anywhere - quickly and easily

5. Archive

using

inexpensive

commodity storage devices

Go Digital with us cind see what
your newsroom's been missing.
In a sudden turn of events, newsrooms across America
are discovering the incredible new opportunities

created by Bitcentral's exciting 'ionproprietary, digital
news production system. From ingest and edit to
newsroom integration and archiving, Bitcentral gets
stories on -air faster and manages the news easier than
ever before.

Precis - Bitcentral's fully integrated, end -to -end,
open architecture sclution - eliminates videotape
and dozens of expensive, time-consuming steps. With

Precis, field contributors cre able to edit stories on
laptops then submit them, ready to air anywhere, via
broadband.

Precis lets stations distribute and manage the news
across multiple platforms and formats. So now it's
possible to simultaneously deliver stories to anyone and
everyone, anytime and anywhere - all with just a click
of a mouse.

arcr lying and distribution
system - makes it easy for newsrooms to archive
their stories on digital storage devices and then
Oasis - Bitcentral's

instantly and automatically share them across
groups or across the country via broadband.

It's simple to schedule an onsite or online presentation

plus receive a FREE GIFT* - a $170 value, just call
800--214-2828 and speak with a representative, or visit
us at NAB BOOTH # SL 7715

news.

anytime.

anywhere.

Precis transforms digital news production - makes remote
contribution simpler and faster
In a move that's revolutionizing
the news industry, Precis from
Bitcentral is taking stations out of

the videotape age and into the
digital millennia.

Suddenly, news managers are

able to get their stones on air
faster, easier and from more
places than ever before.
Precis' fully integrated, end -to -end,

non-proprietary digital system will
provide newsrooms with a totally

complete solution
includes

- one that

ingesting,

editing,

newsroom integration and cost
effective archiving.

"We thoroughly surveyed the market and found no other
competing product to be as comprehensive, easy to install or
attractively priced as Precis."

Dan Billings, Director of Engineering & Technology, Waterman Broadcasting

With Precis, field contributors can edit stories

on location using notebooks, then submit
those stories immediately over broadband or
microwave - ready to air from anywhere.

Precis also allows broadcasters to produce
for multiple platforms, including 1V, mobile
phones, websites, video on demand, and
24 -hour dedicated news channels. Stories
can be distributed simultaneously to anyone,
anywhere, all at just the click of a mouse.

bitcentral

Precis also simplifies story management by
using a single interface for national and local
stories. Plus it integrates with the most popular
newsrooms systems, including iNews, ENPS, and

all editing software.

Additionally, the system offers the first true
end -to -end HD news production system.

Get an Onsite or Online demo by calling
800-214-2828 - or visit us at NAB Booth # SL 7715

news.

anytime.

anywhere.
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bitcentral

Oasis stuns newsrooms - dramatically improves distribution and
archiving [Simplifies Sharing, Slashes Costs]
Oasis, Bitcentral's digital sharing and

archiving solution has burst on the
managers
news
and
scene,
everywhere are being wowed by its
ability tc leverage their news assets.

With Oasis, newsrooms are able to
quickly, easily and cost-effectively
share stories across groups and

across the nation - all at the click of
a mouse.

Oasis connects with existing news
producton systems (whether they
are proprietary or tape -based) and
stories as digital files on
devices,
storage
commodity
allowing journalists to instantly and

saves

"For the first time - Oasis makes it practical to share video content
across a region and the nation"
David Folsom, Vice President, Technology, Raycom Media
automatically share stories over their existing

bandwidth without the traditional dub and
feed process.

Advanced search features automatically tie
scripts and slugs to the video. And there's a
visual directory of all available news assets,

making it easier than ever to locate and

Because Oasis archives stories digitally on
commodity storage devices - instead of
proprietary
restrictive,
and
videotape

equipment - stations are reaping incredible
savings in time, money and physical storage
space.

And since Oasis' stories can be transmitted using

share stories with participating stations.

a station's existing bandwidth, there are even
greater savings. As a result newsrooms are

Oasis also allows newsroom groups to share
content between HD and SD stations.

seeing a return on their investments in just a few
short months.

Bitcentral's onsite & online demonstrations are
available immediately by visiting us at NAB
Booth # SL 7715

bitcentral

news.

anytime.

anywhere.

oews c7,)

I

bitcentral 0
"Precis doesn't just digitize the workflow
workflow."

-

it redefines the

Craig Porter, Director of Engineering, Broadcast Systems KRON4/Young Broadcasting

WRAL in Raleigh NC, th( nation's leader in HD news, uses Precis to simultaneous
produce for multiple platforms. This includes their 24 hour a day cable News Charm,
pictured above.

Let Bitcentral introduce you to the innovative world of DIGITA
NEWS PRODUCTION! [NAB BOOTH # SL 77151

bitcentral

news.

anytime.

anywhere.
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TRANSMITTERS
FEEDLINE,

COFDM DIGITAL TRANSMITTER

BROADBAND RF TRANSPORT

Broadcast Microwave Services

Emcore 1310nm and 1550nm

Truck -Coder II

Provide broadband RF transport for

ANTENNAS,
OWERS, SERVICE

CATV, FTTx video overlay and private
.(5 ='O 0_

o

6GHZ ATTENUATORS

Bird Technologies Group

Available in 2W, 5W and 10W; are
built with precision stainless steel con-

nectors and bodies designed to offer
durability, lower VSWR and better accuracies at all frequencies up to 6GHz;
standard dB values available are 3dB,
6dB, 10dB, 20dB and 30dB.
440-248-1200

www.bird-technologies.com

Meets rugged environmental needs of
ENG/OB operations; provides 100 presets that can be entered through front panel controls or downloaded through
a front -panel Ethernet port; includes a
2RU controller and antenna -mounted

RF unit configured to operate in the
2GHz frequency band.
858-391-3050; www.bms-inc.com

network applications; 1310nm transmitters are available with a wide range
of optical output powers up to 15dBm,
in either standalone modules or rack -

mount configurations with SNMP
management; 1550nm transmitters
are offered in short-, medium- and
long -haul rack -mount configurations
and provide SBS suppression of up to
23dBm with SNMP management.
626-293-3428; www.emcore.com
BOOTH: N2238

BOOTH: C1607

BOOTH: N5738

UHF ANTENNA
ERI TRASAR UHF

Dual -channel transmitting antenna;
allows stations with N+1/N-1 or adjacent DTV assignments to share one
antenna; can be top- or side -mounted, or used as a structural member in
the company's STACKER optimized
antenna structure solution.
812-925-6000; wwww.eriinc.com
BOOTH: N1119

TRANSMITTERS

Aerodyne (Ai) Quantum Depressed
Collector IOT

Linux-based transmitters can be in-

stalled in both analog and digital
service applications; use the e2v ES-

CIOT; operate efficiently in either
digital or analog service; equivalent
energy savings are available in either
mode of operation.
610-917-1182; www.acrodyne.com
BOOTH: C2507

TRANSCEIVER SYSTEM

Telecast Fiber Systems Telethon

Accepts both optical and electrical digital signals, ranging from
19.4Mb/s up to 1.5Gb/s uncompressed HD/SDI; multiplexes the
signals for transmission in either or
both directions, with up to 16 optical
signals on one fiber.
508-754-4858; www.telecast-fiber.com
BOOTH: SU10213

DIGITAL TV EXCITER

Axcera Axciter

Is reprogrammable and field upgradable with new software versions; system includes AXACT dynamic digital
pre -correction and DT -Vision digital
signal analysis; features a VGA front panel display; supports slave -mode
and SFN operation.

VHF ANTENNA
Electronics Research (ERI) XWING

VIDEO EDITING
SYSTEMS
DIGITAL NEWSROOM SYSTEM

800-215-2614; www.axcera.com
BOOTH: C2524

JustEdit vsnnews

Allows text and video to be edited in
the same application; integrates the
rundown planning and assigning of

UHF STEREO TRANSMITTER

Screen Service SCT 100U/S 10W

resources, text eciting, material ingest, storage and cataloging, archive

Has a modular construction, con-

A side -mounted VHF TV antenna fea-

ventional cooling, and AGC and ALC
controls; features three -slope linearity
pre -correction; can program the local

oscillator from the front panel; has a

turing ERI's new SLIMWing design;
uses stainless steel construction for the
radiating elements, feed and grounding components; its two -bay modular

journalist workstations, graphics in
real time and the automatic publica-

preset for precision OFFSET..

design allows for ease of installation.

tion of news on the Web.

+39 030 3582225; www.screen.it

BOOTH: C1624

Color indicates advertisers

877-ERI-LINE; www.eriinc.com
BOOTH: N1119

integration, and shared editing of
video and audio with voice-over from

+34 93 734 99 70; www.vsn-tv.com
BOOTH: N717
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256 X 256 VIDEO ROUTERS

VIDEO ROUTING SWITCHER

Thomson Grass Valley EDIUS SP SDI

Network Electronics VD256256L,

Sierra Video Systems Viper

Is combined with a PCI Express card
that provides hardware -based acceleration, and broadcast -quality input
and output interfaces using SDI interconnection for both SD -SDI and
HD -SDI; supports embedded audio;
a breakout box is available for analog
audio JO, component video I/O and

HD256256L

Provide fully hot-swappable module
cards, built-in dual -redundant power
supply, and fully redundant control
architecture and controller functions;
features include TCP/IP control interface and TCP/IP interconnectivity
with VikinX Modular control panels,
as well as a comprehensive surveillance of the routers' vital parameters.

Ultra-wideband video routing switch-

www.thomsongrassvalley.com

800-420-5909

BOOTH: SL2020

www.network-electronics.com

er features 500MHz bandwidth and
hot-swappable video boards, control
processors and power supply; offers
configurations up to 64 x 64 in eight
input and/or output increments.

BOOTH: SU10605

530-478-1000; www.sierravideo.com

frame -accurate RS -422 VTR control.
503-526-8150

BOOTH: SL6105

MODULAR ROUTER

NVISION Synapse

MASTER CONTROL SWITCHER

Comprises more than 100 modules

Pro -Bel Masterpiece

for HD/SD signal processing and
transmission; can be cost-effectively
integrated into one powerful media
system over time; users can also integrate Synapse modules with any other
NVISION router, router control and

master control products in order to
add specific features, increase system
functionality and lower overall costs.
530-265-1119; www.nvision.tv
BOOTH: SU9605

Offers HD and SD switching, advanced audio processing, and flexible

keying and DVE options; upgrades
include the addition of an HD DVE,
as well as the option to install Dolby E
decoders and logo storage.
631-549-5159; www.pro-bel.com
BOOTH: SU8511

DIGITAL ROUTING SWITCHERS

Utah Scientific UTAH -400 series

FIBER-OPTIC ROUTER

Opticomm Optiva

VIDEO STORAGE,
ARCHIVE SYSTEMS
MEDIA STORAGE NETWORK

Avid Unity ISIS

Features four-way scalability, from
8TB to 192TB of storage and redundant, hot-swappable system components; supports up to 150 dual -stream

50Mb/s clients and up to 1000 user
accounts; delivers real-time SD and
mastering -quality DNxHD media in
formats up to 145Mb/s.
800-949-2843; www.avid.com

Itti;tilimiltliiii111111t1111111111111111111111111111

BOOTH: SL106, SL1410
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-The digital, daisy -chained fiber-optic
communication platform features customizable, multi -oriented video, audio

and data input configurations; supports most signals deriving from commercially available video, audio and/or
data equipment in any configuration.
858-450-0143

New features include a new frame
for large routers up to 288 x 288 with

fully automatic internal crosspoint
redundancy, a new frame for small
routers up to 32 x 32, and a new set of

multirate input/output modules that
are capable of handling all data rates
from 1Mb/s up to 3Gb/s.

CAPTURE AND PLAYBACK CARD

Blackmagic Design
DeckLink HD Studio

Allows capture from HDMI cameras
or decks, as well as analog decks and
set -top boxes; HDMI playback and
analog playback allows connection to
a wide range of video monitors, big
screen TVs and video projectors.
408-954-0500

ww.opticomm.com

801-575-8801; www.utahscientific.com

www.blackmagic-design.com

BOOTH: N2931

BOOTH: N4321

BOOTH: SL11020

We expect well -integrated and master control and channel release solutions
to be among the hot technology trends this year. Mobile TV in every form will
also be a major hot spot, particularly via broadcasters' ATSC transmitters.
- Brian Cabeceiras, vice president, strategic marketing and technology,
Harris Broadcast Communications Division
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INTER-FACITLITY MEDIA SHARING
BitCentral OASIS

MEDIA SERVER

NEARLINE STORAGE SERVER

Omneon MediaDeck

SeaChange Broadcast

MediaLibrary MUG

Is based on Intel's new Dual -Core
Xeon 5100 series processors; the
system's patented, clustered network
attached storage technology provides
up to 500TB of open, shared file stor-

Is designed for broadcast news production; facilitates user collaboration

and media sharing; blends client/
server distribution with peer -to -peer
distribution; enables streamlined file
sharing between HD and SD stations
within a group.

Integrates media storage, system
management, GigE connectivity, and
SD or HD video I/O modules in one
2RU package; consists of eight 500GB

age and backup broadcast -quality
streaming from a single platform.
978-897-0100; www.schange.com
BOOTH: SU10812

SATA disk drives with dual -parity
RAID, providing 3TB of usable storage with protection even in the event
of two drive failures.
408-585-5000; www.omneon.com
BOOTH: SU1326

800-214-2828; www.bitcentral.com
BOOTH: SL7715

VIDEO SERVER

360 Systems Image Server MARX

The high-performance, three -channel

broadcast video server with graphic
store and key and fill supports MPEG2 video up to 50Mb; inputs MPEG-2

and DV over GigE from Apple FCP
and Avid, as well as TARGA files from

TAPELESS RECORDING MEDIA

graphics programs.

Maxell Professional
Disc for XDCAM

8118-991-0360; www.360systems.com

CONTENT MANAGEMENT

BOOTH: SU9120

OmniBus Systems OPUS 2

Is designed to move the content process from specialized hardware to a
standard IT platform; features soft-

ARCHIVAL AND STORAGE
SYSTEMS INTEGRATION

XML support for customized log-

Crispin ArchiveManager

The archival and clip retrieval tool

of high -capacity storage, fast transfer

ging and annotation, frame -accurate
proxy generation and viewing, full text indexing and searching, seamless
integration with production editing
systems such as Avid and Final Cut
Pro, and standardized Web services
data exchange with adjacent systems.

rates and a high -precision polycar-

+44 8705 004339; www.omnibus tv

919-845-7744; www.crispincorp.com
BOOTH: SU6205

Optical media for XDCAM HD video
systems; is designed for professional

video and broadcast direct -to -disc
tapeless recording; provides 23.3GB

bonate plastic cartridge to protect
against dust and scratches.

BOOTH: SU5413

now integrates with the Omneon Me-

diaGrid active storage system; provides a view of video server and archive content through an integrated
database; allows for quick drag -and drop asset transfers.

800-533-2836; www.maxell.com
BOOTH: C7736

HD VIDEO SERVER

Doremi Labs MCS-HD
MEDIA SERVER

Omneon Spectrum HD

Combines high -quality HD playout
capability with flexible features to allow facilities to efficiently migrate to
HD broadcasting; MediaPort playout
modules can support one or two chan-

DATA MANGEMENT SOFTWARE

Quantum StorNet

Creates multi -tier storage archives, au-

Features up to four independent HD
video channels; can be used as a drop -

nels of HD MPEG playout of 4:2:0 and
4:2:2 material at bit rates up to 78Mb/
s; handles DVB/ASI streams.

tomatically moving data between different disk and tape resources to allow
users to build highly scalable storage
systems and reduce costs; is designed
to be platform -independent.

408-585-5000; www.omneon.com

719-536-5263; www.q tia num. c om

BOOTH: SU1326

BOOTH: SU13809

818-562-1101; www.doremilabs.com
BOOTH: SU3608

Color indicates advertisers

in replacement for HD VTRs, for
sports slow-mo and for the broadcast
delay of up to two HD video channels;
features HD -SDI and SDI in/out.
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ASSET MANAGEMENT
Xytech Systems Enterprise Version 10

ON -AIR RADAR SYSTEM

TRIAX CONNECTOR

AccuWeather SelectWarn v2.0

Fischer Connectors 1053

fiber-optic HDTV connector;
combines the technology of Fischer
broadcast triax connectors with the
technology of Corning UniCam fiber-optic contacts; is simple, convenient and economical for assembling
HDTV camera connectors in the field
in only 30 minutes.

Provides a workflow solution for the
creation, management, scheduling,
tracking and delivery of physical and
digital media assets; new capabilities
enable the software to maintain meta data on both physical and digital me-

A

dia assets.
818-303-7800; www.xytechsystems.com

BOOTH: SU7526

PRODUCTION SYSTEM

EVS CleanEdit Suite

Is designed for sports and news; allows multiple users to take advantage

of a common pool of media via a
reliable system; offers ingest applications with ingest scheduler and VTR
control, browsing, clipping and media management, editing in proxy or
high resolution in native HD and SD
formats, and immediate playout.
+32 4 361 70 00; www.evs.tv

BOOTH: C3607

Delivers on -screen weather graphics
and video; uses the National Weather
Service's official storm -based warnings; features an enhanced graphics
toolkit, extensions of StormVision to
track storm movement, and precise
lightning forecasts and AccuRain to
deliver neighborhood -specific rainfall amounts.
814-235-8600; www.accuweather.com
BOOTH: C6412

WIRE, CABLE,
CONNECTORS

800-551-0121

www.fischerconnectors.com
BOOTH: N409

HYBRID FIBER BREAKOUT BOX

Gepco

Is a portable, SMPTE 304M hybrid
fiber -to -ST breakout box with a reduced footprint; the breakout of the
hybrid connector to discrete, industry -standard optical and electrical
components allows for an HD camera -to -CCU interconnection over existing fiber tie lines in facilities where
hybrid fiber interconnects may not be
present.
847-795-9555; www.gepco.com

CAMERA CABLE

BOOTH: C7525

Belden Brilliance Composite

WEATHER/DATA
SERVICES

Camera Cable

BNC CONNECTORS

Canare BCP-PC

The 75S1 connectors are designed for
SD -SDI applications; include a longer
body, making them easier to grip; fea-

STORM TRACKER

Baron Services FasTrac

ture a unique 3 -piece crimp design,
making assembly and field -replacement a snap; models are available for

Is a Windows -based storm tracker;
to create a manual storm track, users
click and drag the mouse in the direction they want; a storm track instantly pops up, with a list of communities
that lie in harm's way, as well as the
time the storm should arrive.
256-

1-

11; www.baronservices.com
BOOTH: C7017

Uses two Belden A/V coaxial cables
and four audio pairs; ideal for the interconnection of digital remote field
cameras in SDI/HDTV applications;

the coaxes are sweep tested from
5MHz to 1600MHz, achieving minimum return loss values of 23dB and
21dB, respectively.

LIVE WEATHER DATA

Weather Metrics WxVision.Net

765-983-5815; www.belden.com
BOOTH: C9441

several industry -wide popular cables,
with 26dB or less return loss at 1GHz
and 20dB or less at 1.5GHz.
818-365-2446;

www.canare.com

BOOTH: SU4805

Note: Booth numbers are provided by NAB and
are current as of press time. Every effort has been
made by Broadcast Engineering to ensure the
accuracy of the listings.

Combines live weather information
with live streaming video, via the all -

digital WxVision camera; users can
view live weather conditions from remote locations; all video is sent over a
standard DSL Internet connection.

We do about eight trade shows a year, and without
a doubt, NAB is number one. From the quality and
quantity of customers we like to see, NAB delivers.

800-393-6629; www.weathermetrics.com
BOOTH: C7222
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"Managing our engineering work flow
and physical assets was challenging.
until we brought in Zeus."
Donald R. Jarvis Jr., Vice President of Engineering, Lifetime Networks

Lifetime

y Washnik - CORPRICOM

THINK Xeus.
LIFETIME NETWORKS DID.
"Zeus allows us to track asset locations, maintenance requests, maintenance history

and interdepartmental communication all under a single application! Having a single
portal for client maintenance requests that is both intuitive and responsive has improved
response time because the reporting of requests is organized and consistent."

szaa,
OBOR
ID
DIGITAL

To learn more about Zeus call Obor Digital at

407-352-6501 or visit www.obortligital.com.
Stop by Booth #N6730 at NAB for ycur chance
to win a Free iPod.

APPLIED TECHNOLOGY
NEW PRODUCTS & REVIEWS

Snell & Wilcox's iCR
Automated content repurposing creates revenue generating content for multiple distribution platforms.
BY JOF 7AILFR

tion produce clean, artifact -free images for all distribution platforms.

and often portable media experience, and this

unique mix of image conditioning,
content mastering, quality control and
content repurposing functionalities
into one workflow. (See Figure 1.)

trend gives content owners, distribu-

The system performs all encod-

tors and service providers the opportunity to monetize their media
assets across multiple distribution

ing and transcoding processing steps
concurrently. And once the master -

Because mobile phones, portable
media players and computer screens
feature progressive displays instead
of the interlaced scanning used for
TV broadcast, content de-

Consumers are rapidly em-

bracing the personalized

encode process is under way, it al-

Input

Simultaneous

transcode
la=1

File

El

Film

Simultaneous

transcode
Image

conditioning

Master
encoder

El

livered to these devices must

Output

iCR

Videotape

Intuitive encoding

have the interlace structure
removed during the encod-

Broadcast

ing and repurposing process. The system addresses
this task with 3:2 cadence

VOD

Simultaneous
transcode

Pcrtable
media player

Simultaneous
transcode

M)bile

Simultaneous
transcode

Internet

handling and de -interlacing

capabilities to create various frame -rate SD and HD
progressive masters and deliverables. It also automatically distinguishes between

film and video -originated
material and handles each
Figure 1.The iCR simultaneously repurposes content for multiple distribution platforms.

platforms and target devices. For
companies in these categories, the
challenge is to enable the creation
of high -quality masters that can be

repurposed for various platforms,
such as VOD, mobile phones, portable media viewers and Web publishing, in an automated, scalable,
efficient and cost-effective way.

Traditional repurposing has relied on separate encoding and trans coding processing steps. But this slow
and operator -intensive approach
limits the amount of media that can
be repurposed because of the cost involved and the time required.

lows you to complete mastering and
repurposing tasks in about the same
time it would take to perform a single
encode/transcode operation using a
conventional system. The system also
provides tools that dramatically reduce the costs associated with manual

create masters and deliverables from
programs that feature mixed film and
video content.

QC processes.

transcode processes can be achieved
in parallel, it becomes much easier to
repurpose content for multiple out-

iCR features a complete range of
SD and HD preprocessing and signal
conditioning capabilities, including
de -interlacing, frame -rate standards
conversion, image resizing, aspect
ratio conversion, multichannel audio
handling and MXF metadata wrapping on the fly. Because noise, grain
and other signal artifacts can cause

Integrated repurposing

visible blockiness and mosquito noise

To address this challenge, Snell &
Wilcox has developed iCR, an automated content mastering and repurposing workstation that integrates a

when pictures are compressed, the

210

in the most appropriate
manner, allowing the user to

system uses sophisticated image preprocessing. Scene -change detection
and 3-D wavelet -based noise reduc-

broadcastengineering.com I March 2007

Quality control
Because the encode process is per-

formed only once, and unlimited

put formats. Automated QC monitoring is integrated at each step of
the mastering and repurposing process to help streamline manual QC
and allow you to focus on problematic areas rapidly.

Beyond just monitoring the technical characteristics of the video, the
QC functionality also evaluates the
quality and makeup of the video, audio and metadata content within the
signal, both in the baseband and file

APPLIED TECHNOLOGY
NEW PRODUCTS & REVIEWS

domains. This allows the system to
automatically provide an analyzed
response as to whether each element

of the program meets satisfactory

port for new consumer devices and
distribution platforms.
Likewise, system throughput can
be easily increased by adding extra

Instead of performing all these
processes manually and individually,
it is now possible to integrate them
into a single -pass, automated process
that a single operator can control.
viewing quality standards, as well as

the legal and contractual requirements necessary to generate revenue.

Scalability
iCR's open, scalable architecture
can be configured to meet specific
needs, from simple encoding to the
full functionality of the entire system.
Over time, it is possible to add sup -

ally, it is now possible to integrate
them into a single -pass, automated
process that a single operator can
control. Fast throughput allows the
user to continue working and move
from task to task without delay, instead of waiting for system process-

ing functions to complete. In the

workstations or by upgrading systems to the latest processor technology. The system supports many
standard interface types, including
SNMP, VDCP and XML, and can integrate seamlessly with existing asset

course of the working day, this can
add up to significant time savings.
And by combining this concurrent
processing with automated QC, iCR
provides a low cost per deliverable
while ensuring high -quality results,
whatever the target platform.
BE
Joe Zaller is vice president of marketing
for Snell & Wilcox.

AUTOMATIONONESTOP
at www-broadc3stengineering.com

management or control and moni-

For more news and articles on
automation, lisit our Web site
and click on the Automation
link at the -op of the page

toring systems.

Instead of performing all these
processes manually and individu-
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TECHNOLOGY IN TRANSITION
NEW PRODUCTS & REVIEWS

Beyond intuition
New technology provides understanding
for format and scan conversion fundamentals.
BY JOHN LUFF

s I write this article, I'm
33,000ft over Kansas en

to look at changes in the scene as a

55 samples, you would find that they
are all intimately related but simply

morphing of reality.

slightly shifted in time, with an ir-

route home from the Hollywood Post Alliance Tech-

nical Retreat - the second technical
conference I've attended in two weeks.
Writing for a magazine like Broadcast
Engineering requires a conscientious effort to see the forest for the trees. After
two weeks of immersion in digital intermediate, IPTV, advanced compression and TCP/IP theory, I find it difficult to relate the future of our industry
to a single-minded topic. So the task of
writing about format scan and conversion looked daunting. Luckily, a company that participated in the conference
offered a fresh view of fundamentals of
format and scan conversion.

Interpolated reconstruction

regular cadence.

Consider what would happen if
you took some of the time samples

For example, look at the sample
times in Figure 1, and consider how
converting from one to the other can

- the frames - away. By relating

I

I

I

Seeing frames anew
FrameFree is a new technology

company to most of us, but its image
research roots go 17 years deep in Japan. The company sees video as the
movement of content across the image
plane rather than as frames. In much
the same conceptual view that motion
compensation seeks to find matches
frame to frame, FrameFree ties critical
points in an image to corresponding
points in the succeeding frames.
The simplest analogy you may be

familiar with is morphing, where a
face is slowly converted to another
by a gradual process of change. This
leaves the similar points, for example,

the eyes, in the same position, but
gradually changes them to those of
the second face. Over the space of
many frames, the image slowly becomes the new face, and all similar
features (mouth, hairline, etc.) convert to those from the target image.
But if you cease to view a TV signal as a series of pictures and instead
view it as samples in time, it is natural
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Figure 1. Frame alignment when converting between 525 and 625 frames

the remaining samples to each other

through finding critical points and
figuring out where they have moved
to, you might be able to replace the
missing frames with an interpolation
of the two end point pictures. This is
similar to motion -compensated standards conversion, but it is subtly and
fundamentally different. But how is

frame interpolation related to scan
and format conversion?

Format morphing
Think about converting a 525/30

be viewed as an interpolation of the
closest two frames from the source
samples. Then create the missing time
samples for the output format.
By looking at the problem this way,
its mathematical nature is clear. If you

can manufacture a frame where one
does not exist in the source, you have
the ability to convert any frame rate
to any output frame rate. Now take
the same analogy and think about the
spatial samples. Then you will realize
that the same thing can be done spatially at the pixel level.

signal to a 625/25 signal. Create mental pictures of the two sequences. They
both have the same nature as samples

Imagine 525- and 625 -frame images scaled and overlaid in the real
world. Their samples clearly would

in time of the real scene. But if you
could sample the real scene with all

not lay on top of each other, but
converting from one to the other
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Is technology moving faster than your staff's
skills? Do you have engineers and operators
that aren't up-to-date on you- latest equipment
and systems? Have the demands of HD and
handling multi -formats created workflow
problems or caused on -air mistakes? These
failures can cost you money.

est consleares

Prepared by rodustlesperts

Broadcast Engineering is excited to offer you an introductory series of training
workshops targeted specifically to broadcast operations and engineering staffs.
These courses are designed to:
> introduce new technology, solutions and operations to younger staff members, and
> provide a structured and thorough review for your more experienced staff.

All this is contained in a self -paced, complete program accessible from any computer.

Log on to www.broadcastengineering.com/webcast/best
to learn more about the training classes available, or to enroll.

Leave the teaching to the experts,
the consultants at Broadcast Engineering.

BroadcastEngineering®
%,SPECIALIZED TRAINING

US/Canada edition

Real-time compression

would require to morph, or interpolate, between data points that exist in
the source image. Then you can find
any intermediate point corresponding

What if this technique could be
used to compress TV images for

to the output image. (See Figure 2.)

Applying the technology
Intuitively, I have understood this
process for a long time, but watching
FrameFree's technology demonstra-

tion made the intuitive much easier
to describe. Of course, there is much

transmission? If the technology could
transmit fewer frames, it would greatly reduce the amount of data. This is
essentially what compression systems,
such as MPEG, do when they create
the much smaller B- and P -frames.
Converting high -resolution computer images to television output and
vice versa would be no problem with

525 and 625 line 1

625 line 2
525 line 2

Visit us at
Booth N6128 in the

II

re

625 line 3

e

525 line 3

North Hall and
625 line 4

SL4626 in the

525 line 4

lower level of the

Interpolating target pixels

South Hall, and pick
Figure 2. Interpolating target image pixels

up an additional copy

of the March issue.

more to the process. The company
decomposes the image into a math-

this process. The same goes for con-

ematical mesh using an existing technique called Critical Point Filters.
Applying this technology to modern motion imaging is powerful.

to 25 -frame film. Exactly the same
processes happen, whether done using Critical Point Filters or any other
approach. Interpolating in time and

FrameFree's only product to date is
intended for the graphics and image
processing industries, but I think the
company is really on to something.

space is the general case problem. And
after only 41 years in the business, I am
beginning to understand it!

The technology could be successful in
many other applications.
For example, using this approach in

Meeting of the minds

cartoon animation could make much
smoother animations for 30 -frame
television delivery without creating any
additional animation cells. Simply interpolating between cells could save the
artist time and improve the product.

verting 72 -frame computer simulation

FrameFree is likely a long way from

creating a real-time compression engine, or any of the other products, but
I hope this helps you to see scan and
format conversion in a new way.
John Luff is a broadcast technology
consultant.

This process could also be used to
smooth out sports replays. By creating

many more in-between frames, reWorld edition
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plays could appear stunningly fluid.
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Send questions and comments to:
john.luff@penton.com
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DVEO

Who Needs Metal to Fill Space?
Racklt Panels Make Sense

Capture & Analyze
MPEG-2 TS From Your
Digital Cable Network

[lugged, Durable Plastic Scratch/Nick/Damage Resistant
11W'
I

I

ENENSYS DIVICATCHTM RF-C
USB 2.0 Self Powered Pocket Size Analyzer and Recorder

Measures RF reception
quality
Compatible with QAM
Annexes A, B, and C

Elegant, looks better than metal

Costs less

Low cost shipping

Custom colors available

Easy installation

No screws or ciptive nuts

One 3RU panel

Ea! ily configures to1,2,3 RU
pa lel option

,
00/32
or .375" square rack rails

Lig htweight

Forwards captured TS
over IP - UDP, Unicast or

Multicast
Capture & view cable TV
streams on your laptop
For more information on Enensys
products, please call 858-613-1818,

or visit www.dveo.com.
Systems

Only $8

1000s in use by
customers:

Per Panel

NBC/NY MSNBC

Order Now!

Lifetime A & E

408-249-1661
467 Saratoga Avenue, Suite 615

www.rackitparels.com

San Jose, C.; 95129

FAX 408-5 i4-4327

infog rackitparels.com

PCI Cards

TALLY
MAPPERTM

BSG-50

$349

Tally Routing & Mapping
One Button Operation
Store Maps Internally
Edit From a PC/Laptop

Blackburst, Sync, & Audio 'llone

$149

plus
S&H

' 5 Amp Model'

17 -Outlet

Power Strip

WILD Display

"...Versatile and powerful
performance."

****

SALE PF ICE

SHOWS : Volts, Amps, Watt,

VA, Frequency, Power Factor & KWH

"...Just what you've come
to expect from Horita."
The HRovit BSG-50 takes center stage in

A Compact Solution,
Ideal for Mobile Units and
Multiple Production Setups.

the edit hay with multiple user -configurable
outputs. Select from 6 blackburst, 4 sync,
burst flag. and subcarrier plus audio tone.

A-Neutronics

Inc

purchase directly
www.a-nEutronics.com or

toll-free:1-877-263-8876

HORST
:cam
(949)489-0240

horita@horita.com

Videoframc
Control System Solutions

Tel: 530-477-2000

*20 Amp Model Also Available!

Register for your chance to WIN
a FREE Power Ship!
www.a-neutronics.com Promotion Code BE

www.videoframesystems.com
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ragnun
TSG

Reduce your VTR maintenance costs with VIDEO HEA)S
& other crit cal replacement )arts from AheadTek!

HD Test Signal Generator

Video Heads
Digital Betacam
Betacan SP
Betacan SX

Multiple Signals & Multiple Standards

DVCAM

Engineer Version

Facilities Version

J Series

20 SD and HD Standards
40 Test Signals including
Moving Zone Plate*
Lip Sync Test
Keyboard Entered !dents
VITC Generator*
Tri Level Sync Outputs

20 SD and HD Standards
8 Simultaneous Signals*
Lip Sync Test
Keyboard Entered !dents
4 Simultaneous Standards'
Tri Level Sync Outputs
Audio Tones

IMX
HDCAM
DVCPRC

Audio Tones

'Specific to Facilities Version

1" Type C

3/4" U-Matic
2" Quacruplex
Pro VHS/SVHS
Shown: Upper drum model DJR22A-R for Betacam SX DNWA75
VTR. Meets al OEM specifications among with an industry benchmark
2000 -hour warranty.

*Specific to Engineer Version

SHOONIEW
Shootview Limited, 87 Cadbury Road, Sunbury. Middlesex 1W113 7LS
Tel: +44 101 1932 782823 Fax: +44 (0) 1932 772824

(800) 971-9191

Email: salesPshootview.com Web: www.shootview.com

Career

This

AheadTeK

www.aheadtek.corn

. . .

Where can I find...

a new job?

6410 Via Del Oro, San Jose, CA 35119
Tel: (408)226-9800, Fax: (408)22E-9195

1,11,71,17L117.711!

an engineer?

RESUMEBank
JobsONLINE

SBE

Go to Career Services at www.sbe.org (317) 8464000

helped make this

,Noulmbreere

888.765-2900

Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com
DON'T THROW AWAY YOUR OLD BATTERIES!
IDX ENDURA Batteries or Any Sony
Style V Mount Batteries Visit
Only

www.VmountBattery. corn

White papers and more at

www.dsclabs.com
1.866.DSC.LABS

it:ISC' Labs

- since 1962

$ r.,9
V

POST-fRODUGION AND RECORDING
STUDIOS BROADCAST NETWORKS, CAE LE,
TELEPHONE AND SATELLITE PRODUCTINI
(ENTERS AND NETWORKS.

To

REACH INDUSTRY

PROFESSIONALS,

800-993-3068
ANTON BAUER Batteries or any Gold Mount
Style Battenes Please Visit

WWW.GoldmountBattery.corn

11

USED EQUIPMENT SALES
Brokers Auctions Classifieds

Pro Audio Video Film
Broadcast
Equipment - Parts

Techtraders.com Ph: 888.256-8650
Linus@techtraders.com
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MANAGEMENT, ENGINEERS/TECHNICIINS

COMMELCIAL AND PUBLIC TV STATIOIIS,

AcousticsFirst

the HD Standard!

THE MARKET THAT INCLUDES CORPORATE

AND OTIER MANAGEMENT PERSONNEL AT

For Sale

. . .

BROADCAST ENGINEERING IS AIMED AT
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PLACE YOUR AD TODAY!

SUSAN SCHAEFER

484.478.0154
F 484.478.0179
P

SUSAN.SCHAEFER@PENTON.COM
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help

CHIEF ENGINEER
VIDEO PRODUCTION STUDIO

A Hollywood -based video production studio with THREE fully equipped stages, control

rooms and support facilities seeks a production -experienced Engineer to manage
and direct all aspects of our engineering department. Qualified candidates should
have 5 years minimum strong practical experience in set-up of multi -camera, live,
taped, HD & SD video production activities, as well as solid knowledge of video systems

and experience in system integration and installation. Knowledge of the latest audio/

video production equipment and technologies is important. Experience m HD
production is very beneficial. Knowledge of real-time compositing or computer

network management is a plus. The ability to prioritize and to calmly interface well
with non -technical coworkers and clients is critical. Additional responsibilities,
based on experience, include technical facilities design and planning, equipment
maint-enance, and shared daily operational responsibilities with a small engineering
staff. Salary commensurate with exp-erience.
Please respond by emailing
your cover letter and resume to ahoogeveen@productiongroup.tv or by faxing it to
(323) 962-2182.
HIGH DEFINITION CAMERA ENGINEER

Video Equipment Rentals is a national

rental company of Broadcast, A/V, Audio,
and Computer equipment.
Seeking a High Definition Camera

Engineer in our Glendale, CA office to
join our growing Engineer Department.
Must have a minimum of 10 years
experience with Broadcast Cameras and
be familiar with Sony, Panasonic and
Thomson

cameras/camcorders. Additionalmanufactures a plus. A thorough
understanding of HD production methods
and work -flow is necessary. Must be a team

player with good work ethics, organized
and dependable. Full Time, Medical and
Dental Insurance provided after first
three months. Competitive Salary, based
on experience and education. Please email resume & salary requirements
deidre@verrents.com

.
Long%
TURNER
Lo -a STUOS
TURNER STUDIOS is seeking motivated, experienced, client -oriented Engineers to join our expanding
team in Atlanta. If your passion is cutting edge technology in a creative, fast -paced environment, we're looking

for you!

BROADCAST/
IT MAINTENANCE ENGINEER
News10 is looking to fill a morning

maintenance shift. Minimum five years
broadcast
maintenance
experience
required. Emphasis on Avid INews and
Unity, GVG Profile, and Harris Automation.

Interested persons should send resume

to: Bob Fitzhugh, News10, P.O. Box 10,
Sacramento, CA 95812-0010. EOE. Drug
Testing. No phone calls please.

End -to -end project, personnel and resource manage-

ment, proven SD/HD production and post facility
experience.

Production Engineer / Effects
Supporting high -end 3D, Design, Compositing and

Graphics production in a multi -OS environment.

Production Engineer / Editorial

university,

Jeff Sharpe - Director of Engineering
Turner Studios

jeff.sharpe@turner.com

ogy, equipment, facilities, and production

or any combination considered. Maintenance engineering background a plus.
Please send resume and salary history to
NEP BroadcastinE, LLC, hr@nepinc.com,
Fax: 412-820-6045, 2 Beta Drive, Pittsburgh,
PA 15238.

CHIEF ENGINEER

Growing communications company in
Nevada searching for an experienced
Broadcast Engineer with strong leadership skills and Extensive knowledge in
electronic equipment. Please submit
resumes to telmisionjobs@hotzmail.com
or mail to Blind Act: Personal/Confidential,
Sarah
Maxey,
Broadcast
Engineer
Magazine, Department #100, 9800 Metcalf,

Charles,

St.

MO seeks a freelance or contract video
engineer to perform system design and

installation for a new HD studio to b
completed Spring 2008.

Contact Ben

ENGINEERING MAINTENANCE
loo King for a Maintenance
The successful candidate will
have a clear understanding of News
Technical Operations and must possess
the knowledge base to maintain the
KOAT-TV

is

Engineer.

hardware and systems that support
SYSTEMS ENGINEER

Weigel Broadcasting Co. in Chicago has

an immediate opening for a Systems
Engineer.
Exp. in the workflow and
operations of broadcast on -air delivery
systems and work with the Dir. of

Engineering to manage and create efficient
workflows. Extensive knowledge of the

automation systems, video servers, traffic

systems, Telestream Flip Factory, Avid
Unity, Media Composers, Newscutter XP,
& related broadcast equipment required.

a

successful News product. This position
requires a thorough knowledge of ENG
camera systems, editing equipment, live
trucks and SNG vehicles.
Component level troubleshooting is required and
digital systems knowledge is necessary.

Please send resume along with a cover
letter stating where you found out about
this job to:
Daniel Brown, Director of
Engineering, KOAT-TV, 3801 Carlisle Blvd.
NE, Albuquerque. NM 87107. -KOAT-TV, A
Division of Hearst -Argyle Television, is an
Equal Opportunity Employer -

Willing to work and take calls 24/7. We
recently completed a new, state of the art
transmission facility. Resumes: HR, 26 N.
Halsted, Chicago, IL 60661, Fax: (312) 7052656. Email: humanresources@wciu.com.
No calls. EOE.

CHIEF ENGINEER /
DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING
WASHINGTON DC

Provide facility design, project & budget
management,

support of latest Apple and Avid editing and storage

Please submit resumes to:

manage and monitor mobile unit broadcast operations at remote sites, perform
preventative maintenance, trouble -shoot,
execute changes and engineering updates
on the mobile unit. Degree, training, 3+
years experience in broadcast technol-

VIDEO ENGINEER

Lindenwood

Linear and Non -Linear, emphasizing design and

systems.

NEP Broadcasting is seeking Mobile Unit Engineers
of all experience levels to

Overland Park, KS 66212-2215.

workflow and IT aspects of broadcast
Engineering Manager / Projects

nep

anted

Recruit Retain Explore

JC)Bzone

or fax to 404-87B-4014

End

engineering

staff

guidance for state of the art production /
post -production facility. Provide technical
solutions to various departments; provide
project planning and execution functions,
troubleshooting and support, oversee

installation, maintenance, and repair of
sophisticated ecuipment for live on -air

www.turnerstudios.com

The Industry's #1 Job Zone
Finally, a job site created
exclusively for the broadcast

control suites, studio & remote equipment,
satellite/uplink equipment, post production
systems, media storage units, servers and
computer networks. 8+ years broadcast or
large market TV e xperience, comprehensive

www.turnerjobs.com

industry.

knowledge of HD/SD systems and technology.
For complete description & to apply:

No phone calls, please.
Please visit:

Turner Broadcasting System, Inc. and its subsidiaries
are Equal Opportunity Employers.

http://jobzone.broadcastengineering.com

www.teampeopleiv > Job Seekers
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An awakening
In the broadcast industry, ultraconservative
companies are a dying breed.
BY ANTHONY R GARGANO

Corporation
of
America, known more faadio

miliarly as simply RCA,
has its roots in the Victor
Talking Machine Company, which
was headquartered in Camden, NJ.
Most of the craftsmen at the Victor Talking Machine Company were
skilled in carpentry and wood refinishing, and they produced an acoustic
phonograph called the Victrola - the
entertainment centerpiece of many
early last century family parlors.
As a result, the family parlor became

the living room, and the entertainment centerpiece evolved into radio
and eventually television. And, oh yes,

the dominant skill sets of the company were transformed from carpentry
and woodcraft to electrical engineering and electronic technicians.

RCA bites the dust
In its prime, RCA was a pacesetter
in both the engineering development
and the manufacturing of consumer
televisions. It was also a leading de-

veloper of advanced video, audio,
and RF technology and products for
everything from the broadcast studio
and transmitter site to the top of the
transmission tower.

Joining RCA in the mid -70s,

I

missed that heyday period. Unfortunately, I arrived on the scene just in

time to ride down a long, slippery
slope that took the company from
market dominance and ultimately out
of the professional broadcast scene.
Just three months before RCA announced that it was shutting down its

professional division, the company
chose me to attend the Tuck Executive Program at Dartmouth College.
The program was euphemistically referred to as "charm school" within the
company.
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"charm school," I looked forward to
applying my newly honed skills to

weeks, I was on a plane to Tokyo for
my Sony indoctrination. It didn't take
long to understand why RCA was de-

growing a business. Instead, I was

throned from its broadcast market

put to work shutting one down! Ultimately, it would be three years before
the light switches were thrown for the
last time and the doors locked.

leadership position. Where RCA had
fewer than 20 VTR engineers, Sony
had more than 200. RCA had perhaps
10 camera engineers; Sony had more
than 100.
Even in its heyday, RCA used an
ultraconservative shop order -based
manufacturing process. If, for example, RCA needed to build studio
cameras, a shop order was issued for
a specific quantity, usually not more
than 50. That meant 50 sets of parts
were ordered, and a production line
was reconfigured to handle the build.
Sony, on the other hand, with virtually continuous production, had none
of the cost inefficiencies associated

Returning to New Jersey from

Taking care of business
RCA had spent more than 60 years

supplying professional studio and
RF equipment to major broadcasters
and production facilities around the
world. An orderly shutdown of the
business meant closing down engineering, phasing out manufacturing,
laying off sales and support staff, and
eventually selling the remaining physical assets. Most importantly though,
it required RCA to provide customer
support, which meant replacing parts
and providing service for a minimum
of 10 years.

Joining the RCA mafia
RCA spent a year fending off lawsuits, terminating its workforce and
trying to assure disappointed customers that they would continue to receive
support. This year was more time than
anyone should have to spend in such a
gloomy, negative environment.

At the end of that year, I received
two offers. One option was to sign on
for another year in the phaseout activity at RCA. The other was to join
Sony. At the time, there were so many

with stop -start production and received significant quantity discount
opportunities on large parts buys.
This contrast between ultraconservative and super -aggressive business
practices can be seen in all industries.
Naturally, Sony has become a dominant force in the broadcast, produc-

tion and post industries. But cycles
are inevitable. When the keys to mar-

ket success transitioned to digital and computer -based technology, new

market leaders came to the fore, and
so the cycle continues. But that's a
story for another day.
BE
Anthony R. Gargano is a consultant and
former industry senior executive.

ex -employees of RCA working for
Sony that, internally, they were affectionately referred to as Sony's "RCA
mafia." It was an easy decision to join
the mafia.

Different strategies
Moving to Sony was quite a change

and an eye-opener. Within a few
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BECAUSE SIZE DOES MATTER
Key MVPTM Features:
(VBI data (Closed Captioning
Program Rating, etc.) signal
decoding, monitoring & disFlay
(Up to 120 unique inputs
displayed on a singl a output
Auto -sensing HD/SC./Analog
video on same BNC

( Selectable or detectable aspect
ratios for customized display of
video inputs

(Aspect ratio markers

On -screen clod. s and co:linters
with externzl LTC refe-ence
and conf gurable offsets

Computer graphic inputs up
to LXGA resolution
Multiple, user -configurable
static/dynamic UMDs, on -screen
text, tallys, fault messages,

borders and background inages
wit -1 transparency czntrol

Up to 4 AES or 4 stereo analog
pair audio evet with 3hase
correlation metering
Dolby E netadata decode/cisplay
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delivery workflow.
Profit from new, multichannel business models. Improve operating workflows and reckice capital expense. Get on
the air faster. Project your brand more effectively. Move media everywhere, quickly and easily. Confidently bui d your
media IT infrastructure for the future. With Harris.
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